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Dunstan Lowe 
'Monsters in Augustan Poetry: Compromised Identities' 

This thesis illustrates the substantial presence of monsters in Roman culture, and 

particularly in Augustan poetry. Through close reading of the texts, it identifies how 

various figures with abnormal bodies were used to explore and contest concepts of the 

normal, the familiar and the human, both in mythological and non-mythological contexts. 

A discursive Introduction surveys recent critical theories about monsters from a range of 

different disciplines, including anthropology, gender studies, psychoanalysis and film 

studies, with particular reference to concepts of the grotesque and the formless. 

Chapter 1 argues that three different kinds of non-mythological monster- the prodigious 

birth, the commodified 'freak', and the ethnographic oddity- reveal underlying 

structures of, and developments within, Roman authors' understanding of the unfamiliar, 

and beliefs about the social and cosmological implications of bodily abnormality. 

Chapters 2 and 3 discuss Augustan poetic treatments of various female mythological 

monsters. Chapter 2 treats Scylla, Medusa and the Sirens as provoking varying 

representational strategies in terms of visuality. In Chapter 3, the Furies and the Harpies 

are read as psychological and corporeal versions of a single conceptual framework, which 

imbricated femininity, bestiality, disease and madness. 

In Chapter 4, the Centaurs and the Minotaur are treated as contrasting figures, despite 

their shared man-animal hybridity. The Centaurs embody a violent, 'proto-epic' form of 

behaviour, shared by other mythic figures such as Hercules, which is both intolerable and 

necessary. The Minotaur is a mute man-eater, but Augustan poets contest his inhumanity 

vicariously through related female characters, and the ambiguity of the labyrinth (both 

'unicursal' and 'multicursal') reflects this conceptual lack of closure. 

Chapter 5 discusses human multi-part monsters - anti-Olympian beings, the 'many

mouths topos', Argus, Cacus and Geryon- arguing firstly that they metapoetically figure 

relationships between 'true' epic and other poetry, and secondly that, in their military and 

agrarian roles, they portray the failure of monsters to achieve types of sociality 

appropriate to different genres. 

In conclusion, monsters are both an important part of the study of Roman culture, and an 

apt demonstration of the benefits of a methodologically adaptive approach. 
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Introduction: Monster Theory 

Monsters are a widespread and defining concern in Roman literature and culture. This is 

particularly clear in the treatment of mythical monsters in Augustan poetry. Although 

historical periodisation is always to some extent arbitrary, Augustus' principate is a 

convenient timeframe, spanning an intense period of productivity in Roman literature that 

generated numerous Latin equivalents to 'canonical' Greek texts. The distinctiveness of 

this period is illustrated in modem scholarship by the survival of the terms 'Golden' and, 

especially, 'Silver' poetry, despite their outmoded evaluative connotation. 1 One of its 

distinctive features is the treatment of monstrous figures. While my discussion will 

largely steer clear of Augustan politics, the fresh spectre of the civil wars and the 

transition from Republic to principate are inevitably shaping conditions of rapid changes 

in depictions of monsters and monstrosity during this period. Furthermore, Roman 

culture itself, particularly under the emperors, was a distinctive environment for the 

production and conceptualising of monsters. As I will show in Chapter 1, monstrous 

fmms are essential to Roman (especially Imperial) definitions of the world and the 

relationship between order and chaos within it. While Republican Rome had its own 

prodigies and its own versions of Greek myth, in the earliest years of the principate 'the 

monster' became essential in defining many aspects of Roman identity itself, and 

Augustan poetry was a major discourse in this . 

The figures that I discuss from Greco-Roman myth do not include every 'unnatural' 

being.2 They have been selected on two specific criteria. Firstly, the primary categories 

contested in this period are those of human and non-human. Therefore, I do not include 

figures without human parts (e.g. Cerberus, the Chimaera and Pegasus). Secondly, 

although there are many divine figures whose bodies are in some way 'monstrous' 

(homed river-gods, goat-footed satyrs, Fauns etc.), they do not represent a threat to 

human safety per se, and in most cases are equipped with speech and personality which 

leave their 'humanity' relatively unproblematic. This study is mainly concerned with 

1 Fanell (2001: 90-92). 
2 See Chapter 1 on monstrum and 'monster'. 
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mythic figures in Augustan poetry whose bodies and behaviour define them as 

antithetical to humans and incapable of successful human interaction. They are therefore 

ideally placed to contest not only the nature of human sociality, but also frameworks 

whose values can be positive or negative, such as femininity and masculinity; epic and 

anti-epic; and tradition and innovation. 

2 

I will argue that a fascination with monsters, and the distortion or lack of form in general, 

was the inevitable consequence of the so-called 'classicism' of the age of Augustus. 

Monstrosity and deformity are appropriate metaphors for various aspects of a body of 

literature traditionally regarded as one of the most indisputably 'classical' (whole, 

symmetrical, unified, tasteful, impersonal, authoritative) products of Western culture. 

Even if the terms were rigidly defined, it would be impossible to divide any body of 

literature into 'classical' and 'grotesque' either in form or content. Rimell demonstrates 

the impossibility of keeping 'Golden' Latin literature pure and free of deformity in 

describing Ovid's famous opening to the Amores: 

'The germ of metamorphosis .. . is contained in that first image in Amores 1.1.1-4, 

where the-second line gets chopped to become (hey presto) a pentameter, the first 

line's wasted, deforming limb' .3 

Rimell's book is also an intense case study in how a single monster (Medusa) is 

assembled and fleshed out by readers ancient and modern, for whom a name provides the 

fragile thread for stringing together different versions and presences of a figure. The 

range of passages discussed reveals the uneven distribution, and considerable extent, of 

material involving monsters throughout Augustan poetry. While Greek, Republican and 

prose sources provide context, the core (mythographical) texts are principally epic and 

didactic: the bulk of the discussion gravitates towards the Aeneid and, especially, 

Metamorphoses, often supplemented by reference to Vergil and Ovid's other works. Ovid 

-arguably the most 'classicising' and form-obsessed Augustan poet- is by far the most 

preoccupied with monsters, formlessness, and the distortion of identities (both of 

3 Rimell (2006: 208). 
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characters and of texts). Elaborate semantic games complement his graphic exploration of 

abnormal bodies, and personalities, from outside and inside, demonstrating that the more 

rules of meaning are heaped onto language, the more unrecognisable and ambiguous that 

meaning becomes. Yet these authors' portrayals of monsters depend on established 

codes: mythic traditions, literary (especially generic) conventions, and social roles. My 

approach will reflect this diversity of contexts with an equally diverse range of 

methodologies, applied to different monstrous figures as appropriate. This introduction 

surveys critical idioms relevant to the theme of monsters, a selection of pertinent material 

from recent scholarship, grouped under the headings of mythology and anthropology, 

psychoanalysis, film and media studies, literary criticism, feminist and related cultural 

studies, and finally 'aesthetics', with awareness of the contingency of these categories. 

While the concepts of the grotesque and the formless seem particularly productive, 

monsters as subject material demand methodological adaptiveness rather than rigidity, 

which is reflected in my choice of a thematic structure. Likewise, owing to the uneven 

distribution of monstrous figures between and within texts, this thesis is both a broad 

survey and a selection of close readings. 

I will begin with Plato and Victor Hugo. In Republic 10 (61ld), Plato describes the 

human soul, conupted by habitation in the body and far from the beautiful ideal of 

reason: 

OLOV EV 'rc}J 7LCXQOVU cpaLVE'rCXL· 'rE8EcXf1E8a flEV'rOL bLCXKclflEVOV m.h6, 

W0"7LEQ Ol '(QV 8a;\anLOV r ;\auKOV OQWV'rEc; OlJl( &v En Qqblwc; (Xl)'(OU 

i'bOLEV 'r~V cXQXCXLCXV cpumv, vno 'rOU 'rcX 'rE nat\met 'rOU O"WflCX'roc; flEQfl 'ret 

flEV EKKEKAaa8m, '(et b£ O"VV'rE'rQicp8m KCXL 7lcXV'(UJc; ;\E;\cu~fja8aL vno 

'(WV KVflcX'rUJV, aMa b£ 71Q00"7LccpV1cEVCXL, OO"'rQEcX '(£ KCXL cpvK(a KCXL 

nE'rQac;, wa'rE rrav'rt fliit\.;\ov 8f1QL<f.J i:oudvaL T) aloe; fiv cpuaEL, o{hw Kat 

~V ~vx~v ~~lcic; 8EWf1E8a bLCXKELflEVflV vno flVQLWV KCXKWV. 
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Hugo, in the introduction to Cromwell, sketches a history of human civilization and 

cultme. In outlining the differences between ancient 'classical' and modern 'romantic' 

art, he argues that while the Iliad featmed the defmmed Thersites and Vulcan, and many 

of the non-human beings of Greek myth were grotesque, classical art-forms (particularly 

epic) stifled this aesthetic category: 'Le grotesque antique est timide, et cherche toujours 

a se cacher' .4 In constructing a contrast between 'ancient' and 'modern' thought, the 

latter pervaded by the grotesque, Hugo seeks to discount the many monstrous forms that 

were developed and represented throughout antiquity from the archaic period to the late 

Roman empire, and beyond. As the above passage from the Republic shows, it was not 

impossible even in fourth centmy BC Athens (an age when human statues had become 

individualised and non-ideal, by gaining the 'ugliness' once reserved for beast-meni to 

countenance a being so physically distorted and inhuman as to serve as a definition of 

deformity. There is no 'classicism' which does not privilege transgressive, non-ideal 

forms by marginalising them. I will examine various monstrous figures inside and outside 

Augustan poetry, whose corporeal abnormality is invariably accompanied by challenges 

to other kinds of expectations and boundaries. 

The monsters of Augustan poetry are mythical creatures such as Cyclopes, Centaurs, and 

Gorgons. One of the fundamental methodological issues in treating the subject is how far 

their meaning depends on their origins. This in turn opens up one of the most important 

questions in modern classics: where meaning comes from and what role the author plays. 

Structuralist interpretations, particularly those employed by comparative anthropologists, 

are inappropriate in the context of literary authors (particularly Augustan poets), whose 

self-awareness and its symptoms (metapoetics, irony, allusion and intertextuality) are 

constantly liable to subvert any structures of meaning in their reworking of traditional 

material. Questions such as whether the images of monsters came before their myths, or 

how the myths evolved, are therefore not directly relevant to the interpretation of such 

material. 

4 Hugo (1897: 192-198). 
5 Sassi (200 1: 60-61 ). 
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Structuralist approaches to myth are often useful when used on societies, but rarely on 

texts (though texts may evoke or metaphorise cultural categories). When discussing the 

role of any form of anomaly in a social context, it would be difficult to ignore the highly 

influential work of anthropologist Mary Douglas on the subject of taboos and pollution. 

The theory of conceptual systematisation and the exclusions it must involve, outlined in 

her book Purity and Danger, refers to social structures. However, it provides an 

important model for the position of monsters as anomalous entities even in intellectual 

and literary contexts. When a society constructs its categories of existence, she argues, 

certain things exist between or outside them and must either be ignored or condemned, or 

accommodated in further categories.6 The body, which can represent any bounded 

system, is a natural analogy for the social 'body', and things which are marked off by 

taboos as dangerous because they threaten to break the category system, and hence the 

social structure, often include those bodily materials (nail parings, spittle, blood etc) 

which leave the body and yet are part of it.7 Materials in this excluded category- 'dirt', 

'matter out of place' -derive ritual power from their liminality. 8 Leach connects these 

'abject' materials with monsters, their category-crossing equivalent in the imagination, by 

suggesting that powerful entities of tabooed ambiguity are how religion bridges the gap 

between men and-their remote gods.9 Likewise, authors may be seen to confront the 

inadequacies of 'hard lines and clear concepts' by actively exploring the dangerous 

intellectual and imaginative territory of the monstrous form. 10 This exploration usually 

takes place through representation of the grotesque body, which perhaps corresponds to 

Douglas' observation that 'There is hardly any pollution which does not have some 

primary physiological reference' .11 Analogy and interpretation may be seen as the natural 

habits that mediate between the cognitive self and the lack of form, which is the ultimate 

threat to conceptual structures. Explorations of monstrosity are approaches towards this 

unreachable 'formless', from which the mind is distanced by normal habits of thought 

that translate the unfamiliar into the familiar. One aspect of Douglas' argument is of 

6 Douglas (2002: 36, 39). 
7 Douglas (2002: 116, 122, 161 & passim). 
8 Douglas (2002: 164). 
9 Leach ( 1979: 158). 
10 Douglas (2002: 163). 
11 Douglas (2002: 165). 
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particular relevance to this theory, namely her claim that things in the 'anomalous' or 

'abject' category are only threatening, and hence powerful, as long as they are 

recognisably part of the self: 'their half-identity still clings to them and the clarity of the 

scene in which they obtrude is impaired by their presence' . They are then pulverised or 

rotted down into anonymous rubbish, whose lack of identity renders it safe: 'Where there 

is no differentiation there is no defilement' .12 If this is true for the Augustan fascination 

with monsters, then their attraction is not conceptual anarchy and chaos itself, but the 

complications that occur when categories such as human, animal, masculine, feminine, 

superhuman and subhuman become distorted or transgressed rather than disappear 

completely. 

Taking a very different approach, examining religious texts alongside Bram Stoker, 

horror B-movies and various other elements of modem popular culture, Beal offers a 

comparably flexible model for how, rather than what, monsters mean. Moving between a 

range of cultural 'texts' in a loose sense, he maintains that monsters, like Douglas' 

'matter out of place', are both inimical to and constitutive of the cosmic order, 

representing an accommodated form of chaos. 13 They can represent everything that a 

culture rules out as transgressive, 14 and provoke strongly ambivalent responses of fear 

and desire. 15 He claims, finally, that the excessiveness which demands this mixed 

response constitutes a double warning: firstly that the limits of possibility are dangerous, 

and secondly that boundaries (including constructs such as morality or cosmology) are, 

ironically, themselves limited (i.e. na'ive). 16 The appeal of Douglas' and Beal's 

formulations is that they provide models for the treatment of the abnormal which allow 

for the range of interpretations that such a complex cultural phenomenon as monsters 

requires. Clay treats the catalogue of monsters in Hesiod's Theogony as an example of 

such duality at work in a literary text. She argues that the presence of monsters, both 

individually and collectively, 'subverts the process of individuation and articulation 

12 Douglas (2002: 161). 
13 Beal (2002: 4 & passim) . 
14 Beal (2002: 103). A similar formulation is used by Halberstam (1995: 1-3 & passim) and constitutes 

Jeffrey Cohen's fourth and fifth 'Theses ' (Cohen 1996: 7-16) . 

15 Beal (2002: 195). This is one of the most frequently occurring observations in scholarship on monsters. 

16 Beal (2002: 196). 
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which underlies the Hesiodic project' .17 At the same time, their early position in the text, 

and the closure that is achieved, render them a necessary aberration in the process of 

cosmic evolution and 'the most compelling argument for an ordered cosmos under Zeus' 

hegemony' .18 Thus the imaginative function of monsters is both normative and 

challenging. This thesis concentrates on their challenging aspect, yet it should be borne in 

mind that the complexity and range of their meaning can involve support and 

consolidation of readers' perceptions of identity and order, as well as disruption. 

Although anthropological and other structuralist readings of myth are of limited value in 

the analysis of self-conscious texts, theories about a culture can provide useful tools for 

interpreting its products. Although ancient authors' intentions are inaccessible to us, we 

obtain meaning from their works by hypothesising them. This is the value of models such 

as Douglas' category-preservation, corporeal analogy, and 'matter out of place'. A 

similar situation obtains in a field whose connections with anthropology and with 

mythography have already become apparent: that of psychology. 

As stated above, the monsters of religion and literature are products of the human 

imagination, and hence subject on both levels to theories of the human mind. Despite the 

inadequacy of intentionalist readings on any level, including that of the authorial psyche, 

the discipline of psychoanalysis contributes indirectly to this thesis through its influence 

on cultural theory, both in the abstract, and in application to ancient and modern society. 

This provides another set of frameworks with potential insights into the function and 

meaning of monsters in Roman texts. 

The two most influential names in psychoanalysis, Freud and Jung, have both found 

adherents in academia as well as psychiatry. The collected works of Jung contain a 

number of references to the 'shadow archetype', one of the many universal features of the 

human personality, associated with a posited inverse side of the rational mind in which 

day is answered by night, conscious by unconscious, known by unknowable and good by 

17 Clay (1993: 106). 
18 Clay (1993: 115-116). Clay echoes Dowden (1992: 135) in stating that the fearsome hybrid form of 
Typhon (and other monsters) reflects the ill-formed state of the world in which he appears. 
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evil. Jung describes this 'dark side' of the mind more than once with monster 

metaphors. 19 Cawson's study of cultural manifestations of monsters draws directly on the 

Jungian framework, arguing that they are projections of the fear developed as a survival 

mechanism during the evolution of humankind (shown by the fact that the monster is 

always 'behind' in evolutionary terms, usually reptilian), and that it symbolizes the 

struggle within the psyche between two evolutionary drives, 'the need to kill and to 

care' ?0 Part of the present project is to illustrate the diversity of monstrous fmms, both in 

their form and their meaning, in Roman culture, which does not require or permit the 

reductive procedures of seeking 'archetypes' or distinguishing between 'good' and 'evil'. 

Freud's psychoanalytic framework has been more widely accepted among analysts of 

monsters in culture (including Coates and Creed: see below). However, critics apply 

different elements of his extensive and prolific work, and with varying purposes (and 

degrees of success). In general terms, his emphasis on sexuality, particularly in infancy, 

in the formation of identity has contributed to gender-based interpretations of all kinds of 

cultural products and practices, and sex and gender are undoubtedly a crucial dimension 

of many portrayals of monsters in classical literature (see Chapters 2 and 3). Kursh's 

article on the 'goat-man' and the 'mermaid' attempts to read these two figures, in all their 

manifestations, as~ complementary symbols of idealising male projections of the relative 

sexual roles of men and women, the former aggressively sexual, the latter passive and 

sanitised, bearing only those human physical features which the child perceives in the 

mother. 21 In this thesis, I will take the opposite approach and treat monsters as having no 

inherent signification. Since the intentions of the author and the variables of the cultural 

moment are inaccessible, nothing about a monster (regardless of 'conventionality') is of 

fixed meaning. There is no inevitable, underlying quality of any given figure or nanative 

from one cultural context to another, psychological or otherwise. 

19 E.g. Jung (1966 [1912]: 35), (1971 [1939]: 187). 
2° Cawson (1995 : passim, esp. 2 & 157). The claim that most monsters are reptilian is another 
generalisation inapplicable to ancient mythology. It might also be objected that, in contemporary culture, 
many science-fictional cybernetic and alien fantasies are arguably threatening because ahead of humans in 
evolutionary terms. 
21 Kursh (1966: 14-15 &passim). 
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One Freudian term in particular appears frequently in monster studies: das Unheimliche 

(usually translated 'the uncanny').22 As Freud describes it, das Unheimliche is a subset of 

the frightening, which by means of neuroses (such as the castration-complex, or belief in 

magic) invokes what is long familiar, that is, repressed complexes and superseded 

concems?3 Because this is framed as an ambivalence, which might be grossly simplified 

as the combination of intimate and alien, monsters (generally accepted as provoking an 

ambivalent response) have occasionally been labelled uncanny.24 To apply this term, and 

the psychological framework that sunounds it, to ancient poetry would require the 

unjustifiable assumption that the psyche of the author and that of the reader ('typical', 

'ideal' or otherwise) experience the same response to the same stimulus. It is safer to 

discuss the nature of monsters in terms such as 'the Other' without outlining a particular 

reader's psychological profile. 

The work of several major figures in contemporary criticism embraces features of 

psychoanalysis, and indeed '(critical) theory', which is inherently interdisciplinary, has 

depended in part on the transfer of its models into other fields. 25 For the purposes of the 

present study, the most relevant is Kristeva, the Lacanian theorist whose book The 

Powers of Horror formulates the influential concept of the 'abject'. Kristeva's abject is in 

one sense merely an elaboration of Douglas' discussion, summarised above, of the 

symbolic power with which discarded bodily matter is invested. Her conclusion describes 

it in terms reminiscent of the uncanny: abjection is the return of the repressed of 

religious, moral, and ideological codes?6 However, this is extended into a much more 

complex account of abjection as the means by which the self is defined, 'a stifled 

aspiration towards an other as prohibited as it is desired': the abject materials that emerge 

from the body appear in the psyche to reassure the subject, when the integrity of the skin 

as container gives way, that he or she is an individual entity, and stop him or her from 

having to confront this other.27 The possibility of applying this amplification to monsters 

22 E.g. Beal (2002: 4) . 
23 Freud (1955 [1919]: 219-252). 
24 E.g. Shildrick (2002: 81 ). 
25 Culler (1997 : 3-4). 
26 Kristeva (1992: 209). 
27 Kristeva (1992: 47, 53). 



in texts as the abject of the imagination is encouraged by the fact that Kristeva herself 

speaks of 'mUTative abjection' taking place in twentieth-century literature, and of 

literature in general as representing 'the ultimate coding of our crises', and writing as 

taking place in the condition of abjection: 

10 

'On close inspection, all literature is probably a version of the apocalypse that 

seems to me rooted, no matter what its socio-historical conditions may be, on the 

fragile border. .. where identities ... do not exist or only barely so- double, fuzzy, 

heterogeneous, animal, metamorphosed, altered, abject' .28 

Thus Kristeva's work enhances the value of the abject, the phenomenon that Douglas 

describes, as a concept in the appreciation of monsters in ancient literature. It links the 

abject to literature itself, though it should be used as an interpretative metaphor rather 

than something inherent. 

Psychoanalysis has influenced a wide spectrum of interdisciplinary studies, and it is 

possible to move away from schemata of the individual mind and towards more general 

cultural studies, in which elements of the study of individual thought are applied to 

societies or cultures collectively. Several works of psychoanalytic theory have more 

general relevance to cultural studies than the abovementioned seminal studies, and 

illustrate the way in which 'reader-response' to 'texts' (in a loose sense) shades from 

psychology into what I call below 'aesthetics'. I will begin with Barton's book, best 

described as emotional history, in that it focuses on the 'mentality' of the Romans as 

embodied in their responses to the two marginal figures of the title, 'gladiator' and 

'monster'?9 She claims that Roman society' s ambivalent response towards them 

(formulated as invidia and fascination) comes about through heightened self-awareness, 

involving both excess, and total dissolution, of limitations, creating the paradox of self

consciousness together with loss of self.3° For Barton, monsters (in the sense of deformed 

humans) in particular were popular at Rome because, especially in the Imperial period, 

28 Kristeva (1992: 207-208). 
29 Barton ( 1993). 
30 Barton (1993 : 98). 
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they reflected the desire for excess and indulgence, and at the same time jaded 

individuals were attracted to 'the virile wilderness of grotesques'. 31 Their transgression of 

norms satisfied escapist urges resulting from a strict and rigid social structure; the 

popularity of monsters and gladiators represented the desire to protect the boundaries of 

social identity threatened by disequilibrium between competition and equality, especially 

in the period following the civil war: 

'At all times the monster played an important role in mechanisms of reflexivity, 

but never as great as in the period of the late Republic and early Empire ... This 

loss [of status and identity] was blamed either on the monstrous absence of 

defining distinctions or on the alienating excess of distinctions, on the severity of 

limitations or on their lack'. 32 

This aggregation of polm·ities is difficult to apply to a particular historical moment. 

Indeed, the synchronic scope of the book produces a number of abstract generalisations 

and a loose definition of what a Roman 'monster' actually was. However, its approach is 

useful, since it demonstrates that emotional and intellectual readings of Roman culture 

can be made without subscription to any advanced psychoanalytic method, and hence 

with a (more cautious) claim to historicism. My thesis will avoid such claims as far as 

possible, yet must inevitably involve some hypothesis of emotional response on the pmt 

of the author and (which is essentially the same thing) of the intended reader, for which a 

culturally, if not chronologically, specific account such as this is one possible model. 

Regarding emotional response and its role in criticism, further challenging issues are 

raised by Carroll's book and subsequent discussion in Philosophical Studies. Canoll 

seeks to define the appeal of the honor genre, citing numerous examples, and formulates 

its experience as the emotion of 'art-honor'. Primarily examining horror in the cinema, 

Canoll claims that the represented (and hence leading) responses of sympathetic 

characters in horror nanatives are what make the essential ingredient, the monster, an 

31 Barton (1993 : 132). 
32 Barton (1993 : 187-189). 
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active one: it provokes art-horror in this context (unlike, for example, in fairytale) 

because it is not the inhabitant of a fantasy world but 'an extraordinary character in our 

ordinary world' .33 Subsequent dialogue with Feagin produces the concessions that 'art

horror' need not, as Carroll had claimed, involve belief that the monster is a possible 

being; that not every characteristic of a genre is necessarily part of its appeal rather than 

merely functional; and that art-horror is not dependent on belief, but on the emotive 

power of description and the mental image it creates?4 Examining the imaginative 

character of a given element of a Roman text must involve judgments on its emotional 

content or power, as part of the process of hypothesis towards authorial intent from which 

meaning is created. However, such judgments must be made cautiously and on a 

subjective basis, with the proviso that all fictional narratives and descriptions presuppose 

suspension of disbelief, 35 of which acquiescence in the response dictated by textual cues, 

emotional and otherwise, is a part. 

Cohen's article 'Monster Theory: Seven Theses' is a classic text on monsters in cultural 

studies and something of a middle ground between psychology and aesthetics . These 

theses, 'a set of breakable postulates in search of specific cultural moments' ,36 coalesce 

and conspire in constructing a universal cultural model. All are relevant to the study of 

monsters in Augustan poetry. The first and second respectively propose that a monster 

embodies a particular cultural moment, and that it always 'escapes' and 'returns', 

reappearing with different meaning from one of these moments to the next. This fits in 

with the idea that nothing is inherent to a monster in ancient literature and that, both in 

te1ms of authorship and chronology, context is all. The third states that monsters escape 

categorisation because their hybrid bodies are externally incoherent and hence dangerous 

as 'a form suspended between forms that threatens to smash distinctions'. The monster in 

antiquity always escaped to the margins (of the world and of epistemology), and likewise 

monsters are an unmappable and unboundable expanse, resisting hierarchical or binary 

33 Carroll (1990: 16-17). 
34 Feagin (1992: 76-77, Carroll (1992: 87, 90). 
35 A related condition of the reception of literature is the 'hyper-protected cooperative principle', the 
assumption by readers that 'complications of language ultimately have a communicative purpose' (Culler 
1997: 25-27). This also applies to narrative, in that readers can assume that everything in the text is 
intended to contribute to meaning. 
36 Cohen (1996: 4). 
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classifications. Few would contest this argument. The fourth is that 'Any kind of alterity 

can be inscribed across (constructed through) the monstrous body' ,37 including cultural, 

racial and sexual differences (the reference to race indicates Cohen's mediaevalist 

background), and that, in a reflexive twist, the monster reveals that difference is 

arbitrarily constructed and hence threatens the apparatus of individualisation. The fifth 

and sixth suggest that monsters on the one hand are warnings against exceeding 

boundaries of behaviour, and on the other derive their appeal from providing a release 

from restraint, a liminal place where fantasies can be indulged, including the experiences 

of fear, mortality and corporeality, and are a feature of carnival (this is one of many 

formulations of the fear-and-desire ambivalence that monsters provoke). Finally, the 

seventh 'Thesis' merely states that the challenge monsters present prompts us to learn 

about humanity and re-evaluate our assumptions about difference and its expression. 

Each methodological issue raised by this article may be as fruitfully applied to ancient 

Rome as to later eras, and the relevance of these theses on the present project will 

become apparent, though Cohen's generalisations seem less than transcendent when 

approached from a distant perspective such as Classics. 

Media studies is a' large subsection of cultural studies, and may be regarded as occupying 

the abovementioned area between psychoanalysis and aesthetics, treating as it does the 

relationship between representational forms and processes and the ways in which they 

affect their audience. One of the most influential recent interdisciplinary concepts has 

been theory of the gaze, in which viewing is considered an active rather than passive 

experience, a form of control. The significance of this concept for understanding the role 

of the formless in Augustan poetry is discussed in Chapter 1. Another considerable 

element of contemporary representational theory is gender studies (see below). Much of 

so-called 'media studies' extends into other areas of scholarship, and tends toward 

ephemerality in its focus on the initial 'performance context' of cultural products, 

resulting from the accessibility of authorial intention and first reception in the modern 

era, either documented or first-hand. Two works from this field, those of Coates and 

37 Cohen (1996: 7) . 
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Halberstam, are pertinent to this thesis, both concerning themselves with the marginality 

of monstrous figures in fiction. 

Coates speaks of the uncanny as an experience in cinema, but claims that monsters are 

not part of it. He claims that the uncanny is the moment during which the Other is in the 

process of being externalised and projected, but still part of the self, a model more 

reminiscent of Kristeva's abject than of Freud's Unheimliche. 38 Another interesting claim 

by Coates about monsters in this medium is that their prevalence has two aspects, one 

innocent, the other less so. The former is a consequence of the 'desire for spectacle', 

which refers to the widely-held academic belief that the multiplication of media in the 

twentieth century responded to (and provoked) a new desire for the proliferation and 

intensification of various kinds of 'entertainment' experience.39 I intend to suggest that, 

albeit on a simpler scale and narrower scope, developments in the representation of 

monsters in Augustan Rome analogously created a new mode of explicit representation. 

The latter aspect is described in the metaphor of the cinema itself- the audience are 

invisible in the dark, and manifest themselves on the screen in transformed states. 'Their 

isolation in the dark has rendered them monstrous ... The screen itself is, in a sense, the 

monster that overwhelms us, with the eerie whiteness of the whale' .40 The immersive 

experience of cinematic viewing causes the audience to empathise with what is portrayed, 

even when marginal, alien, 'evil' and monstrous. The aforementioned 'suspension of 

disbelief' is a form of empathy, but with the monsters of Roman texts the degree and 

nature of empathy requires examination: it is necessarily directed, but the question is 

where. The texts explored in this thesis involve a range of different procedures, since 

some monsters are speaking and even sympathetic subjects, whereas in other cases their 

presentation is focalised externally, through other characters or an objective nanative 

voice. The issues of imaginative participation in cinematic experience are also applicable 

to the very different reception circumstances, ancient and modern, of classical literature. 

38 Coates (1991: 6-7). 
39 Cf. Williams (1999: 7, 34-57) on the 'frenzy of the visible' in pornography and Baudrillard (1988) on the 
obscenity of 'immediate visibility' in twentieth-century media. 
4° Coates (1991: 80) . 
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Halberstam's book addresses itself to the genre (or rather, aesthetic) of 'Gothic' as a form 

of horror, beginning with nineteenth-century novels such as Frankenstein and Dracula 

and tracing a developing continuity into 'post-modem' horror film. In common with 

other scholarship mentioned above, Halberstam's insights into and assumptions about 

this subject matter raise important questions about the study of monsters in the very 

different medium of classical literature. She argues that, whereas Gothic novels used the 

metaphor of monstrosity to render modem subjectivity as a series of polarities 

('inside/ outside, female/male, body /mind, nai:Ve/foreign, proletarian/ aristocrat'), 41 horror 

film merely serves up images of monstrosity without seeking such parameters. This shift, 

and the greater explicitness of the moving image itself and its narrative conventions, 

narrows the scope of horror: 

'One might expect to find that cinema multiplies the possibilities for monstrosity 

but in fact, the visual register quickly reaches a limit of visibility .. .in the honor 

film, the monster must always fail to be monstrous enough and hmTor therefore 

depends upon the explicit violation of female bodies as opposed to simply the 

sight of the monster' .42 

She defines the aesthetic category of Gothic in both literary and visual media as 'the 

breakdown of genre' and the inability either to nanate or categorise. Once more, a 

connection can be made between representations of monsters and the conditions of 

representation themselves. This, and two further claims that Halberstam makes 

exclusively for Gothic- that it expresses a specifically modem concern with bodies and 

their collapse, and that its monsters are defined by proximity to humans- apply to the 

monsters of Augustan poetry also. 43 She contrasts the male Gothic monster, which 

becomes human and therefore 'makes humanity intrinsic to a particular kind of 

monstrosity and vice versa', with the female, whose sexual and shapeless corporeality 

can never be 'human' in this sense but merely material. 44 As Chapters 2 to 5 will show, 

41 Halberstam (1995: 1). 
42 Halberstam (1995: 3). 
43 Halberstam (1995: 23). 
44 Halberstam (1995: 51). 
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there is some value in distinguishing Roman monsters by gender, but such generalisations 

are impossible. Halberstam's emphasis on how representations of monsters inform our 

understanding of contemporary social issues emerges in her formulation of the 

ambivalent properties of monsters, 'pleasure' and 'danger', the latter being 'their 

tendency to stabilize bias into bodily form and pass monstrosity off as the obverse of the 

natural and the human' .45 However, she claims that this dimension of meaning- the 

ideological suppression of categories of humanity through their stigmatisation as 

monstrous- ceases to apply when Gothic evolves into post-modern horror film. This 

implies that the same aesthetic can support both the negotiation of issues of identity, and 

a crisis in which the formless monster defies identification. My thesis will explore the 

convergence of these two phenomena in Augustan poetry. 

'Literary criticism' can either be understood as the entire discipline of the study of 

literary texts, or specifically its theory. The latter is itself a vast and varied discipline. 

One element of it particularly requires discussion here: the parallelism between form and 

content in texts about monsters. In Augustan poetry, monsters are part of myth, an 

acknowledged body of material that has passed through previous incarnations and hence, 

as a form of (mainly Greek) cultural property, is parcelled up with cultural and authorial 

identity. Re-presenting, for example, an 'Odyssean' monster must entail claims both to 

Homeric similarity and Roman difference. As will emerge over the course of this thesis, 

some Augustan monsters embody a poetic geme or, more often, the interaction between 

gemes and the positive or negative value of innovation. These roles link 'deformed' 

subject matter with altered poetic forms, as does seeing monsters as the presence of the 

formless in Augustan literature, since motifs of conflict and hybridity can be seen as loss 

of form. The following is an account of relevant critical perspectives on monsters as 

agents of the disruption of meaning in literary discourse. 

It is appropriate to begin with a book concerned with the same phenomenon in a different 

historical context: Williams' Deformed Discourse. Taking as its theme the prevalence of 

monstrous forms and related 'wonders' in the philosophical and theological discourses, 

45 Halberstam (1995: 85) . 

~ ....................................... $ 
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pedagogical and ethnographical texts, and decorative art of the Middle Ages, its purpose 

is to demonstrate that these monsters are an important epistemological tool, existing 

outside and challenging the nmmal mechanics of language and symbolic meaning. They 

'propose a fundamental critique of rational discourse', showing that the relationship 

between sign and signified is not intrinsic but arbitrary. Their representation, a monstrous 

discourse distinct from and transcendent of logic, opens a window onto divinity by 

requiring the loss of worldly self and identity (i.e. participation in the usual practice of 

interpretation).46 One of this book's many strengths is Williams' broad epistemological 

perspective, which is not restricted to the historical context of his source-material. The 

representation of monsters is considered as parallel to representation in general. Monsters 

are compared to language itself (in that we are ambivalent towards them, and that they 

indicate the possibility of healing the rift they represent), and to allegory: 

'Like allegory, the monster depends heavily on the process of analogy and the 

transfer and combination of intellectual significations that analogy permits, even 

if, in this case, the transfer distorts normal expectations'. 47 

Such fundamental links between monstrosity in the abstract and the epistemology of 

literary texts are difficult to bring out in close readings of individual portrayals of 

monsters, but underlie any such attempt. The idea of meaning itself as deformed or 

distorted, a central concept for Williams, can also be related to the issue of aesthetics, and 

like Halberstam, who claims that (in Gothic novels) 'part of the experience of honor 

comes from the realization that meaning itself runs riot', he remarks that modern media 

contain copious examples of 'defmmed texts' like those featuring monsters in earlier 

periods, which provoke 'aesthetic repulsion, even honor. .. modern art displays an affinity 

for assaulting its own form' .48 The breakdown of form through monstrous representation 

is not merely a modern phenomenon, but also a feature of the texts explored in this thesis. 

It may even be intrinsic to the concept of being modern itself. It therefore exists in the 

self-consciously secondary texts of Augustan Rome as well as in post-modern 

:~Williams (1996: 4-5,10-11, 60). 

48 
Williams (1996: 63, 75). 
Halberstam (1995: 2), Williams (1996: 78). 
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representational practices, both of which therefore produce new kinds of deformity in 

defining their relationship to established models. 
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In order to refine the definition of 'monstrous discourse' as symbiosis between textual 

form and content, it will be useful first to adduce other perspectives on meaninglessness 

in language, and then to examine Clement's application of this symbiotic approach to the 

monster Fama in Vergil's Aeneid. The influence of Douglas reappears, this time

perhaps surprisingly- in the field of discourse analysis: Stewart writes of linguistic 

taboos, suggesting that category-threatening (i.e. nonsensical) language may be 

interpreted as anomalous, ambiguous, or ambivalent, and that, 

'Like dirt, texts become increasingly "formless" or antiformal as they move away 

from a given system of order. .. at the same time, these categories are totally 

dependent upon the existing system of order for their anomalous, ambiguous, 

and/or ambivalent status'. 

Nonsense, she argues, is a form of order that has not yet been accommodated into a new 

category.49 It is tempting to apply Kristeva's term and describe meaningless or illogical 

language as semantically abject, but this would require that language was originally of 

the self, and both Williams and Stewart regard it as lacking this or any other ' intrinsic' 

identity. It is safer to make the more cautious observation that language, like physical 

form, is dependent on categories, and that both frameworks are always incomplete, as 

they attempt to encompass all possibility through the endless creation of new interstitial 

categories. 50 

In discussing the works of Paul de Man and bp Nichol, Clark agrees that language is alien 

and, in some ways, 'monstrous' itself. De Man argues that literature itself, as a series of 

symbols on a page, involves certain elements, for example the distribution of a certain 

49 
Stewrut (1979: 61). A very similru· scheme is proposed by Harpham (1982: 16) for the grotesque. 

50 
This reveals a pru·adox in the imagining of new forms and details of monsters in Augustan poetry. In one 

way this is an increase in expressiveness, as representation becomes more explicit and less ambiguous . In 
another, it is a slide towards the impossibility of expression, since what is increasingly bypassed is 
interpretation, the means of expression itself. 



letter on that page, which are so random as to be meaningless and hence contribute 

nothing to the meaning of the text either positively or negatively.51 Clark himself 

employs monster-metaphor, particularly that of the Minotaur and labyrinth for the 

othemess at the heart of language, taking his cue from de Man himself: 

19 

'de Man's extreme analytic rigor, which calls for a hyperascetic resistance to the 

seductions of the aesthetic ideology, coincides with a conspicuously pathetic 

rhetoric of monsters and monstrous threats. De Man warns that the 

dismemberment, disfigurement, and defacement about which he writes are 

linguistic, not literal, but this proviso does little to contain the hazardous mood 

that his insistently corporeal rhetoric evokes'. 52 

In contrast to the monsters of Williams' Middle Ages, which jolt the reader out of their 

interpretative rut onto a transcendent level, this is a more pessimistic exploitation of the 

concept of monstrous discourse, in which all language contains threatening othemess, 

and there is no monstrous figure except the margin beyond meaning. Massey's book The 

Gaping Pig, which deals with the device of metamorphosis and treats metaphor as a 

linguistic equivalent, takes a similar but more positive view of the materiality of literary 

language- the 'ineducible physicality' of words. The threat of the symbol that 'refuses 

to admit its transparency' makes it potentially dangerous, he claims, but because its 

meaning is unknown or undefined, rather than non-existent.53 For Massey, the animal and 

other non-vocal forms of metamorphosis are a 'critique of language' (cf. Williams' 

'critique of rational discourse'), and his presentation of the metaphor makes it eminently 

eligible as a form of 'monstrous discourse': it seeks what is most unlike itself to create a 

counter-intuitive, or even illogical, effect, and in the case of phrases where epithets are 

transferred, synaesthetic or otherwise inappropriate, words 'constitute a grammatical 

monster; the incongruities between them produce a kind of metamorphic shock' .54 This 

latter use of monster-metaphor to describe language throws up another possibility of 

5 1 Clark (1996: 40-42) . 
52 Clark (1996: 63). 
53 Massey ( 1976: 89). 
54 M assey (1976: 1, 146, 182). 
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monstrous discourse: that the deformed text may have different kinds of deformity. One 

is hybridity, the incongruity or excess of constitutive parts; in this case, words, but the 

same may be applied to other constitutive parts within 'languages' such as geme or 

human sociality. Deformity, and in turn formlessness or the lack of signification, may be 

approached through the entanglement, as well as the umavelling, of representation. 

Clement's article on Fama in the Aeneid showcases the interpretation of 'monstrous 

discourse' in classical literature. Noting that although Vergil is usually considered a 

'classical' poet disinclined to portray monsters and the grotesque in general, the Aeneid 

features numerous and varied monsters, she reads the Fama of Book 4 as a figure for 

language itself, and a programmatic symbol of the author's poetics. The style of Fama's 

description, in which multiple intertexts match the monster's own multiple eyes and 

tongues, emphasises this monstrous aspect of Vergilian poetry (and perhaps of literature 

in general) as 'hybride superlatif' .ss Fama is poetry out of control (appearing at the point 

where the epos and its hero are sidetracked), and represents both accurate report and its 

'deforme' opposite.s6 Clement offers several ways of seeing Fama as the symbol of 

monstrous discourse. However, she denies that Fama itself is a manifestation of the 

formless. It is constituted by a 'masse orale informe' ('shapeless oral mass'),s7 and can 

sing of things that are not true and therefore come from nothingness and limitlessness, 

which is associated with the formless, but, 

'De fait, F ama est tout sauf inform e. Au contraire, au vu du nombre de monstres 

en puissance qu-elle contient en elle, on dira qu'elle incarne precisement, sinon ce 

travail sur les formes, du mains la matiere generatrice de formes monstrueuses. ,ss 

The apparent contradiction here may be resolved by distinguishing between 'expression' 

and 'signification' as intermediate roles that monsters play between the formless and the 

reader. When a monster in Augustan poetry exhibits hybridity, particularly in such an 

55 
Clement (2000: 309-310, 16). 

56 
Clement (2000: 324, 319). 

57 
Clement (2000: 318). 

58 
Clement (2000: 327). 
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extreme case as Fama, the manner of its physical description is very important, giving a 

direct and explicit experience of the unnatural form of the subject. This, however, is 

expression, and not to be confused with signification since here, for example, we are 

given no overall image of the creature itself as being like a bird or any other familiar 

creature. The monster remains formless despite the vividness of its physical details, 

because these details do not mitigate or interpret its deformity by saying what it is 'like'. 

Thus the sum of its parts cannot satisfy (despite their copiousness), and representation 

succeeds in expressing while failing to signify. 59 Hybridity, the accumulation of 

recognisable parts, is ultimately the same as pure deformity, the absence of recognisable 

parts. The elegant and ornate literary form of Augustan texts permits the same access to 

the formless as Gothic novels, modern art, or any post-classical medium. 

Yet as cultural products, individual monsters can express the concerns of the social 

context in which they are created or recreated. The field of gender studies, which grew 

out of feminism in the twentieth century, is now a major interdisciplinary branch of 

scholarship highly relevant to this thesis. The field has produced work not only on sexual 

and gender identi!_Y, but also, more generally, the relationship between the body and 

identity. It therefore offers two points of contact: firstly in the specific area of the sex and 

gender roles of monsters (particularly the concept of the 'monstrous-feminine'), and 

secondly in the practice of reading represented bodies in their social and intellectual 

context. The latter is, like literary criticism, either a very broad or very natTow field 

depending on the definition, but for present purposes I focus on the work of feminist 

scholm·s who specifically use the monstrous body as a conceptual tool. They are 

predominantly concerned with the metaphoric value of deformed or abnormal human 

bodies (see Chapter 1), but address the theme of monstrosity itself, and can therefore shed 

light on the representation of monsters in poetic texts .60 

59 
Douglas (1975: 216) describes an analogous view of dialogue itself: every step towards clarifying 

communication ultimately defeats it. 
60 Shildrick (2002: 4): 'The question of the 'reality' or otherwise of . .. monstrous creatures is not one that 

will concern me as such, and I have no hesitation in bringing together the undoubtedly mythological , the 

speculative, and those whose differential embodiment is lived out in our own experience' ; ( 11 ): 'the 

question of the concrete existence of specific monsters is not one that need concern us'. 
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Braidotti and Shildrick make different claims about the location of the monster in relation 

to self and other. Shildrick, while treating the monster as a paragon of alterity, a polar 

opposite to 'the humanist subject' that reinforces identity when regarded as fully other, 

puts more emphasis on its simultaneous challenge to the presumptions on which 

conceptual categories, and hence the intellectual definition of the self in the world (and 

the very difference between self and other), is founded. 61 Its relationship to the dominant 

ideology of a culture (or the 'western logos', in her Derridean terms) is like that of the 

female, since its bodily difference symbolises or focalises anxiety over its threatening 

unfamiliarity, and representations of the two are in fact characterised by the same 

phenomenon of stigmatised corporeality: 'Women are out of control, uncontained, 

unpredictable, leaky: they are, in short, monstrous';62 'What precisely occupies the site of 

the other at any given time is always discursively mobile, but just as the marked term 

may be feminised, so too it may be monstered'. 63 Braidotti also states that the female and 

the monstrous have analogous roles, and agrees with Shildrick in claiming that in some 

ways the monster is other, and in other ways it problematises the fact of otherness itself 

by existing on neither side of the opposition.64 However, Shildrick's more extended study 

is more subtly argued in certain areas,65 and adduces a number of tangential issues and 
' 

elements of psychoanalytic theory that require discussion here. The physical boundaries 

of the body are naturally a key concept in her book, in which monstrosity is one half of 

the project, the other being vulnerability, and she draws attention to the symbolic 

properties of the skin, on which 'normative discourse' anchors itself.66 Shildrick 

constructs an extension of the properties of analogy that the body possesses in human 

thought,67 and incorporates some discussion of Kristeva's abject, though this is somewhat 

confusingly combined with Freud's Unheimliche. She refers to the monster's 'failure to 

61 Shildrick (2002: 2-3, 6 & passim). 
62 

The role of gynaecology and bodily metaphor in ancient misogynistic discourses is widely recognised; 

for a classic study see Cm·son ( 1990). 
63 Shildrick ( 1996: 3), (2002: 28). 
64 

Braidotti (1994: 81: 'woman as a sign of difference is monstrous ' , 83: 'femininity and monstrosity can be 

seen as isomorphic' ); (1996: 141). Graham (2002: 39) argues that 'while [monsters] may excite horror, they 

m·e not, strictly speaking, representations of 'abjection' , for the abject is repressed, hidden and submerged, 

whereas one of the functions of monsters is to be a spectacle of abnormality.' 
65 

E.g. in exchanging the usual formulation of ambivalence towm·ds monsters from 'fear and desire' for 

'disavowal and identification' (2002: 6) . 
66 

Shildrick (2002: 51); cf. Halberstam (1995 : 163), Kristeva (1992: 53). 
67 

Convincingly demonstrated by Douglas (2002: 116). 
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fully occupy the category of the other .. .its incomplete abjection', whereas abjection is 

itself an incomplete act, the abject being an intermediate state.68 Two other claims, 

however, are particularly relevant to the relationship between the formless and the 

shielding processes of analogy which, together, comprise monstrous representation. 

Firstly, 'the materiality of bodies is inaccessible and is known only as mediated' .69 This 

'materiality' may be identified with the 'formless' beyond interpretation which is one 

way of defining the aesthetic of monstrosity, since grotesque corporeality is the means of 

expression by which this aesthetic proceeds, without the possibility of achieving the goal 

of signification. Secondly, 'The animal is the other in the comforting guise of absolute 

difference' .70 Monsters which appear to have some kind of humanity, however remote or 

distorted, are the more unsettling. This too can be explained by the role of analogy in 

imagining the unfamiliar, which is most clearly visible in the creation of monsters from 

'animal parts' (see Chapter 1). Both Shildrick and Braidotti approach monsters 

predominantly as deformed humans, and therefore with an emphasis on the role of the 

monster as an equivocally human presence in society and culture in general, rather than 

as a textual phenomenon, subject to the special circumstances of a privileged discourse. 

Nonetheless, their work on monstrous bodies, what might be called 'social teratology', a 

feminism-influenced discipline constructing itself as analogous to gender studies, is 

beneficial to the present project as another aspect of cultural studies which gives 

monsters a unique and fundamental role in conceptual frameworks underlying cultures 

and their products. 

The term 'aesthetics' is conveniently vague, a useful label for an aspect of meaning that 

does not fit into the disciplines listed above, but is linked to them all: modes of 

representation more ubiquitous and difficult to define formally than genre, such as 

Halberstam's Gothic, or Hugo's 'grotesque'. It may be specifically applied to literary 

texts, and although it implies some kind of value-judgment (indeed, this final section will 

begin with the prescriptive pronouncements of two Augustan authors, Horace and 

Vitruvius), it is a critical tool for analysing the workings of meaning and effects. The 

68 
Shildrick (2002: 81). 

69 
Shildrick (2002: 11) . 

70 
Shildrick (2002: 20). 
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following discussion is intended to provide fuller explanations of the terms 'monstrous 

discourse' and 'the fmmless (informe)', which are useful theoretical frameworks within 

which to approach monsters in literary texts. 

Augustan poetry is justified as a specific area of study by the period's aesthetics, both its 

decorative trends, and its critical perspectives upon them. An often-quoted passage of 

Vitruvius is his complaint about the fantastical monstra of contemporary frescoes (DA 

7.5.3-4). Most are vegetal or vegetalising forms, whether human, animal or architectural, 

and as Y erkes argues, were not a sudden vicissitude of fashion but part of an increasing 

trend away from realistic images and towards unreal hybrid forms, which included 

certain traditional forms such as sphinxes and griffins, but continually substituted some 

elements for others, resulting in a lack of consistent representation.71 The archaeological 

record demonstrates that 'The foremost patrons of "classicism" in the public monuments 

of the new empire are living within "anti-classicistic" walls', 72 which requires that 

Vitruvius' opinion, and even more so that expressed in Horace's Ars Poetica 1-13, be 

treated circumspectly. Horace describes a painter's monster (or, perhaps, monsters) as an 

allegory of an undesirable literary work: the artist portrays a human head on a horse's 
-, 

neck, variegated feathers covering assembled parts, and a beautiful woman ending in an 

ugly black fish. Frischer demonstrates that the metaphor is more complex than it first 

seems, and ultimately ironic. The grounds for comparison seem to be lack of structural 

divisions and lack of verisimilitude: the poem itself therefore exemplifies the license it 

critiques.73 Augustan poetry is filled with hybrids and other monstrous forms with the 

same implicit metapoetic potential as that signalled explicitly for the monster(s) opening 

the Ars Poetica. Sauron postulates that the monsters of the visual arts of the period have 

an ideological agenda, conflating aesthetic and philosophical disputes. He reads images 

of impossible hybrid creatures (particularly those on table-stands, since the table was a 

symbol of the world in antiquity) as emblems of the chaotic nascent world described by 

Empedocles and Lucretius, in which such impracticable agglomerations of body parts 

71 
Yerkes (2000: 237-245 , 250-251). 

72 
Yerkes (2000: 235), Frischer ( 1991 : 78-81 ). This thesis will hopefully demonstrate that the traditional 

view of 'Augustan classicism' is misleading, and that a more nuanced definition is required , such as that 

suggested by Galinsky (1999) . 
73 

Frischer (1991: 69-7 4). 
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were killed off by natural selection until the viable forms of the present world remained. 

These evocations of a generative phase of chaos, in turn, supported Augustus' 

propagandistic claim that a new era of peace and stability had emerged from the 

necessary upheavals of the civil wars.74 It is impossible to know which concepts, from 

natural philosophy or elsewhere, the sight of monstrous forms in this period would have 

provoked, but it would be surprising if art, politics and philosophy formed such a 

seamless whole in the Roman imagination. However, monstrous forms were indeed an 

important part of Augustan culture both literary and visual. Sauron' s argument is a 

valuable reminder that when a specific monster is portrayed, its interpretation does not 

depend on a particular mythological nanative, still less the received interpretation of any 

such nanative. 

Most monsters form combinations which do not occur naturally, and are potentially both 

absurd and horrifying. They fulfil various sets of criteria proposed for the definition of 

'the grotesque' (for Hugo, as we have seen, the monsters of classical myth are 

'grotesques'), and it was the Renaissance rediscovery of 'anti-Vitruvian' Imperial 

frescoes that gave us the term grottesco. 'Grotesque' is the most appropriate label for 

Augustan poetry's, tendency towards explicit physical description of monsters, favouring 

incoherence and unfamiliarity over the easier and less disorienting descriptive strategies 

of symbolic or analogic fmms. Disorientation is in fact commonly identified as the 

defining experience of the grotesque. For Kayser, the grotesque is a negative experience, 

estranging and 'abysmal', and related to honor: it may be experienced through monsters 

or any inhuman or part-human forms, such as animals (especially those inhabiting 

another world: toads, bats, snakes), living machines, and dead people. It entails surprise 

and threat.75 This perspective centres on seventeenth- and eighteenth-century German 

culture (dominated by another aesthetic mode entitled 'Gothic'), whereas Thomson seeks 

a more trans-cultural definition. Though Kayser does observe that the grotesque is 

experienced only in reception, Thomson offers a more precise and suggestive definition 

74 
Sauron (1990: 35-45). 

75 
Kayser (1981: 181-185). Kayser's view of the grotesque has been contrasted with that of Bakhtin (1984) , 

for whom the grotesque and the 'material bodily lower stratum' are forces of creativity, liberation and 

renewal , positive manifestations of 'carnivalesque' folk culture. 
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of what form that experience takes and what responses it provokes. Because 'the 

grotesque has a strong affinity with the physically abnormal', we find ourselves 

confronted with the physical, cruel or obscene, and one possible response is delight.76 He 

adds that the physical nature of the grotesque can be explained by the fact that the term 

originally applied to visual art.77 This is a provocative notion in the context of ancient 

literature, not only because images of monsters are attested earlier than literary accounts, 

but because the explicitness of Augustan monster-representation is primarily visual. To 

put it the other way around, this is why the term 'grotesque' is appropriate. One other 

point Thomson makes about the experience of the grotesque leads neatly back to the 

concept of 'monstrous discourse' discussed above. Discussing the poetry of Christian 

Morgenstern, and wordgames which play with the meanings of language, he comments 

that such texts can bring the reader suddenly to doubt their relationship with language, an 

experience somehow akin to that of the grotesque.78 In more recent scholarship, 

Harpham's book is the most successful attempt to contribute to a theory of the grotesque, 

while acknowledging its inherent problems as an aesthetic category, namely its potential 

to appear in all gemes and its somewhat subjective definition. The experience of the 

grotesque, as Harpham describes it, bears striking similarities to the aesthetics of 

monstrous representation and discourse that I have been proposing for reading Augustan 

poetry, and will be discussed more fully in the following chapter. The physicality and 

estranging experience of the grotesque, and the existence of a parallel experience on the 

level of language, indicate that the theory of the grotesque is an appropriate framework to 

use in reading representations of monsters. 

Such a non-specific heading as 'aesthetics' is required for discussing the origins of the 

formless (informe). This concept is highly productive in understanding the representation 

of monsters in Augustan poetry, yet its origins are relatively obscure, and its subsequent 

history in critical theory has not involved any substantial application to classical 

literature. Bataille and Leiris' inauguration of the term as a theoretical concept formed a 

76 
Kayser (1981 : 181), Thomson (1967: 9 (italics original) , 56-57). 

77 
Thomson (1967: 57). 

78 
Thomson (1967: 65) ; cf. Stewart (1979: 61) , and especially Leach (1979: 154): 'The pun seems funny or 

shocking because it challenges a taboo which ordinarily forbids us to recognize that the sound-pattern is 
ambiguous' . 
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basis for its growth into a critical phenomenon, whose influence is represented by the 

modem art book Formless: A User's Guide, and which is instructive for this thesis. 

Bataille's original encyclopaedia-style definition states that 'formless' is a te1m requiring 

that each thing has its form. This may mean that nothing can be truly 'formless', in that 

any perceived thing gains form in being perceived. The sole mission of all philosophy, 

claims Bataille, is giving form to the universe- 'a mathematical frock-coat'. The 

formless itself is designated by two pairs of material images, first a crushed spider or 

earthworm, then a spider or blob of spittle.79 Thus the formless is associated both with the 

meanest physical plane, and the disgust it provokes. In his entry under the term 'spittle', 

Leiris argues that saliva is what lowers the mouth to baseness (what Bakhtin would call 

'the material bodily lower stratum'), and concludes: 

'Spittle is finally, through its inconsistency, its indefinite contours, the relative 

imprecision of its colour, and its humidity, the very symbol of the fmmless, of the 

unverifiable, of the non-hierarchized' .80 

While Leiris is criticised by Bois & Krauss for giving spittle symbolic value, 'exactly 

what Bataille avoids doing', 81 this definition may be seen as a direct application of 

Bataille's formulation of the formless. Bois & Krauss use the term as a critical tool in 

analysing the work of a number of modem artists who challenge accepted modes of 

representation in different ways. They interpret 'Base materialism (of which the informe 

is the most concrete manifestation)' 82 as the sidestepping of types of idealism inherent in 

traditional representation. This may be applied, in a restricted sense, to the monsters of 

Augustan poetry, in that the move away from familiarity towards grotesqueness which 

they represent takes the form of physical explicitness, and represented monsters therefore 

escape the 'clean' analogical interpretation which visual and narrative conventions had 

imposed on them. Bataille's work is characterised by an easy transition, or even fusion, 

between the emotional responses of repulsion and attraction, applied for example to 

79 Bataille(1968: 177-178). 
80 Leiris in Bataille et al. (1995 : 80). 
81 Bois & Krauss (1997: 18). 
82 Bois & Krauss (1997: 53) . 
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circus freaks (as 'malaise and seductiveness'). 83 This is the aesthetic link between 

monsters in general and the formless. Monsters, as we have seen, are widely 

acknowledged as provoking such an ambivalent reaction; the formless, in Bataille's 

original definition, is positively given an absolute authority, yet negatively associated 

with disgust. Monsters are always in some degree a challenge to form, but different 

degrees of familiarisation can intercede in their representation. The concept of the 

formless is helpful in understanding Augustan monsters because it can be viewed as the 

unreachable endpoint towards which the aesthetic of the grotesque strives. 
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As this survey has revealed, a number of concepts in various fields of scholarship attempt 

to define the imaginative power and purpose of the unstable, threatening and deformed. 

Jung's shadow-archetype, Freud's Unheimliche, Douglas and Kristeva's abject, 

Halberstam' s Gothic, the grotesque of Thomson, Kayser et al., and Bataille' s informe 

may all be considered strategies for approaching monstrosity. Some such theoretical 

miscellany has been the frame for all recent accounts of ancient poetry, and provides 

stimulus for the present one. No single model is adequate for interpreting monstrosity at 

Rome, either inside or outside its poetry, though all are productive in some way. While 

Chapter 1 will employ the concept of the 'formless' as the endpoint towards which 

monstrosity points, each chapter of this dissertation will to some extent choose its own 

methodology, since the necessary crudeness of dividing chapters by theme cuts across 

different discourses within the same cultural context, and even within the same texts. 

As stated above, monsters are, by definition, resistant to categorisation: 

'The attempt to create a system of descriptive categories for that which exists to 

resist and confound systematization involves an obvious contradiction, but in the 

building of taxonomies of monsters, the contradiction seems not to have been felt 

very sharply. Numerous systems have been put forward, either in ignorance of the 

absurdity involved, or, in some cases perhaps, with delicate sensitivity to the 

83 
Bataille (1985: 55). Douglas (2002: 38) remarks that ambiguous forms can be welcome and pleasurable, 

and Barton (1993: 130-131) suggests that the amorphous is comf01ting to people who feel constrained. 
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irony that in attempting to describe the monster that is itself paradox, the paradox 

of taxonomy finds its justification'. 84 

With this caveat, the following chapters undertake to create relationships between 

portrayals of monstrous figures . The first treats non-mythical monsters in Roman culture 

in general, and the rest focus on mythical monsters in Augustan poetry. Their 

interpretations aim at productivity, not definitiveness. 

84 Williams, D. (1996: 107). 
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Chapter 1: Real Monsters: Prodigious Births, 
Ethnographic Fantasy and Freaks 
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Monsters are, by definition, difficult to segregate from one another and systematise. A 

thematic division is therefore not definitive, but justified by productivity. This chapter 

uses representations of monstrous races and monstrous births in Roman prose discourses 

as a basis on which to address this issue of classification. This perspective on non

mythical Roman manifestations of monstrosity will be placed alongside modern 

teratological and philosophical theory, with the object of refining the relationship 

between monsters and monstrosity as an abstract concept in ancient texts and their study. 

While this thesis focuses on monsters and monstrosity in Augustan poetry, it is important 

to contextualise these within wider attitudes towards the abnormal body in Roman 

culture. Ancient Rome generated several discourses on corporeal anomaly, which modern 

scholarship rarely relates together. These include religious practices regarding prodigious 

births and congenital defects, and their documentation; the often highly imaginative 

chorographic and ethnographic texts describing 'monstrous races' or strange creatures in 

distant lands; and poetic treatments of physically abnormal beings from myth, closely 

describing their bodies, behaviour, and even speech and emotions. Sympathetic treatment 

is an analogic strategy of representation, in that the human reader is encouraged to see 

'humanity' in the monster portrayed. 'Grotesque' description (physical or otherwise) is 

non-analogic, in that it evades harmony and closure. Of course, Augustan poets engage in 

both. The same tension characterises all Roman reactions to unexpectedly or impossibly 

configured bodies, in which the natural tendency of analogic representation coexists with 

the more disquieting, but equally compelling, necessity of engaging with the formless 

through keeping these bodies unrnediated, unfamiliar- in a word, 'monstrous'. This 

discourse is a continuous cunent running from the early Republic to the late Empire; few 

features of classical literature have more claim to being characteristically Roman. The 

majority of literary sources for monstrous races, 'freaks', 85 deformed animals and other 

85 Scholarship has made moves to render the designation 'freak' , as with 'queer', into a socially acceptable 
and even technical term (e.g. Thomson: 1996). 
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'real' (i.e. non-mythical) monsters in ancient Rome are Imperial. I will focus on Pliny's 

Natural History, partly for its eclectic selection of sources and material spanning ancient 

literature, and partly for its telling mode of presentation, both of startling trivia and of the 

universe itself. Various earlier and later texts supplement our knowledge of Roman 

knowledge and beliefs about three main categories of 'real' monster: deformed animal 

births, the monstrous species of fantastic ethnography and zoology, and (perhaps the 

category which unites these) 'freaks' within Roman society. I will begin by discussing 

the meaning of monstrum and the monster at Rome, and describing the role of analogy in 

imagining and portraying 'unnatural' forms. I will conclude by drawing together the 

different discourses on 'real monsters', and defining the relationship within these 

discourses between analogic representation and its opposite. 

The term monstrum has limited relevance to the concept of the anomalous body in 

ancient Rome. It is one of several words for prodigies and unusual phenomena in Latin 

(also including prodigium, miraculum, portentum, and ostentum), for which authors had 

different preferences, but which were largely interchangeable.86 While part of its 

semantic range was that of the English word 'monster', it is by no means the regular 

Latin word for physically anomalous beings, dangerous or otherwise. As books 

discussing monsters within and outside classical studies almost inevitably comment, 

monstrum is linked etymologically with monere, to warn, and monstrare, to show. 87 

Intriguingly, these alternative associations correspond with the transformation in the 

religious role of prodigious births in Republican Rome posited by Bloch, in which their 

original meaning, as a 'warning' in the limited sense of indicating the gods' displeasure 

(resulting in disaster if unexpiated), gradually developed under Etruscan and Greek 

influence into specifically divinatory signs from the gods. 88 This model of semantic shift 

is approved by Moussy in his history of the word monstrum, in which he argues that the 

te1m was influenced to embrace this meaning by its close (and conventional) Greek 

86 Moussy (1977: 347-348). 
87 E.g. Bloch (1963: 85); Moussy (1977: 349); Coates ( 1991: 80); Warner (1994: 19); Braidotti (1996: 136); 
Cohen (1996: 4); Thomson (1996: 3); Williams (1996: 10, 13); Lada-Richards (1998 : 44); Beal (2002: 6-
7); Shildrick (2002: 4, 12); Fantham (2004: 105); Punter & Byron (2004: 263); Ng (2004: 4). 
88 Bloch (1963 : esp. 114-139) . Of course the distinction between an indication of divine displeasure and 
one of future events is vague, both being manifestations of divine will: cf. e.g. Gasparotto's unified 
definition of monstrum (1987: 33). 
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analogue, 'rEQac;, but concurs with Bloch that historical factors affecting Roman religion 

were the real cause. 89 Although they did not occupy a unified linguistic category during 

the Augustan period, the different kinds of 'monster' in this chapter were all covered by 

the semantic vagaries of the word monstrum at some point in the history of Latin culture. 

This indicates that the original religious concept of the prodigious birth as symptom (and 

even source) of misfortune was easily transferable onto other forms of physical anomaly, 

resulting in a similar semantic range for monstrum as for 'rEQac;. Moussy regards the 

usage of monstrum for a criminal person or action as evidence that it originally meant 

'extraordinary being' rather than 'divine warning'; this is supported by the Romans' free 

emichment of Latin terms with the wider meanings of Greek equivalents, and 'rEQac; in 

the sense of a legal or social transgressor (cf. Cicero, Ad Atticum 8.9.4) is probably the 

model both for this extension, and for the use of monstrum to refer to Greek mythological 

monsters.90 Like 'rEQac;, monstrum is the usual word for a deformed individual in both 

secular and religious contexts. Finally, by the seventh century, the term comes to refer 

not only to individuals but to the monstrous races of classical ethnography. 91 These 

developments in the genesis of the word 'monster' show that the different types of being 

it indicates were conceptually contiguous even in antiquity. Ancient literary discourses 
' 

about the three distinct types of 'real monster', and those of mythological texts, tended to 

function in the same way. 

Literary representations of anomalous physical fmms can be located somewhere between 

two polarities: at one extreme, the mapping of the unfamiliar onto the familiar to render it 

a recognisable version of the normal; at the other, the attempt to challenge all such 

familiarising processes by presenting the monstrous form as without recognisable form. 

89 Moussy (1977: 355-359). For Bloch (1963: 130), these factors included an increase in numbers of 
attested prodigies, resulting public unease over the Hannibalic wars, for which existing expiatory protocols 
were inadequate. MacBain (1982: 81) argues that another factor was the extension of Roman citizenship 
after the Social Wars , by which the socially unifying function of centralised machinery for responding to 
prodigies was rendered redundant. 
90 Moussy (1977: 363). T£Qcxc; is used of mythic monsters in Greek tragedy in particular, and the use of 

monstrum in this sense by Roman poets originated with Lucretius and Catullus (361) . Foucault, discussing 
nineteenth-century constructs of abnormality, presents behavioural and physical monstrosity as the same 
challenge to 'the law' : 'the frame of reference for the human monster is, of course, law' ; 'the monster is a 
breach of the law that automatically stands outside the law' (Foucault (2003 : 55-56). 
91 

First attested in this sense in Isidore of Seville (Etymologies 11.3.12). 
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The former is the natural habit of the cognitive subject; the latter, the rejection or 

suspension of this habit. Like their mythical counterparts, 'real' monsters in antiquity are 

usually portrayed in animal terms, because the myriad species of animal life furnish a 

'vocabulary' of forms for depicting anatomical alterity. 92 The 'construction' of monsters 

out of animal parts is common in classical myth. The earliest known representations of 

imaginary beings employ this method, but it recurs even in the twentieth century in the 

publicised images of fairground freaks, which routinely presented performers as part

human and part-animal, whether frog, seal, lobster or camel.93 

Not only do straightforward hybrids (and other 'monsters' involving simple difference, 

such as exceptionally large or small dimensions or parts added or subtracted) appeal 

because easily imagined, they are also more comfortable and 'finite' than a body 

displaying more complex, less nameable distortions. Animal bodies in the human 

imagination are a good example of how increasingly 'grotesque', non-analogic 

representation nonetheless emerges from this more comfortable imaginative process. 

Recent classical and interdisciplinary scholarship has given considerable attention to the 

theory of the gaze and its role in various power relations.94 One of its findings is that 

recognising the unfamiliar as, or as like, the familiar is a means of control. The grotesque 

as an aesthetic register may be regarded as the rendering of this means of control difficult 

or impossible. Harpham's comments on the grotesque give particularly relevant emphasis 

to the difficulty of the experience. As we have seen with other modern critics (see 

Introduction), the idea of transgressive and boundary-threatening influences occupying a 

marked-off conceptual category - the taboo - is evoked, but Harpham goes further than 

this in his definition of the grotesque. Using the example of the monsters in Schongauer's 

painting of Saint Antony, he argues that the experience of the grotesque is of a composite 

that cannot be assimilated into a whole, and hence into our conventional, language-based 

categories: 

92 
Cf. King (1995: 138): 'one of the most common ways of defining what it is to be human is to draw 

comparisons with the animal kingdom, imposing on it characteristics diametrically opposed to those 

regarded as distinctive to the human condition'. 
93 

Thomson (1996: 5). 
94 

For an overview see Fredrick (2002: 1-30). 
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'When we encounter something new, we ask, "What's it like?" which can be 

translated as, "What familiar forms can you recognise in it?" ... perceiving them in 

bits, the mind moves toward a level of detail at which those [conventional, 

language-based] categories are adequate, at which we can say for certain, "This is 

an ear", "This is a claw", etc ... The grotesque form is one that is apprehended at a 

certain level of generalization; it can always move out of the category of the 

grotesque by being broken down or by being absorbed into a larger group' .95 

The 'grotesque form' is of course almost a synonym for 'monster' as defined in this 

study.96 While the predominant class of mythical monster, the hybrid, is obviously an 

appropriate object for this description, other grotesque forms- the giant-eared 'Pan-otius' 

(NH 4.95), the dwarf, the two-headed foetus - are likewise composed of inherently 

recognisable materials in unexpected configurations. For Harpham, the challenge of the 

grotesque solves itself by eliciting the organisational processes of perception whose 

initial inadequacy is the definition of the grotesque: 

'The grotesque is a na'ive experience, largely contained within the context of 

representational art, art in which, however temporarily and provisionally, we 

believe .. . Fragmented, jumbled, or conupted representation leads us into the 

grotesque; and it leads us out of it as well, generating the interpretive activity that 

seeks closure, either in the discovery of a novel fmm or in a metaphorical, 

analogical, or allegorical explanation' .97 

This is a productive and enlightening means of understanding the grotesque in terms of 

analogic representation and its problematisation. However, in the context of Augustan 

culture, and indeed the prior Western history of representation as a whole, it is necessary 

to ask whether all monsters are examples ofHarpharn's grotesque bodies: did the 

impossible beings of the earliest known artistic representations elicit this response? This 

is impossible to know, but since they must define one another, the anomalous animal or 

95 Harpham (1982: 5, 16). 
96 

An objective and universal definition of 'monster' seems impossible: cf. Lada-Richards (1998 : 43-47). 
97 Harpham (1982: 18) . 
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human body is as intrinsic to human psychology and imagination as the normal body. A 

second issue arising from Harpham's analysis is the sequence of the perceptive process: 

is the intermediate site of the grotesque, between non-recognition and recognition, 

traversed (as Harpham argues) in the direction of (delayed) understanding, or is this 

approach towards the featureless landscape of the unknowable one-way? In support of the 

latter view - assuming that the transition metaphor is appropriate at all - I suggest that 

the natural urge to 'solve' monsters by familiarisation is the 'default' process, 

subsequently subverted- baffled- by the ambiguities of sophisticated representative 

practices, literary or otherwise. 

Pre-literate cultures do not perceive their monsters to be defined as 'grotesque' in the 

manner outlined above. The increased resources for artist and audience in Augustan 

Rome, its heritage of visual and literary 'texts', gave them choices in accepting, rejecting, 

or negotiating the habit of familiarisation to which the abnormal body is usually subject. 

This is often underestimated in scholarship on the material and literary culture of the 

period, which has tended to emphasise the 'classicism' of its fashions, which form a 

particularly neat episode, even a 'Golden Age', in the periodisation of Roman antiquity, 

particularly in tandem with Augustus' political and social reforms. 98 Yet despite, and 

indeed because of, the new elaborations and formalisations of Augustan classicism 

(which did exhibit considerable eclecticism, including a prominent role for 'anticlassical' 

and 'baroque' styles of the Hellenistic period),99 disorder thrived on the margins of 

neatness. Monsters and hybrids played an important role in the material culture of the late 

Republic and Augustan period (see Introduction). Even in the Aeneid, the major 

document of Rome's ideological reconstruction, monsters are a substantial (though 

largely overlooked) presence. 100 The turbulence and destruction of the civil wars did of 

course hold a prominent position in the public and individual imagination of the period, 

and is always available for reading into motifs and images of disrupted or 'unnatural' 

bodies. At the same time, these unexpected forms can be viewed as creativity rather than 

98 The fallacy of 'biometallic' literary periodisation critiqued by Farrell (2001) al so applies to history, art 
etc. 
99 Galinsky (1999). 
100 Sauron (1990); Yerkes (2000); Clement (2000). 
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destruction, in the context of a Rome and a Roman literature that must throw up 

unprecedented and transgressive material in the process of recreating themselves. 101 Self

conscious mould-breaking in reaction to a diffuse (largely Greek) literary tradition 

combined with other factors, such as self-defined national qualities of practicality and 

concreteness, to result in a characteristically Roman focus on the materiality of the body, 

specifically the abnormal body. Whereas the human and animal parts which compose not 

only hybrids but all classical monsters are in themselves 'normal', 102 in Augustan poetry 

the emphasis is laid on their incongruity in every sense, on the alienating sensory 

experience of their unfamiliar bodies, and on the seams and juxtapositions where their 

failure to join into 'natural' wholes is most apparent. On this new basis of a grotesque 

aesthetic, a trend of drawing attention to, and hence impairing, the usual process of 

assimilating unknown to known, of 're-cognition', in describing and perceiving them, 

monstrous bodies in Augustan poetry are an arena for the exploration of areas where the 

formation of categories is intenogated as it is performed, for example gender, genre and 

'Roman' identity. 

The differences between Augustan and earlier literary treatments of monsters, though 

often subtle, depend largely on the degree and nature of their description. The grotesque 

mode of representation, and the approaches towards the formless it enables, are arguably 

present in earlier Greek literature (and the Greek language does not lack terms for 

monsters, deformity, and formlessness), but there is less tension between analogic and 

non-analogic representation. A notable case in point is Homer. The Iliad and Odyssey 

contain references to numerous 'monsters', but while most of them have very definite 

physical forms in the iconographic tradition, there is very little physical description in the 

actual texts, of which the lack of reference to the number of the Cyclops' eyes is a 

famous instance. 103 There is no direct mention of the Sirens being bird-women, the 

Centaurs men-horses, Medusa snake-haired or Pygmies diminutive. Assuming that these 

features could be envisaged at the time of these poems' composition, it is striking that 

101 I thank John Henderson for suggesting the appropriation of the Egyptian pantheon (an established 
presence in the streets, poetry, and military propaganda of Augustan Rome: Koenen 1976) as monstrous 
Otherness in 'ei¥H war' imagery as one example of such creativity. 
102 Lenfant (1999: 208), Orioi-Boyer (1975 : 25). 
103 Garland (1995: 162-163). 
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surprising lack of description of 'exotic races' in Homer, suggesting that 
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'He may simply have thought that an explicit account of their appearance would 

have strained the bounds of his audience's credulity, thereby weakening the 

impact of his nanative' .104 

However, it is hard to see what advantage this could have in the case of Polyphemus, 

given his colossal stature and his fate at the hands of Odysseus and his men; furthermore, 

no such restriction appears to affect the description of Scylla, a unique exception to the 

rule, described as having six heads, twelve legs and other astonishing features. 105 Scylla, 

too, is given a very different form in the material arts from that indicated by the Homeric 

text (see Chapter 2), but is still curiously unique in the poem as a monster which is 

materially described, even in limited terms (and ones, for that matter, dependent on 

simile). 106 On the whole, Homeric anomalous bodies are so far from the immersive, 

fragmenting, grotesque mode of description that Moignard even contrasts them with 

those of art, as developed into behaviourally plausible rather than anatomically plausible 

beings, and hence implies that they are even less grotesque: not even invested with 

plausible, let alone implausible bodies. 107 The audience's imagination can in most cases 

supply 'normal' bodies for them and obtain the closure of familiarisation. The monsters 

of Augustan poetry are more often presented as a collage of explicitly-imagined pieces, 

or a distorted or compromised ensemble that never quite becomes fully knowable or 

recognisable. Paradoxically, the more detailed and sophisticated descriptions of 

monstrous bodies and identities become, the more compromised they are by the essential 

alterity of those bodies and identities, and the closer the grotesque experience approaches 

to absolute formlessness and unknowability. Description, i.e. 'translation' into 'readable' 

form, functions in two opposite ways. It can either leave the features of the monster raw 

and alien, or create them as parallel to ordinary experience, and in this way restrict or 

104 Moignard (1998); Garland (1995 : 163). 
105 These features may constitute a riddle: see Buchan (2004) . 
106 Scylla appears to be an uneasy combination of the characteristics of (sea-)dogs and polyps. Her half
hidden body Jiteralises her representational incompleteness. 
107 Moignard (1998: 217). 
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defuse its threatening otherness. When the monster as a unified whole is represented 

(identified, classified), its monstrosity is destroyed: for example, Beal describes how the 

gradual visual revelation of the monster's body in the film genre of 'ecohorror' is 

concomitant with the progress towards its defeat. 108 Examining and interpreting monsters 

is the way to 'solve' and destroy their grotesqueness and formlessness. 109 This may be 

linked to the history not only of teratology but of Western science as a whole, and even 

the project of analytic thought itself. 110 In the more sophisticated and open-ended 

aesthetic mode of non-analogic representation, however, the more explicitly and 

complexly the monstrous body is portrayed, the less easy it is to integrate into the 

subject's experiential framework, and the ultimate result is an approach to the 

unattainable extreme of pure formlessness and unrepresentability. Of course, since these 

contrasting experiences are a matter of perspective, they can both operate through the 

same abnormal body. This tension can be seen on the large scale, in the way that figures 

from Greek myth are reinterpreted in Roman literature, but even within a literary text. At 

this point, Pliny's monstrous zoology will provide an illuminating case-study of the 

difference between the two representational modes as applied to unexpected physical 

fmms, and of how they can relate to one another within a monologic discourse. 

As Pliny' s own bibliography shows, the Natural History is eclectic in its sources, and the 

vicariousness of much of his immense learning manifests itself in his often uncritical 

presentation of literary source material as much as in the occasional non-sequiturs and 

digressions of his style. Yet this style, and the project into which it builds, is not only 

accumulative but structuring: Pliny's text performs an organisation of the universe, and 

like the individual organism, the Roman Empire, and the universe as a whole, it fmms a 

self-sufficient architecture of which every part is designed to contribute to the 

functionality of the whole. 111 The universe in and of this account is anthropocentric: 

human thought and relationships are the model for the workings of Nature. 112 This fits in 

easily with the analogic mode of perception and representation, which might be called 

108 Beat (2002: 165). 
109 Cf. Barton (1993: 102). 
110 Shildrick (2002: 3-4 ). 
111 Conte(l994: 73). 
11 2 Conte (1994: 89). 
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'anthropocentric imagination' in that it sets all new data (the periphery, in the geo

political model) in a relationship with the 'centre' of ordinary and normal human 

experience. 113 However, the familiarisation process is not complete, and in the field of 

exotic zoology, while Pliny collects many prime examples of analogic description of the 

unfamiliar, some cases of formlessness intrude: 

mundus et in eo terrae, gentes, maria, flumina insignia, insulae, urbes ad hunc 

modum se habent. animantium in eadem natura nullius prope partis 

contemplatione minor est, etsi ne hie quidem omnia exsequi humanus animus 

que at (NH 7.1 ). 

The animals of distant lands, particularly the often-confused regions of India and 

Ethiopia, 114 were (like their peoples) a source of fascination and delusion throughout 

antiquity. 115 Pliny synthesises information from numerous sources of varying reliability, 

from popular stories to autopsy, yet, as Caprotti emphasises, it is anachronistic to apply 

modem standards of plausibility to Pliny's treatment of his material. 116 The human-faced, 

scorpion-tailed martichora may seem improbable to us, but might not have seemed any 

stranger than the colour-changing chameleon or the backwards-swimming nautilus. It is 

more productive to examine the differences in how Pliny relays descriptions of unfamiliar 

beings, many of which are described under the rubric of geography and ethnography, not 

zoology: the Plinian 'order of nature' proceeds sequentially. His description of the animal 

the Aethiopians call the nabun (the giraffe) is of particular interest, since it shows the 

analogic, labelling mode of thought in full action. The giraffe was, by Pliny's time, a 

113 On humans as the summit of the cosmos (yet nevertheless capable of the greatest perversions) see 
Beagon ( 1992: 55-91 & passim). Romm highlights the connection between Roman political and 
chorographical perspectives, particularly in treatises based on information from Greek and Roman military 
incursions into the East: 'the literary texts which derive from these incursions have imperial ambitions of 
their own' (1992: 84). 
11 4 The two were regularly conflated as early as Ctesias and as late as the Middle Ages (Friedman 1981 : 8; 
for the definitive analysis see Wittkower 1942: 161 n4.) . 
115 With both animals and humans , Pliny focuses on the bizarre, and it is only after the zoological catalogue 
(NH 8-11) that human norms are described (Beagon 2005 : 43-52, 41). 
116 Caprotti (1982: 39). Louis (1975 : 278) commits the same error with Aristotle, in arguing that the 
fabulous beasts he refers to (e.g. Indian ass , martichora , and oryx) are mere misrepresentations of real 
animals and therefore do not support the idea that Aristotle believed in the beasts of fable . In a field as 
compromised by poor evidence as exotic zoology in antiquity, fact is immaterial to belief. 
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well-known sight among the beasts of the arena and its physical form was therefore well

established: it has a neck like a horse, feet and legs like an ox, a head like a camel's, and 

a reddish-coloured body patterned with a white mesh (albis maculis rutilum colorem 

distinguentibus), for which reason it is called the camelopardalis (camel-leopard); its 

docility in the circus games has earned it the name ovisfera ('wild sheep'; NH 8.27). Its 

two Roman names, which appear to be technical and colloquial respectively, are both 

based on existing zoological categories, while the body of the animal itself is built up of 

elements from more familiar animal categories . There are numerous other examples of 

description by multiple simile; it will be sufficient to quote a few of the most substantial 

examples. Ctesias attributed to his mantichora, among other features, three rows of teeth 

interlocking like a comb, a man's face and ears, a lion's body, a scorpion's stinging tail, 

and a cry like a fistula combined with a tuba; to his unicornis a body like a horse, a head 

like a stag, feet like an elephant, and a tail like a boar (NH 8.30-31). Finally, the 

(probably first-hand) description of the chameleon is one of Pliny's most elaborate 

dismantlings of the unfamiliar into recognisable parts: it is the shape and size of a lizard, 

only with straighter, longer legs; the flanks meet the belly and the spine stands out like 

those of fish; its snout is like a minute pig's snout; it has a long tail in snaky coils, slow 

movement like a tortoise's, and a rough body like a crocodile's (NH 8.120-121). This is 

by no means his only way of describing unfamiliar animal bodies, but provides the most 

convenient short-hand, into which he slips in longer descriptions. At the other extreme of 

Pliny's catalogue of the world's organisms are the rare examples of things that cannot be 

translated into the forms of familiar human experience: that are, in other words, formless 

(informis). One of these is the unshaped foetus: he cites Aristotle for lion cubs beginning 

as tiny lumps of flesh (informes minimasque carnes, NH 8.45), and elsewhere repeats the 

common opinion that bear-cubs are born featureless (except, in Pliny's version, for 

claws), a candida informisque caro before their mother shapes them by licking (NH 

8.54). This comparative biologist rarely concedes lumpishness to grown animals, but the 

five toes of the elephant are described as unique among footed animals for being 

informes, undivided and barely distinguished- in which respect they are like hooves, not 

nails (ungulisque, non unguibus, similes, NH 11.248). One other example of shapeless 

flesh appears in a gynaecological context: according to Pliny, the bodies of female 
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women contain molae, a consequence of menstruation (NH 7.15). This phenomenon is an 

impenetrable and mobile blob of inert flesh (caro informis, inanima), which impedes 

menstruation and pregnancy, can sometimes be fatal, and can sometimes be ejected from 

the body by a spasmodic movement. 117 An equivalent sometimes appears in men's 

stomachs, a hard tumour (scirros). This description is followed by an extensive list of the 

destructive properties of menstrual blood, which blights anything from ivory and mirrors 

to dogs and bees. The strange and pernicious properties of female matter are juxtaposed 

and conceptually combined with its anatomical mysteries, since molae spoil fertility and 

in some cases cause death, as do menses. The mola is literally the 'incarnation' of male 

interpretative anxiety over the female body, its processes, and its generative capacity. It 

represents the element beyond understanding, the formless, and the habit of simile is, for 

once, inappropriate. The mola is a product of menstrual fluid, whose surprising effects 

are designated by Pliny with the adjective monstrificus, 'producing monstra' . As an 

example of the failure or limitation of the abovementioned 'anthropocentric imagination', 

the featureless, impenetrable blob of flesh is the grotesque monster par excellence. 

On the subject of description as a strategy of familiarisation, reorganising experience in 

terms of the already known, one region of Pliny's universe deserves special mention: the 

sea. The marine world is of course a richly diverse environment containing great numbers 

of organisms. Many were known to or encountered by the Romans, yet were not easily 

reducible to simple categories . Pliny provides an impressive anay of parallels between 

the forms of the tenestrial, specifically the human, world and those of the ocean. Indeed, 

he introduces the subject in Book 9 by commenting that the sea is thought to have an 

equivalent for everything in nature, and that its immense variety of life-forms, among 

them many monstrosities (pleraque etiam monstrifica), is caused by the endless 

recombination of generative forces from the sky in a liquid, and hence fertile, 

environment. 118 Here the analogic mode of perception and representation, automatic to 

11 7 A rare complication of early pregnancy, the hydatidiform mole, fits these characteristics (except 
mobility and impenetrability). I thank Emily Gowers for remarking this. 
11 8 NH 9 .2. Elsewhere Pliny claims that monstrous forms in the terrestrial realm, patticularly the sea, are 
formed by countless seeds drifting down from the signs of the zodiac (NH 2.3). Compare his use of 
Aristotle's theory of African biodiversity caused by interspecies mating at watering-holes: NH 9.2; cf. 
Aristotle DGA 746b. 
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analytic discourses as to the imagination, triumphs once more: rather than assume that 

there is no teleology in the creation of monstrous bodies, and that similarities between 

unknown and known forms are accidental or, indeed, imposed by the subject, Pliny as 

repository of Roman knowledge sets about mapping the categories of the human world 

onto the alien world. Thus the sea is interpreted as a largely equivalent and hence, mutatis 

mutandis, intelligible environment: 

rerum quidem, non solum animalium, simulacra inesse licet intellegere 

intuentibus 'uvam ', 'gladium ', 'serram ', 'cucumin' vero et colore et odore 

similem; quo minus miremur equorum capita in tarn parvis eminere cocleis 

(NH 9.3). 119 

It appears that large sea-creatures (like apes) offered support to the ancient belief in 

certain mythical beings. The undersea world was, in the Roman imagination, something 

of a utopia, 120 though also the gateway to chaos. 121 Not only are there early Imperial 

anecdotes regarding eyewitness reports from Cadiz of a sea-man, and from Lisbon and 

Gaul of a Triton and several Nereids, which were recognisable from the usual images in 

art (except that 'real' Nereids are covered in hair: NH 9.4), but the sea contains analogues 

of wild and domestic beasts as well as of humans. 122 The Red Sea is said to contain 

numbers of large sea-creatures like flocks of sheep (pecori similes), which come onto the 

land to graze on bush-roots, and some with the heads of horses, asses and bulls which 

consume the crops (NH 9.2). 123 These appear to be elaborations indicating the tendency 

of the human mind to select new inf01mation and assimilate it to existing information, 

which Mayor employs under the term 'search image' in the similar context of ancient 

palaeontology. 124 Many ocean specimens were most easily interpreted in existing, and 

119 coclea here must mean 'barnacles'. 
120 On the ocean as Gegenwelt in Roman mt see Muth (2000). 
121 Campbell (2006: 63). 
122 In Odyssey 4.349-570 and Georgics 4.387-529, Proteus is portrayed as a herdsman of seals, treating 
them as a tenestrial shepherd would his sheep. 
123 Many sea-creatures in NH 32 are named after animals (or things) on land, e.g. lepus, lupus, porc1ts, 
rana, canicula, scorpio, pediculum, urtica, pulmo, mustela, nws. 
124 

Mayor (2000: passim, esp. 46). In the context of ancient Rome, the concept of the 'search image' is 
usually preferable to the opposite, i.e. the alteration of conceptual categories to fit challenging information. 
Thus the idea that gross human congenital deformities such as 'cyclopia' or 'sirenomelia' (Leroi 2003: 68, 
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even well-known, terms. Thus, among miscellaneous marine corpses deposited on 

Gaulish shores during Tiberius' reign, Pliny mentions elephants, rams (whose horns were 

imitated only by white patches), and many Nereids. 125 As illustrated by the case of 

giraffes at Rome, conceptual categories gradually evolve to accommodate the exotic or 

interstitial: 'We have followed this process in learning to call mouse-birds bats, horse

men centaurs, and women-bosses chairpersons' .126 The zoology of strange environments 

such as the ocean and Aethiopia is in Pliny, as for ancient Rome in general, a field where 

this accommodating process is a constant struggle. Over time, the mechanism of analogic 

thought stretches in order to fit new material, by increasing the vocabulary of available 

terms. Thus some of the sea-monsters beached on Gaulish shores can be perceived as 

'elephants', whereas the elephant itself had once been new to Roman experience and 

subject to analogic description. Some of the less familiar categories show signs of 

analogic-descriptive failure or inadequacy, where information is insufficient to allow 

comparisons to be made, notably in the description of the orca (killer whale): 

infestam iis belvam et cuius imago nulla repraesentatione exprimi possit alia 

quam carnis inmensae dentibus truculentae (NH 9.5). 

However, such incomplete and grotesque glimpses of shapeless masses of flesh, 

unmodified by descriptive terms, are provisional and dismissive. Pliny represents the 

Roman popular imagination, which is similar to that of the objective Aristotelian scientist 

in that both use terms of comparison as an essential conceptual tool. 127 The stallings of 

the mechanism are not valorised or explored by Pliny, since gaps and glitches are 

undesirable in his synthesising interpretation of the universe. The Augustan poets have a 

78 ; Garland 1995: 7-8) inspired the monstrous forms of myth (e.g. Thomson 1996: I) is highly unlikely. It 

is more likely that contemporary witnesses would refer to mythical beings as convenient terms of 

description (like the modern scientists coining cyclopia and sirenomelia) . 
125 

NH 9.4. The animal with white marks on the sides of its head may be the killer whale (Orcimts orca) , 

though this is its only conceivable similarity to the ram. 
126 Harpham (1982: 16) . 
127 

Aristotle remarks and criticises the common tendency to describe through assimilation to familiar forms , 

in the case of animals and humans that seem to have the heads of other species, and also in the case of 

caricature (DCA 769b). This is not a criticism applied to his own androcentric biology in which female and 

animal bodies are regarded as gradations of distOition of the ' ideal' form of the adult human male. 



different project, and the avoidance of familiarisation is often central to how they 

represent unfamiliar forms, rather than a troublesome marginal necessity. 
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Pliny also devotes substantial attention to another region where boundaries of knowledge 

are in a state of permanent contestation: the ethnography of monstrous races. This one is 

more ambiguous, with features in common with both analytic and mytho-poetic 

discourses, yet Pliny exhibits and emblematises the same centripetal approach of ancient 

empiricism discussed above. The fact that anomalous human bodies are the object of 

analysis makes a difference, as will become apparent, in two opposite but complementary 

ways. A humanoid race, in whatever bizarre form, offers a stable genus- and usually 

community- as a structure which can be placed in a conceptual relationship with 

'civilisation' . At the same time, the proximity of recognisably human, yet highly diverse, 

stable bodies always potentially decentres the 'normal' human form as the point of 

departure for physical anomaly, and consequently alters the concept of anomaly itself. 

Ethnography, particularly in the Greek and Roman literate communities, regularly 

operated through categories, mapping alternative structures onto a native standard. For 

many foreign races. that feature in Pliny and the predecessors by whom his work is 

informed, the social structure is shadowed by the structure of the human body, if not as a 

direct microcosm, then as perhaps the most direct possible form of symbolic reordering 

of the human subject. These 'real' monsters, like those of zoology, are more comfortable 

than 'freaks', because they are stable parallel communities in which there is a "different 

nmm". These alternative scenarios of like producing like, contradicting Aristotle's 

famous definition of the 'TEQac; and hence candidates for 'normal' status in Aristotelian 

biology, 128 problematise the boundary not only between familiar and unfamiliar, but 

between human subject and objective (especially animal) world. The situation has 

immediate parallels with the mythical monsters of poetry which, often marked as sites of 

empathy or focalisation, sometimes even speaking subjects, are always waiting to be 

located between human and inhuman. Pliny presents a large quantity of compiled 

material, in which there is already evidence for monstrous races doubling and multiplying 

128 Aristotle DGA 770b 4-7; Lenfant (1999: 207). 
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in popular tradition as well as in literary transmission, which continued into the Middle 

Ages. 129 This in itself illustrates the tension between the desire to consolidate knowledge 

as a finite number of nameable categories, and the conflicting desire to countenance and 

control all possibilities. Clifford, describing 'ethnographic sunealism' in interbellum 

France, makes several pertinent comments on ethnographic Others as an aesthetic and 

conceptual resource, refetTing to two alternatives which will seem reminiscent of my 

comments above on anomalous f01ms and the Roman imagination: 

'To state the contrast schematically, ethnographic humanism begins with the 

different and renders it (through naming, classifying, describing, interpreting) 

comprehensible. It familiarizes. A sunealist practice, on the other hand, attacks 

the familiar, provoking the inuption of othemess - the unexpected. The two 

attitudes presuppose one another; both are elements within a complex process that 

generates cultural meanings, definitions of self and other. 130 

The 'sunealist' practice emerges from the 'humanist': 

'The sunealist moment in ethnography is that moment in which the possibility of 

comparison exists in unmediated tension with sheer incongruity. This moment is 

repeatedly produced, and smoothed over, in the process of ethnographic 

comprehension. But to see this activity in terms of collage is to hold the sunealist 

moment in view' .131 

Applying this schema to the ethnographic activities of Pliny involves two problems, 

firstly that Clifford applies the term 'ethnography' in a quasi-metaphorical sense to an 

aesthetic movement, and secondly that his subject-material drew, or was treated as 

drawing, on primary source material, whereas Pliny' s work is an avowed concatenation 

of literary texts, often naming individual authorities for the facts it contains. However, the 

idea of 'smoothing over' , of the resolution of incongruity, recalls Harpham's account of 

129 Friedman (1981: 22-23). 
13° Clifford (1981: 562). 
131 Clifford (1981 : 563). 

11 
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the aesthetic experience of the grotesque (see above), and likewise, in positing 

achievement of closure in the perception of anomalous forms, indicates that this kind of 

'humanist ethnography' is a means of intellectual domestication of unruly peripheral 

elements. The recognition of ethnography as 'collage' is, likewise, the acknowledgment 

and transcendence of the comparative, category-based mode of representation, which 

draws attention to the incongruity of constituent parts both in the individual monstrous 

body and in the usual strategy of presentation applied to it. 

Pliny makes little attempt to organise the monstrous races beyond geographic (and 

occasionally source-based) sequences, or indeed to distinguish the physically different 

from the merely behaviourally different. This is in keeping with his catalogue style, 

which, like a library shelving system, applies simple principles of organisation to a 

diverse body of material which by altemative criteria seems inegular, and includes some 

degree of arbitrariness and displacement. However, the ethnography of the bizane may 

be traced back as far as Homer, and the tradition of accounts of ancient lands and their 

strange features had developed a literature, from Ctesias and Megasthenes onwards, in 

which certain of these features became almost obligatory. 132 Even allowing for Pliny's 

objective aims and largely unelaborated laundering of information, and for 'dittography' 

in verbal and literary transmission, the number of recunent details is surprising. In fact, 

the recunence of certain motifs - people with missing facial features, hairy bodies, 

backwards-facing feet, or enmmous ears- offers a stable core of terms of difference. 133 

They are interchangeable, occuning in combinations: each is a single-term opposition 

between 'normal' and abnormal, often in the form of presence and lack. Hence the 

ostensible 'grotesqueness' of ancient ethnography was, by Roman times, a context where 

essentially closural anomalous bodies are represented, and Clifford's 'sun·eal moment' is 

negligible or absent. Regardless of the origins of their physical deformities, the races 

populating the ethnographic imagination exhibit these deformities in a predictable 

imaginative repetition which mimics the regular material reproduction presupposed by 

their existence as races. The nature of ancient ethnographic teratology as familiarising 

132 Friedman (1981: 5) ; Garland (1995: 159); Wittkower (1942: 160). 
133 Missing facial features: NH 4.95, 6.187-188,7.10,7.25 (of quadrupeds: 6.192); hairy: 6.200, 7.23, 24, 

25 ; backwards-facing feet: 5.46 (Himantopodes), 7.11 , 7.22-23 ; enormous ears: 4.95, 7.30. 

llr 
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and ideologically centripetal, regardless of the degree of fantasy involved, is indicated by 

trends in the use of ethnic names. While many appear to be based on foreign names, some 

may be corrupted terms from Greek or other mediating languages, and in other cases it is 

obvious that names applied to the monstrous races of classical ethnography are mere 

descriptive adjectives or 'speaking names' from Greek sources such as Aethiopii (Burnt

Faces), Monocoli (One-Legs) and Panotii (All-Ears). 134 Pliny and his audience knew 

Greek, and the words appear to have been transliterated into Latin intact, 135 while in the 

case of the passage on lands far east of the Nile (de in fabulosa, NH 6.195) each is given a 

Latin gloss. Garland notes the preference for intelligible, imposed names in classical 

ethnography, claiming that 'In the eye of the beholder, the Other is thus reduced to a 

single overriding characteristic' .136 This tendency is in fact a trait of the analogic mode of 

description: the object of analysis is rendered familiar by being restructured on the 

perceiver's own terms, and the unrecognisable term- the nonsense-name, the unknown 

identity- is ruled out and corrected. Naming, describing, and comparing are the 

conceptual weapons by which the monstrous is subdued and domesticated, and the 

standard issue of Pliny and of the genre or discipline of classical ethnography as a whole. 

Chimpanzees, monkeys, baboons and other primates evidently inspired several of the 

deformed peoples of classical ethnography, from Hanno's hairy female 'gorillas' 

onward. 137 Their contribution to ethnographic lore is even greater than usually thought. 

As a challenge to definitions of human versus animal, they are a prime example of the 

way that anomalous forms, especially bodies, are initially identified through existing 

conceptual categories, and only by forging new conceptual categories can they be 

identified any more specifically. The diversity of physical features in monstrous 

134 Many unrecognisable terms for monstrous races may have been speaking names: Pliny accepts that the 
names Nisicathae and Nisitae mean 'Three-eyed men' and 'Four-eyed men' and disputes whether this is a 
literal description or a reference to their outstanding sharp-sightedness in archery (NH 6.194). 
135 Except perhaps Artabatitae for Tettarabatitae (NH 6.195; cf. Rackham 1942: 482). 
136 Garland (1995: 177). 
137 GGM 1.13-14. McDermott (1938) provides a comprehensive survey and analysis. Augustine 
(unwittingly?) hits the nail on the head: Nam et simias et cercopithecos et sphingas si nesciremus non 
homines esse, sed bestias, possent illi historici de sua curiositate gloriantes uelut gentes aliquas hominum 
nobis inpunita uanitate mentiri (CD 16.8). 



ethnography originally inspired by apes illustrates how much more conceptions of 

physical forms are dependent on the viewer than on the actual nature of the object. 138 
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The greatest impediment to the analysis of primate-inspired monstrous races, most of 

which are collated by Pliny, has been the unclear picture the sources give of how 'human' 

was distinguished from 'animal' . Care must be taken not to presume that the two were 

distinguished by a set of criteria almost as precise as those of the modern era. Thus 

Garland's statement 

'Throughout history reports of racial deformity have been used as testimony to the 

claim that 'primitive' peoples are scarcely any better than animals. It is probable 

that in the ancient world the same degree of prejudice was exhibited towards races 

who lived at the margins of the civilised world and with whom contact was 

infrequent' 139 

implies that the ethnocentrism of Greek and Roman authors led to a deliberate reduction 

of human tribes to animal status. While this undoubtedly did occur, the reverse is also 

tlue. This is not because the border marking off humans from humanoid animals was 

manipulated carefully for ideological purposes, but because it was not firmly fixed. Pliny 

provides evidence that this border was to some extent negotiable by different authorities 

(and that diachronic change took place). Even his comments about the diversity of the 

'human' physical form, as part of nature's great variety, allow for a fairly loose 

definition: 

ne pavonis ac tigrium pantherarumque maculas et tot animalium picturas 

commemorem, parvum dictu sed inmensum aestimatione, tot gentium sermones, 

tot linguae, tanta loquendi varietas ut externus alieno paene non sit hominis vice/ 

iam in facie vultuque nostro cum sint decem aut paulo plura membra, nullas duas 

138 Cf. Bianchi (1981 : 247) . 
139 Garland (1995: 176). 



in tot milibus hominum indiscretas effigies existere, quod ars nulla in paucis 

numero praestet adfectandol (NH 7.7-8). 
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If ethnic diversity includes unintelligible forms of speech and varied configurations of ten 

facial features, 140 it incorporates apes (and of course even these restrictions are subject to 

infractions among the monstrous 'human' peoples).141 Identifications of such creatures as 

more than simply animal are of two types. The first, which seems to depend on individual 

authorities, is the creation (and often naming) of a deformed tribe, such as the forest

dwelling, screaming, hairy, 'dog-toothed' Choromandae of Tauron or the fleet-footed, 

hairy-tailed Indians mentioned by Duris. 142 The second, as Wittkower notes, indicates 

existing conceptual categories, and is as clear an example of the ancient myth-based 

'search image' as the Nereids discussed above.143 It involved the identification of apes 

and so on as satyrs or other mythical beings. 144 The power of the 'search image' is clear 

from the tenuousness of grounds for identification, notably with the satyrs 'who have 

nothing human about them except their shape' (satyris praeter figuram nihil moris 

humani, NH 5.46), or are fast-moving mountain-dwelling animals that sometimes go on 

all fours and sometimes upright (NH 7.24), or are discussed among the types of ape that 

are (unlike the Cynocephali) closest to human form because very gentle (NH 8.216). It 

seems likely that the 'satyr' is being identified in the last instance as a particular species 

of ape (perhaps the orang-utan), but less likely in the first. Texts from different stages of 

awareness of the natural history of primates are being adduced independently in the same 

compilation. 145 By Pliny's day, several varieties of monkey and ape were known of and 

140 These ten features are presumably aures, oculi, genae, fron s, nasum, os and mentum (two ears , two eyes, 
two cheeks, brow, nose, mouth and chin). 
14 1 Seth (2003 : 77): 'the wild men who roamed the Ancient and Medieval landscape were everything but 
racialized'. 
142 NH7.24, 30. 
143 Wittkower (1942: 164). 
144 McDermott (1938 : 79-85). 
145 The disharmony of Pliny' s sources , representing contrasting stages of knowledge and belief about 
distant lands, is most evident regarding Cynocephali. Pliny uses the term both in the original sense of 
humans with canine heads , and its later designation, with the development of more accurate zoological 
knowledge, to baboons (genus Papio, also known today as 'dog-faced monkeys ' ), just as satyrs appear to 
have gone from a putative monstrous race to a known species of ape. Wittkower (1942: 163) assumes that 
stories of Cynocephali were 'confirmed ' when found to match foreign beliefs; Kartunnen rules out the 
existence of Aethiopian Cynocephali , calling them 'nonexistent, arising merely from . . . misunderstood 

11 
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imported as curiosities at Rome, 146 but nevertheless he uncritically documents the ways 

in which their strangeness had generated identifications with the monstrous bodies of 

myth in early Greek sources. 147 Thus, on terms of identification that often seem tenuous 

from an objective viewpoint, we read with Pliny of Aegipanes ('Goat-Pans') whose 

appearance is the way ordinary pictures show it (qualis vulgo pingitur forma, NH 5.46), 

and of Aethiopian sphinxes 'covered in dark hair, with a pair of breasts' (jusco pilo, 

mammis in pectore geminis, NH 8.72). The several examples of races with unusual feet 

are a probable subgroup of this type of identification. The feet of most primates have 

long, finger-like toes and an opposable 'thumb' capable of grasping branches. The 

difficulty of viewing this body-part in particular as human may explain the existence in 

the ethnographic tradition of monstrous races with backwards-turned feet. Hairy peoples 

are sometimes described as being very swift, implying the superior agility of the monkey, 

particularly in forest tenain, and the two attributes even occur together (NH 7.11 ). The 

articulated digits of simian feet may have cued the archaic and classical Greek tradition, 

in Homeric epithets and the minor arts, of the lame Hephaistos having feet that curved the 

wrong way, and often backwards. 148 Similarly, 

Himantopodes loripedes quidam quibus serpendo ingredi natura sit 

(Pliny NH 5.46) 

seem inspired by the myth and iconography of snake-footed Giants. Even if attributing 

these types of monstrous extremity to misconceptions of prehensile feet (and tails) is to 

fall into the ever-present pitfall of reading classical ethnography -attempting to decode a 

'truth' behind its accounts- it is clear that the ethnographic project, whether analytic or 

fantastic, continually refened itself to established conceptual 'vocabularies', especially 

the iconographic conventions of mythical monstrous bodies in the visual arts, and above 

all to the 'normal' human body as a template from which single-term, and usually 

bipolar, differences could be generated. This template was of course a focus of anxiety, 

baboons and a confusion with the Kunamolgoi' (1984: 36). Baboons seem to have inspired and re-inspired 

stories of Cynocephali, discrepancies emerging as differing traditions evolved and coexisted. 
146 McDermott (1938: passim). 
147 McDermott (1938: 79-85) . 
148 Garland (1995 : 113). 
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since every monstrous variant, as a tribe and hence in some sense a 'valid' class of being, 

became a template itself. 149 This focus on the human body as a point of departure is 

expressed most famously in Aristotle's anthropocentric biological perspective. 150 It is an 

important reason why simians were not automatically animals rather than humans to 

those who encountered them physically and intellectually, and why they produced such a 

divergent array of ethnographic misidentifications. 

Classical scholars emphasise the practical and prosaic attitude of Romans towards 

deformed births, and the efficiency of their expiatory protocols. 151 Likewise, the cruelty 

of the 'Roman character', and the perceived mistreatment, mockery, fear and hatred of 

deformed individuals are sometimes regarded as explaining one another. 152 Undoubtedly 

there is evidence for both, but the fact that deformed humans ('freaks') were in some 

cases disposed of at birth, and in others tolerated (however marginally) in Roman society, 

in itself indicates a complex situation. All monstrous births have their monstrosity in 

common, 153 but this monstrosity is specific to its cultural context. While Roman literary 

sources do not contain the same level of speculation over the nature of human and animal 

freaks as that which appears in Aristotle, or share Aristotle's conclusions about the nature 

of misshapen bodies, they do indicate a change of attitude towards them in social terms, 

which Pliny detects, and implicates in his narrative of moral decline. The late first 

century BC, a time of explosive literary creativity and the beginning of the 'universal' 

Principate, was a turning-point in the history of Roman monstrosity. It would be 

unproductive to attempt to trace the full nature and extent of beliefs, superstitions, and 

actual practice regarding monstrous births, for which the evidence is severely limited. It 

seems more useful simply to demonstrate that ancient conceptions of 'freakishness' were 

different from our own, and to pursue them chronologically, comparing the intellectual 

149 Cf. Evans on Mela's Africa: 'Stable forms dissolve and humankind is no longer distinguishable from 
other species, as in Bakhtin's definition of the grotesque body: 'it is blended with the world, with animals 
and with objects" (1999: 65). 
15° French (1994: 59); Garland (1995: 1). 
151 Bloch (1963: 7, 119 &passim). 
152 Garland (1995: esp. 58, 86). 
153 Thomson (1996: 10): 'at the same time that enfreakment elaborately foregrounds specific bodily 
eccentricities, it also collapses all those differences into a "freakery", a single amorphous category of 
corporeal otherness'; Foucault (2003: 56): 'the monster ... is the magnifying model , the form of 
every ... inegularity exhibited by the games of nature'. 'I 

I 
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discourses of 'scientific' and poetic literature with the practice of the society within (and 

yet outside) which they operated, to show the range of perspectives on the meaning of the 

abnormal body that could coexist within classical Roman culture. 

Like monstrous ethnography, with its objective pose (or rather, its orientation 'from the 

inside looking out'), literary accounts of monstrous humans within 'normal' human 

society require a methodological decision regarding the relationship between 'literature', 

i.e. individual, selfconscious attitudes, and 'sociology', i.e. comparatively unexamined 

community attitudes. 154 The degree to which, for example, attitudes expressed in poetry 

are dependent upon its cultural context is difficult to assess. When a subject such as the 

freak is examined, however, contemporary evidence is an important resource for 

reconstructing the 'original' meaning of the text, in other words the range of 

interpretations available to its first reading community, and while such reconstructions 

can never be proven true or false, they are the process through which the impossible goal 

of 'knowing' the text is approached with optimal depth and probability. Thus 

sociological, historical and other contextual frameworks should be acknowledged insofar 

as they can inform these reconstructions, without denying the literary source material the 

full range of positions in relation to these frameworks. Thus the fact of physical 

deformity was a part of historical experience for Roman authors and their readers, yet 

physically deformed individuals were fluid figures in, and of, the creative imagination. 155 

It is clearly inappropriate nowadays to refer to deformed humans in general as 

'monsters'; Weinstock (building on Canoll's work) suggests that 'monsters' are to be 

distinguished from 'freaks' in that the former are physically threatening, the latter only 

psychologically so. 156 Yet the shifting classical history of attitudes towards deformed 

humans in science, poetry and society unfolds almost entirely within the semantic 

parameters of the word monstrum as described above: corporeal abnormality is usually a 

threat, and always a problem. The responses it elicits vary, as will become evident, from 

honor and disgust, to indifference, to moral outrage, and to the curiosity and fascination 

154 Pliny is between these, as publisher and oracle of his culture. 
155 Canguilhem (1992: 177, 183); Pigeaud (1988 : passim) . 
156 Weinstock (1996: 328). 
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which are arguably concomitant with all of these. Davidson, in proposing an intellectual 

history of the honor of monsters, claims that this would provide 'both a history of human 

will and subjectivity and a history of scientific classifications' .157 The literary evidence 

for Roman attitudes towards human (and animal) freaks, which are necessarily monstra, 

involves these two themes in a single struggle for the control of the 'monstrous' body as 

an intractable, category-collapsing object of perception and representation, which also (as 

human) is, or always threatens to be, capable of hosting its own, marginal subjectivity. 

In order to explore the changing conceptual position of the freak in Augustan and later 

Imperial Rome, it is necessary to establish what it was in Republican Rome, and one of 

the most important surviving sources for an intellectual perspective on the subject is 

Aristotle's On the Generation of Animals. This and Aristotle's other biological treatises 

offer a valuable comparandum for the Roman view of congenital deformity and its 

meaning. One of the most important issues, highly relevant to the representation of 

monstrosity in literature, is the question of what an unformed body is. Aristotle's attitude 

is that form is not inherent to matter, but imposed, and that monstrous forms are the result 

of form failing to be completely effected. 158 This non-essentialist view of organic matter, 

which extends to the 'imperfect' forms of all nature besides (male) humans- in that his 

pre-Linnaean classification of organisms is merely a 'procedure of exposition' 159 rather 

than inherent to nature- contrasts with Lucretius' atomist view that matter has an 

inherent identity and that mythic-style hybrid assemblages or formless beings are 

therefore impossible. 160 It is tempting to suggest that the natural philosophy of monstrous 

bodies is relevant to the aesthetics of monster representation in the intellectual 

communities in which it is produced, and that Aristotle's opinion that an organism can 

exist in an indeterminable form indicates that fourth-century Athens exhibited the 

fundamentals of non-analogic representation in a way that the late Republic did not. 

However, even if received opinions on biology were a factor in artistic and social 

157 Davidson (1991 : 36). 
158 Aristotle DGA 4.769b 11-14; cf. French (1986: 60). 
159 French (1994: 56). 
160 Pigeaud (1988 : 209). Ancient atomists could potentially refute the feasibility of hybrids in several ways, 
although in his 'zoogony' Lucretius combats rival views on their own, traditional territory (Campbell 2003: 
142). Pigeaud (1988: 208) describes this as something like an Epicurean teleology. 
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perspectives on monstrous bodies, there is little evidence that Aristotle was particularly 

interested in or troubled by the boundaries of human and non-human in the case of 

congenital deformities. He attributes all such deformities to damage in the womb, thereby 

making them into a form of mutilation. 161 Furthermore, there is some common ground 

between Aristotle and Lucretius in that both dismiss the existence of mythical hybrids. 

There is no extant Aristotelian discussion of deformed humans in particular, and of the 

nature and social status of those who survived beyond infancy. Nor is there in classical 

literature in general, 162 and only in Imperial prose is any substantial attention given to 

physical abnormality as a real-life phenomenon. The human freak is one of the many 

silent voices of the ancient world, which arguably existed 'before disability' as it did 

'before sexuality' .163 Despite the number of physically part-human monsters in Greek 

myth, Polyphemus is almost unique among them for speaking with a human voice in 

Greek literature.164 The physically anomalous bodies of these monsters seem in most 

cases to preclude the possibility of direct speech in poetic texts, even though some of 

their myths (as they existed in the classical period) actually depend on their possession of 

a voice (e.g. Nessus' abduction of Deianira, the riddle of the Sphinx, and the singing of 

the Sirens). One of the most marked developments of monsters and 'monstrous 

discourse' in Augustan literature is that such beings are suddenly audible, and even 

highly articulate. The fact that these monstrous bodies exist in the framework of myth 

does not mitigate or render inelevant the fact of the speaker's difference, any more than 

would their gender, age or social status. As Grosz, discussing modern society, points out, 

understanding the self-image and psychology of freaks is (like 'the exception' in any 

field of study) a privileged means of understanding subjectivity and corporeality, and yet 

at the same time 

'Freaks cross the borders that divide the subject from all ambiguities, 

interconnections, and reciprocal classifications, outside of or beyond the human. 

161 Deformities of excess due to cramped multiple embryos: DGA 4.770a; male deformities more 
frequent due to injuries from increased mobility in utero: 4.775a 4-9; w TfQctc; as a type of 
avct71T]QL£X ('mutilation') : 4.769b 30. 
162 Garland (1995: viii) . 
163 Cf. Zeitlin, Winkler & Halperin (1990) . 
164 On Polyphemus' articulacy and inarticulacy in Augustan poetry see Chapter 5. 



They imperil the very definitions we rely on to classify humans, identities, and 

sexes - our most fundamental categories of self-definition and boundaries 

dividing self from othemess' .165 

It is therefore a significant, perhaps even provocative gesture for Augustan poets and 

their Imperial successors to represent monstrous forms mimetically, as speaking and 

thinking selves. This step complements the explicit and grotesque mode of description 

which they employ in order to approach the threatening lack of f01m lurking behind the 

analogic mode employed in straightforward analytic discourse. Just as corporeal 

description gives new access to the monstrous form, prosopopoeia gives access to the 

monstrous self. 
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Outside poetry, in Roman analytic discourses (to which the analogic mode of 

representation is intrinsic), monstrous bodies are almost entirely presented from an 

exterior perspective 'at home' as much as on the geo-political margins. The religious 

signification of the prodigious birth is the original and most concrete, but by no means 

exclusive, reflection in Rome of the threatening character of the amorphic or dysmorphic 

body. 166 The fact th,at reports of prodigies tend to snowball is acknowledged by Livy, 

who documents them as a conventional part of the annalistic tradition (AUC 27.37.2), and 

whether this means that people were more forthcoming about them at such times, or that 

they evolved more readily by word of mouth, or both, their function as index of the 

public sense of anxiety no doubt gave the impression of cause as well as symptom of 

crisis. Furthermore, the challenging experience of the human and/or animal freak gains a 

fascination of its own in times when any kind of social status quo is threatened (as 

posited as a factor in the century-long heyday of the American freak show) .167 When the 

freak body is invested with ideological or symbolic capital, as in Augustan poetry and 

(more politically) in Imperial prose sources, anxiety and uncertainty are invariably 

present. 

165 Grosz (1996: 56-57) . 
166 In examining Roman prodigies in the same context as Aristotle ' s naturalistic explanations for deformed 
bi11hs, it is imp011ant to remember that, as Daston & Park (1998: 176) emphasise, religious interpretations 
of monstrous births are not necessarily earlier or more primitive than 'scientific' ones. 
167 Thomson (1996: 12). 
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Returning to Pliny, we find that the place of freaks in his vast document of the known 

world is itself problematic. He draws attention to several examples of corporeal 

abnormality, but makes no pronouncements on them; they are assimilated into his project, 

but not given a 'place' in its structure. 168 Pliny offers no typology of physical deformity, 

in keeping with his loose catalogue style, in which, for example, the classification of 

animals (principally by size) is neither comprehensive nor systematic. 169 Still, the 

casualness of his remarks on cases of deformity, where they do appear, suggests that they 

were less alarming to a Flavian scholar than they had been to Republican expiators and 

recorders. Thus, among disparate and miscellaneous references to physical deformities 

(mainly Book 7, on human biology and notable human lives), he notes stories of women 

giving birth to an elephant and a snake (NH 7.34); three non-consecutive instances in the 

Lepidus family of children with membranes over the eyes (7.51); cases of people whose 

upper teeth are fused into a ridge of bone (7 .69); those individuals suffering a genetic 

defect which causes rapid ageing (ektrapeloi: 7.76); and cornei, people with hard, 

marrowless bones and no thirst or sweating (7.78, 80), with uniform detachment. Only in 

one case does he venture to comment on the meaning or consequences of these 

abenations: he calls,Comelia, mother of the Gracchi, evidence that women born with 

occluded genitals are a bad omen (7.69). This suggests that negative divinatory 

implications are inherent even to relatively minor (i.e. operable) congenital deformities 

well after the Augustan period, and Pliny is possibly refraining in most cases from 

articulating conclusions that readers would draw for themselves. However, later in Book 

7, a methodological statement indicates otherwise: 

post sepulturam quoque visorum exempla sunt, nisi quod naturae opera, non 

prodigia, consectamur (Pliny NH 7 .179). 

Thus, for Pliny, the human deformities which appear in his work are considered 'freaks 

of nature' and, while to some degree they still cany supernatural associations, they do not 

168 Capponi (1995: 249) proposes locations where Pliny's two teratological examples would have been 
better placed in the work. 
169 Bodson (1986: 1 00). 
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compromise the human status of afflicted individuals. He notes that premature babies are 

often born with occluded ears or nostrils (NH 11.158), without questioning the normality 

or humanity of these individuals. In fact, Pliny documents deformity not only in 

exceptional instances, but as part of ordinary Roman life. He states that supernumerary 

parts in animals are always inert, like sixth fingers in humans (NH 11.272), and even cites 

three examples of Romans named Sedigiti (NH 11.244 ), as well as giving deformities of 

the sole of the foot and of the legs as the origins of the well-known Roman cognomina 

Plancus, Plautus, Pansa, Scaurus, Varus, Vatia and Vatinius (NH 11.254). 170 This appears 

to indicate nanower criteria for what counted as a true monstrosity in Roman society. 171 

This is intimated by Pliny's wording in citing a more extreme deformity: 

Placuit in Aegypto nutrire portentum, binis et in aversa capitis parte oculis 

hominem, sed iis non cernentem (Pliny NH 11 .272). 

We can assume that Egypt (also the location of a man 'with no calves' (non habuisse 

suras, NH 11.253) 172 is remarked for its strange attitude towards the monstrous individual 

in that it was not killed at birth. Thus it appears that unacceptably deformed infants were 

not reared at Rome; but there is evidence that freaks of non-citizen status were considered 

very differently, their commodified bodies not subject to the same criteria of 'normality', 

but even the opposite set of values. 

Imperial literature shows that freaks were well-known and popular among Rome's 

elite. 173 It also incorporates this trend into the widespread moralising discourse of the 

condemnation of luxury and decadence, which focused on luxurious fashions and objects 

of expense as symbolic of the ideological changes which their owners and enjoyers 

17° For an extensive list of cognomina labelling minor deformities see Garland (1995: 78-79). 
171 This is the conclusion that Davies draws from the limited repertoire of monstrous births in the prodigy 
lists: 'if the lists are bizarre for modern tastes , they do nonetheless seem to know limits which we can only 
grope towards. Of course a Roman might well have responded to a six-fingered child with total disinterest, 
saying that it was just unusual but cet1ainly not prodigal' (Davies 2004: 75 nl48). 
172 'Calfless' seems to be a direct translation from the Greek cocvrnwc; (cf. Plutarch, Moralia 520c, quoted 
below), probably meaning individuals whose legs stop at the knee. 
173 E.g. Martial, Epigrams 7.87 (=53 Watson-Watson) , which defends the author's fondness for the cute 
face (blanda ora) of 'Babyrtas' on the analogy of other people's exotic playthings (monstra), e.g. monkey, 
snake and Aethiops. 
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exhibited. Thus, as abuses of the boundaries of the appetites (lavish consumption of 

exotic foods and wines) and the physical world (geographic distortions of artificial lakes 

and peninsulas) symbolised the corruption of the frugal, traditional, 'natural' virtues of 

the Roman self, 174 the freak was both accessory and emblem of the boundary-crossing of 

the wealthy elite, and above all the emperor. Its religious background, in which the 

prodigium was usually (and at first, exclusively) a symptom of divine displeasure, 175 

becomes overlaid with the new stigma of moral, rather than cosmological, perversion. 

This standpoint is so consistent in imperial prose literature, particularly emperor

biography, that some recent scholarship has chimed in with its criticisms of the emperor 

and other perceived freak-enthusiasts, with psychological theories of 'ennui on a massive 

scale' and 'the jadedness of the imperial palette [sic]' .176 Within the world of imperial 

anecdote, the emperor and the upper social stratum did indeed revel in the economic, 

aesthetic, and ontological abuses of the freak trade. However, it is important not to lose 

sight of this framework. We are told that Augustus publicly exhibited the dwarf Lycius 

(Suetonius, Augustus 43 ), and another dwarf named Conopas was in the entourage of his 

granddaughter Julia (NH 7.75), but that Augustus himself enjoyed the company of pretty 

children, 

nam pumilos atque distortos et omnis generis eiusdem ut ludibria naturae 

malique ominis abhorrebat (Suetonius, Augustus 83). 

Hadrianic Suetonius' Augustus is not stigmatised as a freak-collector, yet he inhabits a 

Rome where anomalous human bodies are a conventional interest of the upper class and 

of ordinary spectators. While Suetonius' Augustus does have connections with corporeal 

anomaly, 177 it is the emperors with a bad image who are most strongly associated with it, 

both in their own bodies and those around them. Hence Caligula (the monstrum: Caligula 

22) is physically unattractive: 

174 Edwards (1993: esp. 142, 196). 
175 Bloch (1963 : 86. Delcowt (1938 : 92) claims that the "good news freak" was invented by priests who did 
not wish to displease their masters with a pessimistic forecast. 
176 Barton (1993: esp. 132); Garland (1995: 45-51) . 
177 His body is callused and birthmarked with the constellation Ursa Major (Augustus 80), and his birth was 
presaged by a supernatural experience which left his mother Atia with a mark like a dragon tattoo (94) . 
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staturafuit eminenti, colore expallido, corpore enormi, gracilitate maxima 

cervicis et crurum, oculis et temporibus concavis, fronte lata et torva, capillo raro 

at circa verticem nullo, hirsutus cetera (Suetonius, Caligula 50). 

Nero's sex-games involve him dressing as a wild animal and 'savaging' the bodies of 

bound men and women (Suetonius, Nero 29), and Galba's hands and feet are completely 

distorted with gout, while the flesh of his flank is so bulging and pendulous that a truss is 

scarcely adequate (Suetonius, Galba 21). Julius Caesar is reported to have responded to a 

serious extispicious prodigy with a flippant pun, saying he would have good omens when 

he wanted, and that it was no surprise if a sheep was 'gutless' .178 Nero exhibits the same 

lack of respect for a public (or reading community's) abhonence of freaks: he lavished 

estates and a grandiose funeral on the 'monkey' usurer Paneros (cercopithecum: 

Suetonius, Nero 30), 179 and 

Creditur etiam polyphago cuidam Aegypti generis crudam carnem et quidquid 

daretur mandere assueto, concupisse vivos homines laniandos absumendosque 

obicere (Suetonius, Nero 37).180 

The Scriptores Historiae Augustae, of much later date, may be seen as the endpoint of 

this trend of emblematising bad emperors' moral transgressions with physical oddities in 

themselves and in their company. Commodus is said to have attached serpent-like 

appendages to lame people's legs and shot them like Hercules versus the Giants; to have 

removed legs or eye personally; to have had a favourite whose penis was larger than a 

donkey's; to have served mustard-smeared hunchbacks on a plate; and to have kept 

178 Eoque arrogantiae progressus est, ut haruspice tristia et sine corde exta quondam nuntiantefutura 
dicere! laetiora, cum vellet; nee pro ostento ducendwn, si pecudi cor defuisset (Suetonius, Julius Caesar 
77). 
179 Cercopithecum may be a nickname, or at least a pun, since according to Festus (56 M) cercopa, 'long
tailed monkey', could also mean 'money-grubber'. 
180 This compatriot of the Janus-faced and calfless freaks in Pliny (NH 11.253, 272, cited above) is clearly a 
forerunner of the sideshow 'geek' (Bartra 1997: 256). 



dwarves and cretins, while a swelling on his groin was obvious enough to inspire 

. 181 
numerous epigrams. 

In summary, the popularity of freaks among Rome's most decadent citizens in Imperial 

literature is not only evidence of the commodification of human and animal physical 

rarities, along with other rarities within the vast reach of the Empire, but is a way of 

encoding the emperor's abnormal social and political status, just as is the description of 

his own body and personal habits. According to Plutarch (within a moralistic diatribe 

against those who focus on others' faults), there are people in the Rome of his day who 

scorn beautiful things on sale -paintings, statues, boys and women- and instead hang 

around the 'monster market' ('lTlV 'lWV 'lEQChWV ayoQcXV), inspecting 

CJ'lQOU80Jcc:cpai\ouc; (Plutarch, Moralia 520c). 
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Pliny says that hermaphrodites, formerly called androgynes, were once considered 

prodigies but are now prized (in deliciis, NH 7.34). 182 He reports that the first quadruped 
...._ 

hermaphrodites appeared in the reign of Nero- at least, that he had a pair of 

hermaphrodite Gaulish mares that pulled his chariot (NH 11.262). Emperors would 

probably have participated in the elite purchasing of, and public interest in, animal and 

human freaks, and perhaps even courted controversy in performing such acts of display 

as this, but it is rash to attribute this to a perversity born of the tedium of omnipotence. 

The attention given to the freakish interests of the emperor, just as to the freakishness of 

the emperor's body itself, is part of the intertwined discourses in Imperial prose of 

historic moral decline and of the abeiTant status of the Roman monarch. 

18 1 
SHA, Commodus Antoninus 9 (cf. Dio 72.20), 10, 11; Alexander Severus 34.2; Commodus Antoninus 

13. 
182 

Garland (1995 : 70); Brisson (2002: 38-39). One possible factor is the greater availability and increased 

documentation of hermaphrodite slaves under the Empire, rendering them less surprising and more 

familiar. Fevrier takes Pliny' s comment to indicate a transfmmed attitude to prodigies in general (2004: 
60). 
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The Roman freak was a flexible enough concept that positive exploitations were as 

distinctive and prevalent as their opposite. The monstrous human is an exemplary 

monster, bringing home the fundamental problem of whether the abnormal is to be 

familiarised and 'smoothed over', or left disturbingly 'unprocessed' . In the case of 

prodigious animal or human births, this challenge irrupts into the heart of Roman culture 

by appearing within the lived experience of community, city and nation. Romans viewed 

human freaks and ethnographic monstrosities from the perspective of the 'nmmal'. 

Overall, classical literary sources documenting or representing monstrosity in the real 

world are normative- not necessarily in their argument but in their assumptions. They 

look from the centre of the familiar and known to the periphery of the alien and 

unknown, most obviously in the subject of ethnography. At Rome, as Pliny's project 

illustrates, monstrous zoology is subjected to the conceptualising process of analogic 

representation, and formless flesh is a threatening symbol of the mysteries of biology. 

Human freaks in the 'civilised' world (i.e. Rome, Greece, and to some extent Egypt) are 

not treated systematically or with the religious pragmatism of the Republic, but with a 

casualness that indicates considerable change in the perception of physical abnormality 

over time. In elite literature, the function of the freak as 'warning sign' has been 

transferred into moralistic and political discourses: decadence-rhetoric, and the portrayal 

of the emperor as a transgressive anomaly within the Roman state- the new natural 

world. Thus, in biographies of 'bad' emperors, freaks are prominently described as their 

prized possessions in order to invoke the association, prevalent in antiquity from Homer's 

Thersites onward, of moral distortion with physical. 

Discussing monsters and creation in ancient natural philosophy, Pigeaud focuses on the 

metaphor of grafting. He uses the example of Columella's advocacy of grafting to portray 

him as an 'anti-Aristotle', for whom the breaking of natural laws by the creation of 

novelties and hybrids is both possible and desirable in itself: 

'Columelle se soucie peu de la qualite du resultat. Seule !'interesse la violation du 

principe des anciens du tabou de la limite naturelle des greffes . En quoi il est 



artiste autant que jardiniere, et tombe sous le coup de la critique du composite. 

Seulement, it repondrait: cela vit.' 183 
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This positive attitude towards teratogenesis as a creative process is as inherent to Roman 

culture as the negative view implicit in all distancing and condemnatory accounts of 

monstrous forms. It finds expression in the poets of the Augustan period, in whom many 

monsters of Greek myth are for the first time given the status of speaking subjects within 

mythic nanatives. Their physical descriptions reach towards the grotesque, non-analogic 

mode of representation, which denies monstrosity the usual closure, catching it in 

something like Clifford's 'surrealist moment' .184 The new stylistic precision of 

'Alexandrian' Latin, and the transition towards new political stability, both seem to have 

exacerbated the emerging tendency of Hellenistic art-forms to focus on the exceptional 

and on the experience of minority groups: 'Formlessness is therefore an apt symbol of 

beginning and of growth as it is of decay' .185 The personal and imaginative nature of 

poetry made something possible that prose discourses could not: the usual analogic 

processes of monstrous description were surpassed. For the Augustan poets, creativity 

justifies and depends on the breaking of formal classifications, and monsters are the 

definitive vehicle for this. Despite the objective and centripetal perspective of (especially 

classical) analytic discourses on the unfamiliar, such as ethnography and zoology, the 

tendency to glimpse formlessness through discontinuities in the veneer of analogy is also 

detectable in Roman descriptive prose. The ambitiousness of Pliny' s project in the 

Natural History makes it a major source for this. To return to the image of grafting, it is 

significant that Pliny seems to have an inconsistent attitude towards the creation of 

vegetal hybrids: 

'the contradiction arises from the collision between an ideological motif (one 

inertial and religiously naturalistic) and a practical, technical agricultural need' .186 

183 Pigeaud (1988: 214, italics original). 
184 Clifford (1981 : 563). 
185 Cf. Douglas ([1966] 2002: 161 , 164). 
186 Conte (1994: 80). 
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This 'practical need' may be treated as part of an alternative ideology in itself: the drive 

to exploit the creative possibilities of teratogenesis, which is latent in objective analytical 

discourses, even as they strive to familiarise what they describe and assimilate it to the 

'nmmal' conceptual vocabulary. 187 Another Plinian agricultural practice is a useful 

comparison: the horns of living cattle, he reports, can be softened at birth with boiling 

wax, split down the middle, and twisted in opposite directions, resulting in four horns 

(NH 11.130). This can have no other purpose besides the creation of anatomical novelty, 

an artificial prodigy. The monster has been acknowledged as a symbol of creativity in 

various areas of scholarship. 188 The real-life Roman freak (whether zoological, 

ethnographic or domestic) is positive as well as negative, like the monstrous speaking 

subjects of Augustan poetry, in that it is a product and symbol of the transgressions of the 

imagination, as well as those of the conceptual frameworks of the human body, Roman 

society, and the world. 

187 
Pliny represents the paradox of Roman culture, which tends to reject problematic living forms, and at 

the same time to value both their potential both for existing and surpassing the limits of the familiar. 
188 

Canguilhem (1992: esp. 183); Daston & Park (1998: 34) ; Pigeaud (1998); Armitage (2004: 200). 1t 
should be noted that the theory that monstrous births reflected images in the parents' minds, current 
throughout the mediaeval, Renaissance and early modern periods (Huet 1993), is present in Pliny (NH 
7.52). 
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Chapter 2: Spectacular Female Monsters 

More than half of the monsters in Greek myth and in Augustan literature are female. The 

following two chapters will group them into 'spectacular' female monsters (Scylla, 

Medusa, and Sirens) and 'animal' female monsters (Furies and Harpies). According to 

Wendy Doniger, in classical myth 'the male composite figures, like the centaurs, are all 

great heroes, while the female composite figures are man-eating monsters'. 189 A more 

accurate generalisation is that male monsters are interactors, i.e. conversationalists and/or 

(doomed) combatants, whereas females are asocial: unapproachable, heedless, and often 

invincible. All are dangerous; all (with the exception of the bodiless Charybdis) have a 

human face combined with the body-parts and characteristics of at least one animal. 

There are almost no examples of male and female versions of the same monster in this 

period. 190 These facts indicate that gender makes a big difference to the roles monsters 

play in mythic narratives. 

The history of gynaecological medicine and other patriarchal discourses furnishes ample 

proof that the perceived mysteries of the female generated fear and speculation. 191 Yet 

empathy exists, particularly in Augustan poetry. Although literal transvestism is a 

relatively minor subject of Augustan poetry, 192 in a looser sense Roman love-elegy itself 

could be seen as a series of experiments in the appropriation of feminine identity. Such 

experiments render feminised identity a liberating escape from masculine gender-roles, 

rather than a disempowering loss of self-control. The author might flirt with empathy 

with the monster (and therefore reader) when she is portrayed as a speaking subject or as 

an object of sympathy. This may of course merely consolidate the desired, 'normal', male 

identity through a brief and alienating foray into the unknown. Therefore in every case, 

not just that of the often-metaphorical Furies, female monsters with voices and 

personalities are never entirely Other. 

189 Doniger (1995: 28). Non-anthropophagous female monsters: Gorgons, Furies, Harpies, Sphinx. 
190 Ovid's Cyllarus and Hylonome in Metamorphoses 12 are a special case: see Chapter 4. 
191 See e.g. discussion of Pliny NH 7. 15 in Chapter 1. 
192 For Hercules' transvestism see Propertius 4.9.47-50, Heroides 9.55-80 & Fasti 2.305-358. 
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Feminine monstrosity in Augustan poetry often combines revulsion with identification. 

Several figures embody contrasts between outward visual display and inward pathos, as 

well as between sexual attractiveness and hybrid ugliness. Scylla is transformed into an 

explicitly disjointed feminine body with a human past to match; contrasting portrayals of 

Medusa recall both the honifying and the pathetic in her metamorphic iconographic 

tradition; and the Sirens go from unseen nanators in Homer to physiologically fixed, 

though mute, monsters in Augustan poetry whose mythological existence is all but 

dismantled by rationalism and allegorisation. Yet all of these figures have animal 

characteristics and Chapter 3 focuses on Furies and Harpies as female animal monsters. 

They represent opposite ends of a broad misogynistic discourse in Roman culture that 

identified the feminine with the bestial: the Furies' inational, emotional and destructive 

frenzy parallels the Harpies' physical unfamiliarity, offensiveness, and threat. 
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Scylla 
Augustan poets played on contradictions and ambiguities that had accumulated around 

the Scylla and Charybdis myth since archaic times . Both were associated with negative 

feminine characteristics through simile and metaphor, yet Scylla in particular underwent 

drastic transformations. Not only did her physical shape change entirely, but she was 

identified with an unrelated Scylla, the princess of Megara, and as with the Sirens her 

portrayal was influenced by rationalising traditions. Telling contrasts between 

representations of Scylla and Charybdis reveal much about Roman concepts of female 

monstrosity in the Augustan period. 

In Augustan Rome Scylla and Charybdis were proverbial. 193 Although Charybdis is a far 

less popular figure than Scylla in Roman poetry (and absent from its art), 194 their 

partnership provides a useful polarity. Accounts of Charybdis' origin and behaviour in 

existence by the Augustan period seem to have evolved largely to tum her mysterious 

power into a moral allegory: 195 both monsters become paradigms of female immorality. 

When Cicero calls Antony a Charybdis in the Philippics, he implies that, if Charybdis 

was ever a creature, she was greed incarnate.196 Prostitutes in the Graeco-Roman world 

were occasionally ghren the names of monsters; 197 in Plautus, an avaricious prostitute is 

described in Charybdis-like terms. 198 Also, the whirlpool-like danger of women was often 

a way of describing erotic entrapment (AI miser, !quanta laborabas Charybdi: Horace, 

Odes 1.27.18-24). Charybdis' post-Homeric career as an emotionally, sexually or 

financially voracious woman reaches its acme in the first-century Homeric Allegories of 

Heraclitus: within the massive allegory of the Odyssey, he argues, Charybdis is an 

appropriate name (cui\6ywc; wv611aa'rlXL) for prodigal expense (banavoc; aaw't(a) 

193 Cf. Borthwick (1967) on Hellenistic epigram. However, Cicero (De Oratore 3.163) suggests that these 
allusions remained somewhat 'learned': 'Syrtim' patrimonii 'scopulum' libentius dixerim , 'Charybdim 
bonorum' 'voraginem' potius: fa cilius enim ad ea quae visa quam ad illa quae audita sunt mentis oculi 
f emntur. 
194 Neils (1995: 178) cites one possible exception: a 61

h century Sicilian skyphos portraying a naked man 
riding a tmtle near a fig-tree, possibly a variant of Odysseus' escape from Charybdis. 
195 Servius on Aeneid 3.420. 
196 Philippics 2.67: quae Cha!)'bdis tam vorax? Charybdim dico? quae si fuit, animalunwnfuit [etc] . 
197 Cf. Borthwick (1967) (EXLbvcx, 1\cq.ucx) . 
198 Bacchides 471: [meretricem] atque acerrume aestuosam: apsorbet ubi quemque adtigit. 
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and drinking bouts (n6'touc;). 199 By this point the name Charybdis had indeed become 

inextricably associated with the ensnaring moral dangers of consumption, and 

particularly those of women, most often prostitutes, who function as a vortex into which 

resources disappear. 

Odyssey 12 provides a detailed picture of Scylla and Charybdis, earning them 

considerable attention in subsequent poetic and prose authors?00 Though Scylla is hidden 

up to her middle, she has twelve feet, and six heads on long necks each containing three 

dense rows of teeth, with which she fishes for sea-creatures?01 Charybdis imbibes and 

regurgitates water thrice daily, though no anatomical description is offered. 

The protomai-Scylla first appears in the fifth century BC, a time when various mythical 

characters were humanised- or, in Scylla's case, underwent 'a process of idealisation 

involving anthropomorphism and taming' .202 Negative moralising interpretation became 

increasingly explicit as the Scylla myth developed. Visual representations of Scylla 

embodied misogynistic canine metaphor (see Chapter 3) by attaching the protomai of 

dogs to a woman's torso, at first wherever there was room for them, either at the 

shoulders or the waist, but the waist soon became the definitive location.203 From the 

fourth century onwards the woman-protomai-fish Scylla is the established form in both 

art and literature. Palaephatus gives this as her accepted form (with the minor substitution 

of a snake's body (awfla ocpccuc;) for that of a fish: Peri Apiston 20). In his aetiology, 

one of the Tynhenians' pirate-ships, the 'Scylla', had a dog figurehead. 204 This partially 

rationalises the lack of hindquarters for the dogs and the limbless slope of the lower body, 

but shows no acknowledgement of the Odyssean Scylla's shape. Apollonius, by contrast, 

is ambiguous about Scylla's body (Argonautica 4.825-832): Scylla is said to have fearful 

jaws (aflEQbai\Er;jO"LV .. . y£vvaO"lv: 4.830) of indefinite shape, number, and anatomical 

199 Heraclitus, Homeric Allegories 70.1 0. 
200 Surveyed by Waser (1894). 
201 Odyssey 12.73-100. 
202 Shephard (1940: 48, 79); Buitron & Cohen (1995: 34). 
203 Buitron & Cohen (1995: 45). On errantprotomai cf. an Etruscan stele from Felsina (Ducati 1910: 552 & 
fig. 26) , on which Scylla's dogs have become physically distinct attendants. The final localisation supports 
the interpretation of Scylla as a form of vagina dentata . 
204 One of the ships racing in the funeral games of Aeneid 5 is named the 'Scylla' (5 .122). 
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location. Scylla and Charybdis are together called KVV'IEQct (4.921), which maintains 

Scylla's canine associations in an equally ambiguous way. By the first century, though, 

the protomai Scylla had replaced the Odyssean original in literature as in art: Lucretius 

and Vergil both refer to a Scylla with protomai at her waist. 205 
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Depictions of naval disasters ended with the Geometric period, to return in the Hellenistic 

period with detailed portrayals of the Odyssey- by which time Scylla had undergone her 

visual transformation.206 The location of the protomai at Scylla's waist led to the coy 

mid-fifth-century practice of dressing Scylla in a short chiton (often resembling fins) 

which covered the join between torso, fish-tail and protomai.207 However, images 

portraying Scylla's body in its full grotesqueness are more prevalent. In the second half 

of the fifth century she appears frequently on southern Italian and Sicilian coins (no doubt 

as a result of the geographic localisation of Scylla and Charybdis in the straits of 

Messina: cf Euripides' 'TyiThenian Scylla', Medea 1342), and like later Classical Sirens 

she is an unusual example of representation of the unclothed female outside the cult of 

Aphrodite.Z08 According to Neils, in pre-Classical Greek art, degree of dress is used to 

distinguish between the good and evil female characters of the Odyssey, making images 

of its monstrous females unusual and 'fairly shocking' .209 She is not depicted attacking 

humans until the Hellenistic period. However, when she does fight Odysseus, she is 

naked.Z10 Having been tamed and beautified in the Classical period, she once again 

becomes threatening in the Hellenistic, and all the more so for retaining her feminine 

physical charms. 

205 DRN 5.890-894, Eclogues 6.74-77. In the Eclogues Scylla is said to maul sailors marinis canibus, 'with 
her sea-dogs': canis marinus was the Latin term for a shark or dogfish (possibly also a seal, which barks). 

In the Odyssey, Scylla fishes for dolphins and Kuvc:xc;. In ancient art, Scylla is often fishing for, or 
accompanied by, fish and other sea-creatures. Thus the phrase marinis canibus may either allude to the 
shark- and seal-like characteristics of the Homeric Scylla, or offer a fm1her development of the protomai 
type in which the animal-heads are themselves sea-creatures. At Aeneid 3.432 they are dark blue or green 
(caeruleis canibus) . 
206 Shephard (1940: 76) cites Hellenistic monuments showing the protomai-type Scylla attacking Odysseus' 
crew. 
207 Shephard (1940: 46), Neils (1995: 182). 
208 Buitron & Cohen (1995: 35). 
209 Neils (1995 : 182). 
210 Neils (1995 : 181-182). 



Hellenistic portrayals enhanced the contrast between Scylla's alluring and repellent 

physical aspects by bringing them closer together. When two-tailed sea-monsters came 

into fashion she became one of the most prominent.211 The splitting of her tail might be 

seen as a part of the sexualising process, since two nether extremities are more human 

than one, yet two tails do not normally occur on one body and this, along with the 

jointless coiling of these pseudo-limbs, increases Scylla's grotesqueness.212 These tails 

entwine Odysseus' men, as the canine protomai savage them, showing that the 

protomai-Scylla was identified with the Homeric monster. As the Sperlonga group 

shows, Rome inherited the Hellenistic Scylla, whose (Odyssean) hostility had become 

fused with an element of eroticism.213 The bizatTe multiple anatomy of the 

protomai-Scylla may be seen as demystifying the monstrous female body by displaying 

its grotesqueness as graphically as possible. Charybdis does the opposite, a bodiless 

water-feature whose functions are inevitable and irresistible, and whose interior, when 

exposed, is revealed as an empty space with only the sea-bed beneath.Z 14 

Lucretius refers to Scylla twice (DRN 4.732, 5.890-894), both times in the plural, 

suggesting that Scylla (a common artistic motif) had become a non-nanative image in 

many contexts. Theiirst detailed literary description of Scylla in Roman literature is 

Aeneid 3.420-432: Vergil opts for the contemporm·y protomai-type Scylla,2 15 like Ovid 

and Lucretius.216 This account is in a sense 'non-nanative', a second-hand ekphrasis: 

Aeneas's crew never actually encounter Scylla. In Helenus' watning-speech, equivalent 

to Circe's in Odyssey 12, Aeneas is told that when the barriers of Pelorus thin out he 

should go left, on Chm·ybdis' side. This reversal of Circe' s instructions indicates that 
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211 Shephard (1940: 46, 74) . 
212 Shephard (1940: 76) : ' [two tails are] a feature uncorrunon before the Hellenistic period, but one that 
gradually supplanted the older form and was handed down to Roman art'. This new Scylla's development 
via other two-tailed beasts and Tritonesses shows that inhuman limbs are a tendency of the marine 
grotesque rather than a direct inheritance. 
213 Neils (1995: 176-177): the six dogs ' heads and grotto setting of the Sperlonga group evoke Homer. 
214 Odyssey 12.242-243. The Earth (fa(a) is of course a threatening female herself, spawning generations 
of monsters: Cyclopes, Hecatoncheires , Er in yes, Giants and Titans (Hesiod, Theogony 139-21 0). The 
Homeric Charybdis invites a Freudian reading, being centred on a 'lack' (cf. Creed 1993 : 109). 
215 Hanoteau (1939: 384) views this as a concession to his contemporary readership . 
216 cincta saevis canibus: Metamorphoses 7.62-65. The author of the Ciris reveals some degree of 
confusion, even among literary circles ; he calls Homer' s Scylla biformis, a term applicable to the 
protomai-form but not the Odyssean. 
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Scylla has transformed? 17 Her attack is no longer a straightforward loss of six sailors to 

six heads, but something worse, perhaps even embroilment and shipwreck as in the 

Sperlonga group (Scylla no longer eats merely men, but entire ships: 3.425). She is 

described as a woman as far as the pubes,218 and then apistrix with dolphins' tails joined 

to an uterus luporum. This description, while indicating the protomai-type, 

accommodates some ambiguity: Scylla attacks by thrusting out her mouths (ora 

exsertantem, 3.425: cf. Argonautica 4.830); the number of her tails is unspecified

perhaps potentially twelve, like the legs of the Odyssean version; she inhabits a lair; and 

if she can drag entire ships into it, her immane corpus (3.427) must be enormous, unlike 

the approximately human-sized protomai-Scylla. 

Helenus calls Scylla prima hominis facies et pulchro pectore virgo (3.426). Prima means 

not only 'superficially' or 'foremost' but also 'at first'. This possibility of a temporal 

nuance may have offered a starting-point for Ovid to create his human 'back-story' for 

Scylla in the Metamorphoses. Scylla the monster was repeatedly conflated with the 

daughter of Nisus. 219 While this bluning (via canine moral metaphor) may have begun as 

early as the fifth century,220 for Roman poets it is a self-conscious game. The first 

concrete example is .in Vergil: 

quid loquar ... Scyllam Nisi, quam fama sec uta est 

candida succinctam latrantibus inguina monstris 

Dulichias vexasse rates et gurgite in alto 

a! timidos nautas canibus lacerasse marinis? (Eclogues 6.74-77). 

217 Perhaps not only Scylla: during Aeneas' encounter with Charybdis, he is able to turn back and escape. 
This is a bold contradiction of the Odyssey, in which Circe tells Odysseus that being near Charybdis as she 
sucks in the sea is inevitably fatal (12.107). 
218 pubes= external genitalia (Adams 1982: 76). 
219 Cf. Bayet (1974: 728), Pinotti (1978: 24-26), Comtney (1990: 112: 'a typically Hellenistic procedure'), 
Hub bard (1998: 104: ; an Alexandrian technique'. Lyne (1978: 126) lists seven examples, five Ovidian. 
22° Cock burn ( 1993), Timpanaro (1991: 166-167). Coleman (1977: 199), noting that a fragment of 
Callimachus' Hecale seems to apply the mcuA.a.E, etymology to Scylla of Megara, speculates that 
Callimachus set this precedent. 
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The other participants in the game, Propertius (4.4.39-40) and Ovid, may either be in 

dialogue with Vergil or a lost Greek source, but whenever the conflation began, it was 

not merely carelessness or ignorance that continued it. 221 Minos' derisive rejection of 

Scylla of Megara in Metamorphoses 8, for betraying her father for him, is a notable move 

in this game. The first key moment is in Minos' speech (8.97-100): 

'certe ego non patiar !avis incunabula, Creten, 

qui meus est orbis, tantum contingere monstrum' (8.99-100). 

Hopkinson notes that calling the Megarian Scylla monstrum activates a striking 

metapoetic irony, since this Scylla is entirely distinct from the literal monstrum, 

appearing in Book 13?22 The second point of contact occurs in Scylla's angry speech to 

the departing Minos (8.119-121): 

'hac quoque si prohibes et nos, ingrate, relinquis, 

non genetrix Europa tibi est sed inhospita Syrtis, 

Armeniae tigres austroque agitata Charybdis '. 

This list of inhospitable landmarks imitates Catullus 64.155-157, with one alteration, 

substituting Armeniae tigres for Scylla rapax. 223 As Pierini comments, this omission is 

not simply a matter of decorum (Hollis 1983: 49) or a concession to the poem's internal 

chronology, but a tacit cross-reference for the pleasure of the alert reader, which the 

earlier use of monstrum compounds?24 Furthermore, this abandoned heroine evokes 

Propertius' Tarpeia, who included a combined Scylla among other precedents for women 

at the mercy of lust ( 4.4.39-40). 225 Ovid' s allusion to Scylla the monster through Scylla 

daughter of Nisus in Metamorphoses 8 is reinforced by specific intertextual markers. In 

Ovid' s Fasti, Ceres passes Sicily in her search for Proserpina: effugit et Syrtes et te, 

221 Timpanaro ( 1991: 118). 
222 Hopkinson (2000: 42-43). On monstrum as imprecation see Dickey (2002: 170, 181) and Pierini (1995 : 
74). Cf.jatale monstrum (Horace, Odes 1.37.21). 
223 The attribution of non-human parents to a person acting harshly may be traced back to Iliad 16.33-35. 
Catullus 60 and [Tibullus] 3.485-491 both include Scylla (and lionesses). 
224 Pierini (1995: 73-74); Tissol (1997: 152 n41). 
225 Tissol (1997: 149). 
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Zanclaea Charybdi, let vos, Nisaei, naufraga monstra, canes ( 4.499-500). Hinds suggests 

that this 'shipwreck' metapoetically draws attention to the conflation as a 'mythological 

howler' ?26 With this conflation and the creation of the protomai-type, 'Scylla' became a 

focus for deliberate errors and mythic reinvention. 

Roman poets securely located Scylla and Charybdis in the straits of Messina.227 Ovid 

tends deliberately to combine the mythological or legendary frame of reference with 

familiar geography, listing Charybdis, Scylla and the Syrtes alongside Acroceraunia as 

dangers of the sea at RA 737-740, Ceraunia at Amores 2.11.17-22, and the North wind 

and Malea at 2.16.21-26. Vergil does something similar: At 3.553 Aeneas' crew see 

'navifragum Scylaceum' at the far end of the bay of Tarentum, an Athenian colony 

originally called Scylletium (Strabo Geography 6.1.5). Both names have obvious 

potential for etymological association with Scylla.228 The mention of this promontory, 

and an emphasis on rocks (1.200-201, 3.432, 555, 559, 566), may be intended to supplant 

the living Odyssean Scylla, not seen by Aeneas. 229 Sallust (Histories fr. 21 Dietsch) 

suggests that Scyllaeum is named after Scylla, because it resembled a dog-girdled human 

and seemed to 'bark' with the noise of the waves. Vergil emphasises the presence of 

rocks in the Aeneid and thus includes the potential for rationalising Scylla as a myth 

inspired by a rock formation. This is a significant possibility, for example, in Anchises' 

exclamation at line 3.558-559: 

226 Hinds (1984) . It may be relevant that Ceres' route from Aetna to Corinth would not involve any of these 
traditional blackspots (Fantham 1998: 187). 
227 In reality, the straits only contain large eddies , not whirlpools, and not in the 'narrows'. Nevertheless, 
Scylla and Charybdis were localised early on at the straits of Messina (Heubeck & Hoekstra ( 1989: 122): 

cf. Euripides , Medea, where Scylla is TUQCJllVLboc; (1342) & TUQCJllVOV TCE'rQCXV (1359); Thucydides 

refers to a Sicilian location as XC<Qu~bLc; 1MTJ8Eiaa (4.24); Palaiphatos calls Scylla an Italian beast (ijv tv 
TUQQTJVLq 8TJQLOv: 20) ; Apollonius calls her 'Ausonian': Argonautica 4.828) . Roman authors never 
dispute that Scylla and Charybdis had always (supposedly) existed between Sicily and Italy: Ovid mentions 
a Zanclaean and Manilius a southern Italian Charybdis (Tristia 5.2.73 , Astronomica 4.603-605; Zancle was 
an ancient name for Messina) , while Seneca asks for a first-hand account of Charybdis from Lucilius on his 
return from a tour of Sicily (Epistles 79.1). 
228 Hammond (1981: maps 16b & 17) marks the names separately but in approximately the same place. 
229 Hanoteau (1939: 390) : '11 ne semble craindre en Scyll\1 autre chose que ces ecueils ' . Three locations on 
the coast of southern Italy have suggestive names: Scylletium/Scylaceum, Scyle and Scyllaeum. 
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et pater Anchises 'nimirum haec ilia Charybdis: 

has Helenus scapulas, haec saxa horrenda canebat.' 

At 7.588 Vergil uses the phrase multis circum latrantibus undis, perhaps alluding to 

Sallust's rationalising aetiology. Vergil's account of Scylla and Charybdis functions on 

two levels: emulating the Homeric text on one, and experimentally relating it to 

geographical fact on the other. The actual event of monster transforming into rock is only 

mentioned in Ovid's Metamorphoses (14.72-74), and even then no explanation is given. 

As a coda to the horrific mutation of a human Scylla into the protomai-type monster, she 

takes Odysseus' companions in order to avenge herself on Circe, and would have 

wrecked the Trojan ships had she not been tumed into a scopulus before they arrived 

(14.70-74). A sense of continuity is supplied by the remark scopulum quoque navita 

vitat. 230 This petrifaction is not mentioned in the Aeneid, and as far as the Helenus of 

Aeneid 3 is concemed, Scylla is still alive. Ovid may well have invented this 

transformation as well as Scylla's prior one- neatly joining up the existence of 

Scyllaeum with the myth to explain the disappearance of the monster since Homeric 

times- and placed it chronologically before Aeneas' voyage around Sicily in Aeneid 3, in 

order to mock Vergil's deliberate ambiguity. 231 Ovid also trumps Vergil, by having his 

Trojans not only escape Charybdis, but seemingly even navigate the straits .232 The Ciris 

states that Scylla used to infest Scyllaeum saxum (57), apparently refe1Ting to the 

promontory not as Scylla herself, but her erstwhile home. Lyne quotes a parallel 

(saxa ... Scyllaea, Eleg. Maec . 1.107),233 which must mean the same, but these last two 

examples (of indefinite, probably post-Augustan date) may not be engaging with the 

relationship between the Scylla-myth and geographical fact. In summary, the idea of 

Scylla as a rock may have originated through rationalisations of Homer such as Polybius' 

230 Untrue (except in the sense that sailors avoid all rocks). Seneca says nam Scyllam saxwn esse et quidem 
non terribile navigantibus optime scio: Epistles 79.1) and, according to Strabo, Geography 6.1.5, 
Scyllaeum is joined to the mainland by a low isthmus accessible to ships on both sides. 
231 Hopkinson ( 2000: 42-43) suggests that the description of Scylla in the Odyssey as having ' the voice of a 
newborn puppy' (cpwv~ .. . oaq mcu;\mcoc; vcoyu\11c;: 12.86) and being 'rocky' (nE'rQlXLllV: 12.231) might 
have suggested these two metamorphoses to Ovid. There are, of course, the intermediate traditions of the 
protomai-Scylla and Scylla as rock. 
232 This is Williams' reading (1962: 143), although evicere ('won a way past', 14.76) could conceivably 
mean that they continued southward around Pachynus, as in the Aeneid. 
233 Lyne (1978: 126). 
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or Sallust's, but was subsequently taken up by Vergil and Ovid as another learned game, 

of relating the Odyssean Scylla and Charybdis to the straits of Messina. 

Just as Charybdis was invisible in art, she was not invested with a personality in poetry, 

except as malevolent (because destructive) and greedy (because consuming). By contrast, 

Scylla was, in Ovid (and probably in Hellenistic epyllion), given personality and 

presented as an object of empathy. Ovid is the earliest Roman poet to invest Scylla with 

her own perspective and even motivations . He subjects the sexual allure of the 

protomai-type to more detailed examination, by exploring her emotional and anatomical 

'grotesqueness'. Scylla's motivations had never before been at issue. Helenus 

immediately follows his descriptions of Scylla and Charybdis by advising that Juno 

should be placated (Aeneid 3.433-440). Juno later implies that Scylla and Charybdis were 

her agents (7.302-303), dismissed by Highet as rhetorical exaggeration,234 but implying 

that Juno herself put the monsters into action against Aeneas. However, only in 

Metamorphoses 13 and 14 does actual psychological engagement occur. Ovid also 

amplifies a tendency in Roman poetry to expose and explore Scylla's bizarre anatomical 

details. Catullus (60.2) describes Scylla as latrans infima inguinum parte. In the Aeneid 

Scylla has an uterus)uporum (3.428), but Propertius prefers Catullus' more sexual 

inguen/inguina (candida ... inguina: 4.4.40).235 This phrase also occurs in Vergil 

(Eclogues 6.74-77),236 but references to Scylla's inguina are most frequent in Ovid, who 

generally refers to the presence and location of the protomai in graphic terms. Thus we 

read that portents bark from a maiden inguen; Scylla shuts in/sits on (premit) rabid dogs 

with her pubes and inguina, her black belly (atram ... alvum) girt with wild dogs; esse 

canes utero sub virginis; Scylla frightens the Sicilian waters with her inguine, and barks 

with wild monstris from her truncated inguine.237 This physical examination finds its 

emotional equivalent in Metamorphoses 13.730-749, when Ovid introduces the first 

extant human history for Scylla the monster: 

234 Highet (1972: 289). 
235 Inguen is euphemistic for cunnus in all registers (Adams 1982: 47-48). 
236 Coleman (1977: 200) conunents that the survival of Scylla's candida inguina in this passage mocks her 
with what she had been. It might be added that it retains a sexual element in the transformed monster. 
237 Amores 2.16.21-26, 3.12.21-22, Metamorphoses 13.730-749, Tristia 4.7.13 , EP 3.1.122-125, 4.10. 25-
28. 
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virginis ora gerens et, si non omnia vates 

ficta reliquerunt, aliquo quoque tempore virgo (13.733-734). 

As Tissol comments, this new use of Scylla is 'to confuse the narrative bearings', by 

seeming to follow the Aeneid and then introducing a dubious story, in which, through the 

introduction of a revenge-motive for Scylla's attack on Odysseus' men, the reader is 

shocked by the possibility of empathy with 'another of the worst monsters of traditional 

mythology' .238 

Imposing empathy with a character experiencing the alienation of metamorphosis is a 

favourite technique of Ovid's;239 Scylla's transformation into the protomai-type monster 

(14.37-74) is a prime example. The spurned Circe poisons Scylla's favourite bathing

place in jealousy over Glaucus' affections. Scylla wades in as far as her belly (tenus 

alvo),240 and when she sees her inguina befouled with barking monsters, she at first 

believes they are not parts of her body, and tries to escape the ora proterva canwn, only 

to find Cerberean snarls (Cerbereos rictus) instead of legs. At this point Ovid's most 

grotesque formulation of Scylla's physique appears: 

statque canum rabie subiectaque tergaferarum 

inguinibus truncis uteroque exstante coercet (Metamorphoses 14.66-67). 

The relationship between Scylla and her dogs, here portrayed in the most pathetic sense 

as one of predators and prey, is presented somewhat differently at Heroides 12.121-126. 

Medea, reproaching Jason, wishes that the Symplegades had crushed them together, 'aut 

nos Scylla rapax canibus misisset edendos! !debuit in gratis Scylla nocere viris' 

(Heroides 12.125-126). The conflation of the two Scyllas (124 apparently refers to the 

Megarean Scylla) is not only an obviously relevant comparison but calls attention to the 

238 Tissol (1997: 111-112, 209). 
239 Pierini ( 1995: 77), who argues that the use of this technique in the Ciris is evidence of the author 's 
remarkable sensitivity in reading Ovid. 
24° Cf. 13.893 (Acis' transformation into a merman). 
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similarities between this passage and that concerning Nisus' daughter in Metamorphoses 

8, and also demonstrates that Scylla's dogs can be described in Ovid as either external or 

interna1.241 Thus the Augustan poets, especially Ovid, emphasise and explore the 

grotesque conjunction of the monstrous and the erotic in Scylla's body, partly by 

revealing a personality behind the horrific anatomy, but more often by imaginatively 

delving into the corporeal core of the hybrid, where sexual organs and dangerous beasts 

are combined. 

Scylla and Charybdis represent divergent paths in the developing representation of 

female monstrosity in ancient art and literature. Scylla is continually remodelled and 

explored in the imagination, while Charybdis remains almost invisible. Scylla's 

conflation with Nisus' daughter, and the replacement of the Odyssean with the 

protomai-type anatomy, were material for mythographic games. The supposed existence 

of a whirlpool named Charybdis and a rock called Scyllaeum in the straits of Messina 

prompts ambiguity and implicit aetiologies in descriptions of the monsters. While 

Charybdis remains an anonymous abyss, aetiologised only as a voracious woman and 

personified only as a hostile guzzler, Scylla eventually receives a personality and history 

of her own. The combination of her alluring femininity and canine grotesqueness 

fascinates Augustan poets (above all Ovid), who present her for both anatomical and 

psychological examination. 

241 Heinze(l997: 173-174). 
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Medusa 
Classical scholarship on Medusa over the last century has included most of the major 

theoretical movements taking place in the field. This diversity of approaches is partly due 

to Medusa's ancient popularity, both in literature and almost every visual medium,242 

which places her within several disciplines. She also forms a paradigm for several 

interdisciplinary influences entering and shaping classical scholarship: gender studies, 

psychoanalysis, and theory of the gaze, not to mention interactive art and text. My 

discussion of Medusa's place in Augustan literature, particularly in connection with 

themes of image-making and ekphrasis, will begin from discussion of psychoanalysis, 

since this area has had the greatest impact on twentieth-century scholarship on Medusa, 

and is the only one that the present study will not involve. 

Medusa has been implicated in, or appropriated by, psychoanalytic critical theory via two 

brief but greatly renowned articles: Freud's 'Medusa's head' ,243 and Cixous' feminist 

response 'The laugh of the Medusa' .244 Freud's article, posthumously published half

finished, suggests that Medusa's head symbolises both male castration anxiety and the 

phallus, both female sexual attractiveness and female castration threat. Perhaps the 

toolbox being left open like this is what has caused Freudianism to cany Medusa with it 

into several new psychoanalytic tenitories (Jungian archetypes, fear of the unknown, and 

essential categories of sex or gender)?45 Patriarchy and its fear of disempowerment have 

formed the basis of numerous interpretations of Medusa within the field of Classics.246 

Such approaches inherit the convenient but disquieting possibility of having it both ways: 

the petrifaction inflicted by Medusa's head, symbolising the female genitals, is read by 

Freud as both castration and sexual arousal. Here the Medusa myth, like any myth, is 

shaped by the hands that grasp it. On the whole, interpretations based on archaic Greek 

242 Mack (2002: 576) lists contexts in Greek culture, most of which also apply to Rome. 
243 Freud (1941 : 69). 
244 Cixous (1976: 885) . 
245 Mack (2002: 571 ). 
246 E.g. Feldman (1965), Mack (2002), Levine (1995), Warner (1996: 111-112). Creed (1989: 110-111) 
claims to correct Freud by suggesting that Medusa symbolises the vagina dentata, though Freud calls her a 
castration threat. Ross ( 1994: 15-25) shrewdly critiques phallocentric and androcentric Freudian 
scholarship for following its originator in the unproductive application of ethnographic materials. 
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representations of the myth tend to treat the amputation and transfer of Medusa's 

fearsome head as the attempt (successful or not) of a patriarchy to remove the threat of 

powerful or independent femininity. 247 Such readings must of course acknowledge what 

they are bringing to the ancient material, and in any case are more easily applied to an 

impersonal, 'unconscious' archaic myth than to polished literary products as discussed in 

this thesis. 

For these reasons my reading of Medusa will subordinate issues of gender to those of 

images and the gaze. Scholarship on Medusa has indeed produced ambitious abstract 

concepts not related to gender. Critics have likened the danger of looking her in the face 

to the idea of unbearable divinity;248 seen Medusa as a metaphor for the artist's 

immobilisation of pieces of reality;249 and noted the irony that the forbidden face of 

'Gorgo' is represented through images.Z5° Concepts such as these set the agenda for 

reading literary uses of Medusa in terms of the relationships and statuses created by 

vision. The forms mythic monsters take in Augustan poetry often depend on iconographic 

as well as poetic traditions. However, Medusa is exceptional, because her near-ubiquitous 

images in Greek and Roman art dictate for Latin literature not merely a visual description 

but an acknowledgement of, and contemplative attitude towards, Medusa's iconographic 

tradition itself. This result is one of the most challenging examples of the interpretative 

puzzle of fitting art and text together. Consequently, before I engage with the literary 

texts it is necessary to survey the visual evidence and its critical commentary. Both centre 

on the most common Gorgon image, the isolated frontal face or gorgoneion. 

The fallacy of seeking a universal 'meaning' for a mythological figure, in all its 

manifestations, can take two forms: one is to take a particular version as 'definitive' and 

relegate anything else to a 'variant' ,251 and the other is to seek to reconstruct the 

247 Most dramatically, Feldman (1965) sees Medusa's decapitation as a symbolic vestige of a historical 
transition from matriarchy (or a matriarchal theology) to patriarchy. 
248 Hopkins (1961), Phinney (1971: 446), Vemant (1989: 129). 
249 Bernardini (1993: 125), reviewing Clair (1985). 
25° Frontisi-Ducroux (2003: 262). 
251 Levine (1995) bases her interpretation in part on the metamorphosis-myth, apparently invented in 
Ovid's version (Metamorphoses 4.793-803); Pellizer (1987) and Mack (2002: 579) choose Apollodorus 
(Library 2.4.2-5). 
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'original' meaning. The popularity of the latter approach to Medusa has waned in recent 

years, though a remarkable range of inspirations have been posited for the gorgoneion's 

distinctive appearance in archaic art: a round, grinning, wide-eyed face, a mask so to 

speak, often with snakes for hair, and sometimes a beard. It is has been agreed almost 

universally that the myth was inspired by the image?52 Some believe that the image was 

misunderstood even in the archaic period, and that stylised curls were turned into snakes, 

or that the beheading was invented to explain why the image showed an isolated face. 253 

Others have suggested that the distinctive image became so suggestive only when its 

original meaning was gradually forgotten: inspirations advanced for the round grinning 

face and snaky hair have included drowned corpses, and 'that monster', the octopus?54 

These speculations do have some relevance to the present discussion in showing that the 

eagerness of scholars to aetiologise the stories through the images has been as great as the 

eagerness they attribute to the early Greeks to aetiologise the images through the stories. 

For convenience I use the term gorgoneion to designate the image of the Gorgon's face, 

but the term itself requires cautious use. Although some scholars, for example Bomer,255 

use the term routinely to indicate Medusa's severed head, its use as a substantive (at least 

until the mid-Imperial period) seems to have indicated only the most famous example, 

that on Athena's shield in the Parthenon?56 By the first century BC, 'Gorgo', i.e. the label 

for the monster, is a standard term for both the severed head and, by metonymy, the 

mask-image.257 This implies that to the ancient, or at least Roman, imagination, every 

gorgoneion represented the severed head.258 No extant ancient source applies the name 

252 Hermann (1963 : 2) holds the contradictory view that the gorgoneion is a vestige of a time when 
'Medousa' was an important chthonic goddess. 
253 Snakes: Wilson ( 1920: 237); beheading: Hirschberger (2000: 69). 
254 

Corpse: Wilk (2000: 186-190); octopus : Elwmthy (1903 : 215). 
255 Bomer (1976: 186). 
256 As an adjective, it occurs in Aeschylus (Prometheus Bound 793), but did not become common until the 
Imperial period. Isocrates (Against Callimachus 57.4) and Cleidemus (Plutarch's source) both refer to the 
removal of ' the Gorgoneion ' during Themistocles ' evacuation of Athens, implying that the name referred 
to a specific (famous) artefact. 
257 Pellizer (1985: 784). 
258 Hardie (2002b: 180) implies this opinion; Mack (2002: 585) presumes it as a fundamental feature of the 
ancient viewing experience. 
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'Medusa' to a gorgoneion,259 which prevents conclusively connecting gorgoneia and the 

Medusa story in the Roman imagination, though given firstly that the Medusa-heads in 

decapitation pictures are similar to non-narrative gorgoneia,260 and secondly that the 

narrative Medusa is commonly called Gorgo, they seem to form a unified conceptual 

repertoire. 

Medusa, as gorgoneion or otherwise, underwent considerable transformation over 

time.261 Like other dangerous hybrids that were popular subjects of archaic art, the 

Gorgon went from wild to tame, and her human features became increasingly naturalistic 

and recognisable.262 Roscher taxonomised Gorgons and gorgoneia into three phases, one 

grimacing and monstrous, the next more human, and the last definitively human, 

beautiful and pathetic, monstrous only in its snaky hair, and this approximate division 

retains popularity.Z63 Hellenistic art combined the stylistic features of the 'ugly' and 

'beautiful' types.264 Archaic traits did appear at Rome, particularly in architectural 

terracottas, but gorgoneia were usually pathetic and occasionally calm.Z65 As I will argue, 

just as the gorgoneion became a beautiful woman, more a stimulus for pathos than for the 

frisson of an ugly confrontational grimace, Ovid's account in the Metamorphoses (or its 

lost source) enacted-a similar transformation by creating a metamorphosis legend, thereby 

accommodating both a hideous and a beautiful Medusa, albeit in reversed order. The 

humanisation of Medusa also has precedents in Greek literature. In the fifth century, 

vase-painters ceased to indicate whether Medusa is a threat or a defenceless victim, just 

as the Perseus image on Achilles' shield in Euripides' Electra (452-462) is ambiguous 

about whether Perseus is a hero or murderer,266 though it is only in the fourth century that 

259 The clearest example is Cicero, In Verrem 2.4.124, in which the image in question is a metal door

mounting. 
260 Mack (2002: 585). 
261 According to Floren (1977: 5) and Belson (1980: 376) the 'beautiful' gorgoneion came about through 

humanising variations to the full Medusa figure in archaic art. 
262 

According to Van Keuren Stern ( 1978), Ness us the centaur, the Minotaur, and the Chimaera were 

represented fearsomely in c700-525 BC, then more submissively from c525-400. 
26 Cf. e.g. Siebers (1983 : 24), Paoletti (1988) , Wilk (2000: 31-35) . 
264 Krauskopf & Dahlinger (1988 : 296-297). 
265 Paoletti (1988 : 360-361). 
266 Hirschberger (2000: 70). 

11 
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'beautiful' gorgoneia appear. 267 Vernant connects the beginning of the humanising trend 

with the appearance of the minor-shield, with whose reflection Perseus avoids seeing 

Medusa.268 Pindar famously calls her 'lovely-cheeked' (Pythian 12.16) which may be an 

acknowledgement of Medusa's contemporary makeover.269 From the third century 

onwards, nanative visual scenes more often portrayed her pathetically sleeping than 

having her head cut off, 270 distancing her from dangerousness or confrontation. The 

appearance in Ovid's account of a beautiful original form for the dangerous Medusa turns 

heroic trouble-shooting into a variation of neoteric 'monstrous love', and gives her a 

'life-story'. The decapitation adventure itself is given little space, for example compared 

to Perseus' more amatory Andromeda episode. 271 In this way, Ovid portrays a beautiful 

and sympathetic Medusa, following the mainstream of Hellenistic and Roman art. 

While Ovid's account picks up on the issues of Medusa's beauty and personality, 

Vergil's Aeneid offers a different take on the relationship between Medusa and the 

gorgoneion through a series of references to Gorgon images, all of them 'non-nanative'. 

In the Aeneid, as in the Metamorphoses, Medusa is an object to be viewed, but by 

contrast to Ovid and to contemporary visual arts, Vergil accords her no sympathy. 

Given the popularity of the gorgoneion in classical art of all periods, it is not surprising 

that poetic ekphrases of Medusa images had a long history. A glaring Gorgon appears on 

Agamemnon's shield in Iliad 11.33-40; [Hesiod]'s Shield of Heracles (230-238) features 

Gorgons chasing Perseus, and a Gorgon's head upon his back (though this is supposedly 

inside a bag); and a third shield, that of Achilles, bears the same scene in Euripides' 

Electra (452-462). Of the three Aeneid passages I will discuss, two describe another 

metal gorgoneion, that upon Athena's aegis. In all three cases, unreal Gorgon images are 

said to amaze and intimidate the viewer. The deadly effect of the monster's genuine 

appearance is therefore transfened onto its simulacra (albeit supernatural examples). 

267 Belson (1980: 377). 
268 Vernant (1989: 227). 
269 Tubbs (1890) reads Pindar's Medusa as an extrapolation based on early iconographic stirrings of the 
humanising trend. Wilk (2000: 42) suggests the translation 'broad-cheeked', which may reflect the 
roundness of the gorgoneion. 
270 Phinney (1971: 452) . 
27 1 Anderson (1997: 478 , 484, 492). 
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The poem's only non-manufactured Gorgon simulacrum appears to Aeneas among 

various illusionary hybrids in the underworld (Aeneid 6.288-289). This spectacle prompts 

Aeneas to draw his sword, until warned that they have no physical form. This is the only 

place in antiquity where Gorgons appear in the plural without Perseus; like the plural 

Scyllas (6.288), they suggest that these are 'non-nanative images', divorced from the 

logic of their myth. If, as Clark suggests, the sword-drawing episode is modelled on a 

prior Gorgon encounter, in a lost epic describing Hercules' catabasis,272 the paradoxically 

harmless spectacle of the Gorgons may be the core of the whole encounter. 

Earlier in the poem, the first ekphrasis of Athena' s aegis is itself embedded in a tableau

like scene: Venus lifts Aeneas' mortal blindness, and reveals the gods presiding over 

Troy's destruction: 

iam summas arces Tritonia, respice, Pallas 

insedit nimbo e.ffulgens et Gorgone saeva (Aeneid 2.615-616). 

The ambiguity of the, final vowel (cf. Servius ad loc.) verbalises the transfer of Medusa's 

deadly gaze into Athena's possession. This has been read as a patriarchal suppression of 

female sexuality, but to find a sexualised gorgoneion in Augustan literature we must look 

outside the Aeneid.273 Since the motif of the aegis-gorgoneion only became well

established in art around the time of the Parthenon, Wilson suggests that an old motif was 

revived and aetiologised by the insertion of Athena into the decapitation myth.274 The 

gorgoneion became increasingly associated with the aegis in Hellenistic art,275 i.e. once it 

had become humanised and beautified. This implies that, far from symbolising the 

containment of dangerous female sexuality within sanctified civic divinity, 276 the transfer 

272 Clark (2003); cf. Herakles-Gorgo encounter in Apollodorus Library 2.4.12. 
273 The Metamorphoses revokes the Aeneid's banishment of Medusa' s erotic qualities , simultaneously 
suppressing her underworld connections . The Aeneid both places Gorgons in the underworld (6 .289: cf. 
Aristophanes , Frogs 477. Roman gorgoneia are particularly common in funerary contexts: Paoletti 1988: 
361) and connects them with the Fury Allecto , who is gorgoneis .. . infecta venenis (7.341) . 
274 Wilson (1920: 238-240). 
275 Krauskopf & Dahlinger (1988: 328) . 
276 As argued by Warner (1996: 111-112). 
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of Medusa's head onto the aegis can itself be subject to- or effect- an eroticising gaze. 

Two Propertian passages imply a link between the effects of the aegis-gorgoneion and of 

Athena's own beauty. In the fii·st, Cynthia is likened to successive divinities: 

aut ceu Munychias Pal/as spatiatur ad aras, 

Gorgonis anguiferae pectus operta comis (Propertius 2.2.7-8) 

and in the second, a priestess warns Hercules not to meddle with sacred places, using the 

example of Tiresias: 

magno Tiresias aspexit Pallada vates, 

fortia dum posita Gorgone membra lavat (Propertius 4.9.57-58). 

In both of Propertius' references to the gorgoneion, supernatural beauty is on display; in 

the second, the gorgoneion is displaced as the object of the gaze, making way for the 

naked Athena, another dangerous sight. This shows how deliberately Vergil avoids 

sexualising Medusa's image in Aeneid 2: savagery may be both hers and Athena's, but 

there is no dwelling on the beauty of either. 

The other aegis-ekphrasis in Book 8 dislocates Medusa's head from Athena entirely by 

locating it in the Cyclopes' smithy, in production as Venus anives: 

aegidaque horriferam, turbatae Palladis arma, 

certatim squamis serpentum auroque polibant 

conexosque anguis ipsamque in pectore divae 

Gorgona desecto vertentem lumina collo (Aeneid 8.435-438). 

This is not the head itself, somehow attached (affixisse: Servius ad foe .). Just as in Book 

2, where effulgens suggests that it is made of precious metals as in Hesiod, this 

gorgoneion is an artificial head made by craftsmen. Vergil makes a bid for the credibility 

of archaism by reaching back behind Propertius' and Ovid's beautified and sexualised 
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Gorgons, what we might call the Hellenistic Gorgon, to a monster that is outright 

aggressive rather than seductive. She nonetheless appears, like other monsters,277 through 

the medium of simulation: iminateriallife-forms, and material brought to life by 

ekphrasis. 

Critics often see the power of the gaze as dependent on gender roles, usually when viewer 

and viewed are not both male, and as we have seen, the Gorgon's gaze is no exception. In 

examining the dynamics of Ovid's account of the Perseus-myth (Metamorphoses 4.604-

5.251) I will identify a polarity between vision and sound, which cuts across male and 

female roles, showing that even despite the un-Vergilian attractiveness and sympathetic 

personality of Ovid's Medusa, the strong theme of image-making and image-viewing in 

this passage cannot be fully explained in terms of gendered power-relations. 

Keith offers an extensive and coherent interpretation of Ovid's Perseus sequence in terms 

of masculine control of the gaze, either successful or compromised,278 which can be 

supported with evidence from other Augustan sources. Perseus moves among the 'fixed 

positions' of female landscapes and entities; the two girls, Medusa and Andromeda, are 

visually objectified, and male power is established. In this account, the risks men take in 

controlling the gaze are symbolised by the stunning effect of Andromeda's appearance, 

which almost makes Perseus stop flapping and plummet into the sea, and (of course) by 

Medusa's deadly appearance, which freezes her victims in their instant of spectatorship. 

This double-edged quality makes the eroticising gaze ambivalent: the viewer objectifies 

the viewed individual, but in doing so submits to her (or his) ability to enthrall?79 Other 

Augustan versions of the Medusa myth equivocate on the power of the visually 

objectified and eroticised female by hypothesising further encounters with the Gorgon, 

both by Perseus and by the authorial persona. This underlines the period's association of 

Medusa's artifice (in both senses) with the creativity of the poet. Manilius' Perseus is 

overwhelmed by Andromeda in overtly Medusaean terms: 

277 Ekphrases of other hybrid monsters in Aeneid: Minotaur (6.20-41); Hydra (7 .658); Chimaera (7 .785-
788); Centaur ( 10.194-197). 
278 Keith (1999: 221-223). 
279 On the 'penetrating' masculine gaze see Salzman-Mitchell (2005: esp. 22-66). 



deriguit, facie quem non stupefecerat hostis, 

vixque manu spolium tenuit, victorque Medusae 

victus in Andromeda est (Astronomica 5.570-573) 

Later, his desire turns from weakness to strength, and he is ready for a(nother) rematch: 

altera si Gorgo veniat, non territus illa (Astronomica 5.576). 

Propertius, less optimistically, imagines being petrified by Medusa among other 

mythological tortures more tolerable than loving Cynthia: 

Gorgonis et satius fuit obdurescere vultu, 

Caucasias etiam si pateremur aves (Propertius 2.25.13-14 ). 

85 

The uncontested victory of Propertius' Gorgon perhaps itself indicates an eroticising 

perspective, mirroring the portrayal of the elegiac puella as domina. It certainly contrasts 

with Ovid's equivalent gesture at EP 1.2.35-36, where Ovid laments, and hyperbolises, 

the impossibility of losing self-awareness of his painful situation: 

ipsa Medusa oculis veniat licet obvia nostris, 

amittet vires ipsa Medusa suas. 

Since Ovid' s Medusa is the first to turn her victims into marble statues, rendering them 

art objects, this valorises the creative impulse of exilic misery by making it a shield 

against Medusa's attempt to invert artist into art. Unlike Propertius, Ovid is an authorial 

equivalent to Manilius's Perseus, overturning the alleged dominance of Medusa, the 

feminine objectified as spectacle. However, the fact that these facings-down of Medusa 

are themselves illusions, i.e. fantasies, permits the rejoinder that the superior power of 

this monster as viewed object is not actually challenged at all. 
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Ovid's handling of Medusa, and of the whole Perseus sequence, sets up repeated 

contrasts between motifs of verbal and visual communication.280 Medusa's silence 

remains constant throughout Augustan poetry.281 Perseus' brand of heroism is, by 

contrast, very vocal. In fact, Medusa's head is one of two unorthodox weapons he uses, 

the other being speech. The use of ora for Medusa' s head reinforces the 'dialogue' 

between words - which Perseus applies to his every situation and action- and potent 

glances, of which the mute Medusa is the ultimate symbol,282 though her fossilising 

power is passive rather than active.283 Perseus, introduced by the sound of flapping wings 

(stridentibus alis, 4.616), has the first and last word with Atlas, and persistently addresses 

questions to Andromeda (saepius instanti, 685). Despite her initial silence (681), she 

begins to speak, but is drowned out by a noise from the sea (688-689). Andromeda 

screams, her parents wail, but Perseus offers a lengthy verbal contract. Further sounds 

herald Perseus' achievements: the roaring of the sea-monster (719), echoing applause 

(735-736) and wedding music (760-762). Perseus also abuses his verbal powers with the 

sarcastic comments preceding all four unveilings of Medusa's head. In the battle, 

Thescelus, Nileus and Eryx are each silenced by fossilisation ( 181-199): only Phineus 

can speak at length (216-222) . 

If to be heard is part of Perseus' triumph, to be seen, or forced to see, is to be a victim. 

Perseus and Athena, Medusa's two punishers, can look away when they need to (4.656, 

799-800), but victim-figures cannot: Andromeda is unable to hide her face (4.682-684) 

and Phineus meets Medusa's eyes even as he strives to look away (5.230-233). 

Andromeda resembles a victim of Medusa, as well as the Gorgon herself: at first sight, if 

it weren't for her stining hair and tears, Andromeda could be a work of marble 

(marmoreum ratus esset opus, 4.675), and Perseus is captivated by this image (jormae, 

280 
One alternative scheme would be a natural-philosophical opposition between Perseus, sunshine-born 

( 4.611, 5.250) and skywalking creature of fire and air, and the serpentine, chthonic descendant of Phorcys 

and Ceto (Vernant 1991: 122), creature of emth and water (like Perseus' other supernatural victims, Atlas 

and the sea-monster). Keith (2000: 36 & passim) associates the earth with the female body. 
281 

The irony is increased if, as Bernardini (1993) argues, the Gorgon has affinities with mousike as well as 

visual mt. 
282 Metamorphoses 4.656, 4.743, 5.249, 4.771, 5.180. 
283 Despite the prominence of the eyes in archaic gorgoneia, in Augustan poetry the spectacle of the 

monstrous head, not its gaze, creates statues . Lucan makes the petrifying gaze 'active' (see e.g. BC 9.680 

with Fantham 1992: 107). 
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4.676). When he approaches Medusa, he finds her asleep, already mute even before being 

decapitated (4.784). Medusa's reflection is a second motionless forma (783) whose 

stunning-power, this time, he escapes. Apart from Atlas and the sea-monster, Perseus 

turns all his enemies into a gallery of exhibits. Medusa dies through becoming visible; 

according to Mack, the introduction of a replica image by Medusa's other nemesis 

Perseus, in the form of her reflection in the shield, is what claims Medusa's power.284 

Thus Athena, Perseus and Ovid are aligned together as the petrifiers of Medusa. Ovid' s 

mythic characters, familiar figures posed as he chooses, are at the same time robbed of 

their vitality by his penetrating and irreverent gaze, which distances simulacra such as the 

garrulous Perseus and sympathetic Gorgon from their 'original', i.e. traditional, forms. 

Parodying the tropes of epic gallantry, like parodying those of love-elegy, can be seen as 

the way to 'finish them off', i.e. both to take them to their natural conclusion and to 

prevent them from being taken any further. 

Ovid's account is the first in which Medusa's victims turn into statues rather than merely 

boulders, a development whose significance is greater than most critics have 

acknowledged. 285 Bomer notes that Ovid is the first poet to describe living things turned 

to stone as marble,, the standard material for ancient sculpture.286 Claudian and the late 

Imperial mythographers make no mention of statues in the myth,287 but the idea that 

petrifaction victims were formless masses before Ovid seems to be supported by the 

rationalising account of Palaephatus. His explanation for the myth of the Gorgon's 

mineralising looks is that Perseus was a pirate extorting protection-money from islanders, 

who decorated his prow with the head of a dismantled golden statue of Athena known as 

foQyw. The Seriphians asked for a few days in which to collect the money, then vacated 

the agora, leaving man-sized stones in their place, apparently deceiving Perseus into 

thinking that they became rocks through fear (Peri Apiston 31).288 In this version, 

unshaped boulders are clearly intended. Ovid's imposition of mimetic form on these 

284 Mack (2002: 591). 
285 Discussed by Solodow ( 1988: 211) and Hardie (2002b: 178). 
286 Bomer (1976: 268). 
287 Solodow ( 1988: 211). Conversely, Nonnus' Hera suggests that Perseus turn enemy satyrs into statues 
(Dionysiaca 47.559-563). 
288 Note that the 'Gorgon' is an artwork. 
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boulders - or rather, his preservation of the victims' outward characteristics - is not the 

only link Ovid makes between metamorphosis and visual art. Certain scenes in Ovid's 

poetry reflect contemporary iconography, and his vocabulary for the products of 

metamorphosis overlaps with that of artistic creation.Z89 Turning Medusa into an artist, as 

part of the metapoetic nature of the poem's content which is manifested on various levels, 

creates more than one paradox involving the viewer becoming the viewed. Not only does 

the statue-gallery include men in the act of looking as well as being seen, but Astyages in 

particular experiences the inverse of the usual experience of viewing statues.Z90 More 

generally, the act of seeing (or at least, being forced to see) Medusa puts the viewer on 

display, just as Athena and Perseus, who look away from her, cause others to view the 

head and its image respectively.29 1 The simple, perhaps 'modern' touch of making 

Medusa's stone victims into marble statues multiplies the connections between Medusa's 

and other gazes and between different kinds of image-making, producing a very different 

Medusa to that of the Aeneid. 

In order to expand on the idea that Ovid and Propertius' 'beautiful' Medusa is a revival 

(and of course reinvention) of a Greek iconographic (and perhaps literary) tradition 

eschewed by Vergil,-1 will discuss the (continued) humanisation of Medusa in Roman 

sources, linking it with concomitant motifs of cultus and beauty. 

The very restricted limits of 'normality' within which physical attractiveness was 

defined, and conversely the identification of ugliness as divergence from a tight cluster of 

paradigms, are so constant in antiquity as not to require illustration. This implies tension 

in the existence of the 'beautiful' gorgoneion, i.e. an attractive face with snakes for hair, 

which renders it hybrid and therefore disfigured. Ovid is the earliest source (cf. Heroides 

19.134), and therefore probable originator, not only of Medusa's victims being statues, 

but also of the metamorphosis-aition for her physical form. 292 Tissol connects Medusa's 

28 9 Feldherr (2002: 175-176). 
290 Hardie (2002b: 180). 
29 1 Becoming viewed is specifically a hazard for Imperial spectators (cf. Bartsch 1994: 14 & passim) . 
292 Bomer (1976: 275) , followed by Myers (1994: 76). Bomer sees the invention as motivated by the need 

to explain why Poseidon/Neptune would procreate with an ugly monster (cf. Hesiod Theogony 278-289). 
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aetiological backstory with that of the Sirens (to which we can further add that of Scylla 

monstrum) as intended 'to replace whatever was their original thematic character with the 

inevitably grimmer and more disquieting perspectives of the Metamorphoses. ' 293 Ovid 

apparently seeks to account for every mythological hybrid. All three of these examples 

identify monsters as erstwhile maidens, which suggests that contrasting beauty with 

ugliness is one point of such additions. In Medusa's case, her special association with 

vision, augmented by the fact that (in Roman culture at least) she is made both beautiful 

and hideous, becomes part of Ovid's particular fascination with (what he constructs as) 

the Augustan era's talent for, and addiction to, the cult of cultus. 

Besides the fresh empowerment with which Ovid endows Medusa by redefining her 

supernatural power as artistry, there are other hints that his version of a feminine Gorgon 

can take active, rather than passive roles.294 Within the Metamorphoses, another 

symmetry arises between Medusa and her killer: while she gains personality, Perseus is 

dehumanised, a callous and asocial hero breaking Homeric and Vergilian codes of 

honour. He kills Atlas and Polydectes for their rudeness; he uses 'the aid of his enemy' 

(5.178-179) to kill two hundred of Phineus' men instantly (5.208-209). Anderson notes 

that this and the taunting execution of the craven Phi ne us leave a sordid echo of Aeneas' 

murder of Turnus, in which neither side is left any honour.295 He even accidentally kills 

one of his own men with Medusa's head (5.200-206). Not only is he facetiously verbal as 

well as physically violent, but he is umeliable as a narrator too, referring 

anachronistically to Atlas as a mountain, and relocating Seriphos.Z96 The qualities that 

identify the 'normal' (ideal) human being in ancient thought can be physical (beauty and 

allure) or mental. Just as Ovid invests Medusa with beauty, pathos, and (in a sense) 

Ovid (within yet another ekphrasis) refers to the rape of Medusa by Neptune in the form of a bird 

(Metamorphoses 6.118-120) , apparently an unrelated variant. 
293 Tissol (1997: 208-209). 
294 Two references in the Ibis raise Medusa's status in different ways. At 551-552 the speaker wishes that 

the addressee would look upon the face of Medusa Cephenum multos quae dedit una neci, eliding Perseus' 

part in the scene (cf. Lucan, BC 9.655-658), where Medusa (as aegis-gorgoneion) is said to have won the 

battle against the Giants) . At 445-450 Hippolytus is obscurely called 'the brother of Medusa' (specifically, 

first cousin, since Neptune sired both Theseus and Phorcys) . Medusa is thus humanised through genealogy, 

much like the Minotaur (see Chapter 4). 
295 Anderson (1997: 517). 
296 Wheeler (1999: 133-135); Anderson (1997: 520). 
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creativity, he divests Perseus of empathy, temperance and justice, retaining only 

intelligence and eloquence as evidence of his human personality. In ordinary animal 

metamorphoses the new form of the subject reflects some aspect(s) of their enduring 

personality (or appearance), the paradigm being Book 1 's wolfish Lycaon. Medusa and 

Scylla, subjects of hybrid metamorphoses, gain misanthropic personalities from new 

animal parts. In the Perseus-sequence, Ovid calls into question the relationship between 

anatomical and psychic 'humanity' by removing all suggestion of hatred or callousness 

from the silent Medusa, but attributing them to the eloquent Perseus. 

Ovid's poetry attracts attention to Medusa's monstrous looks by cmmecting them to 

contemporary Roman cosmetics. Perhaps the most obvious aspect of the Gorgon's cultus 

is her hairstyle. Once transfmmed, she 'ties her hair with a snake' (Heroides 19.133-136, 

EP 3.1.124), an anachronistically modern touch, since tying the hair around the forehead 

with a vitta or headband was the commonest contemporary Roman women's hairstyle.297 

This may have particular point in EP 3.1.122-124, in which Ovid argues that Livia 

Drusilla is not as unapproachable as Medusa, among other supernaturally dangerous 

females; Livia had her own distinctive hairstyle, with a knot at the back of her head and 

no vitta.298 The motif of Medusa's beauty-regime is further built on by Lucan, who links 

it more explicitly with her fatal gaze.299 Fashion is the theme behind the coral aetiology. 

Once the seaweed cushioning Medusa's head has hardened into coral, we are told: 

at pelagi nymphae factum mirabile temptant 

pluribus in virgis et idem contingere gaudent 

seminaque ex illis iterant iactata per undas. 

nunc quoque curaliis eadem natura remansit (Metamorphoses 4.747-750). 

297 Standard for matronae and single women: cf. Vergil Aeneid 7 .403, Tibullus 1.6.67, Propertius 4.11 .34. 
298 Fabbrini (1961). 
299 Medusa is said to have the power to 'cover the land with mundus' (BC 9.648), which may be translated 
either 'rock' or 'ornaments/beauty treatments' . There is also increased attention to the arrangement of her 
snaky hair: the snakes bend backwards to avoid her face (9.653) but subsequently stretch forward to protect 
it (9.673) and are even the key to Perseus' success, as Minerva protects him by covering Medusa's eyes 
with them (9.681-684). 
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Even if automatic metamorphosis is fascinating, it might seem curious that the nymphs 

decide to propagate coral all over the oceans, if red Meditenanean coral were not a 

gemstone in use in the first century BC.300 The nymphs are fascinated by the colour and 

durability of coral, which makes it a valuable jewellery accessory. Marble is not the only 

precious mineral that Medusa works in. Of course, Medusa's hairstyle and the gemstone 

she creates reflect the fashion of Augustan Rome, but for Ovid even her grimacing face 

can be an example to learn from. Twice in the Ars Amatoria Medusa's traditionally 

baleful glare is assessed in terms of its attractiveness to the opposite sex. In the first, the 

suitor is advised to flatter his target in order to give the impression of infatuation: 

utfuerit torva violentior ilia Medusa, 

fiet amatori lenis et aequa suo (AA 2.309-31 0). 

The second is a warning to such a woman, not to let anger spoil her looks: 

ora tument ira, nigrescunt sanguine venae, 

lumina Gorgoneo saevius igne micant (AA 3.503-504). 

Using the Gorgon as an exemplum in this way evaluates the ugly Medusa in terms of the 

beautiful. It shows that, even outside the Metamorphoses, Ovid portrays her in terms of 

feminine attractiveness, even beauty and cultus. This is another important fmm of 

humanisation, besides the near-complete replacement of aggression with vulnerability 

and the empowering endowment of the status of artist. Despite contrasts between this 

Medusa and Vergil's, Medusa is still sUlTounded by themes of viewing and images. 

The nature and meanings of the Gorgon in Augustan poetry show the influence of the 

iconographic as much as the literary tradition. The Aeneid presents an interpretation of 

the figure that contrasts with that of Manilius, Propertius, and especially Ovid. Vergil 

presents replica Gorgons only, startling and frightening rather than attractive, which is an 

300 According to Pliny, coral became so scarce because of its value that it was a rare sight in its native 

countries (NH 32.11). 
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archaising approach. The other Augustan poets who invoke the figure of the Gorgon do 

so in a different way, choosing the 'beautiful' version preferred by contemporary Roman 

visual art, making Medusa sympathetic and associating her power with, for want of a 

better phrase, the 'battle of the sexes', both in the Andromeda myth and involving their 

own personae. They also point out Medusa's link with Hippocrene via Pegasus, implying 

a connection with poetic creativity. The Perseus sequence in Ovid's Metamorphoses 

instantiates both the sympathetic and the creative connotations with which the Augustan 

age endowed the Gorgon, in the first case by giving her a past life as a beautiful and 

vulnerable human girl, and in the second by turning her petrifaction of men into a form of 

artistic creation, i.e. the making of statues. This fmms a counterpoint to V ergil' s own 

image-based view of the Gorgon. For Vergil, she exists through artificial images created 

by others; for Ovid, she is a creator of artificial images. The two Augustan epicists hold 

contrasting attitudes towards Medusa, yet both attitudes are inspired by the same source: 

the multivalent iconography of the gorgoneion. 
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Sirens 
Ironically, Sirens in the Roman imagination are seen rather than heard. Being, like most 

'monsters', devoid of physical characteristics (least of all abnormal ones) in Homer, the 

Sirens' monstrous form in Augustan literature largely depends upon visual artistic 

traditions.301 Like the Harpies, they are represented as woman-bird hybrids, a convention 

employed by the other substantial nanative account of the Sirens which we know from 

Greek literature, that of Apollonius of Rhodes, which was also familiar to the Augustan 

poets. 302 There was also a pervasive and complex tradition of allegorisation, manifested 

over a large span of time, throughout antiquity and beyond. The Sirens' defining feature, 

their overpoweringly attractive power of song, is always the principal point of their 

presence in a text, whether narrative or figurative, yet Augustan poets adopt their post

Homeric iconography and increasingly focus on allegorical and rationalistic 

interpretations. 

Since Odyssey 12 offers no description of the Sirens, there has always been a degree of 

confusion regarding their physiology. The prevalent modem view of Sirens as mermaids 

is an essentially mediaeval tradition; in antiquity, the Sirens were usually imagined as 

woman-bird hybrid~.303 Woman-headed birds seem, like Centaurs and other monsters, to 

have been adopted from Eastern art by the Greek world in the eighth century BC.304 The 

methodological problems here are obvious: we must hypothesise extensively about what 

a 'Siren' was before Homer in order to claim, with Kaiser, that the Odyssean story breaks 

with iconographic tradition.305 Origins notwithstanding, many elements of Siren myth, as 

it had evolved by Roman times, can be attributed to artists rather than authors?06 This 

means that the discourses of visual and literary art were in dialogue to a greater degree 

301 Odyssey 12.39-54, 158-200; cf. Pizzocaro (1997: 211). Some scholars believe that the human-headed 
birds of Eastern and archaic art were identified with the Homeric Sirens from the start (e.g. J alabett 1936: 
435). 
302 Argonautica 4.891-921. 
303 Jalabert (1936). Of the 73 ancient images surveyed by Jacqueline Leclercq-Marx, one third-century BC 
bowl depicts Sirens as women-fish (Leclercq-Marx 1997: 10), but Sirens in visual art never touch the sea 
(Rossi 1970: 467; Touchefeu-Meynier 1962: 457). 
304 Touchefeu-Meynier ( 1962: 452). 
305 Kaiser (1964: Ill). 
306 Leclercq-Marx (1997: 14). 
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than for most mythic figures. Yet symbolism is plastic. For example, some suggest that 

Sirens were drawn as part-bird because the bird is nature's source of beautiful song?07 

Conversely, all artistic representations of the Odyssean Sirens have human heads, and the 

head of the bird is of course what produces such song. Likewise, the Odyssean Sirens are 

presented as extremely articulate culture figures, even lliadic nanators,308 but in 

Aeschylus' Agamemnon, bird-song is how Cassandra's incomprehensible speech is 

described, and therefore a paradigm of inarticulacy. 309 The reversed symbolic value of 

avian characteristics indicates one drastic change in the meaning of the Sirens. They are 

also given conflicting genealogies: of unspecified relatives in Homer or Hesiod's 

surviving works, they are called the daughters of Phorcys (father of the Gorgons and 

Erinyes in the Theogony) by Sophocles, of Chthon by Euripides, and of Achelous by 

Lycophron, Apollonius and Ovid.310 Apparently, tragedians identify the Sirens as 

chthonic monsters, from which later epicists diverge. The Sirens show that mythological 

traditions are flexible; linking Roman depictions to the earlier ones upon which they 

draw, let alone to presumed 'original' meanings, is hazardous at best. 

The Sirens are a salient example of monstrous figures developing diachronically towards 

humanoid form. T~ earliest identifiable Siren-images (depicted near Odysseus' ship, on 

which he stands bound to the mast) are woman-headed birds, 311 which soon gained 

arms.312 Sirens were progressively humanised, increasing in size to human stature and 

reaching Buitron-Oliver and Cohen's 'Late Classical/Hellenistic type', which was only a 

bird below the hips, a nude woman above. 313 Scholars place the woman-bird juncture in 

Hellenistic and Roman art variously at the hips, the upper legs, and the knees; it is often 

covered by a tunic which only reveals the feet. 314 This recalls the concealment of the 

juncture between Scylla's animal and human parts; concealment can advertise interest as 

307 Pizzocaro ( 1997: 211) . 
308 Pucci (1979: 126 &passim). 
309 Aeschylus, Agamemnon 1050-1051 (swallow), 1140-1149 (nightingale). 
310 Leclercq-Marx (1997: 6); Lycophron, Alexandra 712; Apollonius, Argonautica 4.893, 895; Ovid, 
Metamorphoses 5.552. 
3 11 Buitron-Oliver & Cohen (1995: 31, 34). 
3 12 Neils (1995: 180-1). 
3 13 Leclercq-Marx (1997: 12), Rossi (1970: 472: increased size), Buitron-Oliver & Cohen (1995: 32, 34). 
314 Leclercq-Marx (1997: 13) . 
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Leclercq-Marx suggests that the enigmatic hybridity of the Sirens prompted stories of 

metamorphosis, attested in literary commentaries from the Hellenistic period onward, as 

a semi-rationalist explanation.3 15 Apollonius explicitly denies that the Sirens underwent 

metamorphosis, by specifying that they were always hybrid.316 By the Augustan period 

not only were a range of visual forms for Sirens available, but literary representations 

were ambiguous and contradictory about their physiology and its meaning. 

Pucci suggests that the nanating Sirens tempt Odysseus with their own epic, Iliadic both 

in content (dealing with Odysseus' own past glories) and diction. Pucci claims that the 

Sirens, despite their alleged omniscience, are ironically oblivious to the fact that 

Odysseus is tied up, and that their futile song symbolises their blind confinement in the 

vanished world of the Iliad. 317 This implies that Homer's Sirens provide a metapoetic 

model of the danger of literary tradition. Pizzocaro has emphasised Pucci's attention to 

the symmetry between Sirens and Muses, claiming that the danger the Sirens represent is 

the total immersion-and dissolution of the self in the unfathomable song they offer. 318 

Schein has applied a Freudian framework, arguing that the Sirens' nanative is distinctly 

Odyssean because it represents a dangerous sexual pleasure, and that the knowledge they 

offer is analogous to the more obviously erotic seductions of Circe and Calypso.31 9 

Doherty, similarly, reads the Sirens as a subversive female voice which must be 

contained by the masculine frame. 320 

The Sirens' voice is not heard, i.e. presented as direct speech, in any subsequent account 

or reference. Conversely, the physical form of the Sirens is not 'seen' at all in Homer, but 

becomes a regular feature in later texts. Through this, through rationalist interpretation, 

3 15 Leclercq-Marx (1997: 7). 
3 16 Apollonius, Argonautica 4.898-899. 
317 Pucci (1979: 129). Odysseus is visible to his crew while tied to the mast, signalling to them with facial 
expressions at Odyssey 12.193-194. 
3 18 Pizzocaro (1997 : 211). 
3 19 Schein (1995 : 2 1). 
320 Dohetty (1995 : esp. 62-63); Dohetty in Cohen (1995). 
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receding by various means into various forms of mute, objectified and inert passivity. 
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Apollonius' version of the myth (Argonautica 4.891-921), placing the Sirens on the 

Argonauts' route, is scarcely more specific than the Odyssean account and still unclear 

whether the song itself is fatal (distracting the listener from eating, etc.) or merely a 

means for procuring victims to be despatched in some other way. Lycophron's Alexandra 

calls the Sirens birds m· birdlike (670, 715, 721, 731) and introduces the motif of their 

suicide by diving into the sea (712-737). Although this is the first literary evidence for the 

suicide, it is well attested in prior vase-paintings, and while probably an oral folktale, it 

appears to have become established through art. 321 

In the Hellenistic period, texts about texts - grammatical works, commentaries and 

critical essays- codified and instructed the exegesis of literary texts from Homer and 

Hesiod onwards. The Sirens are major figures in this allegorising tradition, with obvious 

potential as moralistic symbols, dangerous temptresses who must be avoided. The 

Homeric account does not specify how the Sirens kill, but dramatises them vividly by 

giving them their own speech, and therefore presented itself to ancient readers as a 

fragment demanding exegesis . Plato is unusual in finding a positive role for Sirens, in the 

cosmology of the Republic (617b-c). The more common approach is to allegorise the 

Sirens as some form of moral temptation. According to Kaiser, the first stage of this 

process was to see the singing (and subsequently music-playing) Sirens as hetairai, 

ordinary women who threatened destruction through the emotional and hence financial 

investments they demanded. 322 Pizzocaro comments that the scholia on Homer and 

Apollonius indicate that Alexandrian philologists considered the Sirens to be human 

females who caused death (presumably in some indirect or metaphorical sense) through 

the pleasure they offered. 323 The female gender of the Homeric Sirens (and perhaps the 

alleged erotic overtone of their flowery setting) makes the socially and morally (if not 

also financially) ruinous indulgence in the pleasure of sex the meaning most commonly 

32 1 Leclercq-Marx (1997: 14). 
322 Kaiser (1964: 121). 
323 Pizzocaro (1997: 215). 
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attributed to them, though Kaiser also cites a parallel form of self-indulgence, that of 

laziness or sleep. 324 For Leclercq-Marx, their erotic connotations are linked to their 

funerary ones, and the former developed out of the latter, in that the fear of death came to 

be a euphemism for the fear of women. 325 The unique form of temptation offered by the 

Sirens- nanative -did not usually set them apart from the directly physical temptations 

of Circe, Calypso or the Lotophagoi in the imaginations of allegorists in the classical 

Greek and Hellenistic periods. 

Roman authors had a long, varied, and usually inconsistent tradition to draw on when 

treating Greek myths. As with the Harpies, Vergil and Ovid stand apart among surviving 

Augustan and pre-Augustan texts in treating the Sirens mythographically, that is, by 

story-telling. However, the allegorical and zetematic manoeuvres characterising the 

literary afterlife of the Odyssean Sirens-episode are an ever-present filter through which 

that episode is viewed by Roman poets. 

Cicero and Horace both discuss Sirens in non-narrative contexts. Like Plato,326 Cicero 

finds an innovatively positive meaning for the Sirens (De Finibus 5.49), and thereby goes 

against the allegorising grain. Wedner's analysis of the Siren-myth's vicissitudes as an 

allegorical resource posits a divergence, by the first century BC, in which allegorisation 

had come adrift from the context of Homeric exegesis and become material for works in 

other genres?27 According to Wedner, the Siren-myth features in these works as a 

mythological comparison, example or allusion, and since allegorisation and rationalistic 

interpretation (in general, identifying the Sirens as human courtesans) are moralistic, both 

can be traced back to an ethical Stoic allegorising tradition.328 It is therefore surprising 

that Cicero uses the Sirens allegorically to represent a positive value, namely philosophy 

(or rather, knowledge in general). He suggests that Homer intended the Sirens as symbols 

of the irresistible pull of leaming, hence approving Odysseus for indulging his desire, 

324 Kaiser (1964: 124). 
325 Leclercq-Marx (1997: 35, 240; 37). 
326 Republic 216a-b. 
327 Wedner (1994: 86). 
328 Wedner (1994: 110). 
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rather than controlling it 329 Cicero rings the changes on a well-worn object of 

allegorisation, demonstrating the extent to which the moralistic interpretation had become 

commonplace. A similar, perhaps conoborative use of the Sirens may be found in the 

fragments of Marcus Furius Bibaculus, Cicero's contemporary, whose epigram on 

Valerius Cato grammaticus (fr. 6 Courtney) calls him 'Latina Siren' talented both in 

reading poets to his classes and creating them out of his pupils. This implies both that 

Cato was a good 'singer' of poetry, and that by the works he taught to his pupils he 

'tempted' them into becoming poets themselves. Romans of the first century BC could 

display their love of learning by including the learning itself among the charms 

symbolised by the Sirens. 

Nonetheless, in this period, didactic texts, or any that struck morally instructive poses, 

continued to employ the Sirens as a symbol of dangerous sensual self-indulgence. Two 

Horatian passages furnish proof of this. The first comes from the long-winded Stoic 

moralist Damasippus in Satires 2: 

vitanda est improba Siren 

Desidia, aut quidquid vita meliore parasti 

ponendum aequo animo (Satires 2.3.14-16). 

Wedner views this ad hoc use of the term 'Siren' as an end point in the development of 

allegory, in which Homeric exegesis has finally boiled down into a topos for use 

independently of any literary-critical context, and calls both of Horace's Siren references 

'secondary reception', that is, reception of prior allegorical receptions of Homer. 330 To 

regard the allusion as 'dead' or 'colourless ' would however be a mistake for two reasons. 

Firstly, even this non-narrative Siren is inproba, a hint of personification recalling the 

'courtesan' interpretation. Secondly, as Anderson shows, this desidia is Horace's new 

focus on dramatisation rather than diatribe, and Damasippus accuses him of being 

329 Wedner (1994: 89) . 
330 Wedner (1994: 94-95). 
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seduced by geniality, losing his satiric bite. 331 Choosing the Siren-metaphor as a jibe is 

therefore an ambiguous manoeuvre: the Sirens are famously one-sided speakers, and 

therefore the impersonal strategy of moral persuasion, staging dialogues, is a tactical step 

away from Siren-style persuasion. Therefore, as a metaphor for Horace' s new, non

confrontational brand of satire, it backfires, since Sirens more obviously imply 

persuasiveness to readers than deleterious effects on Horace's ability to persuade. About 

a decade later, in the first book of Epistles, Horace returns to the Siren-metaphor, this 

time in the context of Homeric exegesis (Epistles 1.2.23-26). 332 Here the Sirens' voices 

are identified with the Circae pocula, which would have made Odysseus into an animal, 

whose resulting state of docile stupidity and base instinct symbolises the loss of reason in 

exchange for pleasure. This implies that the Sirens represent exactly the same debilitating 

temptation. Like the Satires reference, this shows that moralising (and misogynistic) 

allegorical interpretation was commonplace. 

The Aeneid contains no 'Sirens-episode', but Sirens do appear explicitly in a single brief 

reference and implicitly through certain suggestive phrases. Book 3 features many 

Odyssean and Argonautic monsters, yet Sirens are significantly absent. Nelis suggests 

that in order to complete the narrative pattern imitated from a passage in Apollonius, they 

appear in the following oblique fashion: 333 

turn procul e flue tu Trinacria cernitur Aetna, 

et gemitum ingentem pelagi pulsataque saxa 

audimus longe fractasque ad lit ora voces, 

exsultantque vada atque aestu miscentur harenae (Aeneid 3.554-557). 

These 'broken voices', expressing the noise of the waves breaking on the shore, or (less 

probably) of the voices of inhabitants of the Sicilian coast, represent the distorted and 

331 Anderson (1961). 
332 This passage enacts the relocation of the Greek epic landscape into (the edge of) Italy (linked 
etymologically by Circeii & Surrentum): cf. Statius, Silvae 1.3.85, 2.2.1, 2.2.1 0, 3.1.64, 3.3.174, 5.3.82. I 
thank John Henderson for pointing this out. 
333 Nelis (1995). 

I 
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disempowered presence of the Sirens' song. 334 The 'covert' or non-mythological form in 

which they appear accommodates both mythic and rationalised versions of the Sirens 

(their voice being interpreted as a natural acoustic effect from the coastline). This 

ambiguity is certainly created by the explicit Sirens-reference, which occurs in Book 5: 

iamque adeo scapulas Sirenum advecta subibat, 

difficilis quondam multorumque ossibus albos 

(tum rauca adsiduo longe sale saxa sonabant) (Aeneid 5.864-866). 

Both Pizzocaro and Wedner state that Vergil alludes here to the post-Homeric tradition of 

the Sirens' suicide on failing to entice Odysseus. 335 However, Wedner makes an acute 

observation about the incompleteness of the rationalistic explanation integrated into the 

account. The 'rocks of the Sirens', that is, either the Sirens themselves or their home, are 

described both as fatal to sailors and as emitting very audible sound. However, they are 

hazardous no longer, implying that the source of the danger is no longer present, and 

therefore that it was actual Siren-figures, which were present in the past. Two levels of 

understanding co-exist inseparably.336 

We may widen the idea of incompletely-integrated rationalisation to incorporate the 

entire conclusion of Book 5. The remaining lines describe Aeneas taking control of the 

wandering ship and steering it back on course, lamenting the death of the helmsman 

Palinurus. Aeneas thus takes Odysseus' part as the 'wise man' in (particularly Stoic) 

moral allegory, guiding the ship safely away from the Sirens, whether rocks or monsters. 

However, he only does so by default, and apparently unaware of the Sirens' 

dangerousness. Furthermore, the fate of Palinurus is significant. Aeneas apostrophises 

him as too 'trusting' (confise, 5.870) in calm weather; earlier, he resisted this very phrase 

amid the persuasive words of Sleep with the following words: 

334 Nelis also cites a tradition that the Sirens lived under Aetna, going back to the third centmy BC, to 
which this passage may allude (Nelis 1995: 630). 
335 Wedner (1994: 91), Pizzocaro (1997: 217). 
336 According to Wedner, this must be a consequence of long habituation to explanatory allegories (1994: 
91 , Ill). 
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iubes ... me ... huic confidere monstro ? (Aeneid 5.849) 

Aeneas guesses (correctly) that Palinurus will lie naked on a nameless beach (5.871). We 

learn in Book 6, in the underworld, that Palinurus had reached Italy and grasped the 

coastal rocks with hooked hands (uncis manibus, 6.360) before being murdered by the 

ignorant inhabitants, but that his fate will be better: he will have a tumulus built for him 

where the locals will pay him cult, and the place will be named Palinurus after him 

(6.378-381). These details suggest parallels with the Siren Parthenope, who is washed 

ashore at Naples to receive a tumulus and cult and to give the place its (previous) name in 

Lycophron (Alexandra 717-721, 732-737), while the image of hooked hands and wave

beaten crags are particularly Siren-like.337 This cluster of 'echoes' of the Sirens at this 

point in the poem, perhaps through the integration of rationalistic and allegorical 

interpretations, is implicit and subdued. The Sirens no longer speak, and even their 

existence as figures is left in doubt. 

There are two groups of Siren-references in Ovid's works. The first are brief 

mythological exempla in his elegiac poetry supporting an argument, plainly what Wedner 

would call 'secondary reception': they depend upon the well-established interpretation of 

the Sirens as attractive women, using them as paradigms of seductiveness. The first, in 

the Ars Amatoria, instructs girls to obtain the enticing power of song, which, instead of 

good looks, has 'pimped' many a girl (multis ... sua lenafuit, 3.316). By singing, the 

Sirens held back all ships, regardless of their speed, and almost caused Odysseus to untie 

his body (resolvit /corpora, 3.312-313). These words occur only once elsewhere in extant 

classical literature, later in the same poem and in the same sedes, during Ovid's rendition 

of the trapping of Mars and Venus (vix precibus, Neptune, tuis captiva resolvit !corpora: 

2.587-588), which subtly reinforces the erotic undercurrent to this scenario.338 The 

second example, in the Remedia Amoris, incurs Wedner's scorn as a mere revisitation of 

337 Vergil appears to have had connections with the figure of the eponymous Siren of his hometown (cf. 
Georgics 4.563-564) and may even have adopted her as a signature-figure (Damsky (1997: 78-79). 
338 Wedner (1994: 97) notes that until the 'punchline' the example seems to undermine the argument, since 
Odysseus of course resisted the singing. 



the image, used to the opposite purpose. 339 The lover seeking freedom must not linger 

when passing his girlfriend's house: 

illo Lotophagos, illo Sirenas in antra 

esse puta; remis adiee vela tuis (RA 789-790). 
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In this multiple Homeric allusion (on a par with Horace's Cireae poeula) the attractive 

power of Sirens is juxtaposed with that of Lotus-eaters, both addictive pleasures 

symbolising the woman in question.340 The lover metaphorically cruises past, Odysseus

like, yet is not permitted the luxury of listening. Here the Sirens are not even singers, but 

merely the seductive woman per se. The third such allusion occurs in Ovid's exile poetry, 

part of an elaborate complaint that even Odysseus had occasional respite, unlike the 

exiled Ovid: 

nee bene eantantis labor est audire puellas 

nee degustanti lotos amara fuit (EP 4.10.17 -18) . 

Once again the Sirens' song is lumped together with the oblivion-inducing lotus, perhaps 

reflecting the perspective of Ovid's amator-persona, for whom the pleasures women offer 

are enslaving but not destructive. As in the Ars, Odysseus is made the opposite of the 

Stoic paradigm of self-control. The threatening aspect of the Sirens is severed from their 

pleasantness, creating a humorous comparison between Ovid and Odysseus, where Ovid 

seems the more enduring. In these three exempla, Sirens represent pleasure that women 

can offer to a male protagonist, whether or not it is to his advantage to take it. In contrast 

with Horace, the Siren-metaphor is deliberately detached from its usual moralising 

context. 

The second type of Ovidian Siren-reference appears in the Metamorphoses. As in Vergil, 

they are integrated into a mythic narrative. They reinstate the Sirens' identity as 

339 Wedner (1994: 99-100). 
340 She inhabits a cave (antra) , like the man-eating Scylla: a danger-sign for the knowledgeable reader. 
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mythological figures, which Vergil marginalised, yet contest the validity of this mythic 

tradition by accommodating a rationalistic perspective. In the 'little Aeneid', the Sirens 

are mentioned (despite their insignificance in the Aeneid) for the sake of scholarly 

contestation: 

... Hippotadae regnum terrasque calenti 

sulphure fumantes Acheloiadumque relinquit 

Sirenum scopulos (Metamorphoses 14.86-88). 

Here Ovid appropriates the scopulos Sirenum of Aeneid 5.864, but explicitly calls the 

Sirenes Achelous' daughters (following Lycophl'on and Apollonius), privileging anew 

their mythical status. A more extended account of the Sirens appears in Metamorphoses 

5, where their hybrid form is explained by a metamorphosis-narrative. Introduced as a 

coda to the muTative of the rape of Proserpina, by way of contrast with the informer 

Acrisius, who deserved his transformation into a bird, the Acheloides (5.552) are 

rhetorically asked why they have the feathers and feet of birds, yet the faces of maidens 

(like Vergil's Harpies) . As if in acknowledgement of this aetiology ' s arbitrary 

appendment to the Proserpina-narrative, in which her aequales (5.394) play no part, the 

story is introduced thl'ough two questions, giving way to direct speech introduced by 

quam, as if to avoid commitment to the validity of the account: 

quam postquam toto frustra quaesistis in orbe, 

protinus, ut vestram sentirent aequora curam, 

posse super fluctus alarum insistere remis 

optastis facilesque de os habuistis et artus 

vidistis vestros subitis flavescere pennis. 

ne tamen ille canor mulcendas natus ad aures 

tantaque dos oris linguae deperderet usum, 

virginei vultus et vox humana remansit (Metamorphoses 5.556-563). 
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The Sirens' hybrid form, like Io's, is a rare example of partial metamorphosis, explained 

by the preservation of the heads that sang so well (which is paradoxical if avian form 

represents tunefulness). This is a semi-rationalistic story, in that it accounts for the 

monstrous form and unique behaviour of the Sirens. However, this passage may also 

relate to the earliest literary versions of the myth. According to Homer, Hesiod and 

Apollonius, the Sirens inhabited a pleasant, flowery location. By identifying the Sirens 

with Proserpina's companions, with whom she was gathering flowers (Metamorphoses 

5.392, 398-401, 554; cf. Fasti 4.427-454), Ovid implicitly explains the association 

between Sirens and a flowery meadow. This new explanation of the Sirens' form and 

function via Persephone's abduction is designed to 'rationalise' them on mythic terms, 

thus finding a middle path in Metamorphoses 5 between the rationalistic and traditional 

accounts incompletely combined in Aeneid 5. 

Augustan conceptions of the Sirens derive only in part from the Odyssey. Their enticing 

singing and the story of Odysseus' escape were well-known, but their physical form and 

symbolic value were subsequent additions. Their first-person voice seems never again to 

have been heard. However, the mythic tradition upon which Roman authors drew was 

influenced by allegorical and rationalistic Homeric literary criticism, clearly a widely

known practice in Roman literary circles. The Sirens assumed both the post-Homeric 

form of woman-headed birds and a new function as the subject of allegorisation, 

becoming increasingly independent of their narrative context. Horace, Vergil and Ovid 

show their symbolic versatility. Ironically, through the course of antiquity, the Sirens are 

gradually rendered far more passive than the myth suggests. 

The Sirens' voice is not heard, i.e. presented in direct speech, in any extant account or 

reference subsequent to Homer. Conversely, the physical form of the Sirens is not 'seen' 

at all in Homer, but features regularly in later texts. Their journey from archaic to 

Hellenistic and Roman art and literature turns them from an active role, making 

themselves heard, to a passive one, being seen. Whilst their distinctive power of 

eloquence is acknowledged in Plato and Cicero, the poetic mainstream of Siren literature 

reinterprets it as mere physical allure. Rationalist interpretation and the appearance of a 
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metamorphosis-story are stages of this transformation. The Sirens recede by various 

means into mute, objective and inert passivity. By the time they reached imperial Rome, 

they were seen and cited rather than heard. 

Not only do Scylla, Medusa and the Sirens become increasingly visual in Augustan 

poetry, partly through iconographic influences, but this very visibility is itself subjected 

to examination and experimentation. Scylla's new body, for Roman poets and especially 

Ovid, reflects an interest in the gritty details of feminine experience, and three 

ambiguities sunounding her meaning prompt learned games: the inconsistent anatomies; 

rationalisation and location in Sicily; and conflation with the Megarean Scylla. Medusa's 

own iconographic transformation generates divergent views on her powers and 

personality, and metapoetic reflections on the nature of speech, the gaze, feminine beauty 

and artistic creation. Finally, the Sirens' iconographic identification as increasingly 

humanised women-birds seems proportionate to their decreasing vocality, 

efficaciousness, narrative context and even plausibility in Graeco-Roman culture. In all 

three cases, increased visibility, attractiveness, and emotional insight runs parallel 

(whether cause or result) with reduced power in various senses. The discourses of visual 

art and rationalistic or, allegorical interpretation influence the poetic texts which 

document Augustan culture's transformation and objectification of these three female 

monsters. 
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Chapter 3: Animal Female Monsters 

Augustan poets participated in the widespread cultmal practice of representing 'others' 

(whether female, barbarian or otherwise deviant), contrasting with and defining the 

'normal' subject, as animal. My argument will be that all non-animal monsters in 

classical culture (see Chapter 5) are male because Roman culture constantly stigmatises 

femininity, and especially female bodies, as sub-rational and bestial through animal 

imagery and metaphor. The bodies of all female monsters described by Augustan poets 

participate in this discourse by embodying feminine bestiality. In this chapter I will read 

the Furies and Harpies as paradigmatic of the stigmatisation of females and femininity as 

animal. 

In order to show that all female monsters are in some way defined by the bestial 

monstrosity of females, I will supplement the previous chapter's comments on the 

'protomai Scylla' by providing some context and background for the connection between 

bad or dangerous women and dogs. In all periods of Greek and Roman culture, dogs 

symbolised bestial immorality: lust, shamelessness, and pitilessness .341 Moral 

condemnation through canine metaphor is arguably how the two separate Scyllas became 

conflated. Tragedy provides the earliest examples of Scylla(s) being described as dogs 

because they are aggressive and traitorous murderesses.342 Both Scyllas, whether or not 

their names both indicate Homer's mcuAaE, etymology, bear the characteristic aggression 

of dogs. 343 Other than hatred, the major 'canine' feminine moral failing was lust. Women 

in classical myth usually exhibited both traits together, which further helps to explain 

how the two Scyllas could begin to be conflated, and why, like the greedy Charybdis, the 

Homeric Scylla was reconfigured as a greedy prostitute, often allegorised through canine 

34 1 In Homer, female dog-insults accuse women of lacking self-restraint, not necessarily sexual (Graver 
1995). For a detailed study see Franco (2003). 
342 Cassandra calls Clytaemestra a rock-inhabiting Scylla who harms sailors, immediately after calling her a 
'hate-filled hound' who licked Agamemnon's hand and lowered her ears (Agamemnon 1228-1236). Scylla, 

daughter of Nisus, tempted by Minos' gifts to remove her father's fatal lock of hair is called Kvv6cj:>QWV, 
'dog-minded ' (Choephoroi 613-622). 
343 Similarly, Scylla the monster is associated with lionesses in Euripides (Medea 1342, 1358) and called a 
lioness in Lycophron (Alexandra 47) . 



metaphors. 344 Scylla's role as paradigm of feminine vice (i.e. shamelessness) and her 

canine attributes seem to have developed in tandem. 
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A psychological reading, Freudian or otherwise, of female monsters in antiquity (even 

such a convenient vagina dentata as Scylla)345 is reductive and cannot explain 

developments in their portrayal such as those taking place in the Augustan period. While 

the connection between animal characteristics and abnormal females is strong, I shall 

argue that it reveals a specifically Roman attitude towards 'feminine' thought and 

behaviour on the one hand, and female bodies on the other. The Furies and the Harpies, 

both bird-like female monsters, are salient examples of these two concepts at work in 

Augustan culture, though mind and body are ultimately inseparable in any instance of 

misogynistic discourse regarding monsters. 

344 Ciris 65-69 implies that one such interpretation had been proposed (and offers the variant (77-88) that 
Scylla was a prostitute transformed into a monster for cheating Venus of her dues, apparently citing an 

inscription at Pachynus). For Heraclitus (Homeric Allegories 70) Scylla represents noAu!-!OQ<):>ov 

ava[bwxv and the protomai represent rapacity, boldness and greediness (aQnay!j, -roA~l!J KlXL 

nA£ovE~L£;X, 70.11). Heraclitus (Peri Apiston, cf. Lyne 1978: 136) interprets Scylla as a beautiful 

courtesan, who Kcx-r~a8LEV her guests- financially- along with her 'TilXQCXahouc; AcxL!-lOVc; 1:£ KlXL 

Kuvwbnc; . Cf. McKeown (1979: 169) onAmores 3.12.21-22 (=AA 1.331-332). Scylla was a traditional 
comparandum for courtesans (Borthwick 1967: 251 n6) . 
345 See Ross (1994). 
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Furies 
The Furies of Roman literature symbolise the bestiality of irrational passion. They cannot 

simply be identified with the Greek Erinyes or Eumenides because their very name 

implicates them in a fundamental discourse of Roman culture, that of emotion itself. As 

psychological equivalent to the corporeal monstrosity represented by the Harpies, the 

Furies are intrinsically defined by their gender. They represent passion as a threatening 

and essentially female phenomenon. The Furies as figures, andfuriae as a state of mind, 

are inextricably linked. 

The Latin word Flfuriae can be understood in various ways. Because Furiae, the Roman 

equivalent of the Greek 'Erinyes' or 'Eumenides', is also an abstract noun from the verb 

furere, 'to be frenzied', the 'Furies' have the constant potential to mean 'frenzy' in the 

abstract. This ambiguity (or symbiosis) is fundamental to the Roman contruction of the 

world through Latin, but gained prominence with the politicisation of the concept of 

furiae and Vergil's subsequent reconstruction of the mythological Fury (principally, in 

Greek myth, a punishment and embodiment of guilt incuned through familial murder) as 

covering a newly expanded semantic range much closer to that ofjuriae as we would 
---

print with a minuscule 'f' .346 Many Roman names for superhuman figures (e.g. Ceres, 

Bacchus, Amor, Victoria), thanks to a strong cultural habit of metaphor, spanned from 

figures (proper nouns) to abstracts (common nouns). This is particularly noticeable in 

Roman poetry, laden as it is with mythological allusions and figurative turns of phrase. 

By the Augustan period, Furiae had become strongly implicated withfuriae through 

rationalistic (i.e. metaphorical) interpretation. It had also become politicised by the use of 

the word in rhetorical discourse, for example in Livy and Cicero, where the ambiguity 

can often be seen in play, either implicitly or explicitly. At Horace Satires 2.3.135 the 

editor must decide whether to impose or prohibit an allusion to tragedy in a reference to 

Orestes,347 while Lyne emphasises the grotesque implications of two physiological 

346 Cf. Hershkowitz (1998: 52-53) . 
347 Muecke (1993: 146). 



metaphors involving women and F!furiae. 348 The impossibility of typographical 

distinction in antiquity permitted, and perhaps enforced, semantic ambivalence. 
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Lyne's distinction between figural and emotional meanings as respectively 'tragic' and 

'oratorical' is a tendency rather than an absolute distinction.349 Livy and Cicero, authors 

of 'rhetorical' texts, occasionally personify theirfttriae. Though Livy's history restricts 

supernatural influences to signs such as prodigies and prophecies, using the termfttriae of 

human emotions and behaviour, his Syphax employs the 'tragic' usage metaphorically 

(Livy 30.13). Other usages strongly imply Furial imagery,350 or connectfuriae with 

female passion.351 For Livy, it seems, the 'rhetorical' sense of the word is inseparable, 

and often derives force, from the 'tragic' sense. Cicero's many uses of Flfuriae usually 

involve explicit figurative meaning as a rhetorical resource.352 Some of his figurative 

expressions are based on his own definition of the Furies as observers and avengers of 

misdeeds (DND 3 .46), but the majority portray the committers of bad deeds and crime 

(insurgents and disruptive individuals) as Furies themselves. 353 Reflecting the 

intimidating presence of Furies on the tragic stage, this connects lack of emotional 

restraint with political dangerousness, 354 and is one of many feminising strategies by 

which an orator might-stigmatise and disempower his enemies. 355 Cicero discusses 

allegorical interpretation of the Furies (which may have been employed in Roman 

tragedy)356 in four separate places.357 While on the one hand Livy's use of the 'rhetorical' 

348 Propertius 4.4.68: (Tarpeia) nescia se furiis accubuisse navis (Lyne 1971 : 376-377); Aeneid 4.474: 

(Dido) con cepit furias (Lyne 1989: 24-25). 
349 Lyne (1989: 28) . 
350 Livy 40.10: Perseus exhorts his audience to avenge Demetrius' assassination attempt, sayingfurias 

fraternas concita . 29.18: a Locrian ambassador claims that Proserpina will drive the despoilers of her 

temple omnibus .. .furiis. 
351 1.47: Tarquinius , motivated to canvass nobles by his wife's harangue, is his muliebribus instinctus 

furiis. 1.48: Tullia runs over her father's body amens, agitantibusfuriis sororis ac viri. 
352 Cicero favours word-pairs that concisely and resoundingly evoke the Fury as a threatening figure:fax ac 

Juri a (DDS 1 02),furiae et faces (DHR 4),furia ac pestis (Pro Sestio 33), poena et Juri a (In Pis on em 91). 

Cf. Livy 30.13: furiam pestemque .. . pest em ac furiam . 
353 E.g. Clodius (DDS 102; In Vatinium 33, 40), Vatinius and his entourage (In Vatinium 31), Piso (In 

Pisonem 8, 91). 
354 Some plays probably portrayed the Furies as hallucinations, or, at least, visible only to their victim (cf. 

Jocelyn 1967: 186 & n9) . 
355 Edwards ( 1993: 80 & passim) . 
356 Jocelyn plausibly interprets the morbus, exilium and inopia which assault the protagonist of Ennius' 

Alcmeo as 'allegorical Furies ' (Jocelyn 1967: 191). 
357 Pro Roscio Amerino 67, In Pisonem 47, De Legibus 40, Paradoxa Stoicomm 18. 

Jl 
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common noun on several occasions shades into a figurative sense, on the other Cicero 

repeatedly mobilises the imagery of the mythic (specifically tragic) Furiae to stigmatise 

his enemies' furiae, i.e. frenzied or inational behaviour. The two meanings are ultimately 

inseparable, a fact that both Livy and Cicero exploit, as do other first century authors. In 

twelve instances, scattered throughout Augustan literature, where the phrase F/furiis 

agitari is applied to frenzied individuals, some take place within nanatives where Furies 

are mythical characters, while others do not.358 As Lyne comments onAeneid 3.331 

(scelerum F/furiis agitatus Orestes), 'we should certainly savour the uncertainty' .359 

The word 'figurative' usefully elides the distinction between Furies as figures in the 

sense of personae in themselves, and as 'figures' in the sense of tropes or devices 

metaphorising an emotional state. Several passages in the Aeneid create bizane 

conjunctions of both: Mackie, analysing Fury-figures in Italian vase-painting, offers a 

useful illustration of how this works. Some depictions of (proto-)Furies are better 

explained by allegory than nanative: they are 'regularly a symbol of impending doom' , 

for example in an image of the Pelops-Oenomaus chariot race.360 However, another 

image, this time of Hippolytus and the bull from the sea, suggests a new complication: 'a 

menacing Fury-figure' is present as participant in the action, about to throw a torch or 

provoke the horses: 'The Fury is both a symbol of Hippolytos' impending death and an 

assistant in it' .361 We may compare, for example, the moment when Turnus is attacked by 

a 'Dira' atAeneid 12.861-868. He suffers physical contact with it when it flutters, in owl

form, against his shield, but its effect on him is paralysing fear. Juturna immediately 

interprets it as a sign of his impending death (12.871-886) . Thus the Fury (or Fury-like 

Dira: see below) has a physical presence, but signifies doom like Mackie's demons. Its 

part in the story is intermediate: it is a sign, but one for characters within the nanative to 

358 Livy 1.48 (of Tullia), 29.18 (of Proserpina: see above); Horace Satires 2.3.135 (of Orestes); Vergil 

Aeneid 3.330-332, 4.469-77 (of Orestes), 12.101-106, 12.665-668 (of Turnus), Ovid Metam01phoses 9.409-

412 (of Alcmaeon), Fasti 3.721-722 (ofLycurgus), 6.489-492 (of Athamas), Ibis 161,343-344 (of 'Ibis'). 
359 Lyne (1989: 29). 
360 Mackie (1992: 358). 
36 1 Mackie (1992: 359). 
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read.362 Hershkowitz suggests that something close to this occurs when Tisiphone appears 

on the battlefield at Aeneid 10.7 61: we might assume that she is allegorical if it were not 

for the presence of other supematutal figures, Venus and Juno, looking on. 363 

For Barchiesi, the substitution of Furies (etc.) for Juno or Hymen at weddings depends on 

Furies having become severed from their original symbolic meaning, having gone from 

revenge-goddesses to emissaries of evil and madness in Vergil, and subsequently become 

all-purpose tokens of misfortune.364 Perhaps such a movement away from Furiae as 

concrete individuals, influenced by allegory and rationalism in the tradition of literary 

criticism, partly explains why the Furies of Augustan poetry rarely make physical contact 

with their victims, since they are becoming merely signs to be read by them, on the way 

to becoming signs that can only be read by the reader. Furthermore, those who experience 

furiae are in some degree taking on the identity, or at least characteristics, of the Furiae. 

In Augustan poetry, deities and supematural beings commonly experience, themselves, 

the effects which they provoke in mortals. Thus, entities that provoke madness, for 

example Cupido or Bellum, are themselves mad, including the Furies, who exhibit the 

symptoms they provoke in their victims. 365 Most famously, Aeneas himself becomes a 

Fury, in avenging a dead individual unjustly killed (Aeneid 12.947-949). The 'presence' 

of the Roman Furies is far less concrete, and more pervasive, than that of the Greek 

Erinyes. 

Although F/furiae are a feminine state of mind symbolised by female figures, there are 

nonetheless distinctions to be made between the male and female furial experience. All 

male victims are possessed by Furies in instances of hatred combined with competition, 

usually in the masculine domain of war. More commonly the victims are female 

characters, whose experience usually involves destructive violence like the first, but less 

362 Cf. Clare (1995: 98) on the Tisiphone of the Georgics as both symbolic and 'present' . Fiumi (1972: 210) 
suggests similarly that the Harpies of Aeneid 3: are unjust persecutors of the Trojans and victims of their 
~unishment, but also personifications of divine blame. 

63 Hershkowitz (1998 : 56). 
364 Barchiesi (1992: 163). 
365 Hershkowitz (1998: 93) claims that the reverse also occurs : ' [Turnus ' ] blazing eyes display the 
supernatural essence of his infernal possessor and are a vivid reminder of his forced appropriation of the 
Fury' s madness.' 
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targeted violence, and with a greater sense of suffering for the agent. In the first group, 

F/furies predominantly represent the passion of aggression, and are sometimes placed as 

characters on the field of battle like Mars and other martial divinities. 366 These Furies are 

external, 'ambient' embodiments of war and war-lust itself. Taunting his victim with the 

promise of vengeance after death, Ovid identifies himself as a flying, haranguing, 

lashing, snaky, torch-wielding Fury in the Ibis (157-161).367 Aeneas assumes the function 

but not the form of a Fury; Ovid's new extreme in the male appropriation of Furial 

characteristics is striking because being a Fury means being a paradigm of irrational 

passion, and such lack of self-control is, in Roman thought, feminine. 368 Female

gendered, irrational, F/furial passion had some precedents, 369 but becomes widespread in 

Augustan poetry. This results from the subsumption of different emotional states, or types 

of madness, into the single domain of F/furiae as a label for the Roman conceptual 

category of feminine mental instability. 

This aggregation is achieved most strikingly in the combination of F/furial with ecstatic, 

Bacchic madness. 370 The 'furiousness' of Furies and Fury-like females in Augustan 

poetry as Bacchic is largely restricted to epic; that is, to the Aeneid and Ovid's 

Metamorphoses, which thereby draws extensively on its predecessor. Bacchic behaviour 

first becomes a significant feature of the Aeneid in Book 4, where Dido's violent 

behaviour and emotions at the prospect of Aeneas' departure are depicted in detailed 

Maenadic terms (e.g. 4.300-303). At 4.469-477 Dido dreams that she is driven in frenzy 

by Aeneas (agit .. .furentem, 4.465: Aeneas again a Fury-figure) and is compared to 

Pentheus, who sees Furies and has double vision, and Orestes, driven over the stage by 

366 Horace, Odes 1.28.17-18: F/furies offer soldiers as entertainments for scowling Mars; Aeneid 2.337-338: 

Aeneas is led wherever 'the grim Erinys' calls him; Aeneid 6.279-281: the 'Eumenides' inhabit the 

vestibule of the Underworld alongside Discordia and Belliun; Aeneid 8.700-701: on Aeneas' shield, Dirae 

ra.pe at the battle of Actium with Mars . 
36 The Ibis overall is an exploration of a vengeful 'irrational mentality' (Williams 1996: 101-103 & 

passim). 
368 Edwards (1993: 78). 
369 For example in Apollonius ' Argonautica, where Medea threatens Jason that her Erinyes will drive him 

out of the country, and that she will return from Hades as an Erinys ( 4.386-386; 3.701-704); cf. Aeneid 4. 
370 The incongruousness of Furies inciting Bacchic madness has provoked little comment. Fantham 

(1998: 144) suggests 'Bacchic enthousiasmos was the only kind of female frenzy recognised in ancient 

Greece and Rome' . 
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Clytaemestra, armed with the Furial accessories of torches and snakes.371 This 

combination conflates well-known Bacchus-related and F/fury-related myths. Personified 

Furiae are associated with these different kinds of madness, such as martial hatred, erotic 

jealousy, and particularly orgiastic possession. Aeneid 7 contains an unusual revisitation 

of madness as both Furial and Bacchic: the spread of Allecto's madness may show the 

influence of Roman tragedy.372 Tragedy certainly seems the point of conversion in the 

Aeneid, but in the key passage of Book 7, where Amata pretends to be a Bacchant as a 

cover for her relocation of Lavinia into the mountains, and the frenzy is communicated to 

the other matrons as real (7 .373-405), the parallel of tragic motifs becomes a synthesis: 

fama volat, furiisque accensas pectore matres 

idem omnis simul ardor agit nova quaerere tecta . 

. . . 'solvite crinalis vittas, capite orgia mecum. ' 

talem inter silvas, inter desertaferarum 

reginam Allecto stimulis agit undique Bacchi (Aeneid 7.392-393, 403-405). 

This passage has attracted much comment as critics attempt to define the nature and 

source of the frenzy. Horsfall emphasises the self-consciously false behaviour of Amata, 

who cynically pretends to be a Bacchant to achieve the aims towards which Allecto has 

pointed her. 373 Hershkowitz sees the Maenadic behaviour of Amata as somehow 

augmenting 'the madness which was already within the queen', and as a force which 

even overcomes Allecto herself according to 10.41.374 This line is spoken by Venus to the 

council of the gods, and in it she describes Allecto as bacchata, 'raving', through the 

cities of Italy. One plausible explanation is that the Furies enact the irrational and 

immoral state they punish, and hence become sources of evil themselves. Thus Allecto in 

the Aeneid must be released and restrained by Juno, who merely gives rein to the infernal 

goddess' propensity towards wickedness for its own sake. This owes debts to divinities 

371 This depiction of a stage Orestes chased by his mother in Furial form resurfaces in Suetonius ' biography 

of Nero (34.4, an extension of Nero's fear of Agrippina's supernatural presence: Tacitus , Annals 14.10 & 

Dio 61 .14.1 ). The paranoia of the theatrical Nero is manifested through the image-repertoire of the stage, 

by appropriating the Orestes role (Erasmo 2004: 119 &nl39). 
372 Hardie (1997: 324); Horsfall (2000: 357). 
373 Horsfall (2000: 257) . 
374 Hershkowitz (1998 : 50-52). 
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whose function was never to punish but merely to provoke strife, such as Ennius' 

Discordia.375 This accounts for Allecto as bacchata, a word whose specifically Bacchic 

sense cannot be ignored, in view of the cognates elsewhere in Book 7.376 Bacchic and 

Furial experiences are rendered interchangeable in Books 4 and 7, and therefore Venus 

can emphasise the threat of the free rein given to Allecto, by attributing to Allecto herself 

the synthesised state of irrational female behaviour which she propagates. 

Ovid extends the Vergilian innovation of combining Bacchic and Furial inationality in 

Metamorphoses 4, with the story of Athamas and Ino being driven mad by Juno and 

Athamas killing his son: a Greek and non-Vergilian story overlaid with the theme of a 

Fury as Juno's madness-causing agent, after Aeneid 7. This story is in many ways 

parodic. Besides the anachronism of a Fury provoking Bacchic frenzy (a Roman 

innovation), it is ironic that Dionysiac ecstasy is Juno's tool for punishing the couple for 

fostering Dionysus himself. Both Bacchic and Furial aspects of the victims' inational 

behaviour are exaggerated. The former are specifically Euripidean: Athamas, like Agave, 

murders his son bare-handed, believing him a lion-cub.377 The latter form part of the post

Vergilian progression into 'honor-movie special effects' regarding the Furies?78 The 

episode could even be_ called 'schlock' or 'camp' honor; after all, both the baby and Juno 

laugh (4.515, 524). The way that Athamas and Ino are driven mad recalls Amata in the 

Aeneid: they each have a snake flung at them, which glide over their bodies and breathe 

poison into them (4.495-499), and subsequently behave like celebrants of Bacchus, just 

as Amata does. Athamas' madness is not hateful, angry, or martial; he isfuribundus 

(4 .512; cf. Fasti 6.489: agitur F!furiis Athamas) in an outright feminine way, recalling 

Agave, Dido and Amata. Ovid had previously employed the synthesis of madnesses at 

Heroides 4.47-50, where Phaedra claims to experience Bacchi F/furiis. Elsewhere, he 

uses the same phrase of Procne feigning Dionysiac ecstasy (Metamorphoses 6.594-596), 

375 Hershkowitz (1998 : 52-53) ; Ennius ' Discordia as forerunner of Allecto: Fraenkel (1945: passim) , 

Horsfall (2000: 225). 
376 bacchari occurs only twice in the Aeneid (4,666 of Fama and 10.41 of Allecto), The name 'Bacchus ' 
occurs fifteen times, five of which are in Book 7, 
377 Metamorphoses 4.512-519; cf. Bacchae 1169-1284. 
378 Hershkowitz (1998: 60). 
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and addresses Lycurgus, another filicidally delusional victim of Bacchic frenzy, asfuriis 

acte (Fasti 3.721-722). 

The semantic range ofjuriae cannot be read as completely feminine-gendered since in 

some (particularly epic) contexts they are a legitimately male trait. This is because the 

range includes anger, which shades through hatred into the masculine sphere of martial 

passion. This is analogous to the more 'feminine' type of F/furiae (Bacchic ecstasy and 

other forms of undirected violent emotion) since the symptoms of desire for revenge and 

desire to harm, and those of amatory desire, are the same.379 In Augustan literature the 

Furies go from inflictors of madness that avenges kin murder, i.e. symbols of the frenzy 

of guilt (at the most), to symbols of frenzy of all kinds. Despite the feminine gendering of 

unbridled passions, Roman poets use the same imagery and language (including the term 

furiae) for both men and women, which underlines the feminine associations of 

uncontrolled passions, explaining why personified Furies in the Aeneid can be linked 

with battle, anger, and violence. Furies instil their own experience of uncontrolled 

passion (both as hatred and as unarticulated feminine frenzy) into their victims. This 

implies that to partake in the experience of uncontrolled emotion, of whatever kind, is to 

partake in the feminine. 

Augustan poets exploited the polyvalency of the Furies' most characteristic accessory, 

the torch, which represents weddings and maniage on the one hand, and cremations and 

funerals on the other. It is also more generally a symbol of passion (juror), usually either 

love or anger, and of danger and destruction, being both a weapon and a tool of arson. 

These meanings often combine in evocative ways, but the basic connection is almost 

always between literal destruction and destructive feminine passion. The use of torches 

both symbolically and practically in rituals meant that they played a part in various 

important aspects of women's lives, especially maniage.380 This extends and enhances 

the symbolic potential of the torch, which, as fire, automatically relates both to personal 

experience (all the strong emotions denoted by the word Flfuriae) and to public 

379 See discussion of the physiology of passions below. 
380 Parisinou (2000: passim). 
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experience in the fmm of war. Sometimes the movement is made from wedding torches 

to the conflagrations of war; 381 alternatively, wedding torches become funeral torches. 382 

Like Flfuriae themselves, Furial torches cross the boundary between controlled, directed, 

public male rationality and uncontrolled, undirected, personal female madness. 

The portrayal of the function and effects of F/furial passion in Augustan poetry is 

frequently physiological. This contributes to a wider literary constmction of emotions in 

which destabilising emotional states are all described with physiological symptoms and 

metaphors: fire, sickness, injury, and other forms of physical harm. This meshes with 

Roman preconceptions about the instability of the female body and psyche, and links the 

'physical' mythical Furies with mentalfitriae. 

The Georgics is a key text in understanding the stigmatisation of irrationality in Augustan 

poetry. It depicts erotic passion as a pathology of animals, and by extension, of humans 

when they are like animals . For Vergil, the term F/furiae provides a significant link in 

describing lust in terms of an affliction, as two references from Book 3 show. The first 

describes the effect of erotic desire on all mortal creatures: 

omne adeo genus in terris hominumque ferarumque 

et genus aequoreum, pecudes pictaeque volucres, 

infitrias ignemque ruunt: amor omnibus idem (Georgics 3.242-244). 

Here humans are placed in a list of all living things (cf. DRN 1.12-20) as subject to the 

fitriae of lust. Later in the book, farmers vainly attempt to restore the vitality of their 

plague-afflicted horses with wine: 

mox erat hoc ipsum exitio, fitriisque refecti 

ardebant, ipsique suos iam morte sub aegra 

38 1 E.g. Livy 30.13 (a palace 'set ablaze by wedding torches ' ), Aeneid 7.320 (the torch of Hecuba' s dream) , 
Aeneid 7.456-457 (AIIecto wields torch at Turnus , igniting his rage while simultaneously mimicking an act 
of siege); cf. Horsfall (2000: 222). 
382 Cf. Barchiesi (1992: 162); Rehm (1994) (on Greek tragedy). 
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( di meliora piis, erroremque hostibus ilium!) 

discissos nudis laniabant dentibus artus (Georgics 3.511-514). 

The plague, like lust, is a madness commonly described as fire, and as F/furiae, images 

which identify erotic passion, via madness, with disease.383 The pathological effects of 

lust as an irrational, animal state of mind are comparable to the experiences of F/furial 

victims in the Aeneid, whose sufferings also seem like illness.384 These disease-like 

aspects of Furial experience in the Aeneid are easily compared to the metaphors of 

physical damage regularly employed to describe erotic passion in classical poetry, 

particularly its effects on bone-marrow.385 The frenzy of passion, including lust (like 

hatred and Bacchic ecstasy) is commonly represented as injury, contagion and fire. 386 All 

threaten the integrity of the physical self as a metaphor for the rational faculties and the 

individual persona, and all are attributes of the torch-wielding Fury. 

The stigmatisation of the Furial victim as animal is part of classical culture's emphasis on 

the female material body, widely used to degrade femininity and make it threatening. At 

Metamorphoses 15.325-328, where Melampus heals the Proetides, who believed they 

were cows, the phrase used is eripuit F/furiis, an apt te1m for a frenzy which makes them 

literally behave like animals. F/furiae are physiological, both in their activity on the 

human subject and in the imagery by which they are defined. In the Georgics, passions 

(especially lust) are stigmatised as animal, beneath human rationality and self-control. 

F/furiae represent the analogous physical effects manifested by sufferers of disease, fire, 

and passion. 

383 Conversely, non-sexual F!furiae can be eroticised: when Allecto assaults Amata (involving the strange 

sensuality of the snake sliding over Amata's levia pectora: 7.349), the effect of her poison is said to engulf 

her bones in fire (7 .355), a topos of erotic poetry (Rosenmeyer 1999). 
384 The Dira hmtling down to paralyse Turnus on earth is likened to a poisoned arrow (Aeneid 12.856-860); 

Hi.ibner links this to the love-smitten Dido, described as a doe shot by an arrow (4.69-73). Amata's frenzy 

spreads among the Latin mothers like a contagion, accompanied by a concentration of fire-imagery like the 

~)ague of Georgics 3 (Horsfall 2000: 271). 
85 Rosenmeyer ( 1999). 

386 For example, anger in the Aeneid produces ' a marked rise in bodily heat' (Wright 1997: 180). 

I I 
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One of the main debates regarding Furies in V ergil is whether or not they are to be 

identified with the two Dirae of Book 12. The prevailing opinion, that they are entirely 

separate, began with Htibner and has enjoyed increasing popularity in recent 

scholarship. 387 The issue cannot be resolved without involved discussion, if at all, but it is 

sufficient for the present discussion that Dirae and Furies are very similar, and both 

qualify as 'Fury-figures' . 388 The creation of a Fury-figure known only as 'Dira' in Book 

12 is perhaps Vergil's clearest gesture in rendering the identities of female monsters 

indistinct, or rather, interchangeable. The adjective is applied to many things and beings 

in the poem; for example, during the Harpies-episode we hear of dira Celaeno, dira gens 

and dirafames. 389 Edgeworth, arguing that Dirae are distinct from 'Erinyes', claims that 

they have more in common with Harpies, and that all three have features in common with 

the Gorgons (the Dirae share the power to immobilise), which merely reveals the extent 

of homogeneity within the group. 390 Dirae and Harpies share more than their aggressive 

bird-like forms: Juturna' s tenified exclamation in recognition of the Dira, in praying 

ne me terrete timentem,/ obscenae volucres (Aeneid 12. 875-876), 

repeats the phrase twice applied to the Harpies (3.241, 3.262). Juturna's use of the plural 

here, despite the fact that only one of a possible two Dirae is present, is a particularly 

strong echo. Finally, Celaeno's claim to be 'Furiarum ... maxima' is a sign of her 

pretension to Furial status, specifically that of Tisiphone, described identically while 

superintending the punishment of guilty underworld shades with hunger (6.605). Celaeno 

therefore claims to be an infernal punisher of the guilty, the basis of her attempt to 

convince the Trojans that they have blasphemed and incurred divine displeasure. 

Females in the Aeneid may be seen on a continuum depending on their relationship to 

males: at one end of the spectrum is the completely subordinate female of relative 

387 Htibner (1970) ; Edgeworth (1986) ; Hershkowitz (1998: 112-124); Horsfall (2000: 226 & 2006: 205) ; 
Keith (2000: 68-69). See Horsfall (2000: 226) for bibliography on the opposite view, notably Lyne (1989: 
193-194). 
388 See Htibner ( 1970: 36-37) for a list of their attributes and other parallel features . Many neat antitheses 
may be drawn. 
389 Aeneid 3.211, 235 , 256. 
390 Edgeworth (1986: 137 & nl3). 
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invisibility in the narrative such as Lavinia or Creusa, and at the other is the frenzied 

female, whether hate-filled like Dido or ecstatic like Amata and the Latin matronae, 

shaking off exterior forms of control and self-control. They move freely along this 

spectrum: the Amata before Allecto's visitation is very different from the Amata after, 

just as Dido and Juno display marked changes of emotional state. The determining factor 

is the degree to which F/furiae are dominant in their personality. Edwards demonstrates 

that the femininity imputed to a man stigmatised as effeminate is not femininity per se, 

but rather all that is bad in women, i.e. the negative extreme of femininity. 39 1 The Furies 

symbolise one aspect of this extreme, 'feminine' irrationality, and the degree to which 

they affect women is the degree to which women escape their own and others' male 

control. Dynamics of unleashing and restraint (both literal and psychological) in 

connection with the Furies, and the imagery by which they are often expressed, are 

inherently gendered, and the destabilised and uncontrolled mind is equivalent to the 

abnormal bodies of monstrous beings. Both are frequently stigmatised as feminine. 

The Aeneid is the fullest version of the function and significance of the Furies in 

Augustan literature, and Roman culture as a whole. Their part in this text reflects a 

number of prevalent trends in Roman thought: the range of connotations in the word 

F/furiae is the key to a fundamental association between the feminine and the inational, 

which is played out in the Aeneid both by literal Fury-figures such as Allecto and the Dira 

and by male or female characters who take on Furial characteristics. In Republican and 

Augustan texts they are refashioned into something neither abstract and symbolic, nor 

mythologically concrete, but partaking of both. Their (principally Vergilian) 

identification with the furiae of uncontrolled passion involves unifying all types of 

madness- Bacchic frenzy, lust, aggression- into one area of experience opposed to the 

norm and ideal of 'masculine' self-control. This, we have seen, can be further subdivided 

into a 'masculine' type: (usually martial) hatred, directed at a specific object, and a 

'feminine' type: ecstatic frenzy, causing suffering to its agent as well as others, and often 

resulting in almost random violence. 

39 1 Edwards (1993 : 80-81). 
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The Furies establish continuity in Augustan poetry between abstract concepts such as 

guilt, hatred, or madness, and the world of mythology in which they are independent 

supernatural figures, via the physiology and pathology of emotional states. It has been 

claimed that the infernal creatures of the Eumenides 'exemplify the chaotic and 

unclassifiable', that the Dirae of the Aeneid are unnamed and barely visualized because 

'utterly uncontrollable, utterly tenifying', and that the transformation of the Dira into a 

bird reinscribes a divinity into a comprehensible fmm. 392 This element of visual and 

intellectual comprehensibility may be likened to the crystallisation which any object must 

undergo in order to become comprehensible, whether as monster, epiphany, metaphor or 

text. It is part of the honor of all monsters, including the F/furiae, whose ambivalently 

metaphorical status gives them disturbing new force in Augustan culture. The uniqueness 

of Vergilian and Roman Flfuriae is that they symbolise an internal, inherent threat to the 

normality, stability and recognisability of the self. 

392 Lada-Richards (1998 : 42); Edgeworth (1986: 139); Hershkowitz (1998: 120 n69). 
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Harpies 
In some ways, the Harpies share the fortunes of the Furies in Augustan poetry: their most 

sustained appearance is in the Aeneid, and Vergil innovates by transferring them from 

Greek literature (Apollonius of Rhodes, as opposed to tragedy) into his Roman epic. Like 

the Furies, the Harpies are supernatural and in some ways infernal monstrous females. 

Their depiction also closely resembles that of the Furies, in that it is carefully constructed 

to accommodate both the mythic figures themselves and a separate rationalising tradition. 

With Furies, as we have seen, this tradition is the treatment of Furiae as metaphorical for 

furiae; Harpies are interpreted as evil (qua) women (or alternatively, as storm-winds). 

Detailed physical description suggests that Harpies represent the same monstrous 

femininity as F!furiae, but in physical rather than emotional form. I will argue that the 

distinctive representation of Harpies in Augustan poetry, as a manifestation of Bakhtin's 

'grotesque body', forms a physiological counterpart to the feminine monstrousness of 

F!furiae, i.e. the loss of self-control as an infectious threat. 

Before discussing the Vergilian Harpies themselves, it is appropriate to review some of 

the ways in which Harpies, Furies, and other flying female monsters were conflated. 
---

Throughout antiquity, characteristic behavioural and physical traits were frequently 

transferred or shared between these figures, particularly in Augustan literature. Myths 

evolve through divergence and conflation, a process accelerated by the creative erudition 

of Alexandrian and Roman poetry. 393 Amidst the matrix thus created is a distinct knot 

formed between several female monsters in Augustan poetry, principally in the Aeneid, 

composed of connections and parallels emphasising the importance of the common 

irrational-female element. Vergil appears to inherit the fusion of Harpies with Fury

figures from the visual arts: archaic Harpies were occasionally depicted with the 

serpentiform belt of Gorgons, while fifth-century iconographic changes often 

incorporated serpentine forelocks, suggesting the snaky hair of Erinyes and Gorgons, and 

the open-breasted chiton in which Erinyes were often depicted.394 In Attic tragedy, 

393 Mynors describes alterations made to pre-existing myths as ' in the Alexandrian manner' (Mynors 1990: 
161 on Georgics 2.455-457). 
394 Kahil (1988: 450). 
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monsters also tend to be compared to one another, and even refened to by one another's 

names.395 Vergil exaggerates this tendency to transfer the tokens and epithets of female 

monsters from one to another. 396 

Even within Aeneid 3, the Harpies passage is one of the best candidates in the poem for 

the description 'grotesque'.397 Since this centres on physiology, it is appropriate to give a 

simplified account of Mikhail Bakhtin's 'grotesque body' in order to demonstrate both its 

applicability to this text and the necessity of adaptation. In Bakhtin's own terms, 'in 

grotesque realism ... the body is deeply positive', and the leading themes of its imagery 

are 'fertility, growth, and a brimming-over abundance' .398 The wider concept of 

'carnival' has been dissociated from its original (mediaeval, Rabelaisian) context by 

subsequent theorists, and embraced as a model of the symbolic subversion and inversion 

of authority.399 However, the Bakhtinian 'grotesque body' is fundamentally positive. Its 

dynamism and boundlessness are inseparable from vitality and growth, the messy, 

unwieldy excesses of grotesque physical forms challenging the oppressive rigidity of 

ordinary stmctures. This seems inappropriate to the Vergilian Harpies: their 

characteristics are hybridity, aggressiveness, rapacious gluttony andfoedissima proluvies: 

3.216-217, and they threaten harm and personal injury by cursing the Troj ans and 

stealing their food, which all seems unambiguously stigmatising. But here is a 

fundamental double-sidedness in the concept of carnival (and by extension, the grotesque 

body): as a form of temporary release from a 'normal' situation, it can be seen as 

normalising 'safety-valve' as much as subversive challenge. Reading the Harpies as a 

'celebration' of the grotesque body therefore goes against the nanative grain. The model 

can be better used as a contrast to the 'normal' body whether positive or, as in this case, 

negative. 

395 Euripides' Lyssa is a 'Gorgon of Night' and Aeschylus' Eumenides are called Keres , Poinai and 

Gorgons (Horsfall 2000: 224). In the Eumenides, the Prophetess described the sleeping Eumenides by 

likening them first to Gorgons, and then to Harpies in a picture, though both comparisons are rejected , 

because they are 'wingless , black and entirely disgusting' (Eumenides 46-56) . 
396 Keith (1993: 71). 
397 On defining the term 'grotesque' see Introduction: Monster Theory. 
398 Bakhtin (1968: 19). 
399 See Stallybrass & White ( 1986: 6-26). 
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Vergil's primary point of reference for the Harpies-episode is Apollonius, Argonautica 

2.178-300. It is not 'Apollonian' though,400 since many texts are relevant, including a 

long tradition of Harpy-depiction in visual art. Their Vergilian physical form, apparently 

part-woman, part-bird (virginei volucrum vultus, Aeneid 3.216), hails from Hesiod rather 

than Apollonius, for whom they are winged women, not actual birds (Theogony 267-

269). Apollonius fits the iconographic tradition: all the securely identifiable Harpies of 

classical art are entirely human, except for a pair of wings and the occasional hooked or 

clawed hand.401 In this respect the Harpies differ from other monsters (particularly 

females: see Chapter 2) whose ferocious and stylised appearances in Archaic Greek art 

are generally softened and humanised in the Classical and Hellenistic periods, becoming 

human, sympathetic, and even attractive by Augustan times.402 By following Apollonius 

in the detail of the stinking mess which the Harpies deposit during their depredations, 

Vergil emphasises their hawk -like characteristics: 

virginei value rum vultus, foedissima ventris 

proluvies uncaeque manus et pallida semper 

orafame (Aeneid 3.216-218). 

However, this verbless sentence, ending in an unfinished line, is sufficiently obscure to 

prevent a secure visualisation. The word volucer can mean bird, but also merely 'swift' or 

'flying'. Later they are said to pollute the food with their mouths (ore: 3.234), but again 

this only implies, without confirming, birdlike behaviour. At this point the text 

accommodates the Harpies of visual art, i.e. flying humans, not ruled out until the 

mention of pedibus uncis at 3.233. It even distinguishes them from the Apollonian 

Harpy-form, since in the Argonautica they are specifically said to have ya~cpY]AaL403 

Vergil innovates by making the human faces of the Harpies pallida .. .fame (217-218), just 

as he appears to do with the Furies (pallida Tisiphone, 10.761). By imputing to them 

400 Hors fall (2006: 181 ). 
40 1 Kahil (1988: 449-450). 
402 E.g. the Sphinx, Erinys, Gorgon (Maino1di 1995: 82), Medusa, Scylla (Chapter 2), and Centaur 
(Chapter 4). 
403 Fiumi (1972: 211). This word meaning 'jaws' or 'beak ' appears to be connected with the word 

ycq . .tcp6c; , 'crooked' (LSJ ycxflcpf)Acx( s.v.) 
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birdlike habits (dropping noxious liquid from the air, attacking food with mouths and 

clawed feet, screaming, swooping and perching), without specifying an actual bird

bodied form, Vergil's Harpies are sufficiently ambiguous to accommodate all traditions, 

from the flying women of visual art to Apollonius' beaked, effluent birds, and even the 

separate iconographical influence of bird-headed women, some at least of whom were 

definitely designated as Sirens.404 This might be seen as the combination of a 

mythological version (women with birdlike features such as wings) with elements of a 

rationalistic version (scavenging birds), as with the Sirens.405 Nor is the description of 

these monsters' physical form designed to add up to an integrated whole, since the 

proportion and nature of the combination of avian and human parts is left unspecified. 406 

Vergil synthesises elements from the literary and iconographical traditions in his 

depiction of the Harpies, resulting in an ambiguity between human and animal. This is 

appropriate for the stigmatisation of both the digestive and (female) sexual anatomy in 

misogynistically allegorical terms. 

It has been widely noted that early evidence such as the names of the Harpies at 

Theogony 267, Okypete and Aello, suggests that the Harpies were originally wind

figures. This may well .have played a part in the development of the figures into birds.407 

However, it is not a strong element in Vergil's account, which possibly suppresses 

elemental associations in order to focus on corporeality. Khan's assertion that they are 

'personified storm-winds', even in the Aeneid, depending on a close association between 

Harpies and Furies, and that the latter symbolise black clouds streaked with lightning by 

being black and carrying torches, seems inappropriate.408 The Harpies are so widely 

accepted as storm-winds that their new Vergilian role as protectors of an island full of 

cattle has surprised some commentators, e.g. Hanison, and Stubbs who believes that they 

were Fury-like avengers. 409 The tendency to equate the Harpies with the Furies has also 

404 Kahil (1988: 450) notes that the first authors to give the Harpies the characteristics of birds are 
Apollonius and Vergil , and that they often use ambiguous expressions that seem to imply equivocation. 
4° Fasce (1984: 335). 
406 Heuze (1985: 366). 
407 It may also have lent a maleficent aspect to images of the Harpies (Kahil 1988: 450). 
408 Khan ( 1996: 136). This would be a stronger claim if the Harpies were said to be black-coloured (or 
carrying torches), but does not explain the snakes common in Furial iconography. 
409 Harrison (1985: 149); Stubbs (1998: 4-6). 

I I 
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generated an explanation for the unprecedented naming of the 'main' Harpy as 'Celaeno', 

its Greek meaning ('Black One') being taken as an allusion to Furial blackness.410 

Regardless of whether this is the case, the extension of the Harpies' Apollonian 

characteristics is far more prominent. Their guardianship of the cattle emphasises their 

hunger, effusions, and other features of their grotesque materiality. 

Many features of Vergil's Harpy-episode are obvious acknowledgements or 

contradictions of previous literary accounts. It is placed chronologically after the Phineus 

sequence of Apollonius' Argonautica (Aeneid 3.209-213). The name of their islands, the 

Strophades, is unnecessarily repeated and labelled Greek at 209-210, and the islands 

themselves stant ('stand', as opposed to 'are') in the Ionian sea, which, as many note, 

alludes to Apollonius' renaming, when the Plotae ('Floating Islands') became the 

Strophades ('Islands of Turning') because the Boreads turned back from chasing the 

Harpies at this location (Argonautica 2.296-297).411 However, this observation is usually 

accompanied by another, that the Harpies are not said to stop on these islands but to flee 

to their 'hiding place' in Crete (Argonautica 2.298-299): Vergil only partially 

acknowledges Apollonius' claims. The number of Harpies, also, contradicts at least some 

of Vergil's sources. Hesiod names only two; Homer and Apollonius refer to them in the 

plural (though they are successfully pursued by only two Boreads), but the favoured 

number in art and literature was three. 412 Vergil also refers to the Harpies in the plural 

without specifying a number; Celaeno refers to herself as maxima Furiarum (a 

superlative, requiring at least three), and the Furies are a turba sonans (3.233).413 Heuze 

argues that the Vergilian number is considerably greater than three, since the Harpies can 

spoil a meal for twenty shiploads of Trojans almost instantaneously and must therefore be 

numerous.414 According to Desy, by leaving the number of Harpies ambiguous Vergil 

creates a parallel with the horde of Cyclopes assembled on another beach earlier in the 

41° Fiumi (1972: 206); Harrison (1985: 151). 
411 E.g. Fiumi (1972: 205); Casali (2003: 99n25); O'Hara (1996: 138). 
412 Odyssey 1.241, 14.371, 20.77; Apollonius, Argonautica 2.188, 223, 253, 264, 289, 298, 461. Desy 
believes there are only two Harpies in Apollonius (2002: 156). In the visual a11s, the Harpies were two 
throughout the archaic period, almost never more than three (Kahil 1988: 449). 
413 Heuze (1985: 366), Desy (2002: 156). 
414 Heuze (1985: 366). 
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book.415 Vergil appears to depict Harpies in indeterminate multiplicity- another feature 

of Bakhtin's grotesque body. 

Another new spin on the Harpies introduced by the Aeneid is their association with the 

underworld. Nothing in Homer, Hesiod, Apollonius or the visual arts characterises them 

as specifically infernal. In the Aeneid, they are placed in the entrance to hell along with 

most of the other hybrid monsters of classical myth at 6.289, where, as Clark claims, they 

all perform Cerberus' guard-dog function. 416 This scene is not to be linked literally with 

the main naiTative, as is shown by the presence of 'Scyllas' (286), which contradicts the 

single (live) Scylla of book 3 (see Chapter 2). However, Aeneas states in Book 3 that 

tristius haud illis monstrum, nee saevior ulla 

pestis et ira deum Stygiis sese extulit undis (Aeneid 3.214-215). 

This chthonic connotation in the Aeneid is a partial identification with the infernal Furies, 

as Celaeno's self-appointment as Furiarum ... maxima (3.252) indicates.417 Fiumi uses it 

to explain two apparent contradictions to the idea that the Vergilian Harpies are hyper

corporeal. The first, that they cannot be touched and harmed, can be attributed to the 

invulnerable insubstantiality enjoyed by the ghostly creatures (including Harpies) which 

Aeneas has the urge to attack during his catabasis (6.290-294). The second, that they 

make no use of their island's abundant food-source in the form of livestock despite their 

hunger, also makes sense if they are spirits from the underworld, since their appetites are 

an eternal state which does not require satisfaction.418 These attractive arguments are hard 

to reconcile with the Harpies' actual actions: immaterial spirits, even eternally hungry 

ones, cannot eat and excrete. Fiumi argues that the infernal nature of the Harpies is the 

415 Desy (2002: 156). 
4 16 Cl ark (2003: 308). It is noteworthy that there are few such assemblages of miscellaneous monsters in 
Roman literature (this one has a precedent in Frogs 143-144 & 278-279, where numerous monsters throng 
at the entrance to Hell). There are also the throng of Egyptian gods on Aeneas' shield (8.698-71 0) , 
Lucretius' examples of umeal imagines and dismissal of impossible hybrids (DRN 4.732-738, 5.890-906), 
and Ovid ' s list at Tristia 4.7.11-18. 
4 17 Unless we take F/furia here in a different sense, meaning merely 'fiend ' in the way that Cicero applies it 
to pernicious human beings . 
4 18 Fiumi (1972: 208). 
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basis for interpreting the whole episode, in that the Strophades are an underworld 

location, where they guard the herds of Avernus or some other chthonic deity. 419 Clark 

makes a similar assumption in following Stubbs' claim that the way the Harpies found 

their way into Vergil's underworld inAeneid 6 was by transfe1Tal from another 

'subterranean cave', their lair in Crete. 420 The strain shows when justifications of the 

infernal nature of the Harpies are attempted. The reference to the Styx and the phrase 

F!furiarum ... maxima are Furial markers but do not compellingly locate the Harpies as 

denizens of hell. Nonetheless, the implications exist, and a new ambiguity emerges 

regarding the nature of the Harpies whose insubstantiality, like Celaeno's speech, 

complicates the model of the 'grotesque body'. 

The Harpies are offensive to the senses of sight, sound and smell (and indeed taste, in that 

they make food inedible). The Harpies' proluvies is never specifically designated as bird

excrement; Servius defends this translation polemically, arguing that frankness would be 

beneath the dignity of epic diction.421 Heuze and Khan offer two different, yet equally 

plausible and compelling interpretations, which form a coherent, negative view of the 

Harpies as grotesque bodies. Heuze's reading of the episode forms the digestive tract, so 

to speak, of his reading, of the Aeneid in anatomical terms.422 He proposes that eating and 

excreting, the two principal, alimentary functions of these Harpies, are treated 

unsympathetically and even pejoratively, and compares the Strophades incident with the 

landing at the Tiber mouth to contrast one constellation of aesthetic features ('dawn 

clarity, bird-song, purity, abandon, innocence') with another ('evil hunger, theft, 

massacre, horrible cries, fear of monsters, repugnance at excrement').423 If the Harpies 

are defecators as well as gluttons, it is unusual for an epic text to acknowledge so 

graphically what Bakhtin calls 'the material bodily lower stratum' .424 Khan, however, 

sees the Harpies as a nightmare vision not of the alimentary but the female body. He 

argues that the description of the Harpies, which includes faces, bellies and hands, 

419 Fiumi (1972: 205-206, 209) : dismissed as 'silly' by Horsfall (2006: 185). 
420 Apollonius, Argonautica 2.433-434; Cl ark (200 I: 122). 
421 Servius Aeneid 3.217 ad lac. 
422 Heuze (1985: 364-371). 
423 Heuze (1985: 371) . 
424 Bakhtin (1968 : 18-23 & passim). 
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resembles the several 'catalogues of charms' of Augustan poetry, or rather, their iambic 

antithesis(compare Horace Epodes 8 & 12),425 and that their repellence illustrates their 

ill-omened and malevolent nature, aligning them with Juno, the underworld Furies, and 

other (primarily female) disruptive agencies in opposition to the forces of order 

represented by Jupiter, Aeneas, and Augustus. While saying that the episode 'fits quite 

comfortably within the ambit of elevated epic' 426 might be underplaying its shock value a 

little, this does provide an explanation for the presence of non-vital bodily fluids in epic. 

Khan suggests that the degrading imagery of the Harpies' bodies exclusively target 

female bodies, i.e. that their proluvies is a gynaecological secretion representing 

'grotesque and lustful, female sexuality', like the hippomanes of Greek and Roman 

folklore. 427 The ambiguous word proluvies admits both this interpretation and the more 

traditional 'excrement'. 

As misogynistic caricature of (the worst side of) the female body, the Harpies parallel the 

Furies as a negative extreme of feminine qualities. On this reading, the leakiness of the 

Vergilian Harpies fits the allegorising tradition of interpreting injurious female figures as 

women (usually prostitutes) indulging their natural greedy vices.428 Fiumi sees in this 

episode a strong and simple, but muted, allegory of the evilness of greed. 429 This is an 

obvious interpretation of the Harpies (aQna~w, 'I snatch') which certainly had cunency 

in this period, as is shown by Horace, Satires 2.2.39-44.430 So it seems that the Harpies' 

greed and unpleasant bodies can be read not only as metaphor for contempt of the 

alimentary functions, but also as contempt of the female body (and mind) through the 

misogynistic association of women with material and sexual greed. 

425 However, there is no mention of the other features we might expect from a 'catalogue of charms', e.g. 
lecfs' arms, feet, breasts , and hair, and the wings and feathers mentioned later confuse the picture somewhat. 
42 Khan (1996: 137-143). Brucia (2001: 35-38) argues that the name 'Harpalyce' inAeneid 1 and the 
myths which it evokes connect the Harpies with Dido, one of many disruptive female presences in the 
poem. 

27 Khan (1996: 138). 
428 E.g. Harpies are avaricious prostitutes at Heraclitus Mythographus 8. 
429 Fiumi (1972: 215); cf. Putnam (1995: 54-55). 
430 This passage contains a possible allusion to the archaic association of the Harpies with swift winds: 
immediately after calling a huge turbot fit for 'a gullet worthy of the rapacious Harpies' , Ofellus 
apostrophises the South winds (Austri), inviting them to come and make gourmands' lavish treats spoil. 
Thus the hot winds are invited to perform the function of the Harpies (e.g. Hesiod's Aello, 'Storm-Wind'), 
that is, to render food uneatable. 
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The Bakhtinian reading is useful in that it draws together different aspects of the Harpies' 

behaviour and appearance, and the potentially conflicting interpretations of their 

malodorous effusions as alimentary and gynaecological, but it hits trouble as soon as 

Celaeno begins to speak. The place of the grotesque body within Bakhtin's theory of the 

camivalesque is not prominent; it is merely a symbol of, and hence common mode of 

expression for, Bakhtin's real interest, competing discourse. The 'higher' discourse of the 

church, the govemment, the intellect, and epic are contested and parodied by 'lower' 

discourses, which exploit both individuality and the mob, and every aspect of human life 

which is usually contained and structured in society, such as sex, violence, humour, 

obscenity and bodily functions: in a word, 'impropriety'. It is therefore un-carnivalesque 

to endow a grotesque monster with speech (particularly in the correct epic register), 

thereby raising it to the level of rational discourse and human social interaction.431 Of 

course, this might be accommodated if Celaeno's speech is seen as containing parodic 

elements,432 but the definition of Vergil's Harpies as unrestrained corporeality versus 

authority, logos and intellect breaks down since Celaeno speaks articulately, with 

superior (prophetic) knowledge and superior (divine) authority. Neither articulacy nor 

divinely-bequeathed prescience are found in Apollonius or any surviving previous 

depiction of the Harpies,433 and therefore seem all the more deliberate a part of Vergil's 

reconstruction. Critics have keenly debated whether Celaeno is right in persuading the 

Trojans that they have sinned in killing the cattle and attacking the Harpies (their sense of 

guilt is shown by Anchises' appeal to the gods for forgiveness: 3.264-266).434 Some see 

the Harpies as the aggressors, breaking the law of hospitality, which preserves the simple 

431 Celaeno refers to the founding of Rome (the poem's very telos) and employs epic diction, addressing the 
Trojans by a patronymic (3.248). O' Hara notes the possible pun on the word accipiter, 'hawk' , in accipite 
ergo (3.250), but that Jupiter (10.104) repeats the phrase (O 'Hara 1996: 139). 
432 The protestation at being driven 'from our native land ' (patrio regno, 249) cannot be literally true, and 
of course the prophecy turns out to be completely misleading. The speech as a whole is not noticeably 
'parodic' compared with others in the poem. However, the prophecy comes at third-hand- Jupiter-Apollo
Celaeno(-Aeneas-Dido)- and three (incantational?) repetitions are concentrated within eleven lines 
(bellwn ... bellumne, Phoebo ... Phoebus Apollo, Italiam .. .ltaliam). 
433 Stubbs (1998 : 7) . 
434 Horsfall (2006: 180) surveys the arguments on both sides. 
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logic of good humans versus bad monsters. 435 A more concessive version allows that the 

Trojans unintentionally blaspheme by invading the apparently deserted island and 

slaughtering the cattle, but that their guilt is expiated and they are free to continue their 

joumey.436 The opposite view is that the Strophades are a Golden Age setting, in which 

food is abundant and free, or alternatively, in which violence (butchering) and work 

(cooking) are unknown, which the Trojans gatecrash and shatter with post-lapsarian 

destruction of animal life and aggression against the Harpies.437 There are parallels 

between Harpies and Trojans, notably greed and pollutedness (if Celaeno is right), 

vagrancy,438 and one of the defining operations of the grotesque body, mess-making.439 

Thus it seems that gross materiality is another negative quality, like guilt, aggression, and 

concealment,440 which, when manifested in the Harpies, is revealed in the Trojans. 

Celaeno's 'table-eating prophecy' lays a depth-charge of apprehension which is defused 

only in Book 7, when it is revealed to have been a harmless riddle meaning only that they 

will eat the flat loaves of bread they use as plates at their first picnic in Italy. Symmetry 

has been widely noted between the hunger which the Harpies inflict in Book 3 and the 

'hunger' or abnormal eating which Celaeno forecasts in Book 7 (by which the Trojans 

themselves become metaphorically anti-vital),441 and between Anchises accepting 

Celaeno' s interpretation of events with a prayer for absolution and Aeneas (misattributing 

the forecast to Anchises himself) finishing his interpretation of the event with a prayer of 

435 For Keith ( 1993: 70-71 ), the Harpies-episode illustrates that Roman epic identifies female characters as 
instigators of war, which males must then pursue and resolve. The Harpies certainly are female and 
instigate conflict in this passage; perhaps, given the physiological nature of the F/furial experience, the 
Harpies' contagion is where Aeneas first gets hisftt.riae from. 
436 Harrison (1985: 154); Khan (1996: 154). 
437 Putnam (1995 : 53); Harrison (1985: 150, 157); Heuze (1985: 371) . 
438 Gibson (1999: 362-364). Desy also lays emphasis on the violation of the laws of hospitality, which 
provide another connection with Polyphemus (Desy 2003: 156). 
439 The Trojans try to 'mess up' the Harpies (joedare) and the mess the Harpies themselves make is called 
vestigiafoeda (3.244). 
44° Concealment: Harpies appear from caecis latebris (3.232); Trojans hide their swords (condunt , 237). 
44 1 Harrison ( 1985: 151 ), Putnam (1995: 55), Khan (1996: 131 ). Two events potentially distance the 
Trojans from the level of corporeal materiality. Firstly, their blood freezes like ice when they hear the 
prophecy (3.259-260) . Secondly, the act of eating tables (destroying the means of eating) may symbolise 
'the mmtification of the body' as a rejection of physiological processes (Heuze 1985: 370). These could be 
read as ways of recoiling from the materiality of the Harpies. Conversely, table-eating could be an image of 
consumption run wild. 
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gratitude.442 The prophecy itself is false: the 'religious pollution' of the Harpies-episode 

probably only exists in the minds of the Trojans, planted there by a Harpy fraudulently 

claiming divine authority. No genealogical reference connects the Vergilian Harpies to 

genuine divinities, least of all Jupiter and Apollo through whom the prophecy was 

allegedly transmitted.443 The Trojans are ignorant of whether the Harpies are deae or 

dirae obscenaeque volucres (262), but the Harpies (specifically called 

obscenas ... volucris: 241) are never called deae; the claim is unsubstantiated, despite their 

partial assimilation to the Furies (itself resting largely on Celaeno's own claim to be 

Furiarum ... maxima: 252). They never definitely possess the divine authority of certain 

other supernatural hybrids, for example, Fury-figures or Sirens (and if they are indeed 

protectors of divinely-owned cattle, this is hardly an exalted position). The propitiation of 

Jupiter and the other gods both before the Harpies attack and after the prophecy is 

harmlessly resolved, leaving nothing to connect the 'offence' against the Harpies with the 

subsequent misfortunes of the Trojans (which were already under way before they 

reached the Strophades and will begin anew shortly after their picnic of bread and fruit). 

The Harpies simply resume their old habits as soon as they encounter humans at the table. 

Celaeno's new powers of speech and prophecy, far from contradicting the subversive 

eruption of the grotesque body into the epic nanative, constitute a verbal equivalent: the 

physical stains of their repulsive efflux match the (fraudulent) emotional stain of 

perceived guilt and apprehension. The prophecy can be accommodated by a version of 

the 'grotesque body' model that grants articulacy to its incarnations, even if the deceptive 

speech is not strictly 'parody' but masquerade, the Harpies playing divinities and the 

riddle feigning authenticity. The grotesque body is one strategy by which the Harpies 

confront the Trojans with negative aspects of themselves, and Celaeno' s 'prophecy' is 

another. Having successfully polluted the Trojans' food, the Harpies convince the 

Trojans that they themselves are religiously polluted. Thus, the grotesque body of the 

Vergilian Harpy represents the subversion of a hierarchy, but it is neither fertile nor 

parodic. 

442 Zurli (1977) notes that the outcome matches the prophecy's 'sacral tones ' . 
443 In Hesiod the Harpies are daughters of Thaumas (Theogony 265-269), but their genealogy is not 
mentioned in their subsequent literary career. Fiumi regards the Harpies as disinterested subordinates of 
Jupiter and Apollo (Fiumi 1972: 202). 
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Ovid's several references to the Harpies characteristically show him to be 'Vergil's best 

reader' 444 by engaging with both the mythological and ideological sides of the Strophades 

episode. All but one (the earliest) can be read as erudite comments on, or quibbles with, 

the Vergilian mythography. The exception, occurring within his least complimentary 

poem on women, the Remedia Amoris, further pursues Vergil's exploitation of the 

grotesque body as a misogynistic strategy. We have seen that Vergil's Harpies direct 

revulsion and scorn at alimentary and gynaecological bodily functions, and introduce the 

deceptive masquerade of Celaeno's prophecy as a verbal counterpoint (and 'polluting' 

counterpart) to their uncontrolled bodies. This is the aspect of the Harpies which most 

clearly demands that the Bakhtinian grotesque-carnivalesque model be adapted. It is an 

example of the conservativeness and negativity of the Roman normative (usually 

satirical) grotesque. 445 

Of three references to the Harpies in the Metamorphoses and one in the Tristia, none is 

longer than a single hexameter. The first is the only non-nanative example: 'Harpyia' is 

the fourteenth name in the catalogue of Actaeon's hounds: 

deque lupo concepta Nape pecudesque secuta 

Poemenis et natis comitata Harpyia duobus 

et substricta gerens Sicyonius ilia Ladon (Metamorphoses 3.214-216). 

The name Poemenis ('Shepherdess': pecudes = noi~tvm) is explicitly 'glossed' (secuta), 

prompting alertness to glosses for the next name: Harpyia. This dog is accompanied by 

two relatives, like the traditional trio of Harpy-sisters. There might be a further hint in the 

form of the following hound, Ladon, who is said to have lean flanks, possibly a sign of 

malnutrition like the hunger-paled faces of the Vergilian Harpies.446 Ovid's use of the 

name 'Harpy' and his glosses on it both acknowledge Vergil's successful appropriation 

444 O' Hara (1991) . 
445 See Miller ( 1991) and other essays in the same volume. 
446 Ladon is also the name of a monster, the serpent that guards the apples of the Hesperides (Bomer 1969: 
507). 
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of the Harpies (following his detail of malnutrition), and corrects it by reintroducing the 

idea that there were only three of them. The second reference is part of the Apollonian 

narrative of the Argonauts at the start of Book 7: 

perpetuaque trahens inopem sub nocte senectam 

Phineus visus erat, iuvenesque Aquilone creati 

virgineas volucres miseri senis ore fugarant (Metamorphoses 7.2-4 ). 

The collocation of 'virgineas', 'volucres' and 'ore' in one line recalls Vergil's 'virginei 

volucrum voltus', and since this is the story of Phineus, this condensed description of the 

Harpies constitutes a Vergilianisation of the Apollonian story. Whereas Apollonius gives 

no hint of human characteristics, Vergil makes the literary Harpies into 'maidens': Ovid 

retrojects this form into the Argo-nanative. The poem's third reference to Harpies is 

finally located within the Vergilian Aeneas-nanative itself. Again it occasions learned 

contestation, adapting as well as acknowledging Vergil's account: 

saevit hiems iactatque viros, Strophadumque receptos 

portubus infidis exterruit ales Aello (Metamorphoses 13.709-710). 

Casali's elegant interpretation of these lines not only accredits Ovid with a pointed 

conection of Vergil, the restoration of the Hesiodic name 'Aello' (Theogony 265) for 

Vergil's (probable- "unfaithful"-) coinage 'Celaeno', but suggests that both authors are 

glossing Vergil's invention of the stmm by which the Trojans reach the Strophades, since 

the names relate to stmms and blackness respectively.447 Finally, the Harpies feature 

(unremarked) among a list of mythical monsters at Tristia 4.7.17, which Ovid calls far 

more credible than his wife's apparent disinclination to write to him.448 In a catalogue of 

eleven beings, the other ten either have multiple body parts or are hybrids. Thus, by 

association, these Harpies are the Vergilian woman-bird hybrids, rather than the 

Apollonian birds, or the winged women of the visual arts (which would not set them apart 

447 Casali (2003 : 98-101) . 
448 See Chapter 4 on these 'minotauric' verses. 
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from the many winged female deities, e.g. his or Victoria). These various references to 

Harpies in Ovid' s work, though brief, attest the influence of Vergil' s Harpy-episode in 

both narrative and non-nanative contexts, and the material it provided for ongoing 

erudite games of alteration and conection. 

Ovid's earliest Harpies-reference also draws on the Aeneid. However, it does so not by 

acknowledging (or disputing) the details of Vergil's account, but by imitating its mode, 

i.e. creating a strong image of the grotesque body. Disgust is commended as a weapon in 

combating and escaping a girlfriend's attractions. The pupil is to trigger it by glimpsing 

her while she is putting on her makeup: 

pyxidas invenies et rerum mille colores 

et flue re in tepidos oesypa laps a sinus. 

illa tuas redolent, Phineu, medicamina mensas; 

non semel hinc stomacho nausea facta mea est (RA 353-358). 

This follows the Apollonian Harpy-episode in letter, the Vergilian in spirit. A prominent 

element in misogynistic~discourse is revulsion at the female body.449 In this case the 

secrets lurking behind female cultus - warm, stinking animal preparations melting and 

leaking over the woman's face and the folds of her clothes- fit neatly into wider 

concepts about male and female bodies that go back to Aristotle and beyond, and pervade 

ancient thought about gender differences from medicine to politics.450 The female body is 

a threatening opposite to the male because it is obscure, internal and secret; soft, 

changeable and unpredictable; and fluid, staining and infectious. Ovid's vignette activates 

all of these prejudices (including, as in Vergil, images of contagion, bestiality and 

nausea) in a remarkably compressed form. The version we see in passages such as this is 

not quite the same as the medical/philosophical model, however: the Aristotelian idea 

that male is hot and female is cold does not apply here, since it is body-heat that melts the 

grease too thin (the onomatopoeic oesypa lapsa) and makes it run down the woman's 

449 Richlin (1995 : 195): 'the female body in Roman culture was considered intrinsically disgusting ' . 
450 Richlin (1995: 190): 'Latin invective insists that make up is itself horrible and must be covering 
something horrible.' 
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from the many winged female deities, e.g. Iris or Victoria). These various references to 

Harpies in Ovid's work, though brief, attest the influence of Vergil's Harpy-episode in 

both narrative and non-narrative contexts, and the material it provided for ongoing 

erudite games of alteration and correction. 

Ovid's earliest Harpies-reference also draws on the Aeneid. However, it does so not by 

acknowledging (or disputing) the details of Vergil's account, but by imitating its mode, 

i.e. creating a strong image of the grotesque body. Disgust is comrnended as a weapon in 

combating and escaping a girlfriend's attractions. The pupil is to trigger it by glimpsing 

her while she is putting on her makeup: 

pyxidas invenies et rerum mille colores 

et flue re in tepidos oesypa lapsa sinus. 

illa tuas redolent, Phineu, medicamina mensas; 

non semel hinc stomacho nausea facta meo est (RA 353-358). 

This follows the Apollonian Harpy-episode in letter, the Vergilian in spirit. A prominent 

element in misogynistic-discourse is revulsion at the female body.449 In this case the 

secrets lurking behind female cultus - warm, stinking animal preparations melting and 

leaking over the woman's face and the folds of her clothes - fit neatly into wider 

concepts about male and female bodies that go back to Aristotle and beyond, and pervade 

ancient thought about gender differences from medicine to politics.450 The female body is 

a threatening opposite to the male because it is obscure, internal and secret; soft, 

changeable and unpredictable; and fluid, staining and infectious. Ovid's vignette activates 

all of these prejudices (including, as in Vergil, images of contagion, bestiality and 

nausea) in a remarkably compressed form. The version we see in passages such as this is 

not quite the same as the medical/philosophical model, however: the Aristotelian idea 

that male is hot and female is cold does not apply here, since it is body-heat that melts the 

grease too thin (the onomatopoeic oesypa lapsa) and makes it run down the woman's 

449 Richlin (1995: 195): 'the female body in Roman culture was considered intrinsically disgusting'. 
450 Richlin (1995: 190): 'Latin invective insists that makeup is itself horrible and must be covering 
something horrible.' 
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tepidos ... sinus (354). This is not medicine or natural philosophy but the broader 

discourse of the grotesque versus the classical body. The heat, wetness and odour of the 

woman applying makeup emphasise her corporeality, and allow the lover to deter himself 

by imagining her as animal-like and offensive to the senses (to the point of nausea, as 

Ovid himself claims).45 1 The bestiality and stench of the Harpies and their excretions 

stigmatise the female body as grotesque, and Phineus, the addressee of line 355, is 

identified with the didactic pupil. Whereas Vergil had attributed human female features 

to his Harpies, Ovid's target is human. His other Harpy-references engage with the 

formal, mythographic aspects of Vergil's Harpies; here, he exposes their other side, the 

implicit allegory. 

As we have seen, the disgustingness of the Harpies in the Aeneid and Ovid' s works is 

about the body per se, principally as female but not exclusively, as the double meaning of 

Vergil's proluvies illustrates. Two aspects of Bakhtin's 'grotesque body' do not fit 

Vergil's Harpy-episode: exuberance, because its grotesqueness produces squeamishness 

and hunger and stigmatises female and alimentary bodies; and anti-intellectualism, 

because Celaeno is articulate and authoritarian. Vergil' s invention of Celaeno and her 

speech (a major parlof his creative adaptation of the Harpies as previously known, e.g. 

from Argonautica 2) introduces a verbal and religious complement to the Harpies' 

physical 'staining' not flagged as specifically feminine. The misogynistic reading of 

Vergil's Harpies is sustainable, but must include Celaeno's deceptive intelligence as part 

of the 'package', and the model of the 'grotesque body' must be expanded in order to 

accommodate a normative sense of threat; stigmatisation rather than celebration; and a 

hierarchically superior (or at least more cunning) source of disruption. 

Even in the case of the exceptionally messy and inappropriate grotesque bodies of 

Vergil's Harpies, Celaeno's verbal (rather than augurial) prophecy shows that, in 

Augustan poetry, there is no 'merely material' female monster. Their pollution and 

illusoriness are intellectual as well as physical, and Vergil's hints at various different 

451 Rimell (2006: 55-56) suggests that the 'gross-out' voyeurism of this passage is the keynote of the 
Remedia Amoris. 
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meanings (winds, phantoms, allegories of greed) all imply insubstantiality. The gross 

animality of the Harpies is largely (though not fully) gender-specific, and the 

marginalising, misogynistic aspect of their portrayal may be its principal non-Bakhtinian, 

non-carnivalesque aspect. Yet Bakhtin's model of grotesque versus so-called 'classical' 

bodies is valuable in reading this and other 'classical' texts, because it gives us a clear 

and useful framework for defining the potency of impropriety and bodily abnormality, 

even if that framework itself needs to become a little more messy. Regardless of whether 

the Bakhtinian model is used, the Furies and the Harpies demonstrate the thoroughgoing 

importance of animal imagery and metaphor in misogynistic discourse in Augustan 

culture, by literalising it at two extremes of this discourse. The Furies personify passion 

and madness themselves as feminine; the girl-faced Harpies are the frankest expression of 

the material bodily lower stratum in the Aeneid. Bodily and mentally, the concepts of 

bestial monstrousness and feminine monstrousness intersect. 

[. 

I 
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Chapter 4: Animal Men 

In this chapter I discuss male animal hybrids, although, as in the previous chapters, 

organising Augustan monsters by gender is not intended to centralise gender as their core 

meaning. Instead it reflects the fact that, because of the presumed masculinity of the 

Roman subject, and of epic, antiquity's most prestigious poetic genre, the many monsters 

used to negotiate definitions of humanity and of genre are male. This chapter focuses on 

animal-man hybrids. Although many ancient figures (e.g. satyrs, Fauns and river-gods) 

are humanoid with animal features, my discussion will be restricted to two whose 

abnormality goes far beyond mere 'attributes' and who are threatening and even fatal to 

'normal' humans: the Centaurs and Minotaur. 

As monsters, these two make all too automatic a pairing. They have one thing in 

common, namely (male) bodies hybridised by a vertical split between human and animal 

parts. Beyond this schematic parallel, they are quite different. Most obviously, the 

Centaurs are animals mainly below the waist, the Minotaur is animal mainly above; and 

the former are a race, involved in several myths, and capable of more than one 

demeanour, whereas tfie latter is a unique individual ('freak' ), participating in a single 

narrative, and unfailingly homicidal. Critical approaches have diverged accordingly, with 

the Centaurs identified as an Other to humans through symmetrical contrasts in 

behaviour, their bodies symbolising the difference between 'civilised' society and 

'bestial' antisociality. The Minotaur is not usually regarded as modelling any kind of 

behaviour, and certainly not as defining 'normal' humanity beyond being half-animal and 

therefore inhuman. In this chapter I intend to demonstrate that in Augustan literature, 

both figures alike problematise humanity and sociality and their relationship to epic, 

symbolising the always-already-hybrid aspect of epic texts. This necessitates a 

methodological break from the schematic symbolism characteristically applied to 'Greek 

myth', and even Greek poetic texts. 
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Centaurs 
In three important ways, Roman Centaurs symbolise a primitive, alien past, whose virtues 

are also its vices. Firstly, they are a legacy of Greek culture: some of the most renowned 

monuments of ancient Greece featured Centauromachies, 452 and unlike Scylla, for 

example, the iconography of the Centaur (the body of a horse, up to the neck, joined to a 

human waist) remained essentially unchanged from Greek Classical to Roman times and 

beyond.453 Greek Centaurs were imported wholesale both literally and metaphorically by 

Republican Rome, becoming a common sight in the city.454 Secondly, Greek culture 

created a polarity between human civilisation and Centauric bestiality (i .e. pre-civilised 

barbarity), which Walde succinctly formulates as a 'rohes Fleisch verschlingende ... 

gottesfrevelnde Anti-Gesellschaft' .455 Thirdly, they are refened to retrospectively in the 

earliest literary references,456 placing them amidst the shadows of pre-Homeric epic, 

waging battle, suggesting that their primitive ways are somehow connected with a pure 

and primitive strain of martial epic. I will argue that in Augustan poetry the three ways in 

which Centaurs are distanced from the present- being pre-Roman, pre-social, and pre

Homeric- are interlinked, and that the asociality and hybrid monstrosity of the Centaurs 

become metaphors both for proto-epic, the impossible 'pure' epic to which Latin epicists 
' 

must vainly aspire, and for distended, contaminated, or otherwise unorthodox epic, which 

often resembles 'proto-epic' itself. The inhuman behaviour and personalities of Centaurs 

is in some ways paradigmatic of the supposedly ideal 'epic' sociality of mythic heroes, 

above all Hercules, killer of Centaurs. 

452 On the metopes of the Parthenon, on the sandals ofPheidias ' Minerva within it (Pliny NH 7.202), and on 
the west pediment of the temple of Zeus at Olympia. 
453 Paul Baur's research almost a century ago demonstrated that the human-forelegged Centaur, among 
other variant forms, was not the prototype (Baur 1912: passim), but this common misconception survived 
(especially in Dumezil I 929). In Homer the Centaurs are distinguished from the Lapiths by their 
uncivilised behaviour but are not explicitly non-humanoid: Pindar calls them animals (Dyck 2003 : 188 on 
Cicero, DND I. 105; Ley I 999). On the origin-stories of Chiron and of the other Centaurs see 
Leventopoulou (1997 : 671). 
454 Sulla allegedly took Zeuxis ' celebrated painting of Centaurs back to Rome, though it subsequently 
disappeared (Lucian, Zeuxis 3) ; Pollio owned a sculptural group by Arcesilas of Centaurs abducting 
nymphs (NH 36.33); there was a statue of a Centaur on the Capitol , which was stuck by lightning (Cicero, 
DD 1.98). The word 'Centauromachy' was current in the middle Republic (Plautus, Curculio 445, where 
the Amazons are also mentioned) . 
455 Walde (1999) . 
456 The Centaur was introduced to Greece in the Geometric period (Baur 1912: I 35). They are referred to at 
Iliad 1.259-274, 2.741-746 and Odyssey 21.293-302. 
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In most critical accounts of Classical and Hellenistic Greek culture, the Centaur 

symbolises uncivilised and bestial behaviour, and its defeat the triumph of enlightened, 

Hellenic social values over barbarism.457 For Augustan poets, however, this opposition 

between Centaurs and human heroes is apt to collapse. The Centaurs themselves are 

implicated in the question of whether martial epic, at the summit of the generic hierarchy, 

is itself bestially asocial or supremely 'civilising'. Centaurs also self-referentially model 

the relationships between epic and (bad, unorthodox) non-epic poetry (particularly love

elegy, being emblems of both uncontrolled desire and violent conflict). These issues are 

approached through different stories: especially the Centauromachy and the myths of 

Nessus and the 'ultra-civilised' Chiron. In Horace, Propertius, Vergil and Ovid, Centaurs 

introduce the theme of partial humanity, but more often blur than reinforce lines of 

division. 

The outstanding structural(ist) analysis of Centaurs is duBois' Centaurs and Amazons, 

which portrays Centaurs as the antithesis of socially integrated humans: anti-maniage, 

anti-xenia, anti-sympotic, anti-culture.458 She explains their frenzied response to wine as 

a response to its half-c!_vilised nature- 'a substance neither raw nor cooked'- and their 

attacks on Pholus' guest Hercules and Pirithous at his wedding-feast as a rejection of 

social transactions: 'the Centaurs violated the rules of exchange by denying food and then 

attempting to "consume" human women'.459 However, even with Archaic and Classical 

Greek culture, asymmetries generate increasingly complex explanation: the fact that 

Centaurs are actually half-human must mean that 'their animality is the more repulsive 

since they share human desires as well': for example, on their humanised faces on the 

Parthenon marbles 'their determination to conquer is distilled and intensified' .46° Chiron, 

the ultra-civilised Centaur who tutored numerous heroes, supposedly represents another 

form of Centauric liminality: nostalgia for a lost golden age of communion with nature 

and the gods, untouched by 'all the evils that culture brings' (despite being a master of 

457 E.g. Castriota (1992: 35-43). Os borne (1994) analyses what fifth century Centaurs mean in and out of 

context. 
458 duBois (1982: passim) . 
459 duBois (1982: 28, 40). 
460 duBois (1982: 68, 63). 
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human arts and sciences).461 When Centaurs are interpreted tout court as anti-civilised, 

Chiron must be accommodated by a new subdivision in the schematic (a positive outsider 

to the negative out-group), and the schema threatens to fractalise into infinite interstitial 

categories. This is precisely how Centauric primitivism as a self-referential metaphor for 

epic paradigms nanows to vanishing point the distance between 'pure epic' and 'non

epic' texts and modes of behaviour. 

The Greek antithesis between animal-men and social humans operates in Augustan Rome 

in some discourses, such as political propaganda or genre, but elsewhere the Centaur's 

meaning is determined by the discourse in which it appears. One example is the Centaur 

constellation (Sagittarius) in Manilius' Astronomica.462 Here, the hybrid physical form of 

the Centaur is a symbol of continence and control. The horse part yields its back to the 

human, because virtus is a human property (2.533-534); being mixed with a human, the 

Centaur should be considered a tougher beast than Leo (2.622-623); and those born under 

the Centaur are both good riders and good trainers of all quadrupeds including lions and 

elephants, because its body symbolises dominion over wild beasts (5.348-356). Manilius' 

appropriation of the Centaur on the side of divine ratio demonstrates that, in Augustan 

poetry, this hybrid can even signify the opposite of barbarous incontinence. Cicero 

disposes of the opposition between Lapiths and Centaurs when depicting Piso amidst 

disorderly, debauched, but complicit feasting: 

quasi aliquod Lapitharum aut Centaurorum conviviumferebatur; in quo nemo 

potest dicere utrum iste plus biberit an vomuit an effuderit (In Pisonem 22).463 

461 duBois (1982: 29-30) . 
462 The star-sign is usually regarded as the catasterised Chiron (e.g. Fasti 5.379-414), but this is clearly not 
how Manilius visualises it. Besides the mention of (veterinary) healing at 5.353-354 nothing indicates 
Chiron rather than any other Centaur; this Centam' s Cretan bow (2.241, 4.240) suggest otherwise. Chiron 
is never said to use a bow, as his accident with Hercules ' arrow indicates . Therefore Manilius' Centaur is 
the wild generic variety, one of many dangerous anomalies within the mechanism of the heavens. 
463 Text of Nisbet (1961) . Nisbet suggests that et Centaurorwn may be preferable, and the fact that 
Pirithous ' wedding is the only known Lapith banquet supports it. Either reading indicates that the Lapiths 
and Centaurs were of similar temperament and behaviour. 

I 
I! 
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Here the idea of conflict is not present, whereas in Manilius the Centaur is emblematic of 

control. For the Romans, contrasting Centaurs with civilised humans was neither 

automatic, nor in fact necessary at all. 

Centaurs receive mention in several first century BC philosophical texts, as the typical 

'impossible being'. Lucretius argues that Centaurs and the like are composed of free

floating images that enmesh in the imagination (DRN 4.732-743) and refutes its 

biological viability at length (5.878-900), clearly prefening to focus on the Centaur as a 

popular and therefore accessible concept.464 This probably argues against critics of 

atomism rather than popular beliefs, since the Centaur was associated throughout 

antiquity with fantasy and the preposterous.465 Cicero' s Lucilius claims that, in his day, 

not even the silliest old woman would believe in the monsters or portents that were once 

considered real (DND 2.5). Unreality may be what bracketed Centaurs among other 

underworld monsters in Vergil's Aeneid (Centauri ... biformes: 6.285-286),466 and earlier: 

Lucilius classes the hippocentaur and the chimaera with apud inferos portenta, and 

Etruscan art depicted chthonic Centaurs.467 As a fantastical concept, Centaurs were 

apparently divorced entirely from the issue of civilisation versus bestiality. 

464 God win (1986: 135 on 4.742-743): 'L is again on his hobby-horse of the Centaur and other grotesque 
monsters'. 
465 Centaurs can be linked with Empedocles' compound creatures (Campbell 2003: 140; cf. 145). Though 
'actual' Centaurs were sighted and exhibited in antiquity (Mayor 2000: 239-240), they were a conventional 
image to be seen in the clouds (Clouds 346-350, Diodorus Siculus 3.50.4, DD 2.49) and are used by Cicero 
as a reductio ad absurdum (Tusculan Disputations 1.90; DND 1.1 05, 3.51 ). In poetry only the word 
Centaurus appears, whereas in prose the regular word is hippocentaurus (Mayor 1880: 210 on DND 1.1 05). 
Dyck (2003 : 188 on same, following Pease 1955: 482-483) comments that 'hippocentaurus is a synonym, 
possibly for distinction from other compound entities' . There is , however, scant evidence for other 
-centaurus compounds before the first century AD. hippocentaurus may have been preferred in prose 
because the polysyllable increased the flavour of absurdity. In verse, it is unwieldy, defeating most metres . 
466 biformes and similar bi- compounds were commonly used for hybrids in Latin poetry, particularly 
Centaurs, and became sufficiently established that bimembres is used substantively by Vergil (Aeneid 
8.293) and Ovid (Heroides 2.71, Metamorphoses 12.240, 494). The habit of periphrastics for Centaurs may 

have been initiated by Homer (the word 'Centaurs' does not occur in the Iliad, only cpllQ£c;), but Greek 

merely offered a paradigm for the bimembris type of poeticism, not individual models for each coinage 
(Barchiesi 1992: 146 on Heroides 2.71 ). 
467 Etruscan art associates Centaurs with the underworld : Baur (1912: 113) identifies an Etruscan 
psychopomp Centaur; Centaurs and other fantastical monsters appear at the entrances of Etruscan tombs in 
an apotropaic capacity (Cristofani 1978: 72, Klein 1986: 10). 

I' 
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In poetry, decontextualised (i.e. non-nanative) Centaurs are relatively rare, but the 

Centauric personality is the point. In Propertius and Vergil the Centaur is literally 

emblematic of rash behaviour, as a figurehead on the vessels of impetuous men. In 

Aeneid 5, the competing ships all have monster-names (Pristis, Chimaera, Centaurus, 

Scylla), and it is Catiline's mythic ancestor Sergestus with the Centaurus who knocks his 

pilot overboard in frustration, tacks too close to the rocks, and shears off his oars to limp 

home in last place (though Aeneas' ally Cupavo also possesses a ship called Centaurus, 

preventing any simplistic assumption that Centaurs indicate evil).468 Vergil compares the 

Italians Catillus and Coras to Centaurs in their downhill rush (Aeneid 7.674-677), the 

point of the simile being intimidating physical power and speed. Centaurs employed 

primitive weapons (boulders and boughs) in combat, hunted wild animals, and consumed 

raw meat, an ambiguous mixture of 'soft' and 'hard' primitivism: although within nature, 

they were not in harmony with it, but destroyers of life and landscape. 469 In Augustan 

poetry the destructive version dominates, the idyll being reserved for the cave-dwelling 

Chiron. The Centaurs in V ergil' s simile are typical in that their onrush damages their 

environment: Augustan culture dwells on the violence of Centauric passions. Labate 

notes the Centauric characteristics and accessories of the rugged ltalians,470 which 

suggest that they too are,potentially destructive forces of nature. 

Aeneid 5's sailing-contest is labelled by monster-names, potentially either as the 

imposition of order (by captains) upon formless hybridity (Sergestus invehitur ('rides') 

the 'Centaur', 5.122),471 or as unorthodox epic, an adaptation of the funeral games of 

Iliad 23.472 After the race, Sergestus' impulsiveness seems to be signposted as Centauric 

through an allusion to a famous painting. According to Lucian's dialogue Zeuxis, the 

titular painter created the first ever image of a female Centaur, which Sulla supposedly 

sent home to Rome (but is lost, possibly shipwrecked off Malea). A copy existed in 

468 Horsfall (2000: 441). 
469 Images of Centaurs wielding rocks and trees: Leventopoulou et al. ( 1997). Chiron is sometimes depicted 
carrying a selection of game hanging on a branch: Gisler-Huwiler (1986). In Ovid's Metamorphoses 
individual Centaurs are said to hunt boars (12.306) and catch live bears (12.353-354). 
470 Labate (2000). 
471 Feldherr (1995: 25 1): cf. Hardie (1987: 167) on the ships' captains as tamers of monstrous forces. 
472 As conunemoration of Anchises , the games are a father-son transaction inside the fiction as well as an 
intertextual transaction outside it. 



Athens, which portrayed her lying on the ground with her husband standing nearby, 

suckling two babies, one from her breast and one from her udder (Zeuxis 3-6). When 

Sergestus receives as prize from Aeneas a female slave, 

.. . operum haud ignara Minervae, 

Cressa genus, Pholoe, geminique sub ubere nati (Aeneid 5.284-285).473 
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Pholus was the Centaur who played host to Hercules at his home on mount Pholoe.474 

Therefore, for a contemporary audience that had probably heard of (perhaps actually 

seen) Zeuxis' painting, this prize increases the Centauric associations sunounding the 

headstrong Sergestus and invests his Centaurus with connotations of wild behaviour even 

stronger than those of the 'aboriginal' Cupavo's ship in Book 10. That ingentem 

Centaurum (10.195), long and large with a prow shaped like a Centaur hefting a boulder, 

sounds similar to the ships about which Apollo reassures Octavian in Propertius' 

Actium-scene: 

'nee te, quod classis centenis remigat alis, 

terreat:, invito labitur ilia mari: 

quotque vehunt prorae Centauros saxa minantis, 

tigna cava et pictos experiere metus' (Propertius 4.6.47-50). 

These two ships may both have been inspired by paintings of ships defeated at Actium 

paraded in Octavian's triumph, particularly if Centaurs contributed to Antony's 

propagandistic caricature as lecherous, rash and bibulous.475 Their 'wildness' stigmatises 

the intemperance of various uncivilised subcultures: 'native' Italians and immoderate 

473 In the Iliadic model for these lines (Iliad 23.704-751) we are merely told that the woman is expert in 
handiwork and wmth four oxen. 
474 Roman poets give the name 'Pholoe' to girls who are 'stonily' unfeeling towards their suitors: 
Nisbet-Hubbard (1970: 373). 
475 The name 'Centaur' probably belonged to actual Roman ships, since KEV'HXVQlX is attested as an 
Athenian ship-name: Harrison (1991: 122) onAeneid 10.194-197; cf. Gramm. suppl. 236, 18 (ThLL 
Onomasticon vol 2 p322). For speculative connections with Antony see Williams ( 1981 ); Zanker (1988 : 
57-60). 
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nobles in Vergil, and the painted terrors of 'un-Roman' enemies in Propertius. However, 

all these figures are humans and, in some sense, Roman themselves. 

The main Augustan Centam-narrative was Centauromachy. We have seen that the 

conventional wild behaviour of Centaurs was more often applied to humans than 

contrasted with them, and that Centaurs were not necessarily unruly. Hellenistic 

fascination with bizarre love stories and private emotion had even produced domestic and 

nurturing Centaurs: Chiron as tutor, Zeuxis' Centaur-wife, and Ovid's Hylonome (see 

below). Centaurs continue to exhibit ferocity in Augustan poetry, as they had done in 

Greek literature,476 but their best-known outburst of violence (already a story of failure, 

and of erotic desire) becomes a document of how epic can be unorthodox - indeed, that 

primitivist 'authenticity' is itself unorthodox, from a self-consciously 'social' point of 

view. 

The battle at Pirithous the Lapith's wedding, in which the Centaurs, led by Eurytion, 

became drunk and attempted to rape the women, leading to their defeat, is the prime 

example of Centaurs as ambivalent symbols of orthodox epic: either mighty and authentic 

or violent and primitive.47z_ Roman poetry usually refers to it in passing, as a paradigm of 

incontinent behaviour; the only substantial treatment is Nestor's lengthy account in 

Ovid's Metamorphoses 12, treated separately below. However, these seemingly casual 

references often involve striking alterations to what we know as the orthodox version, 

and do not always reiterate the usual moral that the Centaurs' misbehaviour destroyed 

them. There is repeated focus on Centauric violence and its lasting effects. Mmder, 

destruction of property, and the spilling of wine and blood are the typical images, and, 

surprisingly, the usual point of imaginative access to the scene is not conflict between 

476 Homeric references to Centaurs (Iliad 1.259-274,2.741-746, Odyssey 21.293-302) are all to battles that 
broke out after their misbehaviour angered Pirithous. Plato's Stranger (Statesman 291a-b) contrasts ' lions , 
Centaurs and other things of that kind' (AI:' oucn TCDV C<vbQWV ... KtXL KEV'WUQOLc; KtXL 't:OLOU't:OLCHV 

hEQOLc;) with 'satyrs and the weak and crafty beasts' (I:cx't:UQOLc; KtXL wi:c; C<a8Ev£cn KtXL noAmQ6notc; 

8rlQ(OLc;; cf. Aristophanes Frogs 902-904 & Schneider 1999 ad loc.). Pindar (Bowra (OCT) fr. 150) 
describes the outbreak of wine-frenzy among Centaur guests, presumably part of an account of either the 
Pholus or Pirithous myth, to which Horace refers as one of his great works in Odes 4.2.13-16. 
477 A precedent for this idea is Euripides' characterisation of Aeschylus in Frogs (esp. 964-967) as a 
Centaur: potently bombastic and old-fashioned in style, yet unsuited to modern 'civilisation' (cf. 
Sommerstein 1998: 35-36). 

I 

I 

I 



males and (hyper-)males but anxiety over the intoxicating power of women, compared 

and confused with that of wine. The degradation of the traditional boundary between 

Lapiths and Centaurs is evidence of this. 
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The Centauromachy is easily involved in the concerns of different gemes,478 despite its 

epic origins and perhaps inevitably, since by Augustan times the 'Homeric fair fight' was 

both pedestrian and impossibly genteel. In Horace's Odes, themselves fuelled by 

moderate lyric wine and love, their rixa .. ./ debellata (cf. Nisbet-Hubbard 1970: 233) 

provides a warning to anyone who would 'overleap the rites of Liber' (1.18.7): 

cum fas at que nefas exiguo fine libidinum 

discernunt avidi (Odes 1.18.10-11).479 

Propertius focuses more on the sexual aspect of their impulsiveness: jealous desire was 

what caused the fall of Troy, and the same madness (dementia) drove the Centaurs to 

smash engraved cups against Pirithous (2.6.25-28). This audacious reduction of some of 

the grandest themes of epic to a form (or derivative) of elegy downplays the role of 

alcohol. The lines which liken Cynthia to 'Ischomache' put wine and lust together with a 

brevity that creates a moment of sympotic abandon: 

qualis et Ischomache Lapithae genus heroine, 

Centauris medio grata rapina mero (Propertius 2.2.9-10).480 

478 Little is known of what, if any , generic ' territory' Centaurs occupied in early Roman literature, but 

Laevius wrote a Centaurus (Courtney 1993: 127, 226-227) and , according to Lyne, a fragment of 

Cornificius (Centaurosfoedare bimembres) probably indicates that the Centauromachy had been described 

in an epyllionic context (Lyne 1978: 173-174). 
479 Translating libidinwn withfas atque nefas. Nisbet-Hubbard ( 1970: 234) take it with avidi, 'greedy for 

lustful acts', commenting that others prefer it with exiguo fine , 'by the slenderness of the line imposed by 

their lusts ' . All of these are accommodated by the Latin. 
480 This couplet has caused considerable difficulty for commentators , who know the named victim of the 

Centaurs ' assault as Hippodamia. Butler-Barber (1933 : 194) cite the variants Hippobotia, Hippocatia, 

Deidamia and Laodamia (Ovid in Metamorphoses 12 chooses Hippodame, where the metre would 

allow -ia) , but allow that this may be some other less famous victim (followed by Richardson 1977: 298). 

Propettius possibly invented a new Lapith. 
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Then again, expressing alarm at Cynthia's excessive drinking, Propertius apostrophises 

Eurytion and Polyphemus, telling them that their deaths were induced by wine, which 

also destroys looks, corrupts youth, and causes girls to forget their man (2.33b.31-34: cf. 

AA 1.591-594). Here again, as in 2.6, grand epic material is reduced: monstrous enemies 

become lightweight drinkers, and epic scale becomes sympotic intimacy. In Book 2, 

Propertius demonstrates an ability to view epic material from his own perspective, the 

personal world of wine and desire, while maintaining distance between himself and the 

Centaurs' violent fate. In Vergil's Georgics, where emotion disrupts social harmony and 

personal interests often exert destructive influence, the vintage is compared unfavourably 

to other tree-crops: 

quid memorandum aeque Baccheia dona tulerunt? 

Bacchus et ad culpam causas dedit; ille furentis 

Centauros leto domuit, Rhoecumque Pholumque 

et magno Hylaeum Lapithis cratere minantem (Georgics 2.454-457).481 

Here Vergil deliberately blurs boundaries between separate Centaur stories, relocating 

Rhoecus and Hylaeus ~ in the Alexandrian manner ' from their Callimachean fatal 

encounter with Atalanta to a sympotic scene, probably with the Eurytion of Odyssey 21 in 

mind, but employing the later and better-known battle-mUTative which is specifically 

located at a banquet.482 Pholus, likewise not involved with the Lapiths in any literary 

account, is also transplanted into the brawl.483 This Vergilian interchange of Centaur 

personalities is brought to a climax when the whole cast is assembled (and multiplied) in 

Ovid's Metamorphoses 12. 

Ovid adds a third suspect in the now-ambiguous issue of who was to blame for the battle: 

the female victim. As in the Cicero quotation above, Roman Lapiths were somewhat wild 

themselves: atAeneid 7.304-307 they are an immanis gens, atAmores 2.12.19 

48 1 Text of Mynors (1990). On the readings 'Rhoetus ' and 'Rhoecus ' here and elsewhere cf. Hill (1999: 
210). 
482 Mynors (1990: 161 on Georgics 2.455-457). 
483 He plays host to Heracles in Theocritus, Jdyll7 .!49 , who kills him atAeneid 8.294 (Mynors 1990: 161). 
He is involved with the Lapiths only here and in Metamorphoses 12.306. 
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silvestris.484 According to Ovid's Helen, Hippodamia 'of Atrax' drove (coegit) the 

Haemonians into savage combat (jera bella) with the Centaurs, just as she will do to her 

geminos fratres (Heroides 17.247-248). In the Amores, Ovid himself empathises with the 

Centaurs in his lustfulness, despite being all human: 

desine mirari, posito quod candida vino 

Atracis ambiguos traxit in arma viros; 

nee mihi silva domus, nee equo mea membra cohaerent: 

vix a te vide or posse tenere manus (Amores 1.4. 7-1 0). 

The power of the attractive woman is expressed here, as in H eroides 17, with an active 

verb where one would expect a passive: 'A-tracis', who would (not) be tracta, traxit.485 

At Amores 2.12.19-20, as victory in the militia amoris is identified with that of literal 

militia, the Centaurs' 'victim' (along with other fought-over women, Lavinia and the 

Sabines) is explicitly blamed for the outbreak of war (jemina ... Lapithas ... turpiter ... vertit 

in arma).486 Ovid's references to the wedding imply that the Centaurs themselves were 

victims of their host's dangerously charming bride, deserving sympathy- even empathy. 

This further erodes the,Centaur-Lapith contrast, renegotiating the Centaurs' antisocial 

behaviour as stimulus-response: 'only human'. 

Ovid's Centauromachy (Metamorphoses 12.146-555), unparalleled in Roman literature 

for its length, number of participants, and detail,487 represents a bold experiment in the 

deformation of epic conventions, and is even constructed as an endpoint in an 

increasingly complex generic evolution. Augustan readers, like modern commentators, 

484 Pirithous was related to the Centaurs: either the son of Ixion, whose rape of Nephele was supposed to 
have produced the breed of Centaurs (cf. e.g. Cicero, DD 3.51), or of Zeus in horse form (Brillante 1998: 
46). According to Servius and other late sources, the allusion at Aeneid 7.304-307 is to the Lapiths' failure 
to sacrifice to Mars at the wedding, for which they themselves were destroyed (Horsfall 2000: 212). 
485 McKeown (1989: 83 on Amores 1.4.8). John Henderson points out to me that (XTQlXK'Wc; (spindle') and 
the antithesis candida/atra make Atracis herself ambigua . 
486 Booth ( 1991: 155-156 on Amores 2.12.19-26): Traditionally these women had played 'almost 
notoriously passive roles', but the anaphora of femina and the use of active verbs 'mischievously suggests 
otherwise'. 
487 The (named) Lapith contingent numbers 20, plus Theseus, Peleus, Crantor and Nestor, versus 56 
Centaurs (Bomer 1982: 78). 
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will have recognised that Homer's past-tense references to the Centauromachy indicate 

prior popularity: Centauromachy is more 'originary' epic than Homer.488 As shown 

above, Augustan Centaurs had encroached into other genres, even love-elegy. Ovid's 

episode is self-consciously unorthodox epic, both exaggerated and compromised in its 

generic character, revealing and challenging the parameters of epic whose compromise is 

symbolised by the Centaurs' bodies. 

Ovid follows Augustan trends in that the confusion between Centaur and Lapith is greater 

than ever in this scene,489 but bucks them in the ambitiousness of his challenge to its 

generic propriety. He relates the mismatched halves of the scenario, the contexts of 

conviviality and conflict, to the poetic spheres of epic and elegy, and to the bodies of 

horse and man. The plot of the passage, and its very vocabulary, reflects the disruptive 

results of mixture.490 As already mentioned, Centauromachy was viewed as traditionally 

epic, yet it involves subversions of Homeric moral values. In retelling the Trojan war 

Ovid challenges 'the traditional epic form ... on Homer's own ground' ,491 and Achilles 

and his companions choosing senna over carmina is in itself a rejection of Homeric 

tradition.492 The starting-point of the battle was a wedding and a rape-attempt, which 

makes sexual desire the obvious way into the nmTative, but this is almost overshadowed 

by the supplementm·y cue of Caenis' rape. Caeneus is not a major participant and 'a 

rather thin excuse for introducing the battle' .493 Homeric material is undercut and 

subordinated to typically Ovidian motifs: supernatural powers and unusual gender issues. 

Nestor's anecdote itself involves recurrent doubleness and doubling. 494 In the unorthodox 

488 Centauromachy pre-IIiadic: Kirk (1985: 81). 
489 Military equipment and blunt instruments seem fairly evenly distributed until the smothering of 
Caeneus. The venue itself is a no-man' s-land between forest and palace: a cave sheltered by trees (12.212) , 
but also a domus with atrium and penetralia (12.226, 215, 245), in which we glimpse a sandy floor one 
moment, and a maple-wood table the next (12.239, 254). 
490 On 'syntactical onomatopoeia' in Lucretius reflecting Centaurs' hybridity: Campbell (2003 : 14 7, 150). 
491 Musgrove (1998 : 223). 
492 Zumwalt (1977: 214). 
493 Otis (1966: 283). 
494 Keith (1999: 236 n81) notes doubled wounds, redoubled strokes etc. Her first example, Eurytus' 
ebrietas geminata libidine ('intoxication doubled by desire', 12.221), has an elegiac flavour (cf. nox et 
Amor vinwnque: Amores 1.6.59-60) . The word primus seems to mark Ovid 's innovative treatment (12.183, 
227, 242, 245 , 246, 291) . More doubleness: Theseus asks Eurytus why he is attacking two men in one 
(violesque duo ... in uno, 12.229) ; Pyraethus is geminus ( 12.449); pars ... pars is used of the routed Centaurs 
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melee, Ovid plays on the Centaurs' half-horse anatomy, and, as with his Scylla of Book 

14, explores the point of contact between their incompatible body-parts: Caeneus spears 

Latreus in the side, qua vir equo commissus erat (12.478).495 Demoleon's injury is 

(improbably) shared by horse and human halves: Theseus pierces 'two chests with one 

blow' (uno duo pectora ictu, 12.377). The idea of violent contrast between two separate 

worlds is clearest, however, in the extensive use to which Ovid puts sympotic and 

domestic furniture in the fight. As Labate comments, the gore and mess of the casualties 

befouls the furniture of the banquet, and blood, wine and vomit mix in a grotesque 

extension of the inebriated festivities.496 The pattern is set by the first murder, in which 

Theseus smashes the face of Eurytus with a huge engraved mixing-bowl, and he falls, 

sanguinis ... globos pariter cerebrumque merumque 

vulnere et ore vomens (Metamorphoses 12.238-239). 

In response, Eurytus' brothers avenge his death by turning the wine-serving equipment 

into tools for slaughter. The most obvious juxtaposition of drinking and killing, 

overturning the precedents of the Homeric 'fair fight', is the murder of Aphidas, a 

Centaur who has passed out on the floor with a cup of mixed wine still in his hand. 

Phorbas tells him that he will drink his wine mixed with the water of the Styx, and 

javelins him in the neck as he lies asleep (12.321-324). His black blood (niger sanguis) 

flows onto his bedding and even into his wine-cup: just as the wine of conviviality is 

inundated with the blood of battle, the inverse occurs on a generic level as 'the 

impersonal violence of epic' becomes adulterated by 'the pathos of elegy' .497 There is no 

and of Gryneus' eyeballs (12.535, 269-270). Cf. Manilius , Astronomica 4.784-785: Cnossos lies beneath 

the Centaur constellation, hence in geminum Minois filius astrwn /ipse venit geminus. 
495 Dryas stabbing Rhoetus with a stake qua iuncta est umero cervix (12.299) may indicate the same 

ambiguity, i.e. either in the human collarbone or equine collarbone (human hip). The description of Latreus 

as being of aetas inter iuvenemque senemque (12.464), may allude wittily to Lucretius ' argument against 

the viability of Centaurs that the horse prut would age far more quickly than the human. Campbell (2003: 

150) suggests that Lucretius may have meant to recall the Centaurs of Classical art, with vigorous horse

p.arts and middle-aged torsos . 
96 Labate (2000: 22-23). 

497 Musgrove (1998: 230). 
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The Centauromachy of Metamorphoses 12 is, in many ways, excessively epic. The 

en01mous cast of Centaurs includes cameo roles by all known members of the race except 

Chiron.499 The carnage of the battle, in its grotesqueness and variety, goes further than 

the bloodiest passages of Homer and Vergil.500 However, exaggeration is not the only 

way both to conform to and distort canonical epic material. The nature of this conflict is, 

according to Labate, dictated by the aim of avoiding the cliches of epic combat: Ovid 

describes atypical circumstances and Gigantomachic behaviour, and his battle scenes 

draw on peripheral and anomalous Homerico-Vergilian models: Nestor' s Centaur

anecdotes in the Iliad, the slaughter of the suitors in Odyssey 23, and the strange 

primitive Italians in the Aeneid.501 The Centaurs' behaviour is 'hypermasculine' and 

hence a paradigm for martial epic behaviour.502 There are unmistakable protestations of 

epic pedigree, notably when the Centaurs grab the women: captae ... erat urbis imago ('it 

was just like the Fall of Troy', 12.225); Labate notes the use of the 'hissing iron' simile 

from the blinding of Polyphemus in Odyssey 9 and the impromptu brawl around an altar 

from Aeneid 12.503 Nonetheless, absurd touches seem like cues to read the whole passage 

as blackly humorous,504 provoking statements from critics such as 'humour and pathos 

proved fatal to [Ovid's] heroics' and 'Death becomes a ludicrous and sensational 

event. .. Death is a crazy posture, devoid of any spiritual dimension' .505 However, the 

498 This is the only example in all ancient literature of a Centaur preferring mixed wine to memm. 
499 Including Nessus , Pholus, Rhoetus!Rhoecus, Asbolus ([Hesiod] Shield 185) and Thereus (Diodorus 
Siculus 4.12.7). 
500 Much in the Iliad evidently inspired Ovid, and it is impossible to draw a contrast between Homeric 
'proper' epic and Ovidian 'grotesque parody'. Friedrich ([1956] 2003: 45) argues that Meriones in the 
Iliad, in contrast to the loftiness of Aeneas, is associated with 'the poetry of groins and earthworms in its 
dry horribleness'. He also cites Meyer' s definitions of two different Iliadic styles (Friedrich [ 1956] 2003: 
33), one of which ('tender or also [sic] uncouth, bourgeois-idyllic, feminine-sentimental, fantastic , 
~icturesque, looser and occasionally bombastic') sounds not unlike Metamorphoses 12. 

01 Labate (2000); cf. Esposito (1994: 43-49) . 
502 Keith (1999: 235 & passim), Papaioannou (2002: 226-227) , Gabbard (1987: 49). 
503 Labate (2000: 25-26) . 
504 A subjective selection: Charaxus, throwing a stone, accidentally crushes his friend Cometes (12.283-
284); Crenaeus, looking back, is hit between the eyes by a javelin ( 12.313-315); Peleus trips on his own 
intestines (12.390-392); Tectaphos' brains , crushed through his nose and mouth, are compared to strained 
cheese cmds (12.434-438). 
505 Otis (1966: 281); Galinsky (1975: 126-127). 
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violence is not consistent, symmetrical, or climactic; 'there is no consistent parody' .506 If 

this passage was intended to demolish the credibility of Homeric battle-scenes, we could 

expect a sustained, preposterously excessive epic register with no opportunities for 

empathy or emotional engagement, but this is not provided. The violent spectacle is often 

rendered in effective and unpleasantly vivid language (especially at 12.288-289, 390-292, 

492-493); there seems to be little use made of an obvious source of humour, the heavy 

drunkenness of half the participants; and, most surprisingly, the three sarcastic remarks 

made in the scene each relate to a cruel death, two of them of unsuspecting victims 

(12.285-286, 321-322, 490-491). In terms of 'humour or 'sincerity', the crux is the 

Cyllaros and Hylonome section (12.393-428), which can be read either as a startling 

insertion of elegiac sentimentality or just another absurd twist, of 'cliche-ridden triteness 

and .. .ludicrous tone'. 507 Regardless of whether the effect is meant to move or amuse, 

there is clearly a conscious effort to combine and emphasise the characteristic features of 

epic and elegy. 

Ovid's Centaurs attempt many Gigantic, 'hyper-masculine' feats of strength, tearing up 

trees and boulders, but repeatedly fail. 508 Demoleon tries to uproot a pine, but because he 

cannot (12.358) he throws it broken off instead, and hits Peleus' squire Crantor instead of 

his target These us. Demoleon pulls Peleus' spear from his own ribcage, though even that 

scarcely emerges (id quoque vix sequitur, 12.372), the head remaining in his lung. He 

then attempts to trample Peleus, who defends himself with his shield and kills him. As 

Petraeus tries to pull up an oak, Pirithous' lance pins him to it: 

'vidi ego Petraeum conantem tollere terra 

glandiferam quercum; quam dum complexibus ambit 

et quatit hue illuclabefactaque robora iactat, 

lancea Pirithoi costis inmissa Petraei 

pectora cum duro luctantia roborefixit' (Metamorphoses 12.327-331). 

506 Otis (1966: 283). 
507 Galinsky (1975: 128). 
508 'tratti ciclopici o erculei' : Labate (2000: 27); 'hyper-male': Keith (1999: 236). 
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Pirithous chases Dictys off a cliff to be transfixed on an ash (12.337-340), which would 

normally be his weapon. Aphareus tears a rock out of the mountain and tries to throw it 

(saxumque e monte revulsum/mittere conatur, 12.341-342),509 but Theseus breaks his 

forearm with an oak stipes (12.342), and has neither leisure nor inclination to finish him 

off (nee .. .I aut vac at aut curat, 12.344-345). Even when Monychus throws the first tree

trunk at Caeneus, it is one already blown down by the wind. These bathetic failures may 

be meant to reflect the Centaurs' drunkenness (though anger, lust and wine in Roman 

poetry tend to increase violence, not enervate it), but they prominently feature trees and 

rocks, the Centaurs' traditional, pre-civilised weapons. Finally, though Caeneus is 

defeated in battle, his body is 'impenetrable' to the Centaurs (Latreus unsuccessfully 

attacks with lance, sword-point and sword-edge), and his death is not confirmed (two 

other possible fates are offered, either relocation to Tartarus or transformation into a 

bird). The Centauromachy, an unsuccessful rape followed by an unsuccessful fight, had 

always contained the potential for humiliating the traditional virility of the Centaurs. 

Ovid, subverting epic conventions on all levels, chooses to embarrass one of epic's 

longest-standing images of masculinity. 

Other major myths involving Centaurs are centred on individuals: Pholus and his 

disastrous hospitality to Hercules, Nessus' attempt to abduct Deianira and subsequent 

vengeance, and the philanthropic services of Chiron, also killed after an unfortunate 

encounter with Hercules. Pholus's story is not told in extant Augustan literature,510 

whereas Chiron is used both as exemplum and speaking character. Nessus is a special 

case because his story is the plot of Sophocles' Trachiniae, elegantly contrasting two 

very different experiences of desire and revenge, rich with potential for the exploration of 

different psychological states. The motif of blood mixed with poison was particularly 

attractive to Augustan poets, both explicitly connected with Nessus and as a broader 

thematic influence. 

509 cf. 13.882-883: [Polyphemus] partemque em ante revulsam /mittit. 
510 Though cf. Aeneid 8.293-295. 
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Augustan poetry strongly associates the virulence of Nessus' poisoned blood with his 

fierce passions (lust for Deianira and hatred for Hercules), and the influence of this 

association is strong in Roman literature. Another poisoned-robe device, in Euripides' 

Medea, contributes to this . The method and symptoms of the application of poison are 

similar: in the description of the effects of Medea's drugged diadem and robe (Medea 

1121-1130), there is striking use of fire and melting imagery. In Trachiniae, burning is 

not such a prominent image, but Hercules is said to have seen Deianira E1c nQoaibQOV 

ALyvuoc; (794). Deianira stores Nessus' blood in wool, from which she transfers it to a 

robe, and when the wool is warmed by sunlight it turns to a sawdust-like substance, and 

clotted froth like foaming grape-juice (Trachiniae 697-704). At Georgics 3.561-566, 

Vergil draws on these descriptions of blight and that of Lucretius' Athenian plague, 

whose symptoms include scorching heat and are likened to sacer ignis (i.e. erysipelas).511 

The burning poison and sac er ignis (3 .656) of garments made with (plague-)poisoned 

wool graphically embody the sometimes inevitable suffering of self-reliant, 'post

lapsarian' humans: 'as the world of tabor fails, so do its components' .512 In Latin poetry, 

fire commonly metaphorises strong passion (cf. Chapter 3), particularly sexual desire; the 

plague, like lust and hatred, is a threat to order and productivity in the Georgics. The 

poisoned garments inflict f atal agony as in the Medea and Trachiniae , caused by jealousy 

and hatred, and therefore symbolise the antisocial, Centauric ruinousness of passion. 

Roman authors describe and conceptualise Ness us' blood as poisonous not because 

Hydra-infected (Trachiniae 573-574; a fact rarely mentioned), but because Centauric.513 

Thus Horace protests at Canidia's tortuous magic: 

o mare et terra, ardeo 

quantum neque atro delibutus Hercules 

511 Heat and burning: DRN 6.1163-1169; ulcers like sacer ignis: 6.1167 . 
512 Thomas (1988: 143 on Georgics 3.549). 
513 e.g. Cicero DND 3.70: tunicam sanguine Centauri tinctam. It seems that all Roman Centaurs bleeding 

from Hercules ' wounds were infectious, not only Nessus and Pholus but the Centauromachists too 

(Metamorphoses 15.281-284). 
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Nessi cruore nee Sicanafervida 

virens inAetnaflamma (Epodes 17.30-33).514 

The bewitched Horace, like the poisoned Hercules, experiences extreme heat like the 

inside of Aetna. Horace asks Canidia (who had been preparing an aphrodisiac to inflame 

Varus in Epode 5) to tum back the turbo (17. 7), a device associated with love-magic: 

'fire consumes victims of magic ... but also of desire' .515 Deianira of course considered 

Ness us' blood a love-charm. Its power is reinterpreted as magical, having a homeopathic 

buming effect either from the lust and anger of the Centaur himself, or the jealousy of its 

applier. In Heroides 9, Deianira says that when Nessus slumped into the Euenus, infecit 

sanguis equinus aquas ( 142); then she hears from a messenger of Hercules' death tunicae 

tabe ... meae (9.44). The concept that Nessus' blood itself homeopathically poisons the 

robe is reinforced by Deianira's following lament, quo me Juror egit amantem? (9.145). 

She takes responsibility for the murder as amans, while it was in fact under the influence 

of criminal Amor that Nessus himself was responsible. The Heroides passage adds a 

further twist to the attribution of dangerous magic powers to the bloodied robe: whereas 

in the Trachiniae the blood was transfened from a flock of wool to a new (man's) robe, 

traditionally it was given to Deianira on Nessus' own robe, and here Deianira seemingly 

daubed it on one of her own garments. 516 This recasts the poison again as feminine 

(reinforcing the association with uncontrolled passion, a feminine flaw), 517 and secondly 

recalling Hercules' transvestite exploits with which Propertius had negotiated gender 

difference.518 Augustan authors enhance the emotional interest of the legacy of Nessus' 

passions by eliding the arrow-poison and creating a quasi-magical association between 

the Centaur's emotions, his blood, and the buming infection that kills Hercules. 

514 The blood is ater because of the Hydra's poison (Mankin 1995: 281; cf. Trachiniae 572-574), though 

ordinary blood is sometimes described as ater (OLD ater 3 s.v.). In Horace, black represents malignancy 

(cf. Epodes 6.15: atro dente). 
515 Mankin (1995: 280). 
516 Palmer (1967: 371 on Heroides 9.144). In Greek and Roman art, Centaurs (usually Chiron) were 

sometimes clothed above the waist to indicate their civilised nature (Baur 1912: 47, 137). 
517 Cm·son (1990). 
518 Janan (1998: 65-77). 
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When Ovid re-tells the Nessus story (Metamorphoses 9.105-272) he turns Nessus' blood 

into an infectious agent of raging 'Centauritis'. Although emphasis is laid, in the 

traditional manner, on the presence of the Hydra's poison (9.130, 158), as soon as 

Nessus' revenge is realised Hercules begins to exhibit Centauric tendencies.519 His 

warning to Nessus involved the example of his father Ixion's wheel (orbes, 9.123),520 but 

Nessus died quickly (and apparently painlessly) whereas Hercules suffers drawn-out 

torture. Years later, Deianira sends him the clothes Nessus gave her as a love-charm, but 

as he offers sacrifice, the flames (161) warm the garment, activating the poison. It is 

described with a great deal of fire-imagery, including the Odyssean simile of hot metal 

hissing in water (9.170-171, noted above in Book 12). After a long speech listing his past 

achievements (mentioning a victory over Centaurs: 9.191), Hercules heads into the 

mountains himself, knocking down trees (9.209) and trying to tear off his clothes. When 

he finds Lichas, deliverer of the clothes, he kills him in his irrational rage, just as at 

Trachiniae 775-782. However, whereas in Sophocles he simply throws Lichas by the 

ankles onto a rock on the shore, Ovid's Hercules whirls him around and launches him out 

to sea harder than a catapult (9.218), where he eventually falls as a crag, petrified in mid

air (9.219-229). 521 For Galinsky, this crag and its aetiology are a deliberately trivial 

invention, designed as part of a consistent detraction from 'the inherent epic grandeur of 

the entire Hercules episode' .522 This may not be orthodox epic, or tragedy for that matter, 

but hurling boulders is as typical of Centaurs as uprooting trees. Finally, when Hercules 

builds his own pyre on Oeta (having felled its trees for the purpose: 9.230), he lies down 

upon it as if banqueting amid meri ... pocula (9.238). Assuming the posture of the con viva, 

the behaviour of 'the gluttonous Hercules as we know him from the comic tradition' ,523 

completes the Centauric picture. Roaming the mountains, knocking down trees, hurling 

boulders and murdering is now rounded off by making as if to drink neat wine at a feast. 

519 Galinsky ( 1975: I 00) claims that 'Ovid breaks with the entire tradition as to the source of that poison: it 
is the poison from the Lernaean Hydra, and not from Nessus ... it is the Hydra, and not Nessus, that takes 
revenge on Hercules'. As we have seen, it was the Hydra's gall that was poisonous in Trachiniae (572-574, 
833-834), and only in Augustan authors is this suppressed. Nessus' blood is mentioned explicitly at 9.132 
and 153. 
520 Ixion 's wheel, the punishment for his attempted rape of Hera!Juno, may be connected with the iunx, the 
magic wheel used in love-spells (e.g. in Theocritus, ldyll2). 
521 Ibis 489-490 apparently follows Sophocles' version. 
522 Galinsky (1972: 102). 
523 Galinsky (1972: 103). 

11 
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Finally, the physical shape of Hercules is taken away, that which was composed of traces 

of his father and the appearance of his mother (like, for example, a Centaur: see above), 

and he is catasterised (9.262-272), like another victim of Hydra-poison, the Centaur 

Chiron (Fasti 5.379-416). Hercules' Centauric experience is thus completed, as his 

celebrated self-control overcomes his equally celebrated capacity for violent acts, and he 

progresses from the behaviour of the typical wild Centaur to the tranquil restraint of the 

wise Chiron. This is an ironic comment on the supernatural status of the legendary 

Hercules and the inconsistency of his literary representations, including his role as savage 

strongman, but it amounts to something more than 'banalisation and ... deflation of the 

story' .524 Nessus' blood produces two behavioural antitheses that define Hercules as 

consummate epic hero, both thoroughly Centauric. As with Achilles (another of the most 

prestigious epic heroes) in Metamorphoses 12,525 Ovid puts Hercules in parallel with the 

pro to-epic Centaurs. 526 

In Augustan poetry, as in its Greek sources, Chiron is the antithesis of his wild brothers, 

yet he too is used to subvert the traditional Greek opposition between human and 

Centauric behaviour. He is perhaps Greek myth's greatest culture-hero: master of herb

lore and celebrated healer.527 In~Vergil's plague of Noricum, Chiron is a byword for the 

medical profession (cf. Propertius 2.1.57-60): 528 

quaesitae ... nocent artes; cessere magistri, 

Phillyrides Chiron Amythaoniusque Me lamp us ( Georgics 3 .549-550). 

He taught medicine (as well as lyre-playing, hunting, astronomy, prophecy and justice)529 

to Asklepios; other illustrious alumni including J ason, his son Medeios, and Aristaios.530 

The paradox of civilised Chiron supervising Achilles (as in Horace, Epodes 13), who 

524 Galinsky (1972: 116). 
525 Papaioannou (2002: 225). 
526 Cf. Kirk (1974: 85 , 195-197, 200-201 , 207-208). 
527 Chiron was associated with the names of several plants, mainly medicinal: Pliny NH 25.32-33, 25.34, 
25.66. 
528 Thomas (1988: 143); Mynors (1990: 257) . 
529 Bomer (1958 : 314). 
530 Mathe (1995: 45-46) . 
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would prove so feral in subsequent life, appeals to Ovid; at AA 1.11-18 Chiron cithara 

perfecit Achilles, and subdued his animi .. .feri with his placida ars. We are told that 

Achilles, when ordered, would hold out for caning the hands that would kill Hector. Ovid 

finishes by comparing himself to Chiron: one taught Achilles, the other teaches Amor, 

both fierce sons of goddesses ( 1.17-18). The power of the 1 yre, and therefore of poetry, is 

the means by which Chiron, whom Horace had turned into a vates, disciplines his savage 

pupil.531 When entrusted with Aesculapius in Metamorphoses 2, Chiron is more 

emotional and less authoritative, 'human' in personality rather than level-headedness. As 

he rejoices at the honour of Phoebus entrusting his son to him (2.629-634), Ocyroe 

appears, prophesying that he will long to die when tortured by the Hydra's blood, and at 

last the gods will make him mortal. With more to tell (restabat fatis aliquid, 2.655), she 

begins to transform into a horse and her words become unintelligible neighs. The 

Philyreius heros (2.676) is left weeping and calling on Apollo for help, not knowing why 

the transformation has happened and what he can do to mend it, or most of the details of 

his future. 532 Ovid's Chiron is a useful figure with whom to explore the parameters of the 

human lot: father, teacher, mortal/immortal and earthly/heavenly. Ovid reinforces his 

antithetical contrast with the other Centaurs as consummately human, defined by social 

relationships rather than the self-interested and violent 'epic' behaviour of other 

Centaurs, including Nessus, and those such as Hercules, infected by Centauric passions. 

Centaur-myths often involve encounters with Hercules. In the Nessus episode of 

Metamorphoses 9, his animal-like strength and ferocity blurs distinctions between him 

and his semi-bestial opponent (cf. Cacus inAeneid 8). Elsewhere, describing Chiron's 

transformation into the constellation Centaurus (Fasti 5.379-416), Ovid links this bluning 

with the paradox of Chiron as a monster more civilised than his pupil Achilles. As a 

result Chiron retains sympathetic humanity, while Hercules gains the characteristics of a 

wild Centaur, and Achilles (not yet either disciplined or ferocious) has them both 

simultaneously before him as role models . Chiron is once more a level-headed, calming 

531 A contradictory account existed in which Chiron fed Achilles on the entrails of wild animals (e.g. 

Statius, Achilleid 2.98-100) , presumably in order to invest him with animal force. 

532 Anderson (1997: 314 on heros, 2.676) notes that Ovid 'shows a rather curious and even comic sense of 

heroes' , citing 3.198. Acis is another striking example (13.879) . 
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influence, as in the Ars Amatoria, and the hands that would kill Hector appear once again, 

now playing the lyre: 

ille [se. Chiron] manus olim missuras Hectora leto 

creditur in lyricis detinuisse modis (Fasti 5.385-386). 

While Hercules, visiting between labours, explains why he is there, Chiron looks at his 

club and lion-skin and remarks 'vir ... his armis armaque digna viro' (5.394). The 

noncommittal respicit gives no indication of whether Chiron approves or disapproves of 

these barbaric accessories. The hands of Achilles (appearing again) did not hold 

themselves back from Hercules' horrens ... saetis ... vellus (5.395-396). This is doubly 

Centauric, since Centaurs wear animal-skins, and are bristly.533 Brookes notes verbal 

hints that Chiron is physically, as well as emotionally, human: particularly noticeable is 

the description of the anow being dropped into his laevo pede ('left foot', 5.398: 

Centaurs have two left legs), and piercing it sufficiently well that it must be pulled out 

again (5.399), which suits a soft, flat human foot far better than a hoof.534 As Chiron pulls 

the anow out, he groans, and the other two groan also in dismay (ingemuit: 5.399; 

adgemuit: 400).535 According to Brookes, Chiron's fatal wounding by an anow in the 

foot foreshadows Achilles' own death, as the mixture of Centaur-blood and Hydra-poison 

in the wound foreshadows Hercules' death.536 Thus, to some degree Chiron is an 

intermediary figure between Achilles and Hercules, just as he teaches Achilles how to 

play the lyre and 'leams' (docet: 5.392) from Hercules his reason for visiting, but the 

strongest symmetry is between Hercules and Chiron. In their bodily descriptions as in 

their personalities, one is so atypically vigorous a hero that he gains the characteristics of 

533 For Centaurs in animal skins cf. e.g. Metamorphoses 12.414-415,429-430. saetae are a feature not only 

of lions but of boars and cows, and of a horse in Cicero, Tusculan Disputations 5.21,62 (Lewis & Short 

saeta s.v.). Sophocles' Nessus is shaggy-breasted (ba:aua'tEQvoc;: Trachiniae 557; cf. Cacus' pectora 

villosa saetis: Aeneid 7 .266). Centaurs are typically hairy all over (Phlegon, Book of Marvels 34-35; 

Lucian, Zeuxis 5). Achilles' incongruous groping of Hercules recalls Am ores 1.4.7-1 0, where Ovid 

empathises with the Centaurs at Pirithous' wedding because scarcely able to hold back his own hands 

(tenere manus) from his hostess. 
534 Brookes ( 1994: 446). Long before the Roman period, early Centaur-images sometimes have human 

forefeet, and Chiron always did (Baur 1912:47,61, Schiffler 1976). 
535 gemere is an expression of dolor occasionally applied to animals as well as humans: angry lions (DRN 

3.297); wounded stag (Aeneid 7.501) . 
536 Brookes (1994: 449). 



a wild, bestial Centaur; the other is so atypically level-headed a Centaur that his 

monstrous form is almost obscured by his intellectual and emotional humanity. 
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In classical astrology, the Centaur was imagined as holding a wild animal in its hand.537 

This image is apt, since the bestiality of Centaurs in Augustan literature is ambiguous. 

Their authenticity as epic figures is that they represent the impossibility of 'pure epic' as 

a mode of behaviour. 'Wild Centaurs' and the super-civilised Chiron have two things in 

common. Firstly, they are destroyed by a bestial Hercules. Secondly, they are both hero

makers: for Homer's and Ovid's Nestor, the Centauromachy was a test and triumph for 

an earlier generation of heroes, whereas Roman and Greek authors make Chiron the tutor 

- and therefore, in a sense, creator- of almost every major hero of Greek myth. In 

various ways, Centaurs betoken the asociality of heroic behaviour itself, and the 

'regressive' deformation that must take place when heroic epic is retold in a(ny) 

'modern' society. 

537 The nature of the beast is enigmatic (bestia astrorwn: Vitruvius, DA 9.5 .1; vasta quadrupes: Cicero, 
DND 2.114). Zeuxis ' Centaur held out a lion-cub to frighten his baby sons (Lucian, Zeux is 4) , but Cicero 
implies that it is a sacrificial victim for the nearby Altar. 
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The Minotaur 
The Minotaur is unique for two reasons. Firstly, it is the only part-human hybrid in 

classical myth not endowed with a human head.538 Unlike most mythical monsters in 

Augustan poetry, the Minotaur, as dumb animal, never speaks. This is what makes its 

degree of 'humanity' so contestable and so critical in the literary treatments of the period. 

Secondly, it is embedded within human civilisation, fed by ritual and inhabiting a man

made edifice. These unique qualities, not hitherto treated as significant by modern 

scholars, will form an important element of my reading of the Minotaur myth in Roman 

poetry of the Augustan period, in which the conventional apportioning of sympathy and 

empathy among the characters of the story is altered. The Minotaur not only starts to 

resemble a character, rather than prop or item of scenery, but becomes a central point of 

reference for the negotiation of 'human' or 'inhuman' status. It shares this new role with 

the Centaurs, and like them (but to a lesser degree) performs a self-referential function in 

Roman epic texts; the labyrinth does the same. 

What Augustan poetry does to the Minotaur (forcibly gendered, being a 'riXUQOc;) 

resembles what it does to.__ the Centaur: both animal-men are represented in complex new 

versions, which on the one hand resist any satisfactory division between humans and 

inhuman hybrids, and on the other symbolise the inemovable presence of monstrosity at 

the heart of heroic epic itself. The story of Theseus killing the Minotaur was popular at 

Rome in the first century BC.539 Surviving literature includes not merely passing 

references to the myth, but substantial retellings by Catullus, Vergil, and Ovid. Its first 

phase, Pasiphae mating with the bull, was in its own right perennially popular at Rome, 

well into the Imperial period. 540 The second phase, These us' combat with the Minotaur 

and the human interactions sunounding it, was a popular theme in visual media 

(especially mosaic) as well as poetry. Although the labyrinth and the Minotaur, the two 

538 An indication of "Eastern" influence: Karnezis (1978). 
539 Literary references: Catullus 64.76-83; Aeneid 5.588-595 , 6.20-41; AA 1.295-304; Hero ides 2.69-74, 
4.55-64, 1 0.99-110; Metamorphoses 8.136-137, 8.152-176; Fasti 3.497-500, 4.717-720; Ibis 373-374, 408 . 
On visual art see Woodford (1992). 
540 Performances of the mating ofPasiphae and the Cretan bull are mentioned in Suetonius, Nero 12.2 and 
Martial, DS 5 (Shackleton Bailey 6; cf. SB 32.7-8). 

Ill! 
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principal images of the Cretan myth, are both unique to this myth, critics have treated 

them very differently.541 The labyrinth has not only been the focus of many studies as a 

design and concept,542 but also received much attention from philologists, who read (and 

often write) it as a metaphor for the complexity of a literary text.543 The figure of the 

Minotaur has likewise been read symbolically, but in order to simplify rather than 

complexify: as with the Centaurs, the mainstream of interpretation is based on fifth and 

fourth-century Athenian culture and slots the Minotaur into the Structuralist polarity 

between civilisation and barbarism. 544 Many critics see the Minotaur as a paradigm of the 

bestial Other, an approach which, as I will show, would be inappropriately simplistic if 

applied to Roman literature. First century BC Roman poets use the Minotaur (a hybrid 

that, like its lair, necessitates a strange doublethink) to challenge conventional divisions 

between human and inhuman. 545 This is achieved indirectly by emphasising, or creating, 

links between the monster and human characters, principally by dramatising 'feminine' 

emotional states. Pasiphae and Ariadne, as case studies in passion, provide an approach to 

the Minotaur's ostensibly marginalised subject position, surmounting the enormous 

bru.Tier of his muteness. I will also suggest a way of resolving a widely-recognised 

conflict between visual and literru.·y evidence for the layout of the labyrinth, by arguing 

that it was conceived as subjective, fluid, and effectively unmappable, and that literary 

accounts use it accordingly to symbolise the properties of epic narratives and the concept 

of 'epic' itself. The Minotaur is not only a disturbance on the boundary between human 

and animal, but a symbol of something awry at the heart of epic, an imposing yet 

dangerously ill-defined edifice. 

541 Both have been treated as a set of vestiges from which to reconstruct Minoan cultural forms , but that is a 
historical rather than literary inquiry. I will not discuss the geopolitics of Crete, though Armstrong (2002) 
shows that, in the Aeneid, Crete itself becomes associated with the motifs of wandering and illusion. 
542 E.g. Rykwert (1976: 142-151), Kraft (1985), Doob (1990), Kern (2000). 
543 Catullus 64: DeBrohun (1999: 419), Theodorakopoulos (2000); Vergil Aeneid: Doob (1990: 227-253), 
Pavlock (1998: 144: 'The Aeneid in its entirety has strong structural and motivallinks to the labyrinth' ), 
Miller (1995) , Armstrong (2002), Horsfall (2006: 162: 'the labyrinth of polyvalence' ); Ovid, 
Metamorphoses: Hollis (1970: 53 : 'Ovid must ... avoid the maze of variant versions contained in the Cretan 
saga'); cf. Janan (1991 : 243) on Metamotphoses 9: 'within the Metamorphoses , Maeander is an artistic 
p,aradigm ... His significance as an organisational pattern for book 9 is ominous'). 
44 Pigeaud (1988), uniquely, uses Daedalus' creation of the Minotam through his contrivances for Pasiphae 

as a symbol of Att, viewed as the production of 'unnatural ' hybrid forms. 
545 The word humanus indicates human beings, patticularly as opposed to animals, and can also mean 
'civilised'. This is the tetTitory onto which the Minotaur encroaches. 
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The labyrinth is a crucial part of the Minotaur, both in its murderous role in the Cretan 

myth, and its function as a metapoetic symbol of Roman epic, which is inherently not 

only convoluted,546 but hybrid, as we have seen with the ultra-epic yet un-epic Centaurs. 

An essential part of understanding the Augustan Minotaur, therefore, is addressing the 

peculiar problem of 'unicursal' versus 'multicursal' labyrinth designs.547 Roman visual 

art (in other words, mosaic, where labyrinths were immensely popular) exclusively 

employs unicursal designs, usually the very simple 'classical' type or slightly modified 

'meander' type548 which comprise a single path whose convolutions fill the area, usually 

(but not always) connecting the centre to the perimeter. All known 'true' labyrinth 

patterns549 surviving from antiquity (numbering many dozens) are unicursal, meaning 

that in iconographic terms it was not possible to get lost in a maze before the 

Renaissance. This must be reconciled with the conflicting evidence of literary accounts 

(not to mention the entire premise of the guiding thread), which implies that it was almost 

impossible not to get lost in the labyrinth, a 'multicursal' structure with misleadingly 

divergent paths. Doob distinguishes two different experiences: confusion and frustration 

in the multicursal maze, and simple disorientation in the unicursal. 550 Yet this distinction 

misleadingly suggests that two separate designs were imagined in antiquity. Such a 

simple and conservative range of designs, which nevertheless are often explicitly labelled 

as the Cretan labyrinth by images of Theseus and the Minotaur,551 must be abstractly 

symbolic of confusing colTidors. The viewer is meant to imagine bewilderment, though 

the image is unicursal; the point is not to depict confusing pathways explicitly, but to 

suggest an indeterminate, mapless environment by any available means. In art, a few 

symbolic lines achieve the same effect as the hyperbolic multicursal descriptions of 

literature. Pathlessness is the basic characteristic of Roman visual 'labyrinths', and 

likewise of Augustan literature, particularly its two epic narratives. Both are led by 

546 On the labyrinthine nature of epic nanatives see Fowler (2000: esp. 11 0) . 
547 I will employ Doob's terms 'unicursal' and 'multicursal' and Kraft ' s 'classical type' (Doob 1990: 

38-41 ; Kraft 1985: 79-80) rather than Kern's 'labyrinth', 'maze' and 'Cretan type' (Kern 2000: 23-24) , 

which may cause confusion. 
548 Kraft (1985: 83, 86) . 
549 'True labyrinths ' discounts simpler, more abstract pathway patterns which may lack an entrance, feature 

'walled off' areas, etc. 
550 Doob (1990: 50). 
551 Kern (2000: 86). 
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vicissitudes, in the Aeneid those of personal experience, and in the Metamorphoses those 

of nonlinear technique. In these two poems the labyrinth can be read as a thematic key, 

together with the Minotaur, who (in an amplification of earlier trends, as far back as the 

fifth century BC and particularly in Catullus 64) is endowed with a deliberately counter

intuitive humanity. Just as the labyrinth can be either unicursal or multicursal, the 

Minotaur can be either animal or human: in late Republican and early Imperial Roman 

culture, both are aporetic intermediates. 

Boyd has recently suggested that readers of Ovid's Metamorphoses, as entrants into a 

narrative 'labyrinth', pass from an 'external' to an 'internal' perspective, borrowing terms 

from Doob which, significantly, parallel Jaeger's model of two complementary narratives 

in Livy's history of Augustan Rome.552 From the external view ('the map-maker's 

perspective') Rome's structure is clear, 'divided by social, political, and moral polarities 

-high and low, central and peripheral, public and private'. From the internal view, the 

city is a 'miscellany' of architectural and visual features. 553 While the ancient origins of 

Rome had literally left a labyrinthine legacy of narrow, convoluted streets,554 the parallel 

seems to run deeper than this: readers of Livy's Rome and Ovid's Metamorphoses alike 

have a doubled experience as outsiders and insiders, slaves and masters of the labyrinth's 

bewildering complexity. Augustan texts (especially those engaging with the alienating 

obscurity and brutishness that characterise mythic epic) place the reader within the 

metaphorical labyrinth of the text. This split experience of being in some ways secure in a 

straightforward narrative, and in others hopelessly lost in an in·esolubly complex reading 

experience parallels the split at the heart of Roman epic, which, as epic, must always be 

'authentic' (fixed) and 'inauthentic' (unfixable) . This makes the Minotaur itself, both 

non-human and human, an apt metaphor for hybridity at the heart of the Augustan 

reading experience. 

When we compare textual accounts, their labyrinth designs also appear abstract and 

subjective. I will discuss Vergil's and Ovid's descriptions individually, but an important 

552 Boyd (2006: 178-179). 
553 Jaeger (1997: 26-27). 
554 Cf. Tacitus, Annates 15.38. 
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prosaic source is Pliny's discussion of four 'labyrinths'. His description of the fourth, the 

tomb of Porsena, allegedly near Clusium in Italy itself, quotes details and measurements 

at length from Vergil's contemporary Vano,555 who seems to have known and verbally 

echoed V ergil' s own description of the Cretan labyrinth. 556 This suggests that the 

Romans took special interest in the labyrinth as part of their own native (and yet alien) 

culture. Whereas the first (Egyptian) labyrinth contained inextricabilem errorem as part 

of a far greater building complex, the second (Cretan) labyrinth copied merely one 

hundredth of it, 

quae itinerum ambages occursusque ac recursus inexplicabiles continet, non- ut 

in pavimentis puerorumve ludicris campestribus videmus- brevi lacinia milia 

passuum plura ambulationis continente, sed crebris foribus inditis ad fallendos 

occursus redeundumque in errores eosdem (Pliny NH 36.85). 

Pliny states that the crucial difference between a genuinely confusing architectural maze, 

and either what is now called a 'meander' border, or the 'Game of Troy' (which seems to 

have involved circling and interchanging manoeuvres on horseback),557 is that the former 

has, not junctions or dead ends, but doorways. Since Pliny apparently does not even 

countenance a truly multicursal design, this passage contradicts Kern's suggestion that 

literary labyrinths are a multicursal construct which evolved partly out of a primitive 

bewilderment at and misunderstanding of unicursal patterns and dances, and partly 

because a unicursal maze cannot easily be represented verbally.558 The Vergilian 

description indicates a multicursal (because umetraceable) maze, but like the mosaicists, 

Vergil portrays the labyrinth subjectively, imagining not diverging or terminating routes, 

but merely shifting and indistinguishable ones, first in a simile and later in an ekphrasis: 

555 Pliny NH 36.19. 
556 Clark (1979: 149): labyrinthum inextricabile (Pliny NH 36.19); cf. inextricabilis error (Aeneid 6.27). 
557 Williams (1972: 436). 
558 Kern (2000: 30). Note, however, that Plutarch describes the labyrinth' s structure as t':Alntot, 
'convolutions' (Theseus 15.19), a term used of snakes and intestines , apparently specific to ' unicursal' 
structures. The description of the Italian labyrinth by Varro may be seen as a bridge between the unicursal 
symbol and the multicursal (or rather, 'acursal') concept: the maze is square, like the standard mosaic 
design, yet a ball of thread is necessary for navigating it, like the labyrinth of the Cretan narrative. 

I 

I' 



ut quondam Cretafertur labyrinthus in alta 

parietibus textum caecis iter ancipitemque 

mille viis habuisse dolum, qua signa sequendi 

frangeret indeprensus et inremeabilis error; 

haud alia Teucrum nati vestigia cursu 

impediunt texuntquefugas et proelia ludo (Aeneid 5.588-593); 

Minotaurus inest, veneris monimenta nefandae, 

hie labor ille domus et inextricabilis error; 

magnum reginae sed enim miseratus amorem 

Daedalus ipse dolos tecti ambagesque resolvit, 

caeca regens fila vestigia (Aeneid 6.26-30). 
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The lusus Troiae is a pattern made by horsemen continuously moving, giving an 

impression of undirected complex movement (further likened to dolphins swimming: 

5.594-595). That this could be analogous to the labyrinth indicates the conceptual 

bluning taking place. It is a highly stylised mode of representation, which, in a way, has 

less in common with his own Cretan pictures (on the temple doors at Cumae) than with 

mosaic labyrinths. The same perplexing situation can be expressed by either uni- or 

multicursal images. This matches those places in the poem itself where divergent paths 

overlay the one continuous path, as nanatives of personal disorientation intenupt the 

poem's overarching mythistorical progression.559 Aeneas's blind struggle is an 

inextricabilis error (6.27), and the nanative complexity of the Aeneid adds up to a dolum 

mille viis (590). 

Ovid's account ofDaedalus' creation of the labyrinth is even more equivocal about its 

layout: 

559 E.g. Nisus and Euryalus becoming lost in the woods in Book 9 (Fowler 2000), Aeneas' flight through 

the dark streets of collapsing Tray in Book 2, and his hectic duel with Turnus in Book 12 

(Theodorakopoulos 2004: 71); his wanderings in Book 3 (Armstrong 2002: 329). 



destinat hunc Minas thalami removere pudorem [se. Minotaurum] 

multiplicique domo caecisque includere tectis. 

Daedalus ingenio fabrae celeberrimus artis 

ponit opus turbatque notas et lumina flexa 

ducit in errorem variarum ambage viarum. 

non secus ac liquidus Phrygius Maeandros in undis 

ludit et ambiguo lapsu refluitque fluitque 

occurrensque sibi venturas aspicit undas 

et nunc ad fontes, nunc ad mare versus apertum 

incertas exercet aquas, ita Daedalus implet 

innumeras errore vias vixque ipse reverti 

ad limen potuit; tanta estfallacia tecti (Metamorphoses 8.157-168). 
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Though it is not clear what notas might have existed in the labyrinth, unless this simply 

means the walls themselves as markings on Daedalus' plan,560 the description is 

inconsistent if taken literally. The terms multiplex, error, variae and innumerae viae561 

are sufficiently ambiguous that they could refer to a unicursallabyrinth, whereas if the 

creator himself, having entered, is barely able to find the exit, there must be some easy 

way to become very lost (and if the complicating factor were doorways, as in Pliny, the 

architect would know to avoid them). However, the multicursal model is contradicted by 

another simile, the river Maeander. The river may take a highly unpredictable and 

circuitous route, but cannot cross itself or stop and is therefore a paradigm of 

unicursality.562 The fact that the maze is not imagined as stopping and turning backfeet, 

but as derailing the moving gaze, is shown by Ovid's phrase luminaflexum ducit in 

errorem (160-161 ). 563 The literary Cretan labyrinth is the same as its mosaic counterpart: 

not a practical challenge, but a conceptual one. 

560 The term notas draws attention to Ovid's visual conception of the labyrinth, in which physically going 
astray is based on the 'derailing' of the gaze (pace Hollis (1970) ad foe). 
561 The nouns error and via can refer metaphorically to choices and actions. via covers an especially rich 
semantic range, including actual and potential routes as well as an actual instance of travel. 
562 pace Boyd (2006: 180-181 ). 
563 caecis (158), implies that the labyrinth was not visible from above but roofed over (and gloomy), like all 
of those described by Pliny. 
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Neither Pliny, Vergil, nor Ovid explicitly describes a multicursal maze. Like the 

unicursal designs of Roman mosaics, their labyrinth descriptions do not represent a 

complex map. On the contrary, either uni- or multicursal plans, or both, may be used to 

indicate a conceptual space that is essentially acursal. This is precisely the situation into 

which the Minotaur is propelled by Augustan authors, not exclusively beast or human, 

but identified in whatever way is most confusing.564 Just as the map of the labyrinth is 

never explicitly shown, the Minotaur's personal voice is never heard, and the reader is 

left to reconcile incompatible concepts as best s/he can. 

Like the labyrinth, the Minotaur's treatment in Augustan poetry is illuminated by, but 

cannot be identified with, ancient iconographic conventions. The labyrinth had a very 

consistent iconographic tradition, despite representing subjective experience as opposed 

to rigidly 'mapped' boundaries, and to some extent the Minotaur is the same. In 

anatomical terms, the bovine head and human body of the Minotaur is portrayed 

consistently throughout the Roman period (like the Centaurs' bodies), both 

chronologically and between media.565 Likewise the image of the bull-headed man is 

virtually as inseparable as the name 'Minotaur' from the Cretan myth in Greek and 

Roman art. In August~ poetry the same is true, and the ever-present mythic narrative is 

'fixed' in further ways: its veracity is uncontested.566 There are, however, two notable 

Republican examples of non-narrative Minotaurs in non-mythic contexts. Firstly, Cicero 

puns on the names of two senatorial enemies, Calvisius and Taurus, by naming them 

collectively as 'the Minotaur' ,567 suggesting that the Minotaur could be used proverbially 

to indicate hostility and/or brutishness. The second suggests the only way in which the 

564 Of course the Minotaur's cmmibalism (analogous to the Centaurs ' omophagy) is not a characteristic 

either of bulls or humans (or horses) . 
565 The scant evidence suggesting experimentation is limited to archaic Greece: Woodford (1992) . Contrast 

Achelous , p01trayed as either man-headed bull or bull-horned man (Isler 1981). 
566 The Minotaur is ' taken for granted' , described without acknowledgment of variant traditions or 

rationalistic interpretations (contrast other Augustan monsters , e.g. Harpies and Sirens). The Cretan story 

had multiple, inconsistent variants, and Greek authors applied varying degrees of rationalising 'translation' : 

at the extreme is Palaephatus' typically improbable version, in which the Minotaur (first named here in 

extant literature) was the fugitive bastard son of Pasiphae by Minos' attendant 'Taurus ', who hid in a tunnel 

and lived on sheep and goats until killed by These us (Peri Apiston 2). Plutarch (Life of These us 15) cites 

Philochorus as attributing to the Cretans a version where the labyrinth was an ordinary dungeon and 

'Tauros' was a general who won Athenians as prizes at memorial games for Androgeos (16) , and 

C1eidemus as stating that Theseus defeated Minos' army at the gate of the labyrinth (19). 
567 Ad Familia res 12.25a.1 Shackleton Bailey. 
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Minotaur's 'otherness' might be at all contested outside poetry: in the identification of 

archaic Italians, and subsequently Romans, with bulls. If Pliny is correct, the Minotaur 

was one of four early heraldic animals supplementary to the legionary eagle until Mm·ius' 

reforms (Pliny NH 10.16), indicating that this image had some positive totemic value in 

early Rome. Furthermore, one ancient etymology for Italia was from Hercules chasing a 

bull-calf (vitulus) across the straits of Messina, while two coins depict the Italic peoples, 

represented by a bull, triumphing over Rome, a wolf.568 This suggests that, as with the 

labyrinth, some first century authors saw the bull as an element of Italy's archaic past. 

This may explain the popularity of the Minotaur and labyrinth as self-referential 

metaphors in Roman epic. 

However, in other ways the Roman poets' indirect humanisation of the Minotaur, 

described below, takes its cue from uncertainty in Greek and Roman iconography over 

the boundary between the Minotaur's animal and human components. The Minotaur is 

usually depicted either in combat with, or freshly killed by, the hero Theseus,569 but this 

contraposition is neither absolute nor fixed. The monster's pose and physique are very 

human, and in Attic vase-painting there is some blun·ing of the division between bovine 

head and 'classical' human body- a shaggy or spotted hide, occasionally including tail

which on a graphic level undoes straightforward oppositions between human and 

inhuman.570 Most literary sources treat the Minotaur as an animal, until the first century 

BC, when a shift of focus onto private emotions within the Cretan story include even it as 

a character. Mela's cursory description from the Tiberian period illustrates this neatly by 

accrediting the Minotaur itself with not only feritas but also afatum, normally the 

prerogative of human beings.571 Roman poetic descriptions do however differ from those 

568 Bull-calf etymology: Dionysius of Halicarnassus 1.35; Hellanicus, FrGH 4, FIJI (cf. Dench 1995: 11 & 

Paschalis 1997: 211). Italia as bull: Sydenham (1952: 92 =nos . 627 & 628); cf. Dench (2005 : 126). I thank 

Myles Lavan for these references. 
569 Etruscan iconography favours other scenes in the Minotaur legend, including Pasiphae nursing the 

Minotaur as a baby (Woodford 1992). 
57° For which see Sourvinou-Inwood (1994-1995) & Petrioli (1989). 
571 The various senses of the word described by the OLD (s.v. 'fatum'), including both 'destiny, lot ' and 

'death', are all illustrated by examples applying to humans . The exceptional category seems to be 

references to the Republic (Cicero, Philippics 3.35, 5.37, Pro Sestio 72, Pro Mm·cello 13) and to places 

(Statius, Silvae 3.1.11 ), but these are arguably strategies of personification. 
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Minotaur's 'otherness' might be at all contested outside poetry: in the identification of 

archaic Italians, and subsequently Romans, with bulls . If Pliny is correct, the Minotaur 

was one of four early heraldic animals supplementary to the legionary eagle until Mm·ius' 

reforms (Pliny NH 10.16), indicating that this image had some positive totemic value in 

early Rome. Furthermore, one ancient etymology for Italia was from Hercules chasing a 

bull-calf (vitulus) across the straits of Messina, while two coins depict the Italic peoples, 

represented by a bull, triumphing over Rome, a wolf.568 This suggests that, as with the 

labyrinth, some first century authors saw the bull as an element of Italy's archaic past. 

This may explain the popularity of the Minotaur and labyrinth as self-referential 

metaphors in Roman epic. 

However, in other ways the Roman poets' indirect humanisation of the Minotaur, 

described below, takes its cue from uncertainty in Greek and Roman iconography over 

the boundm·y between the Minotaur's animal and human components. The Minotaur is 

usually depicted either in combat with, or freshly killed by, the hero Theseus,569 but this 

contraposition is neither absolute nor fixed. The monster's pose and physique are very 

human, and in Attic vase-painting there is some blurring of the division between bovine 

head and 'classical' human body- a shaggy or spotted hide, occasionally including tail

which on a graphic level undoes straightforwm·d oppositions between human and 

inhuman. 570 Most literary sources treat the Minotaur as an animal, until the first century 

BC, when a shift of focus onto private emotions within the Cretan story include even it as 

a chm·acter. Mela's cursory description from the Tiberian period illustrates this neatly by 

accrediting the Minotaur itself with not only feritas but also afatum, normally the 

prerogative of human beings.571 Roman poetic descriptions do however differ from those 

568 Bull-calf etymology: Dionysius of Halicarnassus 1.35; Hellanicus, FrGH 4, Fill (cf. Dench 1995: 11 & 

Paschalis 1997: 211). Jtalia as bull : Sydenham (1952: 92 =nos. 627 & 628); cf. Dench (2005: 126). I thank 

Myles Lavan for these references . 
569 Etruscan iconography favours other scenes in the Minotaur legend, including Pasiphae nursing the 

Minotaur as a baby (Woodford 1992). 
57° For which see Somvinou-Inwood (1994-1995) & Petrioli (1989) . 
571 The various senses of the word described by the OLD (s .v. 'fatum') , including both 'destiny, lot ' and 

'death', are all illustrated by examples applying to humans. The exceptional category seems to be 

references to the Republic (Cicero, Philippics 3.35, 5.37, Pro Sestio 72, Pro Marcello 13) and to places 

(Statius, Silvae 3.1.11), but these are arguably strategies of personification. 



of art, despite being influenced by them. 572 The Minotaur is never described as 'bull

headed' before Hyginus,573 and the extant descriptions, principally in Ovid, suggest an 

equal and even symmetrical division between human and animal elements, without 

indicating adherence to the mostly human form and fully animal body which the usual 

anatomy implied. 574 
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The description of Daedalus' reliefs on the Cumaean temple doors in Aeneid 6, depicting 

scenes from the Cretan myth, is a highly suggestive passage which has generated 

numerous interpretations: Fitzgerald writes of their 'quite inexhaustible richness of 

analogical relations' to the main narrative.575 In Roman poetry the Minotaur is never a 

speaking character and the nanative is never focalised through it (despite inherent 

potential for sympathy),576 and Aeneid 6 is no exception, but both monster and lair have 

been attributed (often substantial) value in the symbolic economy of the poem. 577 Critics 

have seen the appearance of the labyrinth image just before Aeneas' katabasis as an 

emblem of the underworld,578 or as part of an extended metaphor for Aeneas' own past, 

present or future experiences. 579 There is evidence to support both interpretations, but 

only Pavlock's identification of the Minotaur with the bull-like Tumus, as the opponent 

572 Vergil may have pictured the Minotaur as he knew it from an Alexandrian painting well known in 
Rome, of which copies survive in Pompeii (Simon 1987), and his alteration of the traditional number of 
sacrifices (seven youths but not seven further maidens) may be influenced by considerable variation in the 
number depicted in visual art (Brommer 1982: 79-81). The scene described in Heroides 10.101-108, a 
naked Theseus raising a knotty club in his right hand to kill the Minotaur, reflects Roman art, in which 
Theseus favoured a club over the Greek versions' sword (Woodford 1992). 
573 Hyginus , Fabulae 40. 
574 Aeneid 6.25; AA 2.24; Heroides 2.70, I 0.102; Metamorphoses 8.156, 8.169; Tristia 4.7.18; Ibis 373, 
408; Seneca, Phaedra 1171-1172. 
575 Fitzgerald (1984: 53). 
576 The reasons for the labyrinth' s construction seem to be concealing the embanassment and containing 
the danger of the Minotaur' s existence (Ovid, Metamorphoses 8.157-158: removere pudorem ... caecisque 
include re tectis; Seneca, Phaedra 1171: Daedalea .. . claustra ('prison'); Hyginus , Fabulae 40 
labyrinthum ... in quo est inclusus). As the Medusa of Metamorphoses 4 and Scylla of Metamorphoses 13 
show, fatal monsters can be treated sympathetically; for a modern sympathetic treatment of the Minotaur 
see Sherrill (2000) . For Ovid, the Minotaur as prisoner in the labyrinth metaphorises exilic experiences and 
marginalised subject positions. 
577 Paschalis (1997: 211) proposes a number of etymological links between Vergil ' s Cumae (and Italy) and 
cattle. 
578 Ven·all (1910); Knight (1929); Otis (1964); Rykwert (1976: 145) claims that the labyrinth was an 
aRotropaic talisman; Clark (1979) ; Catto (1988); Pavlock (1998) . 
59 Otis (1964); Eichholz (1968) ; duBois (1982); Catto (1988); Casali (1995 : suggests that the Sibyl 
interrupts Aeneas to prevent him from seeing the abandonment of Ariadne depicted, which would have 
struck too close to home); Pavlock (1998) . Skulsky (1987) is wrong to connect the labyrinth with the 
Sibyl's cave via the latter's hundred exits, since they indicate openness rather than labyrinthine involution. 
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whom Aeneas must combat at the end of his complex journey, takes the monster 

seriously into account. At this point it should be recalled that the Minotaur is displaced 

onto the doors of the temple at Cumae, and significantly absent from Aeneas' underworld 

experience.580 Miller takes the Minotaur within the labyrinth as emblematic of a very 

general thematic structure in the Aeneid, that of masculine strategies of containment 

versus a feared and dangerous desire that is symbolically represented as feminine. 581 In 

this sense, the Minotaur, despite the usual connotations of bulls,582 is gendered feminine 

as the emblematic monstrum of its mother's perversion, Pasiphae's veneris monimenta 

nefandae (Aeneid 6.26), which may be another reason why it is through female characters 

(Pasiphae and Ariadne) that first century poets brought the Minotaur closer to the 

possibility of sympathy. Bartsch links the labyrinth, via the Trojan Game symbolising it 

in Book 5, to weaving (textum, 5.589), and seeing it therefore as a symbol of the text as 

artistry, and Daedalus as the artist.583 This line of interpretation explains why Daedalus is 

such a significant figure at the start of Book 6, and suggests that he, as well as Theseus, 

might be identified with Aeneas. The Trojan Game has itself been treated as an important 

factor in the meaning of Daedalus' images. As I have argued, the form of the ritual itself 

reflects the fluid conception of the labyrinth in ancient thought, but for Fitzgerald it 

contrasts with the image-on the temple doors: a revisitation and transformation of the 

labyrinth motif which turns containment into closure, turning from the dark, painful and 

regrettable past to a new and positive future. 584 The inaugural lusus Troiae does come 

chronologically after the Cretan story, but in the Aeneid and in Aeneas' experience it 

comes earlier, which complicates the notion of closure: chronology may be seen as 

another form of teleological progression from which subjective narratives (viae) divert. 

580 This makes it the only major monster in classical myth not to feature in the underworld of Aeneid 6, 
either amidst the vestibule menagerie or elsewhere (though its mother and stepfather are within). 
581 Miller (1995). 
582 Bulls were seen as embodying sexual aggression; cf. Vergil's simile likening Aeneas and Turnus to 
bulls fighting over a heifer (Aeneid 12.715-722). 
583 Bartsch (1998); cf. Pigeaud (1988: 216) on Daedalus' Minotaur as a paradigmatic product of Art. The 
feminisation of Vergil's Minotaur may be connected with Daedalus ' 'weaving' (and ball of thread), 
accessories of domestic female activity. 
584 Fitzgerald (1984: 62). 
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The Minotaur, denied any direct human social status by its lack of a human head, gains 

such status indirectly in the works of Catullus, Vergil and Ovid through the human 

relationships around it: with Daedalus, Ariadne, and especially Pasiphae, who receives 

markedly less hostile treatment than was traditional. Experiments in the shock-value of 

creating emotional links between the Minotaur and other characters, or with the audience 

of a text, began as early as the fifth century.585 Generally, literary and artistic interest in 

the story shifted away from the combat itself to other elements, and audiences were 

introduced, adding a dimension of emotional response and interaction. 586 

Having discussed the details of Vergil' s temple-doors ekphrasis, I will bring together 

various separately noted features of Catullus 64 that embed the Cretan story in the wider 

structure of the poem, and show that similar observations have been made on it in the 

Aeneid. In Ovid, the Minotaur will be shown as not only a stylistic 'signature' running 

through his corpus, but a theme that 'roots' the Labyrinth episode into the poem in which 

it appears. This evidence shows that the Minotaur and labyrinth become progressively 

far-reaching themes in these successive texts. 

The Minotaur of Catullus~64 is not left in simple contrast to Theseus, Ariadne and other 

characters as a non-human. The narrative is focalised through Ariadne, whose experience 

of abandonment is expressed both through her isolation from human contact, and her 

recourse, 'rhetorical' or otherwise, to non-human alternatives. She declares that no 

human can hear her, 'everything is mute' (omnia muta, 186), and instead addresses her 

last nine lines to the snake-haired Eumenides, famously pitiless to their victims. She 

imputes that Theseus was born of unfeeling entities: a she-lion, the sea, the Syrtes, Scylla 

or Charybdis (154-157). The bluning between human( e) and inhuman( e) is perhaps 

natural for Ariadne, marked as a blood-relative of the Minotaur by her despair at crying 

out to the insensible winds, ignaris ... auris (164), which conesponds to an earlier line 

about the defeated Minotaur tossing his horns to the empty winds, vanis ... ventis (111). 

Though a victim, Ariadne is described as canying indomitos ('untamed')furores in her 

585 This is comparable to the general diachronic trend from archaic to classical and Hellenistic Greek art of 
'humanising' monsters. 
586 Young (1972: 167-168). 
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heart (54), an adjective used elsewhere by Catullus for animals, as if this were a family 

trait shared with her half-brother the Minotaur.587 She subsequently compares Theseus 

unfavourably with the Minotaur, saying that she was wrong to choose the superficially 

attractive but bestially cruel lover Theseus over the non-deceptive Minotaur, her 

germanus (150), a word which semantically indicates genuineness.588 Clearly the point of 

this statement rests partly on shock value,589 but nonetheless she acknowledges the 

Minotaur as her brother, including him conceptually in Minas' family. The opposite half 

of the paradox, in which Theseus is seen as a dangerous and savage entity and thus 

likened to the Minotaur, seems to be foreshadowed in a phrase used of Theseus during 

the description of the Cretan myth itself earlier in the poem: 

quis angusta malis cum moenia vexarentur (64.80), 

which suggests the Minotaur's home, since angustus can mean 'narrow' or 'confining' as 

well as 'poor' or 'meagre'. We will see that Ovid's Ariadne alienates Theseus by 

identifying him with the Minotaur; the same strategy is used for Turnus in the Aeneid. 

While Turn us' helmet bears an image of the Chimaera, his shield depicts Io in mid

transformation and therefore as half-human and half-bovine (Aeneid 7 .785-792). 

According to duBois, 'Turnus is the Minotaur for Vergil's Theseus-Aeneas, the creature 

to be killed at the end of the hero's wanderings', which supports Miller's reading of the 

Minotaur as symbol of dangerous female desire, since both the Chimaera and Io are 

female hybrids.59° Conversely, the humanisation of the Minotaur is also present in the 

Aeneid. Pasiphae is certainly treated more sympathetically by Vergil than was 

conventional: for Fitzgerald the phrase magnum reginae ... miseratus amorem (6.28) 

ambiguously permits reference to Pasiphae as well as Ariadne, and Pasiphae is not 

stigmatised in the underworld (6.445-447). Paschalis states not only that Daedalus 

sympathises with the Minotaur as a "'child" of his ingenuity' analogous to Icarus, and 

587 de Grummond (1971: 189). Again, at 181 , Theseus is described as respersum .. .fraterna caede, 
potentially not 'spattered with the blood of [the em1hborn] brothers' but 'spattered with my brother's 
blood' . 
588 DeBrohun (1999: 423) . 
589 Konstan (1993) 66: Ariadne being a fratricide like Medea is ' rather a grotesque conceit, when all is said 
and done.' 
590 duBois (1982: 40). 
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creates the temple images as a monument to 'the cruel death of young men' ,591 but that 

Vergil' s favourable treatment of the queen and her monstrous child is part of his 

'sympathy for the underdogs of legend' .592 Thus the poet's implied persona reflects the 

boundary-blun·ing outlook of Ariadne, which is itself part of a long tradition reaching 

back to the fifth century that laid increasing emphasis on the human, emotional elements 

of the Cretan story. The distinction between human and inhuman personality or 

behaviour thus began to separate from the categories of physiology: the man-beast can be 

identified with oneself or other people, and humans can be brutish. In this way the 

Minotaur, unique in classical mythology as a mute human hybrid, becomes a means of 

confusing the categories of man and (man-)beast.593 

Ovid describes the Minotaur a disproportionate number of times. This constitutes a self

defining appropriation of, perhaps even identification with, the Minotaur, one of the most 

famous hybrids and the mythical product of creative ingenuity. 594 Of eight descriptive 

phrases in Ovid's extant works, six involve verbal symmetry: semibovemque virum 

semivirumque bovem, tauri mixtaque forma viri, parte virum ... parte bovem, geminam 

tauri iuvenisquefiguram, semibovem ... virum, qui ... homo parte sui, parte iuvencus 

erat.595 A cumulative reputation for this is suggested by his late reworking of the 

infamous Ars Amatoria line, one of the top three on the critics' hit-list, which is itself an 

elegant reworking and intensification of a minotauric wordpatterning in Empedocles' 

poetry.596 In the elaborate flourish of the monster catalogue in Tristia 4.7, a list of things 

that Ovid would sooner believe in than his wife's indifference, the Minotaur is the 

culmination of a series of minotauric descriptive portmanteaux: 

591 Paschalis (1986: 35). 
592 Paschalis (1986: 39). 
593 The Minotaur is commonly referred to as 'the bull', e.g. in the earliest labels on vase-paintings and by 
Catullus (64.173, 230; cf. 64.105). 
594 Pavlock (1998) identifies a second way in which Ovid appropriates the Cretan myth as a symbol of his 
poetics: he answers Vergil's etymology and theme of the labyrinth as labor 'toil' with his own equivalent, 
tabor 'glide', in the same way that he answers the 'maze-like symmetry' of the Aeneid with the more fluid 
structure of the Metamorphoses. 
595 AA 2.24, Heroides 2.70, 10.102, Metamorphoses 8.169, Tristia 4.7.18, Ibis 408. 
596 On Ovid's most infamous lines see Seneca, Controversiae 2.2.12. On Ovid's line as a reworking of 
Empedocles (Kirk-Raven fr. 446) see Rusten (1982) & Hardie (1995: 214). 



quadrupedesque hominis cum pectore pectora iunctos, 

tergeminumque virum tergeminumque canem, 

Sphingaque et Harpyias serpentipedesque Gigantas, 

centimanumque Gyan semibovemque virum (Tristia 4.7.15-18). 
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After the repetitions of pectus and tergeminus, the antitheses of quadrupes/homo and 

vir/canis, and the archaising hybrid terms for hybrid anatomies tergeminus, serpentipes 

and centimanus comes the hemistich semibovemque virum, an allusion to the classic 

Ovidian 'monster line' of AA 2.24. Ovid makes the Minotaur a token of his stylistic 

boldness as expressed through the matching of halves.597 

Though often brief, Ovid' s references to the Minotaur indicate a fascination with the 

minotauric rapport or confusion between human and non-human entities already 

illustrated in Catullus and Vergil, but usually with a characteristically humorous twist. 598 

Phaedra's letter to Hippolytus includes her genealogy, which begins thus: 

Iuppiter Europen- prima est ea gentis origo

dilexit, tauro dissimulante deum. 

Pasiphae mater decepto subdita tauro 

enixa est utero crimen onusque suo (Heroides 4.55-64). 

The woman fooled by a bull disguising a god is balanced in the subsequent couplet by a 

bull fooled by a cow disguising a woman. Wordplay offers a humorous version of 

Ariadne's perspective in Heroides 10; with a subordinate pun on the word vacca, 'cow', 

she laments her solitude in the following formulation: 

quidfaciam? quo solaferar? vacat insula cultu; 

non hominum video, non ego facta boum (Heroides 1 0.59-60). 

597 Cf. Sharrock ( 1994: 128-131) on hybrids symbolising generic mix-up in the AA. 
598 Contrast the absurdity of Pasiphae putting on expensive clothes to impress her 'paramour' (adulter: AA 
1.304) with the pathos of the physically bovine Io trying to communicate (Metamorphoses 1.642-657). 
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The equation of humans and cows evokes the Minotaur, particularly when compared with 

10.102, one of Ovid's pentameters describing the Minotaur with a 'human and bovine' 

formula. Ariadne's accusation that Theseus is more bestial than the Minotaur is echoed 

by Scylla's accusation of Minas, which also claims that cattle are sometimes more 

sensitive than humans: 

iam iam Pasiphaen non est mirabile taurum 

praeposuisse tibi; tu plusferitatis habebas (8.136-137). 

The Ariadne of Fasti 3 offers yet another character in the Cretan myth as potential 

analogue of the Minotaur: her divine rescuer, Bacchus. She asks him not to become 

another heartless Theseus: 

ceperunt matremformosi cornua tauri, 

me tu a; me laudant- ille pudendus amor (F asti 3.497-500: text disputed). 

Bacchus is thus rendered equivalent to the Cretan bull, and inevitably to the other horned 

humanoid, his half-brother-in-law the Minotaur.599 In various ways women relate men to 

the Minotaur, and 'relate to it' themselves. 

The Centaurs and the Minotaur both participate in two major poetic discourses regarding 

monsters in the Augustan period: on the one hand, metapoetic reflection upon unpalatable 

forms of 'authenticity' ('proto-epic' brutality, native Italian/Raman primitivism, 

faithfulness to nanative precedents), and on the other, experimentation in the incongruity 

(or possibility of incongruity) of representing mythic monsters in sympathetic, i.e. 

human, terms. The former is more prominent in treatments of the Centaurs, the latter in 

treatments of the Minotaur, the difference being that Centaurs interact in abortively 

convivial and intensely martial (and in Chiron's case, successfully pedagogic) ways with 

humans, whereas the Minotaur is a paradigm of asociality, muted and imprisoned. What 

599 It may be relevant to the relationship between the Maeander and the labyrinth discussed above that river 
gods, too, were often depicted in art and literature as horned humans (Achelous: Ovid, Metam01phoses 
8.881-9 .2) or as bull-bodied (Aufidus: Horace, Odes 4.14.25). 



the Minotaur does - eat people, and die by These us' hand - is unambiguously animal. 

Ingenious vicarious strategies are brought into play in order to fracture even so clear a 

division between Self and Other as in the Minotaur's case. 
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Whereas, as we have seen, other monsters become humanised and even articulate, the 

Minotaur is not itself humanised. Instead, the transformation takes place through 

(especially female) characters who identify both themselves and other humans as 

inhuman, and vice versa. Catullus, Vergil and Ovid all implicated this new difficulty in 

'locating' the boundaries between Minotaur and human in their individual poetics. The 

motif of the 'unmappable' labyrinth was also the perfect environment in which to 

imagine the Minotaur, whose asociality is as open to interpretation as the labyrinth's 

acursality. 

I have argued that the labyrinth represents the bewildering complexity of epic 

narrative,600 and that bulls represent the virile primitivism of early Rome. Through these 

two concepts, the Minotaur myth has potential links both with the indefinability of 'epic' 

and another form of desirable yet non-viable 'authenticity', that of archaic native 

primitivism. These are the defining problematics of Centauromachy and of centauric 

behaviour. In the works of the three authors I have discussed, Theseus, Tumus, Bacchus, 

Daedalus, Minos, Pasiphae, Phaedra and Ariadne are all linked to the Minotaur in some 

way. It is suggested to literalise family personality traits (frenzy, isolation) or to be 

preferable to deceptive men, but far more often human mythic characters are claimed to 

have Minotauric characteristics. It is not the Minotaur's bestial nature that defines its 

place in Augustan culture, but its hybridity, which expresses the disunity of the 

relationships between allegedly 'human' characters. In this way the Minotaur, like the 

unmappable labyrinth, becomes a metaphor for the subjectiveness of human experience. 

60° Cf. Fowler (2000: 110). 
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Chapter 5: Gigantic and Multi-part Monsters 

This chapter continues the trend of its predecessor in explicitly addressing Augustan 

poets' poetic self-referentiality in monstrous imagery and metaphor. Multi-part monsters 

(almost all human rather than animal, and all male) offered symbolic systems not only for 

geme-focused metapoetics, but also the enactment of successful generic contaminatio, 

and poignant instances of failed homosociality between monstrous and non-monstrous 

figures. 

The privileged position of Gigantomachy in Augustan poetry as the ultimate 'epic' (goal

driven, confrontational) theme indicates a perceived conespondence between the 

magniloquence of the geme and its hyperbolic imagery.601 Epic heroes, like the gods, are 

portrayed in visual art as physically bigger than ordinary people: large stature is 

associated with gods, heroes, and the mythic past generally. 602 Epic, at the top of the 

hierarchy of gemes, may therefore potentially be symbolised by any Gigantic figure (and, 

as I argue below, particularly those with multiple anatomies).603 Yet there is no such 

thing as 'pure' epic, and the abnormality of monsters that represent epic convention is 

appropriate. Hypermascufihity, hypertrophy, and supernumerary parts hint at sublimity, 

but must inevitably produce ever greater deviations from the recognisably and ideally 

human. The monstrous forms (hybrid or otherwise) popular in Augustan poetry often 

represent the experimentation with generic conventions taking place within the text, as 

we have seen with the Centaurs. At the same time, their challenges to contemporary 

assumptions about what is 'human' often take the form of imperfect self-expression, 

dialogue, and sociality (i.e. peer-interaction) within the conventions of different poetic 

gemes. The problem of defining gemes as modes of human experience affects many 

monsters discussed in this thesis, but the cUITent chapter will bring together those figures 

601 Hardie ( 1986: 117). 
602 Gigantic stature in Aeneid: Heuze (1985: 304-308). In Aeneid 8: Anchises (162), Hercules (362-363 ), 
Aeneas (367) . For greater height in the age of heroes generally see e.g. Orestes' seven-cubit coffin in 
Herodotus 1.68; cf. Mayor (2000: 104-156). Famously, Aeneas lifts a stone that would need two men of 
today (Iliad 20.82-85). In Apollonius, the bronze giant Tal os is the last survivor of the Bronze Age 
(Argonautica 4.1638-1644). 
603 Keith (1991) argues that Vergil inaugurated a semantic link through the word ingens, etymologised from 
gens, and hence associated vast scale with kinship and aboriginality. 
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with the Gigantic properties of multiplicity and/or hyperbolic size: Polyphemus and the 

other Cyclopes; the 'anti-Olympian beings' (including Giants, Titans and Hundred

handers);604 Geryon and Cacus; and Argus. 

The multiple anatomies of the 'anti-Olympian beings' consistently represent the 

ambitious scale of epos, with its numerous characters and 'great repute'. Poets situate 

their work in relation to the epic tradition, particularly the Homeric (and pseudo

Homeric) corpus, using both the theme of Gigantomachy, usually framed as recusatio, 

and the 'many-mouths' topos. I will show these two gestures of refusal to be closely 

connected, and to link the authorial persona to the Giants (and related anti-Olympian 

figures). This complicates the reading of contemporary myth as dominated by a 

dichotomous political allegory, countering 'Gigantomachic' forces of disorder with 

'Olympian' order represented by Augustus and the literature of his age. While this 

dichotomy certainly exists, I shall argue that the link between metaphorical and literal 

multiple anatomies represents a metapoetic countercunent. 

Meanwhile, monsters that are not anti-Olympian, but do exhibit non-hybrid distortions, 

share a separate social role :---the agrarian rather than the military (the 'Hesiodic' Cyclopes 

are associated with both menial labour and weapomy: see below). The herdsmen of 

ancient poetry exist in an isolated community, or full isolation; the Cyclopes, Cacus, 

Geryon and Argus are therefore on humanity's borders in a social sense, living among 

beasts, but their non-human status and abortive social interactions (most are killers, all 

are killed) give them unique metapoetic charge as symbols, and caricatures, of pastoral 

conventions.605 Their physical abnormalities problematise not the boundary between 

civilisation and wildness per se, but between sociality (and articulacy) and its lack. 

Ovid's Argus and Polyphemus are also implicated in, and distortions of, the conventions 

of Roman love-elegy. 

604 The term 'Hundred-handers' (EKC<'royxnQEc;) was coined by the mythographers on the basis of the 

adjective EK£X1:0YX£LQOc; at Iliad 1.402 (West 1966: 209). 
605 The term 'pastoral' must be provisional: on its arbitrary application and lack of definition see Hubbard 
(1988: 1-5). 
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All of these beings (excepting the children of Earth, whose snaky legs symbolise their 

parentage)606 have human bodies. Like human-animal hybrids, super- or sub-numerary 

individuals contest definitions of human (or superhuman) identity on the social as much 

as the anatomical level. However, as their identities are largely based on literary 

traditions, and indeed specific 'incarnations' in prior texts, the models of human 

interaction they participate in and interrogate are specifically those characterising 

particular genres (epic, pastoral and love-elegy). 

606 Snakes are the label for all things chthonic: Btimer (1958: 251). 
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The Anti-Oiym pian Beings 
Giants and associated figures are an important part of Roman poetry's reconstruction of 

Greek myth and of human versus inhuman in this period. As Vian has shown,607 

Augustan poetry followed Hellenistic and even earlier poetic precedents in syncretising 

the various anti-Olympian figures by combining and exchanging their distinctive features 

(names, physical appearance, and nan·ative details), such that overall trends in the 

development of these myths are difficult to trace. Combinations of event and name do not 

always match the traditions attested in Hesiod and elsewhere. The homogenisation of 

physical characteristics is one aspect of a first-century move towards polarisation, setting 

the Olympian gods against an uncomplicated Other and even collapsing the separate 

rebellions of the Titans, Giants and Hecatoncheires into a single, multiple 

Gigantomachy.608 These features are principally multiple arms, serpent-legs, and military 

equipment, the second and third of which are common (though not uniform) features of 

anti-Olympian beings. As for the first, stylistic constraints prevented its illustration, to the 

point of banning (identifiable) Hundred-handers from the visual record.609 Vian traces the 

process of iconographic syncretism to the fifth and fourth centuries, with snaky feet 

transferred from Typhoeus in the fourth, and describes the standard appearance of anti-
' 

Olympians (at least by Seneca's time) as many-armed and snake-footed, wielding the 

trees, boulders and mountains of noncivilised combatants (cf. Vergil' s Hercules or the 

Centaurs).610 The spread of serpent-limbs in art may have acted as an alternative for the 

unrepresentable multiple limbs. It seems that after the syncretism of these figures began 

in Classical and Hellenistic Greece, anatomical homogenisation remained partial, and 

inconsistency remained in Augustan Rome, whose authors largely followed their Greek 

predecessors.611 Hardie notes that in the Theogony the Titans fight in phalanxes, and 

Typhoeus' aim is tyranny rather than cosmic destruction, with more bestial characteristics 

emerging only in post-Hesiodic literature and art.612 Vergil describes Aegaeon as carrying 

swords and shields (Aeneid 10.565-570) and Typhoeus as canying arms also (8.298-299). 

607 Vian (1988), (2005). 
608 Vian (1988: 195-197). 
609 Simon (1988: 482). 
610 Vian(l988: 192-194). 
611 Vian (1988: 195). 
612 Hardie (1986: 95, 98). 



The Giants themselves are armed by Ovid, within the most explicit statement of 

syncretism in this period: 

terraferos partus, immania monstra, Gigantas 

edidit ausuros in Iovis ire domum. 

mille manus illis dedit et pro cruribus angues, 

atque ait 'in magnos arma movete deos' (Fasti 5.35-38) 
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This homogenisation of the anti-Olympian beings (Ovid's Giants go on to perform the 

mountain-stacking originally attributed to the Aloades, but generalised in Augustan 

poetry) into snake-footed, multiple-bodied soldiers enabled the politicisation of such 

figures as an allegory of 'chaos versus cosmos', simplifying and neatening the message 

of good versus evil, as in the catalogue of wrongdoers in Horace Odes 3.4.42-80. 

Yet despite the apparent neatness of Gigantomachic polarity, multiple-part monsters are 

not entirely negative. Augustan poets use them to symbolise fragmented, multiple-part 

identities for poetic voices and texts as a means of innovation, as opposed to the 

'ordinary' body. The same -abnormality may be viewed either as the failure to match a 

model, or as a successful caricature or variation.613 

613 Pliny (Epistles 3.5.6) labels the NH as an opus diffusum eruditum, nee minus variwn quam ipsa natura, 

praising its formlessness . 
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The Many-mouths Topos 
The 'many-mouths topos', isolated as a subject of study by Courcelle,614 has 

subsequently been explored by numerous scholars and discovered to run throughout 

ancient poetry (principally epic) from Homer to late antiquity and beyond.615 As the 

statement of a voice (usually the authorial persona) about itself, it has been privileged by 

recent critics, notably Hinds, as a self-reflexive comment on the text's generic identity 

and relationship to previous texts. Homer's claim that he could not list all the Greek ships 

and leaders without the Muses' help, even if he had ten tongues, ten mouths, an 

unwearying voice, and a heart of bronze (Iliad 2.488-490) provokes a succession of 

adaptations of this metaphor of inadequacy, particularly in Augustan poetry. 616 Most of 

the voices making the statement are speaking the great 'word' of epos. In view of 

Persius' claim that the topos was a cliche of epic (and lugubrious tragedy), and the 

parodic way in which he appropriates it for satire, the exceptions of Plautus, Caecilius 

and the Tristia could themselves be humorous appropriations of a metaphor already 

established, even in the mid-Republic, as appropriate to epos (whether already hackneyed 

or not).617 Gowers points out that in applying it to the humble topic of arboriculture in 

Georgics 2, Vergil seems to register that it claims a prestige that can only be credibly 
' 

claimed by epic texts- if all, or indeed any, of them can in the shadow of Homer.618 

Arguably, Roman poets not only associate the inaccessible eloquence named by the topos 

with Homeric diction, but implicitly identify the two, as Ovid explicitly does at Fasti 

2.119-126: 

nunc mihi mille sonos, quoque est memoratus Achilles, 

614 Courcelle ( 1955). 
615 Cameron (1967), Hinds (1993 : 35-47), Gowers (2005), Stella (2005). 
616 Hinds (1993) gives eleven known examples preceding the end of Augustus' lifetime: Plautus, Bacchides 

127 -128; Ennius, Annates 469-4 70 Skutsch; Caecilius, fr.l26-7 R.; Hostius, F 3 Comtney; Lucretius(?) 

apud Servius Ad Georgica 2.42; Vergil , Georgics 2.42-44, Aeneid 6.625-627; Ovid, AA 1.433-436, 

Metamorphoses 8.533-535, Fasti 2.ll9-l26, Tristia 1.5.53-56. 
617 On Persius 5.1-6 cf. Hinds (1993: 39) & Gowers (2005: 171). The instances in Lucretius, the Georgics, 

the AA and the Fasti, if not considered parodic, occur nonetheless in didactic poetry, which was of comse 

counted as epos in antiquity (Volk 2002: 291). 
618 'to produce a bad take-off on purpose is to know how a good model worked' (Henderson 1995: 109). 



vellem, Maeonide, pectus inesse tuum: 

dum canimus sacras alterno carmine nonas, 

maximus hie fastis accumulatur honos. 

deficit ingenium maioraque viribus urgent: 

haec mihi praecipuo est ore canenda dies. 

quid volui demens elegis imponere tantum 

ponderis? heroi res erat ista pedis. 
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The issue becomes, paradoxically, whether Augustan poets are worthy to claim Homeric 

humility.619 

In approaching the 'many-mouths' topos as a (indeed, the) symbol for ambitious 

nanative projects,620 it is worth imagining what such a speaker and such an epos would 

be like. According to Homer, the nanative challenge resides in the quantity of words 

required, rather than quality. Imitators usually include the detail of the durable voice, but 

the constant feature is multiple mouths and tongues (Hostius posits plural 

voces ... liquatae) . These multiple mouths would be a better performative medium not 

because they necessarily sing in harmony, or loudly, but because they can all babble 

simultaneously and get the material over with more quickly. The result would be an 

efficient speaking act rather than successful poetry. Archaic epos provides a famous 

image of many-headed speech, Typhoeus (Theogony 820-880), whose hundred snake

heads produce intimidating sounds sometimes intelligible to the gods, but also ranging 

between various inarticulate animal noises. 621 This type of vociferousness, copious rather 

than intelligible or pleasing, is what the authorial voice offers as hypothetical alternative 

to itself.622 The many-mouthed poet would produce a monstrous voice. It is potentially 

not a self-deprecating conceit, but the opposite. 

619 A second inheritance of Homeric humility- the hyperbole of an action performed in the narrated past 

(e.g. lifting boulders) being impossible in the narrator's present- is subject to the same numerical inflation 

(Hardie 1986: 285). 
620 Shanock (2000: 2) shows how taking 'multiple bites ' is an apt metaphor for all reading, a piecemeal 

process. 
621 Hardie (2005: 120) suggests the comparison of Homer' s many-mouths topos with Hesiod's Typhoeus. 
622 Too (1998: 18-81) locates Typhon as the symbolic source of undesirable voices, silenced by the author, 

in Hesiod's Theogony, Aristophanes' comedies, and Plato 's Republic. 
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The Hesiodic Typhoeus is only one of numerous figures in archaic epos with multiple 

bodies, whom the Augustan poets, following (as often) Classical and Hellenistic 

iconographic and poetic trends, assimilate to the Giants.623 Vergil renders two other 

figures 'hundred-mouthed', Fama and the Sibyl, but they derive this feature from the 

anti-Olympian beings. It may help to explain why the many-mouths topos is so closely 

associated with epos, and specifically epic, that the body of myth collated by Augustan 

poets under the category 'Gigantomachy', involving these multiple monsters, was the 

quintessential epic theme.624 Like the anti-Olympian beings, who during the Augustan 

period exchanged among themselves Typhoeus' snaky legs, the Hecatoncheires' hundred 

arms, and the Giants' hoplite armour,625 the monstrous 'many-mouths poet' is composed 

of nmmally-functioning parts. One condition of 'normal' bodies is symmetry, another 

ratio: therefore the standard form of expression in the topos from Homer onward is 'x 

mouths and x tongues', giving one tongue per mouth, x (where specified) being a 

multiple of ten. Vergil's striking comparison of Aeneas to a raging Aegaeon (Aeneid 

10.565-570) describes the monster as having a hundred arms, a hundred hands, fifty 

mouths, fifty chests, fifty shields and fifty swords, an extensive observation of ratio, in 

which Aegaeon is essentially fifty warriors combined. Like the anti-Olympian beings, the 

many-mouths poet is a neatly multiplied being, representing for Augustan poets the vast 

scale of epic subject matter. 

A further link between the many-mouths topos that symbolises epic grandeur, and the 

many-limbed (often polycephalous) beings that symbolise epic subject-matter, is that 

Ovid employs both to index his own poetic biography. The former, as Hinds notes, 

undergoes a progressive numerical increase through his poetic career as the mouths 

multiply from ten (AA 1.435-436) to one hundred (Metamorphoses 8.533-535) to one 

thousand (Fasti 2.119-120) and, finally, an unspecifiedplures (Tristia 1.5.53-54), which 

Hinds reads as a comment on the previous inflations.626 He reports Barchiesi's comment 

623 Vian (1988: 195). 
624 Hardie (1986: 87), Vian (1988: 193). 
625 Bomer (1958: 293),Vian (1988: esp. 192). 
626 Hinds (1993: 43); cf. Gowers (2005: 173). 
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that such multiplication, which took place diachronically outside Ovid too, represented 

fragmentation rather than accumulation, implying the weakness of modern poetic 

voices.627 This contrasts with Ovid's own poetics, at least, in which epic demands more 

mouths than the less demanding utterances of love-elegy. This is stated clearly at Fasti 

2.119-126, and in Ovid' s famous Gigantomachic recusatio at Amores 2.1.11-17: 

ausus eram, memini, caelestia dicere bel/a 

centimanumque Gyen (et satis oris erat), 

cum male se Tellus ulta est, ingestaque Olympo 

ardua devexum Pelion Ossa tu/it. 

in manibus nimbos et cum love fulmen habebam, 

quod bene pro caelo mitteret ille suo. 

clausit amicafores: ego cum love fulmen omisi. 

Regardless of whether Ovid did in fact attempt a Gigantomachic epic in his youth,628 the 

way he constructs his past self is modelled precisely on the many-mouths topos. The 

'epic Ovid' plays exactly the same role as the 'many-mouths poet', i.e. an unattainable 

superior alternative to the-authorial voice, which is spelled out parenthetically by the 

phrase et satis oris erat ('and I was up to facing it'/'and there was ample mouth'). The 

'epic Ovid', preparing to sing of Hundred-handed Gyas, is pictured as gripping Jupiter 

and the rest of the scenery in his own evidently capacious hands. It takes the amica's own 

thunderclap to put a stop to Ovid's Gigantomachic ambitions, and by denying his ability 

to be such a many-mouthed, many-handed poet, Ovid ingeniously turns what began as a 

hubristic claim to epic potency into a version of the many-mouths topos. Ironically, this 

recusatio is the very manoeuvre by which epic poets validate themselves as real poets; 

the 'epic Ovid' was a failure, and the split created between him and the authorial voice is 

the latter's claim to authenticity, since it turned him into a 'natural' elegiac amator. 

627 Hinds (1993 : 45n53). 
628 The first line of an ancient twelve-line graffito from Sulmona, which appears to summarise Ovid 's 
literary career, contains the tantalising phrase ' -os que gigantwn': dell a Carte ( 1971 ). Ovid does of course 
nanate a brief Gigantomachy at Metamorphoses 1.151-162, where it produces the entire human race, 
earthborn ( 1.393) like the Giants themselves . 
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As Amores 2.1 suggests, the many-mouths topos is a metaphorical Gigantomachy, 

opposing the monstrosity of the 'many-mouths poet' with the speaking (and in that sense 

successful) authorial voice, in a re-enactment of Jupiter and the Olympians defeating 

their opponents.629 Yet it would be inappropriate to connect either the topos, or 

Gigantomachy itself, too strongly to contemporary political appropriations of 'chaos 

versus cosmos' myth in the name of Augustus or Rome. 630 Admittedly, some literary 

depictions oppose violent monsters to Augustan and Olympian order, and the authorial 

persona can even be aligned on the 'good' side.631 However, both the topos and 

Gigantomachy were characteristic of even the earliest epic, and therefore these generic 

markers cannot be ascribed to political propaganda per se. Vergil's two hundred-mouthed 

creations in the Aeneid, his personification of Fama and his portrayal of the Sibyl, do not 

appear in scenarios of conflict and are more easily read as figures of Vergil's own 

poetics. 

In Aeneid 6 the Sibyl, leading Aeneas through the underworld, ends her extensive 

commentary on the sights of Tartarus with a version of the many-mouths topos: 

non, mihi si linguae centum sint oraque centum, 

ferrea vox, omnis see le rum comprendere formas, 

omnia poenarum percurrere nomina possim (Aeneid 6.625-627) 

Gowers explicates the various reasons why the Sibyl is an appropriate figure to employ 

the topos: her information comes from Hekate (6.565), etymologised by Servius from 

EKet'WV, and she does in fact have a hundred 'mouths', the apertures of the cave through 

which her pronouncements are uttered (6.42-44, 81-82); the Sibyl takes on the attributes 

629 Ovid observes that poets are in a way on the side of the anti-Olympians, being (metaphorically) 

responsible for sending Enceladus into the fray, iaculantem mille lacertis (Amores 3.12.27) . 
630 Lovatt (2005: 114-118) emphasises the instability of Gigantomachy, both as political metaphor and 

otherwise: it is 'a civil war of myth . .. the highest and most inflated theme of epic . . . the ultimate elevation of 

the here and now ... (and the ultimate bathos)' (118). 
631 The 'chaos versus cosmos' world view appears in both Vergil and Horace. Vergil's Aeneid is filled with 

conflict against chthonic and disruptive forces (Small 1959, Hardie 1986). For politicised Gigantomachy, 

the locus classicus is Ho race, Odes 3 .4.42-80, with a counterpart in 2.17.13-16, where Ho race and 

Maecenas are pmtrayed being assailed by the Chimaera and Hundred-handed Gyas. 
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of the underworld itself, a world filled with images of open jaws, and also those of the 

author, exaggerating his curt yet suggestive presentation of the underworld and making 

the katabasis narrative 'literally an extended praeteritio' .632 The link between the 

metaphorical hundred mouths of the Sibyl's cave and those of the topos she employs is 

now evident; it remains to note that besides remarking the fifty-headed Hydra (576-577), 

she mentions numerous blasphemous misdeeds among topics that she cannot nanate 

adequately, including those of the Titans (580-581), Aloades (582-584) and the earthborn 

Giant Tityos (595-596). The presence of these anti-Olympians within her narrative makes 

her use of the topos a recusatio of Gigantomachy, providing a forerunner to Ovid's 

explicit link between epic's two multiple-body symbols in the Amores. 

Vergil's Fama (Aeneid 4.173-197) is an exceptional creature, not only as one of only two 

full personifications in the Aeneid (besides Somnus: 5.838-861), but because her multiple 

anatomy differs markedly from those of her brother Giants ( 4.178-180). Unlike theirs, her 

'notably inhuman' 633 physical form only partially follows the conventions of ratio and 

coherence: 

monstrum horrendum, ingens, cui quat sunt corpore plumae, 

tot vigiles oculi subter (mirabile dictu), 

tot linguae, totidem ora sonant, tot subrigit auris. 

nocte volat caeli media terraeque per umbram 

stridens, nee dulci declinat lumina somno (Aeneid 4.181-185) 

The separate mention of tongues and mouths of the same number fits the pattem of the 

many-mouths topos, while ratio is also preserved in the equivalent (presumably large) 

numbers of feathers and ears. However, the monster is clearly not intended to cmTespond 

to any imaginable form, let alone a human one: her flying, perching, feathers, 

screaming,634 foulness (deafoeda, 195: cf. the Harpies at 3.262, deae seu ... dirae 

632 Gowers (2005); cf. Oliensis (2005: 41). 
633 Hardie (1999: 97). 
634 Nelis (200 1: 154) translates stridens as 'hissing' and identifies it as one of several parallels with 

Apollonius' fleece-guarding serpent. 
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obscenaeque volucres) and wings ( 180) suggest a bird, but the eyes and ears frustrate 

satisfactory visualisation. The imprecision of her anatomy associates her with numerous 

other monsters, primarily anti-Olympians: she has the multiple eyes and mouths (and 

genealogy) ofHesiod's Typhoeus and the hyperbolic (or metaphorical) skyscraping 

stature of the Giants, and was produced by the angry Earth as sister to Coeus and 

Enceladus; there are also verbal and descriptive connections with Apollonius' fleece

guarding serpent, Vergil's own Cyclopes and Dira, and the archaic Argus.635 She is also 

'anti-Olympian' as a disruptive chthonic force. 636 With her Gigantomachic (and 

eclectically monstrous) genealogy and qualities, Fama links the theme of anti-Olympian 

multi-part monsters to the identity of the authorial voice. She possesses the traditional 

multiple mouths and as many tongues, with which to tenify cities with messages false 

and true. As 'repute' personified, she also symbolises one definition of epic itself, the 

nanation of events involving heroes: 'in Latin poetry Fama cannot appear without being 

self-reflexive' .637 Vergil's Fama is a figure of distortion: the chaotic and umeliable 

alternative to the continuity, coherence, and hence, ostensible reliability of Vergil's own 

mmating voice.638 If Fama personifies hyperbole,639 she combines the two forms of 

characteristically epic hyperbole involving multiple bodies like her own, namely, 

Gigantomachy and the many-mouths topos. 

Gigantomachy is a convenient paradigm for epic against which Augustan poets structure 

their texts' generic identity. The many-mouths topos is a way of making the authorial 

persona the opposite of an overwhelming, manifold, archaic - in short, Gigantomachic -

alternative, casting the large-scale epic voice as one of its own monsters. Thus, by 

apologetically refusing epic authority, epic or didactic authors can either claim epic 

authority itself, through its traditional modesty (a paradox which left the topos open to 

parody from outside), orvalidity in some different geme such as love-elegy. 

635 Hardie (1986: 274), Nelis (2001: 154). Like Vergil's Fama (4.185), Argus (discussed below) was 

traditionally said to have eyes that never closed in sleep (Hesiod fr.294 Merkelbach-West; Pherekydes 

FGrH 3 F 66). 
636 Hardie ( 1999: 97). 
637 Hardie (2002: 67). 
63 8 Fama is not necessarily an intertextual marker. Horsfall (1991: 126-133) lists instances where Vergil 

cites Fama as authority for probable or certain Vergilian innovations. 
639 Hardie (1986: 274). 

I I 
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Latin epicists can be seen as caught in an anxious double-bind. Writing Homer-like epic 

is hubristic and impossible, but writing anything else is maverick: equally suspect, 

perhaps equally doomed. Latin texts are inevitably abnormal, or so their Gigantomachic 

humility claims; but escape is at hand, in the manipulation of the big/small, good/bad 

scale, whose metaphors are reversible. The essential point of Gigantomachic and many

mouthed Augustan metapoetics is that epic is unmanageably huge and manifold. Yet the 

very texts that deny their own impressiveness produce new forms of self-aggrandizement 

with new spins on the old imagery. Creating complications in the cosmic and anatomical 

metaphors is itself a way for poets to contest the very hierarchies in which they claim 

lowly status. 

The irony of Augustan anti-Olympians is that their symbolic value was so eloquent that 

they never became speaking characters.640 As we shall see, communication and sociality 

are the principal means by which the other Gigantic figures negotiated epic and non-epic 

roles, though their efforts are usually as futile as Gigantomachy itself. 

640 Despite Cottus' speech in Theogony 655-663. 
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Cyclopes 
Like the figures hitherto discussed, the Cyclopes are giant, non-Olympian mythic figures 

prominent in archaic epic, but their numerical abnormality is a lack: one large eye for 

two. They are associated with, or at least present throughout, ancient epic, appearing in 

Homer, Hesiod, V ergil and Ovid; however, V ergil and Ovid make very different uses of 

the same monstrous type, to the extent that, like Medusa, the Cyclopes index many 

differences between the two authors' poetics. In the Aeneid, two different Cyclopean 

lifestyles symbolise contrasting types of bestial, Gigantomachic, epic 'authenticity'. In 

the Metamorphoses Polyphemus himself, the only Cyclopic 'personality', is split into 

contrasting halves. Ovid uses this figure, specially qualified by an intertextual past of 

adaptive migration from epic into very different gemes, to demonstrate how rich and 

productive generic contaminatio can be, and by contrast how stagnant generic 'purity'. 

This makes Polyphemus' monstrous monocularity a symbol of innovation: his 

'ineptitude' and 'excessiveness' represent the inevitable changes which keep myths and 

gemes alive, even and especially epic poetry. 

Greek poetry had three roles for the Cyclopes: shepherds, the most famous being 
--.. 

Polyphemus; builders of giant masomy (e.g. the walls of Mycenae, Tiryns & Argas); and 

manufacturers of Zeus' thunderbolt.641 Vergil includes both shepherd- and smith

Cyclopes in the Aeneid, 'Homeric' and 'Hesiodic' respectively.642 Aetna, whose 

Gigantomachic associations have been examined in detail by Hardie,643 links the two 

groups, since pastor Polyphemus and his neighbours inhabit the volcano's vicinity 

(3.674-675 & passim), whereas Vulcan's forge is underground nearby.644 While the 

641 Shepherds: Odyssey 9; Theocritus, Idyll 11: for a survey of pastoral Cyclopes (i.e. of Polyphemus and 
Galatea) in ancient literature see Holland (1884). Masons: cf. Pausanias 2.16.5, 2.25.8 etc. & schol. 
Euripides, Orestes 965. Thunderbolt-makers: Hesiod, Theogony 139-146 (cf. Horace, Odes 1.4.7-8). Vergil 
uses the adjective 'Cyclopean' in the first sense, meaning 'Sicilian' (Georgics 1.471), and the second, 
describing the f01tifications of Tartarus (Aeneid 6.552-554). 
642 Barchiesi (1984: 778). The relationship between Homer's and Hesiod 's Cyclopes is discussed in detail 
by Mondi (1983) . 
643 Hardie (1986: 105-107); cf. Barchiesi (1984: 778), Khan (1998: 234). Flores (1988: 165) links Aetna's 
crater to Polyphemus' single eye; in Aeneid 3 they are both flowing orifices accompanied by groaning. 
644 The forge is nominally beneath the nearby isle of Volcania (8.422) , but called Aetnaean (8.419) and 
thereby loosely associated with the whole region. Sicily is 'a big-game reserve for primitive monsters ' 

I , 
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Polyphemus episode of Aeneid 3.588-683 is briefer than that of Odyssey 9, the 

description of the smith-Cyclopes (8.418-453) is fuller than any surviving from earlier 

literature. This constructs a thematic contrast between these figures. Both groups are 

described acting together, but neither speaks. On epic terms, shepherds and smiths inhabit 

the same category, the 'unheroic': unhandsome labourers, marginalised figures 

occupying caves (the smith-god Vulcan was lame, whilst Cacus, Geryon and Argus are 

other pastoral monsters). The Cyclopes' shared monstrousness (mighty bodies, single 

eyes) conveniently symbolises their incomplete social identity, reduced in both cases to 

manual effort combined with an expert gaze. The different activities of Vergil' s Cyclopes 

are an important clue towards understanding his portrayal of how Aeneas, paradigm of 

any plausibly Roman definition of 'humanity', interacts with the Gigantic sociopath 

Polyphemus. 

At 3.569 Aeneas' ships drift unwittingly towards the shores of the Cyclopes. This is 

Homeric territory, as the many post-Homeric versions of Polyphemus inevitably 

acknowledge. Polyphemus himself is a brother of the anti-Olympian beings, not merely 

in stature and imagery (and some genealogies) but as epic subject-matter: every post

Homeric Polyphemus is a reaction to Homer's. However, Polyphemus had undergone 

considerable transformation in Greek literature.645 Like Heracles/Hercules, he had 

become emblematic of epic and, simultaneously, potentially incongruous in epic, thanks 

to various reinventions as a non-threatening, even comic figure . Humorous versions 

depend on his ineptitude in social situations; one reason why Polyphemus is further 

dehumanised in the Aeneid than in the Odyssey may be precisely to minimise evocations 

of such post-Homeric social interactions. 

Even the Homeric content which made Polyphemus a bad person rather than a non

person is minimised through an emphasis on gore, squalor, and unsophisticated 

(Hardie 1986: 260), with a long Cyclopean pedigree: Thucydides (6.2) names the Cyclopes and 

Laestrygonians as Sicily's alleged first settlers. 
645 Flores (1988: 165), Glenn (1972: 47-59), Scott (1995: 29-43, esp. 43). Horace Satires 1.5 .60-64 and 

Epistles 2.2.125 imply that 'the Cyclops ' had also become a stock character in subliterary, rustic Italian 

enteJtainments. 
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violence.646 This is not absolute; for example, pathos is preserved in the description of the 

giant's blind stumbling, his emotional attachment to his flock, and his painful wound 

(3.659-664). Furthermore, anticipating the wholesale generic conflation of 

Metamorphoses 13, Vergil's account contains hints of Eclogue 2 (his own (humanised) 

adaptation of Theocritus' pastoral parody of Homer's Polyphemus in Idyll11), 647 which 

suggests that Augustan epic monsters are inevitably generically 'impure'. However, this 

is not more fully explored, in order to preserve the straightforwardly unsympathetic 

brutality of the 'epic' Polyphemus.648 The Cyclops has his domus here (618), but the lack 

of hospitiwn extends even as far as the rudiments of sociality, i.e. verbal communication. 

Odysseus could at least converse with Polyphemus. Aeneas is denied this doubly: his 

Polyphemus is inarticulate and un-addressable (expressed cryptically yet catchily: nee 

visufaeilis nee dietu adfabilis ulli: 621),649 and Aeneas does not actually 'encounter' him, 

except by report and from a distance. The Homeric monster must remain inaccessible to 

this latecomer, despite his partial assimilation to Odysseus. Not only does he retrace parts 

of Odysseus' journey but, according to the envoy Venulus, Aetnaeos vidit Cyclopas 

Ulixes (11.263). Actually it is Aeneas who saw many: in Homer, Odysseus saw only 

Polyphemus (beyond that he merely saw smoke and heard voices: Odyssey 9.167, 402-

413). The muted Polyphemus may symbolise the impossibilities of engaging in dialogue 

with the Odyssey.650 He is multiplied into a horde of anti-hosts, marching to battle like 

Giants, requiring impossible powers of epic narration: 

646 The intoxication of Polyphemus and the 'No-one' trick- the elements of wit- are missing from 
Achaemenides' account (Khan 1998: 249). Polyphemus' cave is recast from homestead to shambles (3 .618-

627; cf. Heuze 1985: 200). de collo fistula pendet (661 ), though accepted by Khan (1998: 249) as part of an 
'admixture of pastorality and goriness', is rejected by most modern editors (e.g. Williams 1962: 197 ad loc) 

as an interpolation. 
647 Thomas (1999: 262). Ovid of course performs the same manoeuvre: Polyphemus' plentiful supply of 
cheese and milk (Metamorphoses 13.829-830) not only follows Odyssey 9.219-223 and Idyll 6.35-37 but is 
verbally reminiscent (lac mihi . .. ) of Eclogue 2.20. 
648 With Polyphemus, as often, Ovid reveals the Aeneid's subtlety by exaggerating it (Metamorphoses 

13.719-897). 
649 The mundanity ofjacilis and adfabilis (Williams 1962: 189 ad loc.) and the awkwardness of the second 
supine perhaps imply the ab01tiveness of attempts at communication. 
65° Cf. the reduced scale of the shield-ekphrasis from universe to Rome and reduced number of books from 
24 to 12; of course, modest successorship is a form of pride. 

I 
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at genus e si/vis Cyclopum et montibus altis 

excitum ruit ad portus et litora complent (Aeneid 3.675-676).651 

Aeneas' first words in the poem accommodate implications of engagement with imposing 

Hellenic legacies, either in the form of Polyphemus or of other Cyclopean landmarks: 

vos et Scyllaeam rabiem penitusque sonantis 

accestis scopulos, vos et Cyclopea saxa 

experti (Aeneid 1.200-202). 

experti is the key word here: not only have the Trojans 'undergone' but they 'have 

attempted', 'are familiar with/expert in'. Cyclopea saxa may be the crags of Sicily. They 

may also, in another appropriation of Odysseus' role, be the rocks Polyphemus hurled at 

Odysseus (not Aeneas). A third possibility takes us outside myth altogether: Cylopea 

saxa can mean 'Cyclopean walls', the geographical monuments conesponding to archaic 

Greek literature in their archaism, durability, and unrepeatability. 

Vulcan's smith-Cyclopes contrast with the shepherds in numerous ways (nature/culture, 

destruction/creation, failure/success), and their monstrous form must therefore cany very 

different connotations: far from bestial sociopaths, they are artists. The Sibyl calls the 

ramparts of the Elysian fields (cf. those ofTartarus, 6.552-554)- apparently Vergil's 

invention- Cyclopum educta caminis (6.630-631). They are therefore the makers of the 

scenery, as well as the props (Jupiter's thunderbolt, Mars' chariot, Pallas' aegis: 

8.427-439) of epic.652 Vulcan orders these divine accessories put aside half-finished to 

make way for arma acrifacienda viro (8.441, cf. arma virumque): Gigantomachic props 

give way to Aeneas' arms. When the shield is forged, the uncomfortable issue of scale 

becomes increasingly problematic. Barchiesi points to the disparity between practical 

function and nanatorial effort in the scene, suggesting that their rhythmic work represents 

651 I thank John Henderson for observing that the genus Cyclopum goes from singular to plural within 
3.676. 
652 The thunderbolt is a particularly appropriate product of Aetna-fuelled furnaces , a mixture of Lucretian 
science and epic supernaturalism (Hardie 1986: 186-187). 
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the construction of Vergil's own hexameters.653 Another disparity is that between 

hyperbole and literalism: it does not take streams of bronze and gold ( 445), a vast furnace 

(446), a lake (451), and three giants working in concert to produce a hoplite-style clipeus, 

allegedly ingens (447) but by definition approximately 90cm across, which a giant 

Cyclops could presumably hold in his palm. The shield is an intricate bauble: the smith

Cyclopes' feat is not creating something grand, but creating something of normal scale. 

Vergil's smith-Cyclopes, Gigantomachic relics from Hesiod's text, represent a 

subordination of epic artistry that is not diminution but complexification. 

The three Cyclopes, for all the hyperbole of their work, are insignificant in the poem. 

Their sole function, creation, is undercut by the attribution of all artistic input to Vulcan: 

creativity is separated from labour.654 The human-sized shield, whose importance and 

dignity would not have survived being seen as tiny, expands to become a whole world of 

temporal Romes, dwarfing the number of lines devoted to its creators and failing to 

acknowledge their creative role. Without characterisation, individually or collectively, 

they are only seen through the process, and not the finished result, of their work. Their 

moment of triumph, the famous lines 8.449-453 that fuse sound with sense, is itself (with 

a few adjustments) recycled from Georgics 4.170-175. Even their labelling represents 

subordinated creativity: Brontesque Steropesque et nudus membra Pyragmon (8.425) is 

markedly adapted from Theogony 140 (BQOV'rllV 'rE L'rC:Q07LllV 're KaL AQYllV 

6~Qq . ..t68v~ov). The third party, Arges, has been replaced by Pyracmon ('Fire-anvil'), 

while the adjective 'stubbom-hearted' has become 'bare', which literally stands out 

nakedly in the text. The Cyclopes of Aeneid 8 are, on various levels, portrayed as 

secondary and anonymous; it is only through a connection with the explicitly visible 

shepherd-Cyclopes of Book 3 (and Fama of Book 4) that their monstrosity, the key to 

their success, becomes visible. The single defining feature of the Cyclopes, the single 

huge eye (Ktn<Aoc; = orbis), is what connects the 'Homeric' with the 'Hesiodic' 

653 Barchiesi (1997: 278) . 
654 fecerat lgnipotens (8 .628),Jecerat (630), addiderat (637), extuderat (665), addit (666), 
Mulciber ... finxerat (724-726),Jecerat lgnipotens (710), clipeum Volcani (729). Six of these phrases are 
placed emphatically at the beginnings of lines. 

I I 
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Cyclopes.655 The eye of the blinded Polyphemus is mentioned three times (3.635-636, 

659, 663), and those of his compatriots once (3.677). The word lumen is used each time, 

which implies not only 'rays of vision' but also 'the light of life' .656 Moskalew adduces 

several notable correspondences between Polyphemus and the Fama of Book 4, including 

4.181 (monstrum horrendum, ingens, cui, quat sunt corpore plumae) recalling 3.658 

(monstrum horrendum, informe, ingens, cui lumen ademptum), and Fama as sister of 

Enceladus (cf. 3.578:fama est Enceladi), whose fires blaze under Polyphemus' native 

Aetna, apparently fuelling Vulcan's forge. 657 We can take this further: the many eyes 

(oculi, 182; lumina, 185) ofF ama are recalled by the multiple individual eyes of the 

Cyclopes, ranged along the shore but too late to do anything more than look on 

impotently, and presumably make noise (astantis nequiquam lumine torvo, 3.677). This 

portrayal of the Cyclopean eye as impotent lumen (Polyphemus' is blind: none of them 

see Aeneas properly) is answered by the Cyclopes of Book 8. Though there is no physical 

description of the smiths themselves, eyes appear in their work: upon Pallas' aegis, they 

were burnishing Gorgona, desecto vertentem lumina colla (8.438), which they put aside 

in order to make the shield, septenosque orbibus orbisl impediunt (8.448-449). One 

artwork embodies the powerful (monstrous) gaze; the other is a multiplication of orbes 

(Ktn<AOL), recalling the innumerable eyes of Fama, the personification of epic and blood 

relation of Gigantic epic figures, by producing a colossal 'report' of everything that lies 

in store for Rome. 658 

The shield restores the destroyed eye of Polyphemus (which Achaemenides described as 

like an AI·give clipeum, 3 .637), the aegis the powerless glare of his compatriots. This 

single round artefact is the product of multiple eyes: in one sense those of Fama, and in 

another those of the collaborating smith-Cyclopes, the successful counterpart to the 

frustrated shepherd-Cyclopes. The shield symbolises Romanised epic, its Hesiodic 

655 Part of the appeal for Vergil of accommodating contrasting Cyclopes from the earliest Greek poets may 
have been that, as shepherds and armourers, they reverse the two authors' best-known themes. 
656 Glenn (1974: 37-38) points out a possible source, Catullus 68 .93, in which the meaning is specifically 
the latter. 
657 Moskalew (1988: 33-34) ; cf Hardie ( 1986: 274-275) on Fama ' s assimilation to giants and 
~igantomachy. 
58 orbis = eye/circle/world. 
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creators the successful production of epos by 'authentic' Cyclopes, i.e. figures untainted 

by non-epic associations, unlike the pastoral Polyphemus. 

The Polyphemus of Metamorphoses 13 synthesises verbal, thematic and nanative 

elements from the entire anay of Polyphemuses in earlier texts, leaving them 

inextricable. The primary contrast is between the 'epic' cannibal of Odyssey 9 and the 

'pastoral' serenader of Theocritus' Idyll 11, though as many have shown, other intertexts 

complicate the picture,659 and the overall result is a pastiche of contrasting generic 

conventions, all (through various literary precedents) 'appropriate' to Polyphemus. After 

a long performance of rustic and amatory song, his sociopathic side reasserts itself 

violently. Therefore, reading this Polyphemus in te1ms of geme-based modes of sociality 

reveals a monster who plays the (never entirely separate) roles of pastoral singer and 

lover, and elegiac exclusus amator, before reverting to the violence of the epic monster. I 

suggest that these distinct types of behaviour are based on the codes of Augustan 

literature, not only since Vergil's Eclogues and Ovid' s own elegiac works are the prime 

referents for pastoral and elegiac conventions respectively, but because the non-speaking 

Polyphemus of Metamorphoses 13 has far more in common with the monster of Aeneid 3 

than that of the Odyssey. I will first discuss the relationship between the aiTogant and 

solipsistic personality of the singing Polyphemus, and the eclectic nature of his portrayal. 

I will then compare him with the two figures in the poem who show, by contrast, how 

rich and productive are the results of Polyp hem us' doomed foray into pastoral-elegiac 

role-playing: the first is his rival Acis, and the second is Polyphemus himself, as seen 

from Aeneas/Macareus' perspective in Book 14. The contrasts between the Book 13 and 

Book 14 Polyphemuses are the key to appreciating Ovid's desire to connect prodigious 

forms with innovation and interest. 

The fact that Polyphemus had played leading roles in very different generic worlds was 

of topical interest in Augustan Rome, whose fresh canon of texts defined Latin versions 

of those worlds. A fresco of the Boscotrecase villa, made shortly after 11 BC (in Ovid's 

lifetime) depicts an 'elegiac' Polyphemus serenading Galatea in the foreground and an 

659 E.g. Griffin (1983), Farrell (1992), Scott (1995), Mack (1999) , Tueller (2000). 
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'epic' one attacking Odysseus' ship in the background.660 In Ovid's presentation of the 

relationship between generic versions of the same monster in Metamorphoses 13 the core 

of the episode is the same basic dynamic between umealised harmony and realised strife, 

between the anatomically normal and the monster. 

·Polyphemus is a master rhetorician, though ridiculous,66 1 and his performance is erudite 

and iridescent, ranging from bathos to pathos, farce to fury. His self-presentation reflects 

this fullness. The hugeness and solitariness of his eye (Metamorphoses 13.851-853) 

symbolises his solipsistic, self-aggrandising perspective on the world. This deformity 

may also be linked to his inability to balance expressiveness with sensitivity- in other 

words, to achieve sociality as a (pastoral or elegiac) human might, despite formidable 

eloquence. This is revealed in his eulogies of Galatea and himself. His thirty similes for 

Galatea, fifteen of praise and fifteen of reproach, 662 expand the Theocritean model of 

Idylls 11.20-21 considerably. According to Dorrie, the ridiculousness of his similes is 

primarily due to their accumulation, and only in part to their ineptitude.663 However, there 

are problems with their quality, representing not only rusticity on Polyphemus' part but a 

fundamental failure to see things from alternative points of view (either someone else's, 

or his own elsewhere in the song). He accuses Galatea of traits present in himself.664 He 

also hits a fundamental problem with his similes involving water. Since Galatea is a 

Nereid, it is unsurprising that Polyphemus tends to identify her with the sea itself, 

believing she is underwater (838), expecting her to respect Neptune (854-855), and 

setting up a macabre pun near the end of his song: 

viscera viva traham divulsaque membra per agros 

perque tuas spargam (sic se tibi misceat!) undas (Metamorphoses 13.865-866). 

660 von Blanckenhagen (1962: 38-51); cf. Fitzgerald (1995: 144-146) & Leach (1988 : 364-365). 
66 1 Gross (2000: 63) . The copiousness of Polyphemus ' verbal resources may activate an implicit pun on his 
name ('many-voiced ' ). 
662 Noted by many critics, whose schematisations vary slightly: Griffin (1983 : 193), Scott (1995 : 54), Gross 
(2000: 62), Hopkinson (2000: 38) . 
663 Dorrie (1969: 87) . 
664 Saeva, dura, violens, superba, acris, aspera, truculenta, immitis (Hopkinson 2000: 39) . 
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Therefore Polyphemus' comparisons of Galatea to water- fallacior undis (799), surdior 

aequo rib us (804) - are tautological and redundant. 665 The 'bear with cubs' simile is also 

inconsistent with an attitude exhibited later in the song, when he offers literally to give 

Galatea a pair of bear-cubs (advertising that their mother was villosa, something he 

admires in himself),666 which thus amounts to encouraging her to be hostile. His failure to 

communicate even affects the internal coherence of his own speech. 

In his self-praise, Polyphemus dwells on characteristics which ordinary humans (and 

presumably Galatea) would consider excessive: his stature, strength, hairiness (which are 

also suggestive of the pejorative metaphors of ancient literary criticism),667 and large eye. 

Prolixity is another of his excesses: the verbal echo of Horace Satires 1.9.22 in line 

13.840 ('me novi', in the same sedes) associates him with the ingratiating pest who 

boasted about the quantity of his verses. These demonstrations of his inability to make 

comparative value-judgements, to see his excesses in proportion, is complemented by the 

sheer length of his song, eighty lines (789-869), presumably delivered at the same 

volume as his piping: 

[cui] sumptaque harundinibus conpacta est fistula centum, 

sense runt toti pastoria sibila mantes, 

senserunt undae (Metamorphoses 13.784-786).668 

At 13.876-877 (tantaque vox, quantam Cyclops iratus habere/ debuit, illafuit) the 

nanator hints that this account, like its subject, is not subject to comparative evaluation: 

this version of Polyphemus is not subordinate to any single generic or textual model. 

665 We may also include the borrowing from Horace Odes 3.13.1 (splendidior vitro, emphasised by Gross 
2000:55 & 65) at 13.791 , which originally referred to thefons Bandusiae. 
666 Hopkinson (2000: 224). 
667 Polyphemus' weight, bulk and coarseness contrast with Roman elegy' s positive aesthetic metaphors, 
which approved the sparse or slender (tenuis : Tristia 2.327-340), narrow (angustus: Propertius 2.34.41) and 
above all light (levis : Propertius 3.1.19-20, Amores 3.1.41, Tristia 2.33133-2). Hairiness had become 
regularly attributed to early and non-Aiexandrian poetry (cf. Barchiesi: fmthcoming 2006), pmticularly 
Ennius: Prope1tius 4.1.61 : Ennius hirsuta cingat sua dicta corona; Ovid Tristia 2.259: sumpserit Annates 
(nihil est hirsutius illis). 
668 See also 13.787-788: 'procul auribus hausi! talia dicta ': proC/Il ==inland, under a rock with Acis , while 
Polyphemus addresses the sea. 
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Scott compares Polyphemus directly to Narcissus, attributing to him 'an ego haunted 

always by its own insufficiency' .669 Polyphemus' narcissism could also be interpreted as 

the extreme degree of complacency: he is abnormally self-sufficient, i.e. incapable of 

achieving social intercourse. He is never, by himself or the nanator(s), truly equated or 

placed in dialogue with anyone else. 670 

The Metamorphoses as a whole is impossible to assign satisfactorily to any single genre: 

this fluidity makes generic distinctions not less, but more important to its 

interpretation. 671 In this episode, which evokes every known literary version of 

Polyphemus, including those of Homer, Euripides, Theocritus and Vergil, there is no 

dominant generic frame of reference, either overall or sequentially. Some critics propose 

a structure of contrasting generic phases, which is well argued for by Tissol,672 or of one 

dominant genre,673 but this works better elsewhere than in the Polyphemus-Galatea 

episode, which is more of a 'continuous discontinuity' .674 There has been recourse to the 

Bakhtinian concept of dialogism, which is useful in that it assumes multiplicity of 

meaning even on the level of individual words .675 Ovid sometimes uses elements 

common to more than one genre in a deliberately ambiguous way in order to challenge 

the reader's conceptions of how they should be defined. The greatest of these elements is 

of course Polyphemus himself. 

Since there have been several detailed studies of Ovid' s strategy of contaminatio and 

generic fusing in this episode of Book 13, this discussion will be restricted to Ovid's use 

of multivalent elements, principally those bridging the gap between epic and pastoral.676 

669 Scott (1995 : 55-56). 
670 The Book 13 Polyphemus is denied both forms of companionship available to his Homeric incarnation: 
the ram he addresses at Odyssey 9.447-460, and the other Cyclopes, who are now excluded from the 
hubristic claim of superiority to Zeus (following Euripides , Cyclops 320-331, rather than Odyssey 
9.273-276). Indeed, this episode offers nothing to suggest that Polyphemus is not unique. 
671 Hinds (1987: 15, 120-121). Augustan self-interrogation over genre: Conte ( 1992: 117). 
672 Tissol (1997 : esp. 121). Cf. Hopkinson (2000: 40) on the transformative function of Acis. 
673 See Hinds (1987: 99-134) for extended discussion of the issue of identifying the Metamorphoses with a 
dominant genre, and Fanell (1992: 235n4) for scholarship opposing this approach. Recent criticism has 
favoured the latter position (but cf. Conte 1992: 122n30). 
674 Gross (2000: 63-64), in response to Tissol (1990); cf. Fanell (1992: 246-247). 
675 Fan·ell (1992: 238-240) , Scott (1995: 51) . 
676 Conte ( 1992: 107): 'Ovid . . . is fascinated by coincidences and overlapping images'. 
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Telemus' prophecy is mentioned in the Odyssey (9.507-512) with tragic irony, and 

subsequently alluded to by Theocritus' Polyphemus in Idyll6.23-24 with comic irony: 

when Ovid's Polyphemus is represented in dialogue with Telemus at Metamorphoses 

13.770-775, this relates both to the Odyssey in mentioning the content of the prophecy 

and to the Idylls in reporting Polyphemus' hubris tic scorn. Likewise, the phenomenon of 

the staff large enough to be fitted out as a mast (13. 782-783) alludes both to the Aeneid 

(3.659), in that it is a pine tree, and to the Odyssey (9.319-324), in that it is mast-sized.677 

Elements that represent 'overlaps' between intertexts can be thematic as well as verbal. 

The bull simile (13.871-872) must, as Farrell comments, simultaneously cite its uses by 

Vergil in the Georgics (3.209-241) andAeneid (12.101-106, 715-724), and therefore also 

the dialogue between the epic and georgic poems itself.678 Hopkinson detects an 

ambiguity of generic reference in the phrase modo copia detur (Metamorphoses 13.863): 

in elegy copia would mean access to the beloved, but here, as immediately becomes 

apparent, it means access to Acis in order to kill him. 679 

Perhaps the aspect of the episode that is most mutable, depending on generic context, is 

its setting, Sicily, which had become a multivalent location.680 The paraclausithyron on 

the beach is both Idyllic, since Polyphemus addresses Galatea in the sea in ldyll11, and 

Odyssean/Aeneidic since he gazes helplessly from the shore.681 The silvae of the above 

quotation indicate a pastoral context, but are partially assimilated into the epic-style 

simile of the bull, whilst wandering is an elegiac lover's activity.682 Ovid takes care to 

indicate the provenance of his material only as far as to reveal its range and intermediacy, 

and not far enough that the text can be apportioned into separate modes or phases, even 

of conflation (e.g. 'epic-comic' or 'pastoral-elegiac').683 It is possible to see Polyphemus' 

677 Hopkinson (2000: 216-217). 
678 Farrell (1992: 258-259) . 
679 Hopkinson (2000: 226). There may be irony in the request, since Polyphemus hardly lacks copia in 
anything he says, does, or is . 
68° Fanell (1992: 253-256). 
68 1 Polyphemus self-consciously plays the elegiac lover (Knox 1986: 34). 
682 On elegiac wandering: Fanell (1992: 258). silvae are the Latin equivalent of the Greek vAT) , 'material' : 
Hinds (1998: 12). 
683 Relevant also to Ovid may be Farrell ' s comments (cited in Edmunds 2001 : 154) on Vergil 's inculcation 
in the reader of a general habit of comparison with a model (in his case, Homer), that does not depend on 
any systematic correspondence. 



innumerable material resources as a metaphor for the author's immense literary 

resources. His wandering goats are kept in locations pertinent to different gemes:684 

hoc pecus omne meum est; multae quoque vallibus errant, 

multas silva tegit, multae stabulantur in antris (Metamorphoses 13.821-822) 
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and are practically immobilised by the extent of their udders (uber, 13.826, which can 

mean 'bounteousness'). Ovid plays on the reader's preconceptions of geme in order to 

subvert them.685 By returning Polyphemus to his Theocritean lifestyle, enjoying a rustic 

bounty of milk and cheese, Ovid reclaims a soft, rather than hard, primitivism for his 

geme-collating metapoetic figure to enjoy.686 The Cyclops' plentiful material resources 

are reflected by the plentiful verbal, generic, and intertextual resources of his speech. 

This alignment suggests that Polyphemus' self-importance and pride are shared by the 

poet himself, enjoying in this eclectic text the poetic equivalent of a Golden Age. At 

13.876-877 (quoted above), Polyphemus' roar is as loud as it should be,687 a fittingly 

narcissistic comparison for a subject who ultimately reverts to Vergilian asociality, 

achieving artistic success rather than entering successfully into the social relationships of 

pastoral, love-elegy, or even Homeric epic. 

Galatea's lover Acis is an interesting counterpart to Polyphemus, being his opposite in 

almost every way. His generic affiliations are minimal, and hence very clear. As a son of 

Faunus he is native to the rustic territory of pastoral scenes; as Galatea's chosen lover he 

is the successful elegiac amator; and as Polyphemus' victim, he plays an epic role, 

though of course disastrously. In Metamorphoses 13, Acis is killed by part of the 

mountain hurled by the Cyclops (13 .882-884) and subsequently resurrected as a 

684 For elegiac lovers straying in the countryside see Vergil, Eclogues I 0; Propettius 1.18.25-32; Ovid, 
Amores 1.9.9-16. 
685 Hinds (1998: 26). 
686 'Hard' primitivism is the traditional scholarly label for a fifth-century rationalist development, forming a 
contrasting tradition with the 'soft' version of the 'Myth of the Ages' : see discussion in Costa ( 1984: 108-
110) (cf. Khan (1998: 255) on the Vergilian Cyclops). Golden Age-type agricultural bliss is of course itself 
a genre-crossing trope from the strut: see e.g. the Phaeacians of the Odyssey or the old Corycian of 
Georgics 4.125-148. 
687 This pseudo-simile is regarded as flat by both Tissol ( 1997: 123) (favourably), and Griffin ( 1983: 195) 
(unfavourably: 'This weak comparison may be a sign of hasty writing'). 
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river-god. Acis' passive and insubstantial characterisation confirms, by contrast, that 

Polyphemus' attempt to woo Galatea, while failing in its explicit goal of creating an 

erotic relationship, is a creative success for both Polyphemus and Ovid. Acis is a passive 

foil to the monster's extrovert excesses;688 his fate symbolises his primary characteristic, 

namely narrative 'marginality'. He is obliterated (obruit, 13.884) by the boulder's merest 

corner, for which his name predestines him. 689 He speaks a mere couplet ( 13.880-881 ), in 

the role of a coward, ironically called Symaethius heros (13.879). At the close of 

Galatea's account, she causes him to take on his ancestral powers and he is transmuted 

into a river-god: 

.. . miraque res, subito media tenus exstitit alvo 

incinctus iuvenis flexis nova cornua cannis, 

qui, nisi quod maior, quod toto caerulus ore, 

Acis erat, et sic quoque erat tamen Acis in amnem 

versus, et antiquum tenueruntflumina nomen (Metamorphoses 13.893-897). 

Manuscripts show attempts to 'improve' the sense of lines 896-897; Hopkinson suggests 

that there is wider corruption.690 However, it is by no means unusual for Ovid to create 

paradoxical phrases to represent identity crises.691 Acis' transformation, justifying the 

inclusion of the whole Polyphemus-episode in the poem, may be an aetiological 

invention. Assuming that Ovid has invented the character Acis, unattested before the 

Metamorphoses, named after the river mentioned by Theocritus, Idylls 1.69,692 we can 

distinguish the two uses of the name Acis, translating 896-897 'he was (Ovid's invented) 

Acis still, and thus at the same time he was 'the Acis', having been turned into a river'. 

The metamorphosis therefore ironically reverses Ovid's 'transformation' of the river into 

the character for the purpose of this story,693 a new level of objectification for the 

688 Acis may also be seen as effeminate (Salzman-Mitchell 2005: 191-192). 

689 Acis::: a1dc;;: Michalopoulos (2001: 13-14). 
690 Hopkinson (2000: 230). 
691 Tisso1 (1997: passim) . 
692 Hopkinson (2000: 40). 
693 There may be a further development of this in the use of the poetic word amnis for the river that is patt 

of the myth, and the more prosaic flu men for the river of contemporm·y experience. 

I I 
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unfortunate youth. Acis is at first insubstantial, then ineffectual, which corresponds to 

Polyphemus' initial disregard and subsequent aggression. Whereas the Cyclops is an epic 

monster failing as pastoral/elegiac lover, Acis is a pastoral/elegiac lover failing as epic 

'hero'. 

Furthermore, whereas Polyphemus is an eloquent, spirited singer and musician, Acis is 

nothing of the kind, and there are suggestive parallels between his obliteration and the 

death-as-artistic-failure of Marsyas in Metamorphoses 6.382-400. Both characters are 

associated with Faunus(es) and nymphs (13.750, 6.392-394), both speak for a mere two 

lines, both produce a welling-up of blood (cruor undique manat, 6.388; puniceus de mole 

cruor manabat, 13.887) and both are commemorated by eponymous rivers.694 Finally, the 

harundo that springs from the rock that buried him (13. 891) is a reminder of the harundo 

that led to Marsyas' murder (harundine victum, 6.384). The relationship thus developed 

recalls the similar trauma and brevity of Marsyas' artistic failure in Book 6. It seals the 

depiction of Polyphemus as a pattern of the successful artist, whose 'blind' confidence in 

his own resources, symbolised by defiant physical abnormality, produces an 

unprecedentedly diverse and voluminous song that is an end rather than a means. The 

novelty and enormity of his song (appropriate for a deformed giant) is contrasted with the 

unimpressive 'artistry' of Acis (a second, inferior Marsyas), who fits the requirements of 

elegiac and pastoral love far better, but is therefore far less interesting or memorable. 

Acis lacks the physical, intertextual, and generic 'monstrosity' which, in the poetics of 

this scene and the poem as a whole, produces dynamic and productive poetry. 

By contrast with Idyll11, whose frame identifies the song itself as the cure for love, the 

Polyphemus episode of Book 13 ends in action, as if to imply that violence is the 

answer.695 Polyphemus' desire for Galatea is ostensibly a need for social contact, but its 

694 There may be a further connection in that both episodes involve a use of the Vergilian word laniger 

(6.395, 13.781), which occurs only ten times in Ovid and five in the Metam01phoses itself. There are some 

contrasts too : Acis' death is an instant obliteration, as opposed to the excruciatingly over-visible and 

attenuated torture of Marsyas , and this river is not just named after the dead man (as with the river Marsyas, 

formed from the tears of those lamenting him) , it is Acis. 
695 Lack of Theocritean frame: Tissol (1997: 109). The Metamorphoses continually re-enacts the instability 

of physical and artistic integrity (Theodorakopoulos 1999); the Polyphemus of Book 13 is thus exceptional 

for claiming economic independence, then demonstrating social independence. 

I 
I 

I 
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expression becomes narcissistic personal assessment. In this way it does provide 

consolation, but real consolation comes from his action-based epic role, in which (unlike 

Acis) he excels. Polyphemus erases his failure at epic or pastoral communication by 

destroying the situation and restoring his world to its former unity. 696 Galatea and Acis 

form a pair: between them exists a relationship which recognises the identity of the other 

party. Polyphemus' only goal is to destroy their social bond, proven by the fact that he 

does not attempt to rape Galatea.697 The conclusion one might expect for the story, that 

Acis as river is united (cf. misceat, 13.866) with Galatea as ocean, is not articulated.698 

This is the success and the closure of Polyphemus' love-song: Acis is erased, and Galatea 

is no longer a concem.699 As an elegiac, pastoral, or any other kind of speaker, 

Polyphemus' productiveness is his very defectiveness. His speech pleases him, as in Idyll 

11, but not because his failure to achieve sociality is total. He resorts to the epic mode of 

interaction- physical, not verbal - and thus demonstrates the other side of his 

monstrosity: Gigantomachic authority as well as generically hybrid creativity. 

The retum of Polyphemus in Book 14 is a coda, demonstrating the totally different results 

of sticking to a single generic model, in this case epic (and not merely epic but the 

antisocial extreme of Aeneid 3). Ovid's remarkable project of including a quasi-epitome 

of Vergil' s entire poem within his own poem indicates his enormous debt to and 

preoccupation with it, though the relationship is not mere apprenticeship.700 The 

Hellenistic intrusions on its structure (including the Polyphemus and Galatea episode) are 

inextricable from the structure itself. Therefore Polyphemus' return in Book 14 forces us 

to compare these 'multi-genre' and 'epic' versions, existing at different points within a 

single chronology. His second appearance, a shadow of his first, is essentially a recension 

of its epic elements. He throws a rock, just as he had done to kill Acis: 

696 Fanell (1992: 267-268) appears to read this as monologism triumphing over pluralistic anti

authoritarianism (cf. Theodorakopoulos 1999: 147). 
697 Indicated by the cessation of Galatea's lament, and by her introductory comments, in which she calls 

Acis' death the penalty for her escape (effugere: 13.745). 
698 This absence of happy ending is significant, pace Griffin ( 1983: 195): 'This lack of clarity is additional 

evidence that the concluding section of this story did not receive its final polish' . 
699 That Acis returns as only an upper half indicates (as well as perhaps his failure to run away) both 

emasculation and incompleteness. 
700 Hinds (1998: 106-107; cf. 128-129) compellingly proposes reading the 'Little Aeneid' as recasting its 

epic predecessor as inferior prototype, rather than paradigm. 



insequitur Cyclops partemque e morlte revulsam 

mittit, et extremus quamvis pervenit ad ilium 

angulus e saxo, totum tamen obruit Acin (Metamorphoses 13.882-884); 

vidi, cum monte revulsum 

inmanem scopulum medias permisit in undas (Metamorphoses 14.181-182); 
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but this time it is a re-enactment of an event in the Odyssey, and likewise when he speaks 

(a mere half-dozen lines, 14.192-197) it is with Odyssean regret, only to express lack 

instead of plenty, desire for bestial violence instead of desire for human interaction. 

Polyphemus' eclectic and articulate lovesong is thrown into relief by this regression, a 

reminder of how simple (and predictable) a generically fixed Polyphemus really is. Again 

he speaks to the sea (14.191), but now extending arms befouled with tabum (stale or 

decaying gore, rather than fresh sanguis or cruor), only to wish that he could tear up and 

consume Ulixes or another of his companions. Likewise, Achaemenides' account is not 

of how Polyphemus, like a hairy lion (hirsuti more leonis, 14.207), ate his comrades, but 

of how Achaemenides used to look back on this image (14.204-205) in the months after. 

We do not see Polyphemus actually consuming others Uust as his lovesong had subsumed 

other texts, acting as a huge 'cannibal' of genres)701 except as a mere memory. If the 

transition from a suitor Cyclops in Book 13 to a bestial one in Book 14 reconsolidates 

him into his 'epic state', uncomplicated by the doomed attempt at an elegiac relationship, 

his narcissistic subjectivity has returned him to the arid intactness of his 'inhuman' 

Aeneidic monstrosity. This Polyphemus produces deja vu and, like his own voice, 

expresses merely adynaton; he enjoys none of the poem's own generic and intertextual 

assimilation and is the more authentic, hence poorer, for it. 

The Polyphemus episode of Metamorphoses 13 represents the advantageous complexity 

of a genre-deforming poetics; the Polyphemus episode of Book 14 shows the alternative. 

The simplicity of the Book 14 Polyphemus- strict epic delineation, further abstraction 

701 Polyphemus ' lovesong is not a generic patchwork, but a new genre in itself: Farrell (1992: 261). 

I I. 
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into memory, and subhumanity- vindicates the narcissistic pride of his predecessor in the 

previous book. 702 

702 For revisitations of themes in the Metamorphoses see Keith ( 1994: passim) on Books l and 2, and the 
relationship between Pythagoras' cosmogony in Book 15 and that of Book l. 
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Argus 
Argus, another multiple being sometimes imagined as a Giant, 703 is very unlike the 

figures discussed above for two reasons. Firstly, his physical abnormality is focused on 

his eyes (the name AQyoc; probably meaning 'bright-eyed');704 secondly, far from being 

a warrior, he plays a very different social role, namely, herdsman to the bovine Io. Just as 

the depiction of the anti-Olympian beings in Augustan poetry fundamentally connects 

their multiple limbs, heads, mouths and voices to the metaphorical enormity of epic and 

its hallmarks, the body of Argus also canies generic connotations, inseparable from his 

social role and characterisation. These connotations are present especially in 

Metamorphoses 1 (the only full narrative of the Argus-myth surviving from this period), 

but also in other contemporary texts, and primarily concern not epic but pastoral and 

love-elegy. 

There is considerable disputation in ancient sources over the anatomy of Argus, and as 

with the anti-Olympian beings (and other monsters, notably the Odyssean Scylla), it 

appears that visual depictions based on verbal myth influenced that myth in turn through 

iconographic trends. The earliest sources appear to indicate that Argus' body was 

imagined abnormally in order to symbolise (or perhaps explain) his appropriateness as a 

watchman, though his supernatural attributes were not at first defined as being multiple

eyed. According to Hesiod, this unsleeping agent of Hera 'looked hither and thither with 

four eyes' ,705 a physiognomy reflected by early iconographic attestations of a two-headed 

or Janus-faced Argus.706 Pherekydes, diverging slightly, claims that Hera set a single eye 

703 Some sources state that, like the other Giants, Argus was born from the earth: Acusilaus, FGrHist 2 F 

27; Aeschylus, Prometheus Bound 568, Suppliant Women 303. 
704 Another famous AQyoc; is the dog of Odyssey 17, though the fact that both are in a sense 'guard-dogs' is 

probably coincidental. It is tempting to read into later mentions of the herdsman's name not ii:Qy6c; 

meaning 'swift' (Ahl (1985 : 159) claims shared semantic origins for both 'swift' and 'bright'), but the 

homonym (contracted from Ct£Qy6c;) meaning 'idle', in view of his fatal dereliction of duty. 
705 Hesiod f.294 Merkelbach-West. 
706 Yalomis (1990: 674). According to Alfoldi (1976), on an as of Dossennus struck between 87 and 84 
BC, a Janus-style pairing of Herakles' and Hermes ' heads represents Argus (symbolising the vigilant naval 
supremacy of Cinna, Carbo and their partisans), who is depicted according to the manner imported from 
Greece. 
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on the back of his head, and again that she removed sleep from him, 707 but shares the idea 

that supplementary backward eyes gave him permanent vigilance. The Roman version, in 

which his eyes are very numerous, can be traced as far back as the fifth century, 

especially Euripides, Phoenissae 1113-1118,708 in which Argus, the subject of a shield

ekphrasis, is said to have some jewelled eyes opening with rising stars and others closing 

with setting ones.709 From the fifth century onwards, Argus is depicted on Greek vases 

with a normal human head and body except that the latter is spotted with eyes, evenly yet 

randomly distributed.710 This development, possibly inspired by other patternings such as 

the spotted hide of the Minotaur,711 is a strategy for representing Argus' inescapable 

watchfulness through innumerable multiplication of the seeing-organ, analogous to the 

multiple speaking-organs of Hesiod and the many-mouths topos, and the multiple 

fighting-organs of the Hundred-handers. Vergil alludes to Euripides' ekphrasis in placing 

Argus with Io and Inachus upon Turn us' shield (Aeneid 7. 789-792), though there is no 

description of his appearance, nor do Propertius 1.3.17-20 or Ovid, AA 3.617-618 give 

any further detail than that his eyes were numerous. Indeed, the only specific counts of 

Argus' eyes occur in Ovid, Amores 3.4.19-20: 

centumfronte oculos, centum cervice gerebat 

Argus, et has unus saepe fefellit Amo/12 

and Metamorphoses 1.625-627 (cf. 1.720-721): 

centum luminibus cinctum caput Argus habebat; 

inde suis vicibus capiebant bina quietem, 

cetera servabant atque in statione manebant. 

707 Pherecydes, FGrH 3 F 66. 
708 Cf. Aeschylus , Prometheus Bound 569 (numerous eyes); Cratinus, fr. 153 Edmonds (two heads and 

numerous eyes , location not specified). 
709 Mastronarde (1994: 462-463). 
710 Yalouris (1990: 674). 
7 11 Cf. Sourvinou-Inwood (1994-1995 : 228). 
712 The meaning of saepe is unclear. It may refer to a lost variant of the Io-myth in which covert visitations 

take place, or to the 'repetition' of Argus' beguilement by Mercury in numerous visual representations. 
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The fact that these counts conflict - two hundred versus one hundred - suggests that 

Argus' anatomy was still subject to artistic licence, as does the fact that in both cases 

Ovid combines the two iconographic traditions (backwards-facing eyes, and innumerable 

eyes) by surrounding Argus' head with at least a hundred eyes. This was of course 

impossible to represent in classical art. Ovid' s numbers, as multiples of ten, represent a 

further alignment with the anti-Olympian beings and many-mouths topos as discussed 

above.713 His anatomical specificity follows Euripides rather than vague indications that 

Argus was 'all eyes', such as the abovementioned spotted-hide images, or Plautus, 

Aulularia 555-557 (Argus ... qui oculeus totus fuit). 714 His attention to the eyes in the 

Metamorphoses turns the established idea that not all of them slept at once into a form of 

personification: they rested in pairs while others servabant atque in statione manebant 

( 1.627) like a group of people. This military metaphor draws out the contrast between 

Argus and his anti-Olympian multiple-bodied counterparts by showing that Argus 

performs the activities of the pastoral shepherd and elegiac amator (or custos) instead of 

literal (epic) combat. Ovid's departure from iconographic precedent when describing the 

anatomy of this monster is paralleled by the further incongruity of his non-threatening, 

possibly even amusing and pitiable characterisation. 

Ovid's description of the Io-myth in the Metamorphoses is the most extensive extant 

treatment of Argus from antiquity. It draws much of its detail from the world of pastoral. 

The obvious comparandum is the Book 13 Polyphemus, an exaggeration and parody of 

epic, elegiac, and in particular pastoral. The main parallels are as follows: both are 

monsters with an abnormal number of eyes; both are supernatural herdsmen enjoying the 

favour of a god (Neptune or Juno); both are ultimately 'blinded' and verbally tricked by 

an enemy who does not reveal his true name; both had been leading a life of rustic 

comfort (farming or sitting in the shade). Argus, like Polyphemus, fits the traditional (at 

least, Vergilian) profile of the pastoral herdsman,715 but is not so obviously a caricature. 

713 Though Ovid mentions Argus' eyes in only three extant texts, our chronological information permits 
them to be ordered 'many-200-100' , the inverse of the multiplication of 'multiple mouths' noted by Hinds 
(1993: 43). 
7 14 Fraenkel (1960: 75-76) believes the Argus reference to be a Plautine creation. 
715 Argus does not embody epic caricature, but Mercury does, performing a pastoral 'arming scene' (Nagle 
1988: 33). 
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The questions raised by comparison with Polyphemus are therefore whether Argus' 

personality and behaviour, particularly his interaction with Mercury, make him successful 

or unsuccessful as a pastoral figure, and how this might relate to his physical 

abnmmality. 

Argus' hundred eyes match the hundred reeds of Polyphemus' prodigious pan-pipes, 

which represent polyphony, like the hundred metaphorical mouths of Metamorphoses 

8.533-535. Vision was conceived in ancient thought as a ray emerging from the eyes (cf. 

Latin lumen = oculus). 716 This prevents us from considering vision as an entirely passive 

experience. Argus' eyes are highly visible, shining like jewels (1.723) and stars (1 .664) 

and becoming the brightly-coloured spots on the peacock's tail. Like the mouths and 

tongues previously discussed, Argus' multidirectional eyes denote extraordinary powers, 

potentially not merely of perception but also of the other function of eyes, expression. 

Perception, however, is clearly the prominent theme in this story, in which (by massive 

irony) the ultimate invigilator is deceived on several levels. 

The lengths to which Mercury goes flatter Argus' visual perceptiveness, but he is 

defeated through sound. Mercury's talk and the beguiling music of the pipe first capture, 

then disable his attentiveness. Argus is one of many monsters who are first assigned 

direct speech in Augustan poetry, and although we must assume that he was capable of 

physical force, since Mercury deems it necessary to lull him to sleep before killing him, 

nothing (beside his numerous eyes) suggests he is more than an ordinary herdsman. 

Indeed, the visual arts depicted him (and likewise Mercury) as a beardless youth from the 

end of the fifth century until the Roman period,717 making it appropriate for Ovid to cast 

him as a particular type of herdsman, i.e. one from the pastoral world of Vergil' s 

Eclogues. Murgatroyd notes, among more general hallmarks of pastoral ('aetiology, the 

story within a story, frustrated love, the herdsman singing on the hill, a glance at the 

literary sense of tenuis in 708'), that 1.711-712 alludes to Eclogues 2.32-33;71 8 Barchiesi 

7 16 Note the wordplay in tot lumina lumen (1.720) . 
7 17 Yalouris (1990: 674). 
7 18 Murgatroyd (2001: 622). 



sees an echo of Tityrus (Eclogue 1.79) in Argus' invitation to Mercury at 1.679.719 As 

soon as Mercury aiTives in the guise of a pastor (1.671-7) Argus enters the Eclogues 

mode of pastoral sociality with him: sitting in the shade, minding flocks, piping and 

talking. 720 
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However, everything about this scenario is false. Argus is not really a herdsman, since his 

only cow is not really a cow (though of course, like Juno, he can no more than suspect 

otherwise), and Mercury, even if he has all the accessories, is in disguise. It is never even 

confirmed whether the Syrinx story told by Mercury is actually true. Murgatroyd argues 

that the choice of tale is greatly to Mercury's benefit, with a soporifically dull first half 

and parallels with Io that mock Argus' ignorance. 721 Although Argus speaks like a 

pastoral character, he struggles and eventually fails to maintain verbal exchange with 

Mercury, consigning himself to defeat by asking about the invention of the pipes and 

prompting a long nanative to which he cannot respond. Guardian of a captive who 

struggles vainly to speak, he himself is an over-successful listener, fatally ill-equipped to 

participate in verbal exchange. The authorial voice marks Argus' verbal passivity not 

only by taking up Mercury's nmntive, implying that Mercury himself had been telling 

the Syrinx story almost fodts own sake, but also by apostrophising him ( 1. 720-721) after 

he has not only fallen asleep, but been killed. His multiple eyes seem to shape his identity 

simply through not being hands or mouths: unlike the anti-Olympians, he is a figure not 

of dynamically aggressive action or creatively aggressive speech, but impassive 

surveillance. Konstan has argued that Argus is an aloof rather than empathetic listener: 

'the reader is at once superior to Argus for remaining awake throughout the story, and 

inferior for not preserving a philosophical detachment toward a tale of violent passion.' 722 

Epitomising the vigilance of the herdsman profession, Argus also epitomises the love of 

music, talk and rest that characterises pastoral figures, yet in an excessive and abortive 

way. His three spoken lines betray an eagemess to play such a figure: 

719 Barchiesi (forthcoming 2006) . 
720 There is no actual singing, only speaking (loquendo), conversation (sermone) , and music 
(iunctis ... canendol ... harundinibus: 1.682-683), since pastoral singing connotes exchange, even 
competition, and Argus is not competent either as judge or performer. 
721 Murgatroyd (200 1: 621, 623 ). 
722 Konstan (1991: esp. 26). 



voce nova captus custos Iunonius 'at tu, 

quisquis es, hoc poteras mecum considere saxo, ' 

Argus ait; 'neque enim pecorifecundior ullo 
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herb a loco est, aptamque vides pastoribus umbram' (Metamorphoses 1.678-681) 

Mercury traps him with the tempting opportunity to engage in pastoral sociality, yet he 

overdoes it by succumbing completely to otium and entertainment, not merely relaxed, 

but ultimately unconscious.723 He fights to keep awake by listening, clinging to pastoral 

intercourse, unaware that Mercury's talk is really the ultimate antisociality --murder- in 

disguise.724 

The comparison between hundred-eyed Argus and single-eyed Polyphemus bears out the 

relationship between Argus' pastoral role and his physical abnormality. Neither achieves 

the true dialogue they desire, but whereas Polyphemus is a verbose speaker and 

advertises, among other qualities, his self-sufficient lifestyle (13.810-829) and (by listing 

thirty similes, 13.789-807) his virtuosity, Argus is primarily a listener. Polyphemus the 

exaggerated herdsman-lover ends by killing in anger, Argus the false herdsman-guardian 

is killed in his sleep. Finally, there are parallels between Polyphemus' monocularity and 

his soli psis tic 'outlook', and Argus' multiocularity and his frustrated desire for a pastoral 

identity. Each is denied the generically conventional form of intimacy he desires, erotic 

love or sociality, by his own physical abnormality. 

Argus even forms a counterpart to Polyphemus in terms of elegiac convention, though 

this is clearer in the texts preceding his pastoral makeover in Metamorphoses 1. He is 

aligned with two viewing roles essential to the conventional dynamics of Roman love

elegy: Propertius connects him with the 'pornographic' gaze of the desiring lover, 

whereas Ovid gives him the more obvious role of the opposing and concealing gaze, the 

723 Barchiesi (forthcoming 2006). 
724 Nagle (1988: 34). 

IJ I 
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vigilance of the custos. Propertius finds himself trapped in the Argus role when caught 

between desire for and fear of Cynthia: 

non tamen ausus eram dominae turbare quietem, 

expertae metuens iurgia saevitiae; 

sed sic intentis haerebamfixus ocellis, 

Argus ut ignotis cornibus Inachidos (Propertius 1.3.17-20). 

The horns are ignoti because Io is unaccustomed to her bovine form, but the term 

accommodates a second meaning as an epithet transfetTed from Io herself, who remains 

literally 'unknown' to Argus. His vigilance is a model for Propertius' desiring gaze only 

in its sheer intensity, not its intent, since he was unaware that his charge was actually an 

attractive girl.725 Propertius is likely to disturb Cynthia himself, not preventing others 

from disturbing her on someone else's orders, but the simile adds something unattested in 

any earlier text by focusing on the relationship between Argus and Io. Argus is a 

paradigm not only of spectatorship, but its failure, since during his only recorded 

employment Mercury puts him to sleep and kills him. Argus observes Io closely, not 

because he is curious or interested but because he is obliged to. The striking aspect of 

Propertius' simile is the contrast between Argus and the amator. Both may observe 

females closely, but in all other respects Argus would be a bad example, apparently not 

gaining pleasure from his relationship with Io and ultimately losing her to a rival. 

Propertius' Argus represents the moment of impotence between intimacy and 

independence, which is an opportunity for expression in Propertius 1.3- but only in 

internal monologue. In elegiac as well as pastoral terms, Argus is a failure owing to a 

personality dominated by the eye: he neither acts nor expresses himself. This is the 

opposite of Polyphemus' failings as amator in Metamorphoses 13 and ldyll11: Panoptes 

is all eyes and no expression; Cyclops is all expression and no insight. 

Ovid's pre-Metamorphoses Argus is a mythological exemplum for the surveillance of the 

puella's guardians. In the Amores, Argus is mentioned as an illustration that desire 

725 Raimondi (2000: l 07). 

I 
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evades all obstructions: Amor often single-handedly deceived his two hundred eyes 

(3.4.17-20). Here the traditional myth of Argus and Io is recast in elegiac terms, with 

Mercury (on behalf of Jupiter) as the amator. Ovid's other elegiac reference to Argus 

appears at AA 3.616-618, where he justifies instructions to women on deceiving husbands 

by claiming to address freedwomen: 

... ut fallas, ad mea sacra veni. 

tot licet observent, adsit modo certa voluntas, 

quot fuerant Argo lumina, verba dab is. 

The metaphor is twofold, strictly meaning that observers may be numerous, but also 

implying that they will be watching with the same intent and constancy as Argus. Here 

the puella herself, the 'Io', is also the 'Mercury' in that she will instigate (or conspire in) 

the deception of the guardians. The Metamorphoses version of the Io myth may be seen 

as an extended gloss on this passage that casts the scene in elegiac terms: Io writes letters 

in the ground for Inachus, an unorthodox, undetected form of communication like those 

in which Ovid instructs his 'freedwomen' (AA 3.619-630), and the colloquial expression 

verba dabis ('You will give [empty] words') is literally what Mercury does in order to 

deceive the original Argus. 

It is no surprise that the Argus of Metamorphoses 1 fails as elegiac custos as well as 

bucolic pastor, since previous Augustan poetry restricted him to elegiac contexts, a 

model for desirous or protective viewing of women. In the Metamorphoses he is a false 

pastoral figure and fails in his protective duty in both pastoral and elegiac terms, just as 

Polyphemus fails to win Galatea. Even the posthumous transfer of Argus' eyes onto the 

peacock's tail contrasts a touch of urban glamour with his equally ill-fitting rustic 

persona.726 Argus was a sparkling-eyed work of art in Aeschylus and the Aeneid, but 

whereas Polyphemus is an obsessive self-admirer, Argus has no 'self-regard' in Augustan 

poetry. Perhaps this blindness is what prevents him from maintaining pastoral dialogue, 

sociality, and self with Mercury. 

726 Peacocks only display their 'eyes' as a comiship display. 

1 I 
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Geryon and Cacus 
Our vague knowledge of names and figures from early Italian myth, history, and religion 

undoubtedly reflects a degree of confusion and ignorance in our Roman sources. In the 

Augustan period a great deal of remodelling was performed, particularly by Vergil. The 

monstrous figures best represented in literature are Cacus and his forerunner Geryon. 

Like the Cyclopes, they provide evidence that intimidating and alien presences from the 

literary and historical past, though not explicitly anti-Olympian, can gain Gigantomachic 

status within a poem. This status entails representing the norms of epic, through their 

abnormally excessive bodies, violent activity, and lack of 'pastoral' or 'elegiac' sociality. 

Both Geryon and Cacus are herdsmen, suggesting the same potential for models of 

behaviour outside mainstream epic as shown by Polyphemus and Argus, but neither is 

cast as engaging in such behaviours. Their uncomplicated adherence to the 'combat-epic' 

generic model may be because this is how their killer Hercules usually appears.727 

Geryon's role in Augustan poetry is minor, but he is unique in having Cacus as a 

homeg~·own Roman counterpart. Cacus seems to be the product of the influence of Greek 

myth upon the Etruscan deity Cacu,728 as the name (Kl.X1<ac;/KaK6~: cf. Evander) 

suggests;729 there was also an Etruscan figure Gerun.730 The primary issue of Geryon's 

nature and identity in this period is his relationship with Cacus. The differences between 

them, and their mutual contrasts with the other 'rustic' monsters Polyphemus and Argus, 

show that even the confrontational interaction of combat, traditionally associated with 

epic, can be disrupted by monstrous bodies and personalities. The interactions that define 

'humanity' are therefore as contestable in epic as in pastoral and elegiac terms. The 

Hercules they both fight shares their violence and bestiality. Furthermore, the roles 

played by abnormal figures in the contemporary imagination are constructed not merely 

727 Hercules' subhuman status is parodied by Ovid (Fasti 1.543-586), for whom he not only rescues and 

sacrifice oxen, but is one: he verbally acknowledges a verbal 'omen' from the herd, and sets up an altar 

'where patt of the city is named after an ox '. He is implicitly identified as a mighty bull when the boulder 

he moves is described as too big to be moved, not by ten men (cf. Iliad 5.302-304 = 20.285-287, 

12.445-450, Aeneid 12.896-900), but ten oxen. 
728 Cf. Pm·atore (197 I), Sutton (1977) . 
729 Maltby (199 I : 90) lists sources for Cacus/Kmcoc; . 
730 Brize (1988: 186). 
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out of generic reflexivity and anxiety about what is 'human', but also the role of Greek 

culture at Rome. Geryon is a Greek import, and the remodelling of Cacus is one of many 

problematic Roman adaptations of Greek myth expressed partly through the image of the 

multiple body. 

Geryon's body, and likewise his characterisation, is not consistent throughout classical 

literature. Iconographic evidence demonstrates that his physical form changed over time, 

which apparently led to a contradiction in Roman literary descriptions (as for example 

with Medusa and the Odyssean Scylla). His defining feature is a 'triple body', though this 

progresses towards increasing abnormality. In early representations artists depicted him 

as three entire men's bodies joined at the waist; however, two protocorinthian vases of 

the mid-seventh century portray a single body below the waist supporting three upper 

halves, the standard image in classical art.731 This appears to be what Stesichorus 

describes.732 The oldest surviving literary source (Hesiod, Theogony 287) calls Geryon 

'three-headed' and Attic tragedy calls him 'three-bodied' ,733 though either term may 

indicate either the six-legged or two-legged anatomies. The two-legged form appears to 

have become standard in literature by the fourth century BC.734 There is no evidence for 

the six-legged version in Latin texts: Plautus mentions six hands, Lucretius three chests, 

Horace simply tripleness (ter amplum), Diodorus, Vergil and Ovid triple bodies.735 In the 

sixth and fifth centuries, Geryon may have undergone syncretism with the anti-Olympian 

deities: as they frequently were, he was dressed in hoplite armour both in literature 

(Stesichorus and Aeschylus) and in art (e.g. the friezes depicting the labours of Heracles 

on the temple of Zeus at Olympia, c470-456 BC).736 This military characterisation, which 

would have contrasted Geryon with the bow-wielding, presumably skin-cloaked Heracles 

731 Robertson (1969: 209). 
732 Stesichorus' Geryon is six-legged (Robertson (1969: 209) on Page, PMG fr. 9) and also winged (PMG 

186). 
733 Brize (1988: 186). 
734 Palaephatus, Peri Apiston 24 cites as common the belief that he had three heads on a single body. 
735 Plautus, Aulularia 551-554; Lucretius, DRN 5.29; Horace, Odes 2.14.7-8; Diodorus Siculus 4.8.4; 

Aeneid 6.289; Ovid, Heroides 9.92; Metamorphoses 9.184-185 ; Tristia 4.7 .16. 
736 Brize ( 1988: 186). The vast increase in vase-paintings of Herakles in combat with Geryon in the mid

sixth century may be due to the popularity of Stesichorus' poem (Page 1973:145). 
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(like Heracles/Hercules, Geryon had his own cult),737 may have functioned to support an 

Iliadic frame of reference for the combat-scene, and furthermore to render him human 

and sympathetic: Page notes that Geryon's speech echoes that of Homer's Sarpedon,738 

and when he is killed, Stesichorus borrows the pathetic simile of a poppy shedding its 

petals (cf. Iliad 8.306-309). Geryon seems to lose the statuses of warrior, speaker and 

sympathetic victim along with his extra legs. Although three mouths would of course 

imply vociferousness, just as for Plautus six arms suggest rapaciousness (Aulularia 

551-554), the Roman version of Geryon the herdsman lacks any sociality, pastoral or 

otherwise. Augustan sources scarcely mention Geryon. Despite the Stesichorean 

precedent, no extant Augustan text naiTates Hercules' combat with Geryon, who seems to 

be supplanted by Cacus as a focus of attention; like Vergil's Polyphemus, Geryon is one 

of the few monsters who lose, rather than gain, the power of direct speech in this period, 

in which he is followed by Cacus. 

Latin authors emphasise the similarities, indeed continuity, between the Spanish (Greek) 

Geryon and Italian (Roman) Cacus by introducing Hercules ' Italian adventure with 

mention of his recent killing of Geryon.739 This is of course built into the Cacus myth 

itself, which depends upon Hercules possessing Geryon's cattle, and Geryon himself 

receives scant attention. Yet his triple body re-emerges in Augustan poetry in disguised 

forms. His specifically triple form presumably originated in the same mythic patterning 

as other triple figures such as Hecate, the Fates and the Gorgons,740 though it may have 

gained a new controversiality as a metaphor for either of the Triumvirates.74 1 Propertius' 

737 In Diodorus ' Sicilian hometown Agyrium, Heracles gave his name to his cattle's tracks, left in the rock, 

and dedicated a precinct to 'the hero Geryones' whose cult was still active (Diodorus 4.24.3). Tiberius 

obtained a favourable omen from the oracle of Geryon near Patavium (Suetonius Tiberius 14.4) . Geryon 

was thought to have a grave (Pausanias 1.35.7), indicating belief that he had deserved burial , if not actual 

cult. 
738 Page (1973: 150). 
739 Livy, AUC 1.7.4.1; Aeneid 7.662, 8.202-204; Ovid, Metamorphoses 15.12-16. 
74° Cf. Hansen (1976), Adam (1985). 
741 Ovid Heroides 9.89-92 (in tribus unus erat, 'he was one in three men' ) is the strongest implication in 

Augustan poetry of a rationalising tradition (attributed by M us so ( 1971) to Hecataeus) that interpreted 

Geryon as being three separate brothers who were 'of one mind ' . Varro wrote a monograph on the First 

Triumvirate entitled Tricaranos , 'The Three-headed One' (Appian Civil Wars 2.9)with a possible pun on 

KcXQTJVOV, 'head ' , and Doric KcXQavoc;, 'chief'. Furthermore, in archaic Italy, Geryon was identified with 

the shepherd Garanus/Recaranus (Bayet 1926: 145-149, Small 1982: 25-27), something an etymologist and 

antiquarian of religion is likely to have noted. 

I I 
I 
I 
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Cacus (discussed below) is famously triple-headed like Geryon,742 and the (otherwise 

unknown) Erulus, mentioned in Evander's Nestorean nostalgia about war with Praeneste, 

is three-bodied: 

nascenti cui tris animas Feronia mater 

(horrendum dictu) dederat, terna arma movenda -

ter leto sternendus erat; cui tunc tamen omnis 

abstulit haec animas dextra et totidem exuit armis (Aeneid 8.564-567). 

The fact that Feronia, a Sabine or Etruscan deity, had a temple on the Campus Martius 

suggests that itTecoverable archaic-Italian lore lies behind this passage. However, the 

details that Erulus carried weapomy and had to be killed three times over suggest the 

influence of Stesichorus' Geryon. Erulus is a wanior-figure, and Cacus is a thief who 

offers physical resistance, so it seems that his tricorporality was associated only with the 

combat in which it proved advantageous. The tripleness of Geryon's body seems to have 

become another form of bodily multiplicity denoting epic, though his encounter with 

Hercules was not singled out among the Labours as a nanative theme. 

Unlike Geryon, whose native Erytheia was located either in, or near the coast of, 

Lusitania,743 Cacus was located in the heart of Rome, either at the Palatine Scala Caci or, 

in Vergil, on the Aventine.744 The Cacus episode of Aeneid 8 has attracted a great deal of 

critical attention in the debate over whether the poem is ideologically 'Augustan' or 'anti

Augustan' . The generic identity of the passage is caught up in the issue of how an Italian 

epic can be 'authentic'. Such a web of allusions and parallels has been constructed that 

there is now ample evidence for both viewpoints, with so-called 'evil' or 

'Gigantomachic' members of various pairings in the Aeneid related not only to one 

another, but one another's 'good' or 'Augustan' opponents.745 My reading of the episode 

742 Adam (1985: 586) suggests that Italian deities, rather than the Greek Geryon, are the model. 
743 Mela Chorographia 3.47.1; Pliny, NH 4.120. 
744 Small (1982: 18, 31). 
745 Cacus and Hercules recall Odysseus and Polyphemus respectively: Jacobsson (1989: 101-102), Feeney 
(1991: 159); vice versa: Sansone (1991 : 171). Aeneas and Hercules: Galinsky (1972: 133-145), followed 
by Gransden (1976) . Cacus and Hercules: Lyne (1987: 27-35), Putnam (1995: 30, 187), Braund (1997: 218-
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will not attempt to establish whether or not the passage portrays Hercules favourably or 

unfavourably (though the answer is probably 'less unfavourably'), but instead to suggest 

that on a metapoetic level the episode represents a 'purified' (or exaggerated) example of 

epic combat, and simultaneously tests the stability of this definition. The propriety of its 

inclusion in the poem as 'epic' material is not at issue, in that the impossibility of writing 

(original) epic without 'non-epic' elements is what makes the passage most authentic to 

the genre. 

Cacus is not himself caught between epic and other worlds within the text, in that there is 

no indication that he was a herdsman before stealing Hercules' cattle, and apart from 

fighting defensively, his traits are unequivocally Gigantomachic. The Geryon myth 

provides a loose nanative analogy, but Cacus himself apparently owes little to the 

Spanish monster. Instead his physical attributes come from elsewhere, mainly the 

Odyssean Polyphemus and fire-breathing Typhoeus.746 Vergil clearly remodelled Cacus 

and the Cacus-story, since the versions told by Livy (AUC 1.7.3) and Dionysius of 

Halicamassus (1.39) depict him as a mere human shepherd,747 but Vergil's Cacus shows 

no pastoral traits besides (temporary) possession of cattle. With such bold adaptation, 

working to insert characteristically epic material (combat, Hercules, Gigantomachic 

detail) into a rustic (and in some ways idyllic) Rome, Vergil openly demonstrates his 

work 'behind the scenes' .748 

The permeating presence oftheAeneid's own 'giant' epic lineage is foregrounded by 

Aeneas' emphasis on Atlas as his and Pallas' common ancestor (8.135, 6, 40, 41). Yet 

Atlas is in a state of etemal punishment for his part in the Titanomachy, and Cacus, who 

magna se mole ferebat (8.199), is not the only other heavyweight villain. The Thybris 

who gave his name to theTiber is also mentioned: tum reges asperque immani corpore 

219) , Hardie (1993: 66 & 1997: 319). Turnus and Hercules: Putnam (1995: 188). Mm·gan (1998 : 179-180): 

'whilst it is true that Vergil establishes associations between his heroes (Hercules-Aeneas-Augustus) and 

his villains (Cacus-Turnus-Antony) , he also takes great pains to assimilate each member of a pair to his 

ogposite number, and to the opposite numbers of his analogues. ' 
7 6 Hardie(l986: 112-116). 
747 On the evolution of the Cacus story: Galinsky ( 1966: 26) , Paratore ( 1971), Gransden (1976 : I 07), 

Fordyce ( 1977: 224), Sutton (1977 : 391 ), Hardie (1986: 111-118). 
748 Cf. Quint (1989: 9). 
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Thybris (8.330). These three characters, gone but not forgotten, leaving traces in the 

history of Latium and Aeneas' anival there, can be read as a metaphor of Bloom's 

'anxiety of influence' ,749 the difficulty of escaping the colossal authority of prior texts. 

Hercules, the protagonist of the Cacus story, is an icon of 'gigantic' epic, and yet a 

generically slippery character. He is 'the epic hero par excellence' ,750 a privilege borne 

out by his implication within the myth of the Gigantomachy, explicitly mentioned in his 

paean at 8.298.751 The principal element of Hercules' characterisation- his incontinent 

wrath- is, like physical size, associated in ancient literary theory with epic grandeur 

(MfivLv aabE, 8ca);752 Cacus shares both.753 Hercules and the monster form a double 

paradigm of epic behaviour, though not of pietas: Hercules wanted not to save the Latins 

but to obtain his revenge and his cattle. Furthermore, the caricatmed frenzy of the Book 8 

Hercules threatens to evoke his non-epic self, the greedy buffoon of Attic drama.754 The 

story shows influence from at least two other somces in Greek literature.755 The Roman 

cult of Hercules is Greek in form; 756 Vergil' s account of its origin creates ambiguity over 

what kind of Greek Hercules this is.757 In fact, it might be argued that Hercules is 

typically 'epic' to the extent that he is like the chaotic, violent, Gigantic Cacus, and is 

only non-monstrous in the extent to which this is tempered by other generic influences. 

Vergil associates both Cacus and Hercules with anti-Olympian monstrosity through the 

phenomenon of multiplication. Geryon, the original owner of the cattle, is mentioned as 

tergemini (202), 'thrice-doubled' .758 Cacus is a monster, like Geryon, and although 

749 Bloom (1973) . 
75° Feeney (1991: 323). 
751 Cf. Pindar, Nemean Odes 7.90. 
752 On anger, the Iliad, and Aeneas: Galinsky (1987: 341-347). 
753 The attributes which the Roman priests take on in celebration of Hercules, animal-hides and flames 
(8.281-282), are reminiscent of the Vergilian Cacus. Cf. the cults of Geryon at Patavium and Agyrion 
(Brize 1988: 186). 
754 Aristophanes, Frogs; Euripides, Alcestes. Cf. Propertius 4.9 (discussed below) and Seneca, 
Apocolocyntosis. 
755 Cacus' stratagem of dragging the cattle backwards to leave deceptive hoofprints imitates the Homeric 
Hymn to Hermes (73-78); references to Callimachus' Aitia are catalogued by Tueller (2000). 
756 Bayet ( 1926). 
757 Before Vergil, Hercules was not cmmected with religion in Roman literature, nor is the 'comic Heracles' 
attested in Roman drama (Galinsky 1972: 128-129). 
758 Replicated from Lucretius, DRN 5.28: Fordyce (1977: 229). 

I I 



Vergil (unlike Propertius) does not go so far as giving him three heads, he causes 

Hercules to enact the magic number, a treble-triple: 

. .. ter totumfervidus ira 

lustrat A ventini montem, ter saxea temp tat 

limina nequiquam, ter fessus valle resedit (Aeneid 8.230-232) 
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Among Hercules' other experiences we find two snakes (geminos, 289),759 two 

bimembris ('double-limbed', 293) Centaurs, two cities, a triple-headed dog, a thousand 

labours and a horde of hydra-heads. The Cacus narrative features more than one multiple 

monster, and multiple types of multiplication. Propertius completes the trick by tripling 

his Cacus anatomically:760 

incola CaCLts erat, metuendo raptor ab antro, 

per tria partitos qui dabat ora sonos . 

. . . Maenalio iacuit pulsus tria tempora ramo 

Cacus (Propertius 4.9.9-10, 15-16). 

In explicitly giving Cacus a voice divided three ways, Propertius apparently hints at the 

Gigantomachic poetics of the many-mouths topos. In turning Cacus futher into Geryon, 

he merely continues Vergil's trajectory.761 The process is acknowledged but disrupted by 

Ovid in his own account of the Hercules-Cacus myth (Fasti 1.543-586). Cacus' cave is 

decorated with the heads and arms of his victims, apparently mimicking the resident's 

multiple torsos (1.557-558), and Hercules kills him with a triple-knotted club- but the 

three strokes he delivers (which, for the duration of one syllable, seem to break one head 

each) turn into four: 

759 Aligned by Galinsky (1966: 47) with the two serpents of Allecto (7.450) and of Cleopatra's suicide 

(8.697). 
760 Rome had a gate called the Porta Trigemina near a temple of Hercules Jnvictus or Victor (Bayet 1926: 

240). 
761 Cf. Janan (1998: 67): 'Propertius ' elegy responds to the Aeneid by adopting some of the ideological 

premises mounted on display in the epic, and then pushing the conceptualisation behind these premises to 

the point of logical breakdown' . 
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occupat Alcides, adductaque clava trinodis 

ter quater adverso sedit in ore viri (Fasti 1.575-576) 

This Cacus seems Propertian until the fourth blow, which turns ter into the usual Ovidian 

phrase for violent arm-motions.762 His Vergilian 'authenticity' wavers, then is 

reconfirmed. 

The dragging of intractable material is the dominant metaphor of the episode, symbolised 

by Cacus' stratagem of dragging the cattle, itself 'appropriated' from the Homeric Hymn 

to Hermes. Cacus drags his bounty by the tails to prevent them leaving tracks pedibus 

rectis (209). Hercules, by contrast, drags out Cacus' strangled body by the feet, pedibus 

(264), to which fear had lent the wings of the intertextual Hermes: 

.. .fug it ilicet ocior Euro 

speluncamque petit, pedibus timor addidit alas (Aeneid 8.223-224) 

Vergil transforms Cacus the rough-cut and numinous artefact from Italian prehistory, 

though the Hercules-Cacus story is unattested before the first century BC.763 Like 

Evandrian Rome itself, this story is enriched by the reader's exterior knowledge. 

In this passage Hercules, as the destroyer of Cacus, fulfils his typical mythic role of 

imposing or preserving civilisation by eradicating monsters, and thus claims the rustic 

territory of Rome on behalf of epic action. The paean that lists his achievements (which 

might itself be seen as assimilated into Gigantomachic epic, like Cacus himself) passes 

over events involving mere humans,764 or less destructive labours, to reconfigure his 

career as a series of decisive epic triumphs of erasure, from the two snakes invading his 

cradle (289) to Troy and Oechalia (291), to the Centaurs Hylaeus and Pholus, the Cretan 

bull, the Nemean lion, all slain by hand (mactas manu, 294), and finally fire-breathing, 

762 Cf. Metamorphoses 1.179, 2.49, 6.1 33, 4.734, 9.217, 12.133, 14.206, probably on the model of Aeneid 

4.589 & 12.155. Most of these instances describe blows to the face. 
763 Sutton (1991: 391), Tueller (2000: 375). 
764 E.g. Hercules' expedition against Troy, founding of the Olympian Games, and leadership of the Theban 

revolt against Orchomenus. 
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cave-dwelling Cacus (303-304). None of the executions listed, even of the Hydra (299-

300), involve mention of weapons, although the Cacus-nanative itself involves a 

Gigantomachic hail of arrows, besides a rock and other missiles used by anti-Olympian 

beings. In fact the actual deaths of the snakes, the Nemean lion, and Cacus (260-261) are 

all strangulations, a primitive and pre-civilised manner of killing.765 

Cacus is home-grown in two senses, as a piece of Italian prehistory and a Vergilian 

creation; Hercules the bombastic foreigner is the harbinger of epic tumidity, yet just as he 

threatens to transform into a non-epic Hercules, Cacus shows that Gigantic poetry is 

already native. The monstrum Cacus validates the Roman epic by playing out 

Gigantomachy at Rome, a necessary contrast to Evander's rustic hospitium. In Cacus 

(and Hercules), a Rome of herdsmen gains the Gigantomachic monstrosity that betokens 

true epic authority. 

Hercules' relationships with others epitomise Roman epic's preoccupation with the 

mismatch between primitive, violent interactions in myth and the socialisation of the 

Imperial world-as-Roman. Vergil makes him both a throwback to 'monstrous' semi

humanity and a culture-hero for Rome. For Roman epic, Hercules-like regression is both 

necessary and impossible. 

Various monsters with excessive, though human, bodies in Augustan poetry symbolise 

typical characteristics of the epic geme. The anti-Olympian beings and the many-mouths 

topos both become ways of defining 'authentic' epic, though individual treatments 

approach the issue of epic 'monstrosity' in different ways. The monstrous 'pastoral' 

herdsmen of Greek and Roman myth are revealed, one way or another, to fail as social 

subjects according to the conventions of that geme. Vergil appropriates Cacus as a 

Gigantomachic monster, and also creates a version of Polyphemus who is not merely 

Homerically antisocial, but asocial, divested of speech and hence the ability to interact 

except through 'epic' violence. Propertius also adapts multiple monsters (Argus and 

765 Galinsky (1966: 43) emphasises the use of snake-imagery here and elsewhere: 'whereas all the other 

writes have Hercules slay Cacus with his club, he here strangles the monster in the manner of a serpent, in 

nodum complexus'. 

'I m"--
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Cacus) within the geme of love-elegy, but it is in Ovid that generic modes of sociality are 

pitted against one another. Ovid uses such figures to demonstrate the impossibility of 

purely 'original' epic and the necessity of distorting convention in order to produce 

creativity. His two Polyphemuses are the most extensive illustration of this. The multiple 

humanoids most prominent in Augustan poetry are those that offer the richest 

opportunities for symbolising poetic authority, either ' authentic epic' or generic 

distortion, as physical abnormality. Thus the many-mouths topos is Augustan poetry' s 

defining gesture, linking both the period's own poetics, and its 'Gigantic' literary past, 

with the excessiveness of monstrosity. 
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Conclusion 
In beginning with how Roman authors confronted the unfamiliar, and ending with how 

they used monstrosity to define their own poetic projects and personae, this thesis has 

shown how deeply monsters are implicated in the workings of Roman culture and its 

literature. Whether on the margins of Pliny's cosmography, or at the heart of Augustan 

metapoetics, abnormal figures (real or mythical) are everywhere in the Roman 

imagination. Augustan poetry has plenty of the grotesque and the formless, and there is 

much productive work to be done in exploring points of contact between the monsters of 

classical antiquity, and those of later cultures, which have so far enjoyed far more critical 

and theoretical attention. 

This thesis could have taken several different courses, had it been constrained to a 

particular theoretical model, or designed as an objective survey. Psychoanalytic models 

have been used in this way in other disciplines, and Structuralist approaches are well

established in Classics, even in literary studies. There is more to be said on the historical 

context of the material treated here. The consequences of Augustus' monarchy may have 

stimulated the new interest of late first century poets in the boundaries, and even conflict, 

between monsters' 'human' and 'inhuman' identity. New political and social hierarchies, 

official and unofficial censorship of literature, and dramatic propagandist manoeuvres to 

establish continuity with some elements of the past but contrast with others, are all types 

of social change, and (like all changes) can be seen either as innovation or deformity. 

These are the conditions that generated Augustan reconstructions of, for example, 

Medusa's gaze, Centauric bestiality, and Polyphemus' verbosity, and which define the 

age of Augustus as a cultural moment. 

Yet the contingency of this thesis is most obvious in its dependence on one assumption 

that has underlain the majority of scholarly criticism on classical literature: namely, that 

'our' Augustan literature is a representative snapshot of its culture. Any thematic study 

that connects different texts into a single 'story' is shaped by the limits of the extant. 

Such accounts can only hope to expand to fill the available space. The schemata proposed 

in this thesis - its thematic chapter-divisions, and its procedure of unifying different 
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'versions' of the same figure (often connected by little more than a name) into a coherent 

account- would undoubtedly fail to explain the altered landscape of a canon that 

included, for example, Ovid's Medea instead of his Metamorphoses, or Maecenas' poetry 

rather than Horace's . From this perspective, the culture behind a text, say, about Harpies, 

is as nebulous as the myth. Yet a topic such as monsters, in which so much work goes 

into determining what is being imagined and how, shows the strengths of an adaptive and 

self-aware approach to ancient literature. Thematic critical readings inevitably cast 

Roman culture into forms that are hybrid, multiple, and 'non-viable' -and this is why 

they will always have a great deal new to say. 
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